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Though their particulars are those
That cach particularartist knows,
Unique events that once took place
Within a unique time and space,
In the new field they occupy
The unique serves to typify,
Becomes, though still particular,
An algebraic formula,
Derived from dead experiments,
And each life must itself decide
To what and how it be applied.

W. H. Au~EN
The Nevi Year Letter, 1940
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Chapter 1

Introduction and overview

Equals should be treated
equally, and unequals,
unequally in proportion
to relevant simílarities
and diffetences.

Aristotle'

In many real-life situations where individuals work together in a joint project,

joint costs (or profits) occur which have to be shared. The central problem of

cost sharing is the allocation of costs in a`just' way among the participants. Ex-

amples are numerous and range from the allocation of joint overhead costs of a

firm among its divisions, setting fees for the use of a common facility such as

(tele)communication networks, airports and transit systems, sharing the joint cost

of multipurpose reservoirs, sharing the cost of (over)capacities in water supply

systems and power plants, to determining cost shares for the joint production of

privately or publicly supplied goods.

1Quoted from Moulin (1999).

xi



Introduction and overview xii

Theoretical considerations on cost sharing problems are relatively new. Partly
this is due to the fact that in many real-life situations cost sharing problems were
not recognized, in the sense that tradition used to determine the way that divi-
sion problems were solved. An interesting (partly) empirical study in this respect
is Aadland and Kolpin (1998). The authors discuss a cost sharing problem that
farmers in the state of Montana have been facing for more than a century now.
Small communities of farmers commonly use irrigation systems to flood the lands.
Each of the cooperatives had to come up with some method to share the annual
maintenance cost involved with the ditch system. Most typically, two really non-
trivial methods emerged that can be seen as direct applications of two well-known
solution concepts for natural corresponding cooperative games, i.e. the Shapley
value and the constrained egalitarian solution. Interviews with the farmers show
however that the usage of the various methods is motivated mainly by tradition. In
this respect we note that among others it is tradition that keeps individuals from
philosophizing on the status quo method, which in turn causes nobody to perceive
the cost sharing situation as a problem.

One could support the idea not to bother about the status quo method if just
all the relevant discussion partners are satisfied with it. However, even in these
cases a more profound theoretical basis can be justified. Firstly, people could
get supported by a rnore elaborated motivation and understanding of their own
actions without relying too much on the traditional establishment. Secondly, it
could prevent them from being caught in the same trap over and over by taking
the motivation of the ancestors for granted, that could be celebrated for the wrong
reasons in the first place. Most likely the parameters that determine the cost
sharing situation will have changed over time, and the traditional cost sharing
method may give unsatisfactory solutions in the new circumstances. It is where
the existing cost sharing literature may offer alternative views in search for an
eligible cost sharing method.

Most importantly, it should be clear that there is no such entity as the solution
to cost sharing problems in general. The requirement of fairness or justice done by
a solution seems non-questionable and compelling. Nobody will object to this at
first sight, except when the need for practical use forces one towards some level of
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specification of this requirement. Obviously, the meaning of justice varies with the

context in which it is used, and so will the idea of an appropriate solution to a cost

sharing problem. 1~loreover, the different parties involved in the decision making

process will have different motivations; accountants, economists, production man-

agers, regulators and others all are looking at the same institutional entity from

different viewpoints.

As a consequence of the high degree of ambiguity, heading for the solution to

cost sharing problems in general can be considered hazardous and problematic.

The existing cost sharing literature is about exploring boundaries of what can be

thought of as `fair' allocations within a certain context or environment. More

important than the solutions themselves, are the fairness principles that they rep-

resent. A real discussion of different solution concepts therefore always takes place

at the level of these principles, since there is no better tool to make a motivat-

ed choice between them. A constructive approach towards cost sharing problems

could be finding general agreement about the principles that need to be satisfied,

and try to deduce a solution from there. There are two main problems with this

attitude. First of all, there may be many solutions passing the requirements. What

to do if the present demands of the different parties allow for a whole universe of

eligible solutions? Secondly, as numerous examples in the present cost sharing

literature show, it is easy to find combinations of fairness criteria that are in fact

incompatible. Existence of a reasonable solution seems to be irreversibly related

to the level of detail that desired fairness criteria are specified. Not only each

fairness principle limits the space of possible candidates, together with others it

can exhaust it. Pushing ideas of fairness too far will cause such a vacuum. There

is also a practical issue. The existence of a desired solution alone can not solve

the computational complexity of finding it. The most elegant concepts that are

discussed in the sequel are hard to compute in general.

It is the central issue of this monograph to address the problem of sharing the

cost of usage of a particular technology by a group of agents with equal access

rights and unequal demands, in the presence of variable returns. This topic has

conquered a prominent position in the growing literature on formal distributive

justice. Presented theories are built on the fundaments laid down in theories of
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fair division, initiated by Aristotle, who discusses the above celebrated maxim of
proportionality in the setting that a reward has to be divided among individuals
with unequal demands. Further contributions try to explore the bounds of this
principle in a number of simple models of fair division. Within the setting of co-
operative production, the focus is on a given production technology and a given
set of users of the technology. The users are described in terms of both the indi-
vidual demands for different quantities of output and the individual contributions
in terms of supplied quantities of input. Most work concentrates on the following
two models that can be seen as duals of each other: (i) sharing input~costs given
a profile of demands and (ii) sharing output~surpluses given a profile of individual
contributions. Though in mathematica] terms the distinction between the models
seems superfluous, interpretationally, by the dualization operation, results go in
different and sometimes diametrically opposed ways. Moulin (1999) indicates that
ideas stemming from the cost sharing context may have no natural counterpart in
the surplus sharing context and vice versa.

There are three trends to be found in the theory of cooperative production. The
first one assumes passive users of the technology; the demands or contributions of
the agents are inelastic. Within this framework an axiomatic analysis contributes
to the general theory by a thorough discussion of possible interpretations of fair-
ness, such that it provides a benevolent regulator with decision tools in the process
of dividing costs or rewards. For an excellent overview see Moulin (1999). Most of
the presented work fits in this setting, especially the Chapters 3, 4 and 6.

Secondly, the cooperative production problem can be seen as a special case of
a social choice problem in some economic environment, where a social planner sees
to it that - given the profile of individual preferences together with the char-
acteristics of the technology - profiles of individual demands and contributions
are chosen such that some social welfare function is maximized. For instance, the
planner could choose a profile that, e.g., maximizes utilitarian welfare (see Chapter
5) or Rawlsian welfare (see Chapter 7).

The third approach is to view upon the participating users as rational microeco-
nomic agents, endowed with classical preferences over individual in- and outputs.
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In presence of a particular division method, the agents participate in playing a

noncooperative game by choosing individually the (size of) the demand or the
(size of) the contributions. In this way the resulting individual payoffs are directly

related to the whole demand or contribution profile via the division mechanism.

Relevant theories become those of inechanism design and strategyproofness (see
Moulin (1988) for further references). This approach is taken in Chapter 5 where

a set of agents make private contributions for having different sets of pure public

goods. Another approa.ch in this respect is by considering associated cooperative

games with side payments; given the profile of demands and the cost structure

the agents solve the problem through directface-to-face bargaining thereby taking

coalitional service costs as a reference.

The fundamental basis of the cost sharing problem is the way that the

agents are served by converting some input good(s) into the requested amount

of output(s). It is the technology these agents have access to, that creates the pos-

sibility to substitute one good for another, possibly higher rewarded one. Usually, a

technology is described through a transfornzation function or production fvnetion,

relating each feasible service level to a minimum level of inputs. It is here that

cost enters as the abstract entity that relates requested service to a real number

that stands for the minimum level of required inputs. For instance, in the theory

of the firm with competitively supplied inputs for a production technology, cost

of output is defined in terms of the minimal monetary equivalent to a minimal

required input. Here the cost function that relates each output level to a monetary

input level, is determined by solving an optimization program2. Moreover the cost

structure may determine the way that industries are organized. In this respect

we mention the notion of natural monopoly, that applies to situations where

economical efficiency requires one firm to be operational only.3 Exact definitions
of natural monopoly usually correspond to the very nature of the cost structure

that is indissolubly related to the production technology. It is in this setting of

natural monopoly that the cooperative production problem was studied (Baumol

et al. (1988), Sharkey (1982)). We stress, that it is not our primary objective here

ZAt this point one should be careful, since a solution may not exist in case of nonconvexities in
the corresponding produciion possióil:ties set. On the topic of geometry of cost, see, e.g., Debreu
(1959), Koopmans (1957), Sharkey (1982) and Baumol et al. (1988). For other references see
Mas-Colell et al. (1995).

3For instance high start up cost or fixed costs may withstand replication of the technology.
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to address the problem of geometrical properties of cost structures, but take the
existence of a cost function as a starting point of our study. So, given a production
technology, we will take cost as a measure of required inputs relative to the various
outputs.

Basically, a cost sharing problem in this work consists of four components. First
of all, there is a finite set N of agents requiring a certain level(s) of a finite set M
of service(s). Secondly, the nature of the individual required service or individual
demand is specified; if unit levels for each of the services in M can be chosen, then
the demand of an agent is assumed to be a vector in q; E RM. Here q;~ stands
for the number of units of requested level from service j E M. Then this gives
rise to a demand profile (q;);EN that summarizes the demand characteristics for all
agents in N. The third component is related to both the technology and demand
characteristics. It is the way of aggregating the individual demands in order to
determine the aggregate output service level that is required by the collective N. A
systematic description of the way of the demand aggregation is called an aggregation
rule.

Fourthly, the provision of the requested service is described through a cost
structure that relates each feasible level of service to the required level of inputs.
If Q denotes the set of all feasible levels of service, then the cost structure is
represented by a cost function c: Q-~ Rt.
Below we treat some examples of technologies together with different aggregation
rules. For the moment we leave the cost function out of consideration.

Example 1.0.1 Consider the classical airport problem where an airport serves
aircrafts with one landing strip. The length of the strip and thereby its cost, is
determined by the largest type of aircraft that has to be accommodated. In this
way, each individual aircraft using this particular airport has a demand that equals
its minimal required length of the runway. So, with the production technology
for constructing runways, and N as the set of all aircrafts to give access to, the
aggregation rule becomes Q- Qmax, where all finite sets of agents N C llv and
corresponding demands as summarized by q E R~ , we have

~max (q) :- maxq;.
iEN

In practice, many situations allow for modeling as an airport situation, i.e. situa-
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tions in which demands can be linearly ordered and the aggregate demand depends

on the largest demand only (see Potters and Sudhdlter (1999)). For instance, con-

sider the exploitation of a sea-port like Rotterdam or Antwerp (Bergantino and
Coppejans (1997)). The ports need to maintain the shipping routes by dredging.
The dredging depth is directly related to the maximal draught size of any of the
ships that has to use the route through the harbour. With the ships as agents and
grouped by size of draught, the total demand reflected by a set of ships is just the

maximal draught size, since dredging for the maximal draught size gives access to
smaller ships as well. Airport situations are studied more extensively in Chapter
7 as a special case of fixed tree enterprises. a

Example 1.0.2 Consider a production facility for a certain type of cars. The
agents are the whole-sale dealers, each demanding a certain number of cars, say

agent i demands the number of cars q; E 1[~I. In order to satisfy each demand
just the sum of individual requests is the necessary and sufflcient output, which is

reflected by the aggregation rule c~sum, defined by

N ( )as„n,(q) :- q; for all q E fl3~, 1.2
iEN

where N is the set of all agents. a

Example 1.0.3 Consider a common production facility for which there is a loss
of output during production depending on the largest demander. In order to reach
the minimal satisfactory level of production this loss has to be compensated. In
this case the aggregation may take the form a(q) :- ~5„m(q) -1- ~(amax(q)). Here ~
is the function that determines the compensation.

One could also imagine that losses occur by the way of collecting output by
the individual agents. Suppose that there is a loss ~ 1 0 for each agent with a
positive demand. Then this leads for instance to the following aggregation rule,
where a(q) - as„n,(q) -1- .~n, such that n is the number of non-zero demanders. a

Example 1.0.4 Consider the central administration of a multi-divisional firm.

Suppose the demand for service by the different divisions can be expressed in time
(hours). Then the aggregation may take the form cr(q) - as„m(q) -I- q', where q' is
the demand of the central administration for own services (independent from the
other demands). a
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Example 1.0.5 Suppose that a production f~cility for wall paper produces only

rolls of certain length, say 1. This situation gives rise to the aggregation rule

given by a(q) -~a(q)~. Here ~..~ assigns to each y E R~ the number min{n E

Y~IU{0}~n?,y}. a

The next examples indicate the enormous variety of practical problems that may
be modeled as a cost sharing problem. Now the emphasis is on the cost function.

Example 1.0.6 For records one could go to a nearby record store or use the

facilities offered by a whole-sale dealer, a mail-order business. For simplicity, prices

of different records are assumed to be all equal, and do not depend on the content.

At the local store the price is pl -~15 and the whole-sale price is p2 -~11. In

addition to p2 the mail-order company also charges a customer for a fixed delivery

cost, i.e. ~20. The friends in N are grouping their demand for records. The

costs associated with a demand profile q E R~ is thus given by c(as,,,,,(q)), where

c: IlV -~ Rt is given by

c(y) - min{15y,20 f lly} for all y E 1~1.

Suppose that two friends, Alex and Bob, decide to order 10 and 15 records respec-

tively. Then the total costs c(25) - min{5375, ~295} -~295 have to be shared.
a

Example 1.0.7 Cost needs not to be monetary. In order to illustrate this, consider

the problem of sharing the delays caused by an overcrowded network. A network

system gets congested as soon as the aggregate usage by the individual agents in

N exceeds a boundary close to the maximal capacity. The total of delay in the

system can be seen as the cost of serving the customers that are present in the

system. a

Example 1.0.8 Consider a multi-divisional firm that uses a Cobb-Douglas tech-

nology with two input goods with competitive prices wl and w2 respectively. So
there are a,Q E(0,1) such that the firms production function f: Rt -~ R~ is
defined by

f(y) - yiy~.
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The cost function results from the cost minimization problem

min (w, z)Z~o

subject to f (z) ~ q.

It can be shown that by application of first order conditions we obtain for all
q E Rt that

M,~tr~Ql b,~a~Ql

c(4) - qil(afQ) ~a~ ~ ~o~~ ~ (wrwz)trl(afA)
Q ~

A cost sharing problem arises if the different divisions place some demand for
output and the total costs of producing the aggregate amount have to be shareda

Example 1.0.9 A bankruptcy proólem is the subject of some early Jewish writ-
ings (f 500 B.C.), contained in the Babylonian Talmud, on religious and legal
decision making. Basically a bankruptcy problem consists of an estate E which
has to be divided among a group of claimants N, and, moreover, the sum of the
individual claims exceeds the amount that the estate can offer. With a9„n, as
the aggregation rule, the corresponding cost sharirrg problem is fully described
by the vector of individual claims q E Rf and the cost function c: R~ -~ Rt,
that assigns to each level of aggregate claims the deficits to be shared by the
group of claimants. Here, the deficit is considered to be 0 if each of the claimants
can be satisfied, and the difference between the aggregate claim and the available
estate otherwise. To be more precise this is expressed in the cost function by
c(y) - max {y - E, 0} for all y E Rt. Then, given a claim profile q E R~, the
costs c(~iEN q;) have to be shared. a

Instead of focussing on the general class of all cost sharing problems, most
results in this work apply to subclasses only. A solution to cost sharing problems
in a subclass T assigns to each cost sharing problem in T, with agent set N, cost
structure c and aggregation rule a, a profile ~ E R~ of individual contributions
such that, accordingly, the costs for serving all the agents is exactly covered,i.e.

~iEN ~i - c(~(q)). Such a profile ~ of individual contributions is called a vector
of cost shares. Accordingly we speak of a cost sharing mechanism on T.

Cost sharing mechanisms are usually studied for their behaviour on classes of
cost sharing problems. Though each vector of cost shares in a single instance of
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a cost sharing problem may be somewhat contrived and ad hoc, by variation of

the parameters in a cost sharing problem and by formulating the desired relations
between the resulting vectors of cost shares, there may arise a situation, in which

no mechanism is desirable or only one. In this respect, a cost sharing mechanism

.~ is called characterized by the set of properties P-{Pl, P2, ... Pk} on a class of
cost sharing problems T if it is the unique cost sharing mechanism on T with these

properties. If the properties in P are logically independent on T, then x is said to

be a~iomatized by P.4 Roughly, we may distinguish between three types of prop-

erties: ( i) properties which prescribe solutions for certain `trivial' instances of cost

sharing problems, ( ii) variational properties which focus on the characteristics of a
cost sharing mechanism if some parameters of the problem change, (iii) invariance

properties which state that equivalent problems should have equivalent solutions.

Overview and organization of the thesis

This work consists of two parts. Part I discusses cost sharing problems in a con-

tinuous framework, whereas Part II is devoted to particular discrete cost sharing

problems.

In Part I the focus is on those cost sharing problems related to production fa-

cilities in which any level of production is feasible. Chapter 3 concentrates on

cost sharing problems with one output, and Chapter 4 aims at heterogeneous good

models with multiple outputs.

Chapter 3 starts with a further specification of the continuous cooperative produc-

tion model. In Section 3.2 the family of `proportíonal' cost sharing mechanisms is

discussed and the well-known average cost sharing mechanism in particular. Prop-

erties are discussed that advocate (some of) its members.

Section 3.3 focuses on the serial cost sharing mechanism (Moulin and Shenker

(1992b), Moulin (1994)). Briefly some results are discussed that motivate the

choice of the serial cost sharing mechanism. It is shown that the notion of serial

cost sharing trivially extends to essentially arbitrary ways of aggregation of de-

mands. Two existing axiomatizations are extended to this generalized serial cost

`~In the same fashion we say that a class of cost sharing mechanisms is characterized and
axiomatized.
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sharing mechanism.
The proportional cost sharing mechanisms and the serial cost sharing mecha-

nism seem to be static in the sense that in order to determine the final cost shares

only a finite number of cost levels are evaluated. However, in Section 3.4 it is shown

that the above cost sharing methods are obtained by accumulating the marginal
contributions to a continuum of fair division problems. More explicitly, at each

level of production towards the aggregate level of demand it is the corresponding

marginal cost that is distributed among the agents. By variation of these distribu-
tions a large class of cost sharing mechanisms remains.

The main topic of Section 3.5 is consistency, the notion that deals with the

relation between outcomes of cost sharing problems of different size. Using the
terminology of Section 3.4 a new intuitive notion of consistency is developed. A

large class of cost sharing mechanisms turns out to be fully harmonic with the

principle.
In Section 3.6 bankruptcy problems are embedded in the class of cost sharing

problems. The embedding makes it possible to relate well-known solution concepts

for bankruptcy problems to cost sharing mechanisms. In this respect the con-
straíned equal award rule for bankruptcy problems relates to the serial cost shares

for the related cost sharing problem, whereas the constrained equal loss rvle is di-

rectly related to the reverse scrial rule.

A prominant position in the literature on bankruptcy problems is taken by the

approach from cooperative game theory. In this respect Curiel et al. (1987) stud-

ies the optimistic and pessimistic bankruptcy game corresponding to a bankruptcy

problem. These ideas extend in a natural way to the larger class of all continu-
ous cooperative production situations; where it is usual in the existing literature
to consider the stand alone cost game corresponding to a cost sharing problem,

the approach leads to other natural alternatives like the pessimistic cost game and
optimistic cost game. New cost sharing mechanisms are obtained as single-valued
solution concepts on classes of induced cooperative cooperative cost games. The

pessimistic cost game has nice properties. First of all it is shown to be a concave

cost game, which shows that the core is large in general. It shows that there are
many allocations that are stable in the pessimistic view, i.e. no subgroup of agents
has an incentive to block a core allocation in case they can be forced to make a

payment equal to their pessimistic cost level. It is what makes the approach from
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cooperative game theory interesting, since it explicitly focuses on subgroups and

their influences. It is shown that the class of cost sharing mechanisms in Section

3.4 lead to core elements of the pessimistic cost game. Further, the pessimistic
values are obtained as the stand alone values of the corresponding pessimistic cost

sharing proólem with a concave cost function that is constructed out of the original

one by switching marginal costs in a proper way. Despite the transparency of the

techniques used to define the pessimistic cost game, calculating the different values
for the coalition can be quite hard. We provide a technique that may be valuable

in practice.

Chapter 4 is about heterogeneous cost sharing problems. In the introduction a
distinction is made between different classes of multi-service cost sharing problems.
The most important distinction has to do with the demand pattern. If agents are
assumed to have interest in one output good only, such that the agents do not
have common interests then the cost sharing problem at hand is personalixed. It
is the type of cost sharing problems that will be discussed in Sectiuri 4.3. The
other sections all deal with the mixed model where agents may freely choose any
quantity of any good. Apart from the demand structure, distinctions are made for
classes of cost functions. The different classes are defined in Section 4.1.

The class of one output cost sharing models as in Chapter 3 lays embedded
in the heterogeneous class as the class of homogeneous cost sharirzg problems. In
Chapter 4 the focus is on extensions of the cost sharing mechanisms in Chapter
3. Here an extension of a cost sharing mechanism x for one output cost shar-
ing problems is a cost sharing mechanism x' that `coincides' with x on the class
of homogeneous cost sharing problems. In this respect the Aumann-Shapley cost
sharing mechanism is discussed as a possible extension of the average cost sharing
mechanism. Section 4.1 discusses desirable invariance properties like scale invari-
ance and ordinality.

In Section 4.2 a class of serial extensions is defined which generalize the se-
rial cost sharing mechanism to heterogeneous mixed cost sharing problems. The
basic characteristics of this family of preordering-based serial extensions are equal
treatment of preordering equivalents as the generalization of the equal treatment
property and the radial serial principle as a generalization of the independence of
larger demanders property from Section 3.3. A special extension is the radial serial
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cost sharing mechanism which is characterized.
Section 4.3 focuses on the class of path-generated cost sharing methods that

propagate the serialprinciple as a common characteristic. An intuitively attractive

mechanism in this class is the Moulin-Shenker cost sharing mechanism (Sprumont

(1998)) for personalized good problems. A new characterization is discussed that

uses some regularity properties together with a notion of consistency and scale

invariance.

Section 4.4 extends the notion of path-generated cost sharing mechanisms to

the mixed good case. A special member is the radial Moulin-Shenker cost sharing

mechanism that is seen as an extension of the Moulin-Shenker cost sharing mech-

anism. The radial Moulin-Shenker rule is shown to be the unique cost sharing

mechanism that satisfies the radial serial principle together with a weak regularity

property. As a corollary we obtain the incompatibility of smoothness and the serial

principle.

Section 4.5 introduces cooperative pessimistic and optimistic games for mixed

heterogeneous production problems. The pessimistic cost game is shown to be bal-

anced. Moreover, special core elements are generated by the radial Moulin-Shenker

cost sharing mechanism and the Aumann-Shapley cost sharing mechanism.

Part II is devoted to situations with a much more simple cost structure. Here

it is assumed that the cost function is of type c: Q-~ R~, where Q is a finite set.

Moreover, the elements of Q can be considered as public projects. Once a project

in Q is realized, all the agents can make use of it. The description fits numerous

practical situations, and in particular the cases where the projects are costly links

in a(social) network, thereby explaining the title of the second part.

In Chapter 5 the problem of financing a set of public goods (facilities, projects)

by private contributions is studied. Each of the agents may choose to contribute

to the costs of a project within a finite set of alternative projects. Moreover each

agent needs a superset of a certain set of realized projects in order to obtain a

fixed reward. Together with the cost structure this induces a cooperative profit
game, the realization game. The realization game is shown to be convex. For

the noncooperative setting we study a realization scheme that induces a strategic

game. This contríbution game is shown to be best-response equivalent with a coor-
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dination game in which the payoff to all players is the utilitarian collective welfare
function, i.e., the sum of the utility functions of the players. Several equilibrium
properties are derived: no money is wasted in an equilibrium; a player whose neces-
sary projects are not all realized does not contribute. Strategy profiles maximizing
utilitarian welfare are strong Nash equilibria of the contribution game. Each strong
Nash equilibrium corresponds to a core element of the realization game in a natural
way. It is shown that there is more or less a one-to-one correspondence between the
set of strong Nash equilibria of the contribution game and the set of core elements
of the realization game.

In Chapter 6 the constrained egalitarian solution of Dutta and Ray (1989) for
cooperative games with transferable utility is extended to asymmetric cases, using
the notion of weight systems as in Kalai and Samet (1987,1988). This weíghted
constrained egalitarian solution is based on the weighted Lorenz-criterion as an in-
equality measure. It is shown that in general there is at most one such weighted
egalitarian solution. Existence is proved for the class of convex games. Further-
more, the core of a convex game is covered by weighted constrained egalitarian
solutions. For one output cost sharing problems, and with the demand vector as

the vector oí weights, the weighted constrained egalitarian solution for the corre-
sponding pessimistic cost game specifies average cost shares.

Chapter 7 focuses on standardfixed tree enterprises. The individual agents are
located on different nodes in a rooted tree network and their objective is to connect
themselves through the necessary links to the root. Note that this situation fits
in the description of the model of Chapter 5. Opposed to Chapter 5 we assume
however that private benefits for having the projects realized are high, such that
the complete tree structure will emerge in any case. Furthermore, the focus is on
the induced cooperative cost games, the standard fixed tree games, rather than
the cooperative realization game. This makes sense especially in those cases where
private payoffs are not publicly known to the benevolent regulator. It is a well
known fact that standard fixed tree games are monotonic and concave. Section
7.2 discusses the core and its geometrical structure. In Section 7.3 we provide a
constructive proof of the result of Monderer et al. (1992) for standard fixed tree
games, that the core of a concave cost game equals the set of all weighted Shapley
values. This is shown by a dynamical process of locally distributing the costs
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of the ares forming the tree, leading to the notion of down-home allocations. In

Section 7.4 we provide - by a similar dynamical approach - an algorithm of

polynomial complexity to compute the weighted constrained egalitarian solution

for the class of maintenance games, which is a special subset of the standard

fixed tree games. For maintenance games, each weighted constrained egalitarian

solution is obtained as a home-down allocation. In a way that is very natural,

but particular to the case of standard fixed tree games, dual weighted Shapley

values and weighted constrained egalitarian allocations are duals of each other. In

Section 7.5 we provide two characterizations for the constrained egalitarian solution

as a cost sharing mechanism. It is shown that among the class of monotonic

cost sharing mechanisms having the core property it is, on one hand, the only

mechanism that minimizes the range of cost shares, and, on the other hand, the only

mechanism that maximizes Rawlsian welfare. A discussion of the extension of these

results to weighted constrained egalitarian cost sharing mechanisms completes this

chapter.



Chapter 2

Notations

Most of the notations we use are defined in the text where they appear for the first

time. The following notations will be used throughout this thesis.

The set of natural numbers { 1, 2, ...} is denoted by IlV, Z-{. ..,-1, 0, 1, ...}

is the set of all integers, and R denotes the set of real numbers. The empty set

is denoted by (~. Let I be a set and, for every i E I, let a set X; be given.

Then ~iEl X; denotes the Cartesian product of the sets X;. Let N be a finite set.

The power set of N is denoted by ~(N), i.e. ~(N) :- {S ~ S C N}, and ~N~

denotes the cardinality of N. The set of permutations of N, i.e. the set of all

bijective mappings v: N-~ N, is denoted by II(N). An element v E II(N) is

also denoted by (a(1) o(Z) ... a(n)) for N-{1,2,... ,n}. By RN we denote

the set of all functions from N to R. An element of RN will be identified with an

~N~-dimensional vector whose coordinates are indexed by the elements of N.

Let x E RN. For i E N we will use x; to denote x(i). Furthermore, for

S E P(N)~{~} we write xs for the restriction of x to S, i.e. xs -(x;);ES. In

addition we define x(S) :- ~;ES x;. For any vector x E RN we write (x-S, xs) if

the coordinates of S C N need stressing. For x E RN, the transponed vector is

written as xT. For S C N, the vector z E RN such that z; - 1 if i E S and z; - 0

otherwise, is denoted by es, the vector with all coordinates equal to 0 is denoted

by ON. If no confusion arises, the vector ON is also denoted by 0.

On RN we define the following relations. For x, y E RN we write x~ y if only

x; ) y; for all i E N. In addition x 1 y if x ) y and not y ~ x. If x; 1 y; for

xxvii
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all i E N we write ~ ~~ y. Each relation in {),1, ~~} defines a partial order on RN.

Let V C R and suppose that there is a b E R such that b] x for all x E V.
Then b is an upperbound for V. It is assumed that if V has an upperbound, then
there is a smallest that is called the suprernum of V. It is denoted by sup{V}.
Similarly, b is called a lowerbound for V if .~ ~ 6 for all .r E V. In addition it
is assumed that if a lowerbound for V exists, then there is a largest one that is
referred to as the infiraum of V, notation inf{V}.
LetR~:-{~ERN~x~O}andR~t:-{xERN~.r~~0}. For.v,aERNwe

define ~~.r E RN by (~ ~~); :- ~;x; for all i E N. The inner product of x, y E RN
is denoted by (~, y), i.e. (.~, y) :- ~iEN ~;y;(- (~ ~ y)(N)). The corresponding
Euclidean norm of ~ is denoted by ~~x~~ :- (.r,x).

Let V and W be two sets and f: V~ W. Then f-1 denotes the multifunction
that assigns to each w E W the set {v E V ~ f(v) - w}. For maps f: V~ W and
h: U-~ V the compound map f o h: U~ W is defined by f o h(~) - f(h(x)).
The minimum of two real numbers x, y is denoted by .r n y. For sets V, W C Rk
for some k E 1N, V F~W denotes the direct sum of V and W, i.e. the set {v ~ w ~ v E
V, w E W}. For a mapping f: V-; R and x E R we define the function f n~ by

fn~(q)-f(q)n~ forallqEV.

If a mapping f: V-~ W with V, W C ~ is differentiable at v E V then its
derivative is denoted by f'(v). If it exists, the right ( left) derivative of f at v E V
is denoted by á~f(v) (ó-f (v)). Let V C RM, W C R. For f: V-~ W- if it
exists - the (first order) partial derivative with respect to i E M at v E V is is
denoted by á;f(v). If f is differentiable at v E V, then the derivative is denoted
óf(v), hence (óf);(v) - ó;f(v). It is called the gradient; it will also be denoted as
0f. For z E RM, z ~ 0, and if it exists, the directional derivative of f at u with
respect to z is denoted óZ f(u), i.e. for all u E RM

aZf(u) - lim f(u f tz) -.Í(u)
tlo t

In this terminology we have á;f- óe;f for all i E M.
A function f: V-~ W is nondecreasing if ~, y E V, x C y implies f(~) C f(y). In

addition f is increasing if ~, y E V, x G y implies f(x) C f(y).
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The Borel-v-algebra on a set V C R is denoted by Ci(V). The Lebesgue measure

is denoted ~.



Part I

Cooperative production

~



Chapter 3

One output technologies

3.1 Introduction

During this chapter the focus will be on a finite set of agents N having equal access
rights to a production technology for one particular output good. Then given a

profile of individual demands for output, the aggregate demand is produced and
total costs have to be shared. Moreover, a specific type of production technology
is assumed.

Assumption 1: The cost function of the production technology is a mapping
c: R~ -~ 1fi.~, relating to each level of output the corresponding minimal required
level of input.

The above assumption has some strong implications. First of all, implicitly the
output good is not only considered to be perfectly divisible' but also the tech-
nology can even be used to process any quantity of output. Clearly, in this way
we do no justice to the many practical situations where indivisibilities play an
important role. From a mathematical point of view, the discrete formulation has
some advantages since it avoids the technical assumptions and complications of

1This means that if a level of production x is feasible then this holds also for level ax for all
a E [0, 1~.

3
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the continuous modeling. Moulin (1995b) focusses on the model where goods are

produced in indivisible units; amounts of output are specified as nonnegative in-

tegers and consequently the cost function is defined over a discrete set. The same

model has proved its value in Moulin (1997) in addressing the problem of strate-
gic manipulability in the cost sharing context. Though the discrete good model

is easier to handle in mathematical terms there is a loss: interesting and natural

properties for the continuous case have no counterpart in cost sharing problems
with indivisibilities. However, within the discrete model, Sprumont (I998) shows
how to move around the scale invariance property that has only (mathematically)

bite in the continuous models.

Also, Assumption 1 implies that the costs are known for all levels of produc-
tion. For many practical situations this may seem too demanding for two reasons.
Firstly, it happens that the cost data does not encompass a continuum of pro-

duction levels. In such cases we assume that extrapolation gives the cost data of
other levels. Especially, we do not focus on the particular model that is studied by
Banker (1981) and Young (1987), where the available data consists of the demand

profile and the corresponding cost of production only. Next, for most practical

situations it is even unnecessary to know the data for an unbounded set of produc-

tion levels. However, the presented ideas fully agree with the property that (only)

those cost levels may be of importance that are relevant in the problem at hand,
i.e. levels toward the actual aggregate demand 2.

In addition the technology is assumed to be such that processing a higher level
of output is not compatible with a strict cost reduction.

Assumption 2: The cost function c: Rf --~ Rt is nondecreasing.

Assumption 3: There are no fixed costs, i.e. c(0) - 0.

We focus on sharing the variable costs only. A treatment of fixed cost is by Mirman

ZA different approach would be to define the cost function on some interval [o, q] and only
allow the agents to make demands such that the aggregate demand is in [o, q]. Here we do not
take this approach. In order to indicate production levels that are not feasible it suffices to choose
cost functions with sufficiently high marginal cost levels.
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et al. (1985) and Kolpin (1998).

An aggregation rule is a mapping that assigns to all possible demand profiles the

total demand for service. It is assumed to be nondecreasing, i.e. if the individual
demands of the agents (weakly) increase then in no circumstance this results in a

lower aggregate demand for service. Moreover, it is assumed that the aggregation
of demand is anonymous: if two demand profiles are equal up to a re-labeling of
the agents then both profiles determine the same aggregate level of demand.

Definition 3.1.1 Given a productiorr technology for one output, an aggregation
rule is a mapping

a : U R~ ~ Rt, (3.1)
SCN

such that for all q E R~, the number a(q) denotes the aggregate of production
that is needed in order to fulfill the individual demands that are summarized by

the profile q. Moreover, a higher level of demand corresponds to a higher aggregate

demand, i.e. the restriction of a to R~ for S C N is nondecreasing. In addition it

is assumed that the restriction in question is symmetric, i.e., for all o E II(S) and

q E R~ it holds that a(q) - a(qo), where qo E R~ is the demand profile out of q

such that q; - qo~;l for all i E S. The space of all aggregation rules is denoted by

A. In addition let Ao be the set of all aggregation rules ~ E A such that a(ON) - 0
for all sets of agents N.

In this terminology a formal description of a cost sharing problem for this
chapter reads as follows.

Definition 3.1.2 Given a production technology for one output, the cost sharing
problem is an ordered triple (q, a, c), where q E R~ stands for the demand profile
of the collective of agents N such that q; represents the demand of agent i E N,
and c: Rt -~ Rt is the nondecreasing cost function such that c(0) - 0. Finally,
a is the aggregation rule for the technology. The class of all cost sharing problems
is denoted by 1C'.
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Assumption 4: The set of agents N is fixed and finite such that N- {1, 2, ... , n}
for some n E 1N.

Remark The mathematical description of a cost sharing problem (q, a, c) fits well
as a description of a surplus sharing problem if only c is re-interpreted as the pro-
duction function and q as a profile of contributions. It is the approach of Israelsen
(1980), where workers contribute some input and share in the total of produced
output.

The approach towards cost sharing problems as in Definition 3.1.2 has its limi-
tations. In many practical situations there is much more structure in the demand
of the individuals than assumed. Consider the municipal water supply with the

agents~customers being the different households. The service enjoyed by the in-
dividual households is fully described by a demand pattern, describing for each
moment of time the consumed volume of water per unit of time. Typical for this

problem is the fact that the cost of service by the water company depends on the
aggregate demand pattern instead of (for instance) the total volume of consumed
water. The daily water consumption is known for its peaks in the morning and
in the early evening when most of the washing and cleaning is done. Also there

are significant effects corresponding to changes of the seasons. Due to these fluc-
tuations in the demand, a system that is able to meet the demands at all times
has costly overcapacity in off-peak hours. So any analysis that suppresses part of
the demand characteristics by replacing the demands by one single number~vector

deemingly misses the point. Though examples of studies may be found in the liter-
ature, see, e.g., Oren et al. (1985), yet this model is hardly explored within the cost
sharing context. For other examples and related models in the setting of peak-load
pricingsee Oren et al. (1987), Boiteux (1960), Littlechild (1970), or Steiner (1957)).

Definition 3.1.3 A cost sharing mechanism on a class of cost sharing problems 7 is
a mapping x that relates to each (q, n, c) E 7 a vector of cost shares ~(q, ~, c) E R~ ,
i.e.,

~ ~i(4~ a ~ c) - c(a(q)). (3.2)
iEN

Here x;(q, a, c) stands for the payment that agent i E N needs to make.
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Remark Note that nonnegativity of cost shares is assumed 3.

The equality (3.2) is also referred to as budget balance. It is typically the property

that an accountant would like to be satisfied. He wants all costs to be allocated.

It is this condition that is not satisfied by a vast ma,jority of the pricing literature.
In this respect we mention the Clarke-Groves mechanism for public utility pric-

ing (Clarke (1971), Groves (1973)), Ramsey pricing (Ramsey (1927)) or the usual

marginal cost pricing (see, e.g., Samet and Tauman (1982))) or Lindahl pricing
(Lindahl (1919), 5amuelson (1954)). a

Example 3.1.4 The cost sharing mechanism on K1 that incorporates absolute

equity irrespective of the parameters of the problem is the equal split ~rzechanisrrz

xE. For all cost sharing problems (q, a, c) E 1C1 an agent i E N is supposed to pay

~E(q, ~, c) -
c(a(q)) . (3.3)

n a

In the sequel we wil] be concerned with cost sharing mechanisms that are a lot

more sensitive to the parameters that define the cost sharing problems.

In the normative approach towards cost sharing problems there is the issue

of equity. The most basic fairness property for cost sharing mechanisms in this

respect is anonymity, that requires that the cost share of an agent should in no

circumstance depend on his label, so it requires robustness against re-indexation.

More formally, this property (of type (i)) reads as follows.

Definition 3.1.5 For an anonymous cost sharing mechanism ~ on 1C' C 1C1 it
holds for any permutation of the player set o E H(N) that for all i E N

0
~t q~ a, c-~o(a) 4, a, c,

3In situations sharing the essentials of the tragedy of íhe commons it can be justified that
agents should be payed for being inactive (see, e.g., Moulin (1995a,1999) and Moulin and Watts
(1997)).

4In order to restore budget balance one could use a`two-parts tariff' with a lump-sum transfer
of input (see Moulin (1987)). But such transfers conflict with nonnegativity of cost shares in
general.
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for all cost sharing problems ( q, ~, c), (qa, a, c) E!C' where qa E R~ is the vector
of demands specified through q~ :- qo~~~, for all j E N.

Remark Below we will assume, unless explicitly stated, that the cost sharing
problems referred to in defining a property P for a cost sharing mechanism x, all
belong to its domain. This is done for the sake of transparency. In this fashion
we define a weakening of the anonymity property called equal treatment of equals,
which requires that agents with the same demands should receive the same cost
shares.

Definition 3.1.6 A cost sharing mechanism ~ satisfies equal treatment of
equals (ETE) if for i, j E N with q; - q~ it holds that x;(q, ~, c) - x~(q, a, c).

As far as justice is concerned, this property is obligational in case no other rele-
vant objective information concerning the agents' characteristics can be retrieved,
which could be the case if monitoring the agents is impossible or too expensive.

Definition 3.1.7 A cost sharing mechanism x has the property no ezploitation
(NOExP) if it holds that q; - 0 implies x;(q, ~, c) - 0.

Though very natural in cases in absence of fixed cost, the property shares the
same concern as the nonnegativity of cost shares. Trivially, it is not satisfied by xE.

Solving a cost sharing problem is about distribution of the incurred eaternalities
towards the aggregate level of production. A measure of externalities in production

technologies corresponding to iC' is defined in the literature in terms of the average
cost function. Consider a production technology with cost function c: Rt -~ R~.
The average cost of producing q 1 0 units of output is given by

~(4) :-
c(q)

9

Consider two distinct positive levels of output q and q'. Then the technology is
said to exhibit increasing (decreasing) returns to scale on [q,q'] if accordingly the
average cost function c is decreasing (increasing) on [q, q']. A technology satisfies
increasing (decreasing) returns to scale if it exhibits increasing (decreasing) returns
to scale on all intervals [q, q~ C(0, oo). In particular those technologies exhibit
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increasing (decreasing) returns to scale with a concave (convex) cost function c 5.
A technology is of constant returns to scale if average costs are the same for every
production level, which amounts to a linear cost function. There is a compelling
answer to solving cost sharing problems of the last kind. By fixing this solution,
we get the most compelling property that is known as constant returns.

Definition 3.1.8 A cost sharing mechanism x has the constant returns property
(CR) if for some a E R~ in case c(y) - ~y for all y E Rf it holds that

x;(q, as„r,,, c) -~q; for all i E N. (3.4)

So, the constant returns property poses that the constant returns case involves no
equity issues, and costs should be proportional to the individual demands.

3.2 Average cost sharing

We start with the most intuitive and traditional method that the cost sharing
literature has to offer, and that is the average cost sharing mechanism. It enhances
ideas expressed by Aristoteles' maxim that we started this chapter with.

Definition 3.2.1 The average cost sharing mechanism, or proportionalmechanism,
is the cost sharing mechanism xA with domain 1C' that charges an agent in all
cost sharing problems (q, ag„m, c) E 1C' proportional to the individual demands.
Formally, for all i E N

q~ c(9(N)) if 9(N) ~ 0,N
~iA(qo a sum~ C) :- q

Example 3.2.2 Consider the cost sharing problem G- (q, a, c) E ~1, that is
defined through N- { 1, 2, 3}, q-(2, 3, 5)T, a- a,,,n, and c(y) - 15y ~- y2 for
all y~ 0. Then the aggregate demand is ql -~ g2 ~ q3 - 10, which amounts to
total service costs c(10) - 250. Then xA determines the cost shares ~A(q, a, c) -
~ó . 250 - 50, x2 (q, a, c) - ~ó . 250 - 75, and x3 (q, ~, c) - ó. 250 - 125. a

Example 3.2.3 6 The average cost sharing mechanism is not the only one that

0 otherwise.

SR.ecall that a function f : Rk -~ R} is concave if for all x, y E Rk we have f(axt(1 -a)y) G
af(x) -~ ( 1 - a)f(y). Moreover, f is convex if the reverse inequality holds.

óThe results concerning the class of proportional cost sharing methods are due to discussions
with Yves Sprumont.
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can be credited for exploiting proportionality on 1C1. For the set of agents N let
{ f; ~ i E N} a set of mappings such that the mapping f; assigns to each demand q;
and cost function c, a number f;(q;,c) E R~.
A class of cost functions C is compatible with ( f;);EN if for all c E C it holds that

~kEN fk(qk~ c) - 0 only if c(a(q)) - 0. Then, the cost sharing mechanism xA~f for
f conzpatible with C is defined for cost sharing problems (q, a, c) E IL1 with c E C
by

~A,1(q, a~ c) :-

0 if c(a(q)) - 0

f'(q"c) c(a(q)) otherwise.
~kEN fk(qk, ~)

By variation of the mappings f; this constitutes the class of generalized proportional
cost sharing ~nechanisms ,~. Notice that xA - xA~f with f;(q;, c) :- q; for all i E N.
The proportional mechanism is compatible with the set of all cost functions.

Another interesting member in .~ that is compatible with the class of all in-
creasing cost functions is the stand alone cost proportional naechanisrre xSAP. The
mechanism ~SAP determines for cost sharing problems (q, a, c) such that a- as„m
and c is increasing, cost shares proportional to the stand alone costs c(q;) for all
i E N. Formally,

c(q`) c(q(N)) for i E N such that qi ~ 0,
SAP ) - ~ ~JENC(qJ)x i (qi asum~ e

0 otherwise.

For G as in Example 3.2.2 we determine c(2) - 34, c(3) - 54, c(5) - 100 and
c(2) f c(3) f c(5) - 188, so according to xSAP the cost shares are given by

~SAP(q
~ysum~C)

~
2AP(9~ asumi e)

34 .250188 ~

54 .250 andlsa ~

. 250.~3AP(qi~ysumie) -
100
188 a

Below we will discuss some elementary properties. Especially, the focus is on
those known properties that make the average cost sharing mechanism compelling.
In doing so, we show the limitations of other methods that will be discussed later.
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The formerly defined principles are of a static kind. However, the most interest-

ing properties in the cost sharing literature concern the dynamics of a cost sharing

mechanism. The central question is how the cost sharing mechanism should adjust
the individual cost shares if the parameters of the problem are perturbed. For

instance, the following encompasses tlie adjustment with respect to technological

advances.

Definition 3.2.4 A cost sharing mechanism x satisfies cost monotonicity (cM) if

c(y) ) c(y) for all y E RM implies ~(q, a, c) ) x(q, cx, c).

Moulin and Shenker (1994) obtains the following result, in case of a- as„m.

Theorem 3.2.5 (Moulin and Shenker (1994)) The average cost sharing mecha-
nism is axiomatized by cR and cM.

Other axiomatizations deal with properties that incorporate strategic manipu-
lations by agents in terms of rearranging demands are discussed in Moulin ( 1999).
We will mention just one in order to fix ideas.

Definition 3.2.6 A cost sharing mechanism x satisfics no advantageous realloca-

tion (NAR) if for all cost sharing problems it holds that for all S C N and q, q' E R~

with q(N) - q'(N),

~Í(S) - q (s) ~ ~ ~ilqv asume C) - ~ ~i(qw asumo C).
iES iES

Theorem 3.2.7 (Moulin ( 1999)) The average cost sharing mechanism is a~iom-
atized by the combination of the properties NOEXP and NAR.

Here NAR may be replaced by properties that cover a similar content, like irrele-

vance of reallocations (IR) or independence of inerging and splitting (IMS). Details
are found in Moulin (1999). So this means that the use of other mechanisms than
the average mechanism will promote manipulation by (groups of) agents in many

instances of cost sharing problems; the agents will have incentives to misreport
their true demands.
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Other natural dynamical and variational properties deal with the size of the
demand. For instance, a basic property is demand monotonicity, that requires
that the cost share of an agent is nondecreasing in the level of her demand. The
transparency of the property should be clear in relation with nondecreasing costs.

Definition 3.2.8 The cost sharing mechanism x is demand monotonic (DM) if for
all i E .v it holds that t r--~ x;((q-„ t), a, c) is nondecreasing.

In the literature properties are found that relate variations of demand to ex-
ternalities. In this respect we mention cross demand monotonicity. The meaning
has been given for two different classes of cooperative production situations. First,
in case the technology exhibits increasing returns to scale, it enhances the idea
that no agent should pay more in case some agent raises her demand. This is a
way to express the desirability of having extra demand as is measured by the unit
cost. In case of decreasing returns to scale, we get the converse statement: the cost
shares are increasing as a function of the other agents' demand. So a.ccording to
cross demand monotonicity the agents all are seen as (weakly) responsible for the
incurred externalities, either in a negative or a positive way, depending on whether
the average costs are increasing or decreasing respectively. It is easily seen that
the average cost sharing mechanism is compatible with this idea: if agent j raises
his demand then the change of the cost share of agent i matches with the sign of
the change in the average cost, by definition. Other mechanisms with this prop-
erty are the serial cost sharing mechanism in Section 3.3 and the Shapley-Shubik
mechanism in Section 3.7.

But what to do if there is a mixture of externalities, like in most practical
situations? Since often it is the case that cost functions are S-shaped, i.e. the
corresponding technology exhibits increasing returns to scale up to a certain level
of output and decreasing returns to scale afterwards. In these cases the property
makes no statement at all. Basically, cross demand monotonicity encompasses a
kind of solidarity in case of changing demands. A more basic idea than that of
cross demand monotonicity is demand solidarity. As far as externalities are con-
cerned, extra demand can be desirable or not for the collective of agents. So if some
agent changes his demand then this has either a negative or positive effect on the
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society of agents, and demand solidarity now requires that all the agents that did

not change should be affected in the same way. If extra demand is considered bad,

then all agents should be (weakly) worse of. Analogously, all agents should (weak-

ly) profit from the extra demand that is desirable. A priori this does not exclude

difference in the size of changes, and neither does this pin the direction in which

the cost shares should go; demand solidarity is independent from the measure of

externality. So there is a lot of freedom, which indicates the relative weakness of

the property.

Definition 3.2.9 A cost sharing mechanism x satisfies demand solidarity (DS) if
it holds that for all i, j, k E N with i~{ j, k} and all t 1 0,

~i((q-i~t),a,c)-~~(q,a,c) ~ 0 ~

~k((q-ti, t), a, c) -~k(q, a, c) ] 0.

Theorem 3.2.10 The mechanism xA~f satisfaes demand solidarity.

Proof. Let C' be compatible with f. Take ( q, ~, c) E 1C' with c E C'. Then we

have for all t E R~ and j E N`{i}, i E N,

~n,1((q-~, t), a , c) - xA,J(9, a, c) -

Ïi(qi, c)
c(a((q-[, t))) - c(a(q))

{~kEN~{i} fk(qke C) ~ fi(t, C) ~kEN fk(qk, ~)

This shows the equal signs of the change in cost share for all agents j E N`{i},

since the term in brackets is independent from j. ~

Corollary 3.2.11 The mechanisms xA and satisfy demand solidarity.

The above class is of special interest, since no other well-known cost sharing

mechanism fits in this regime. Yet, the class of demand solidary cost sharing mech-
anisms is hardly explored. For instance, it is not known whether .P is axiomatized
by Ds.

3.3 Serial cost sharing

The most intriguing ideas found in the recent cost sharing literature are those

united in the serial cost sharing mechanism as is introduced in Moulin and Shenker
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(1992b). The serial cost sharing mechanism is propagated for two special subclasses
of IC1, corresponding to concave and convex cost functions with a- as,,,,, and
a- an,aX, respectively. Recall that technologies corresponding to concave cost
functions exhibit increasing returns to scale, whereas convex cost functions indicate
decreasing returns to scale. The serial cost sharing mechanism is advocated for
the way present externalities are distributed over the agents. The distribution of
costs is somewhat more involved than the proportional cost sharing mechanisms.
The procedure is as follows. Firstly, the individual demands are ordered, say
qt C q2 C... G q,,, Then agent 1(with the smallest demand) pays ` n91 , i.e. n-th
of the costs that would arise if all agents would have demands equal to q~. At the
next stage, the cost share of agent 2 is determined by charging him for n~l-th of
the additional costs involved with bringing production up to level qi f(n - 1)qz,
i.e. the level at which agent 1 is served with q~ units and all other agents with qz
units. This means that agent 2 pays an additional amount `t9i}tn-n191~-`tn9i1, and
agent 2's total cost share is

c(nqi) ~ c(9i -b (n - 1)qs) - c(nqi)
n n-1

The other agents contribute the same amount to cover their demand up to qz. Then
we continue in the same way in order to allocate the incremental costs involved
with bringing the production up to the level that agents 1 and 2 are served ql and
q2, respectively, and all others the amount q3 as part of their demand. In this way
we proceed until all demands are covered. This procedure const,itutes the serial
cost shares. We will make a formal definition after reviewing some results.

It is the seminal paper of Moulin and Shenker (1992b) in which the focus is on
sharing negative externalities. In this setting, the serial cost sharing mechanism
has outstanding features in the strategic environments where agents are endowed
with regular' preferences over mixtures of output and costs, the demands are cho-
sen strategically, and a mechanical device sees to allocate incurred aggregate cost.
The strategies of the players are restricted to choosing levels only, no rearranging,

~Basically those `classical' preferences that are nondecreasing in the allocated output, nonin-
creasing in the level of the cost share, locally non-satiated, continuous, convex and representable
by utility functions.
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merging or splitting of demand is allowed (see also Section 3.2).8 In this setting,

with a convex cost function, the serial mechanism induces a strategic game, that

has a unique Nash equilibrium. In this respect, see Watts (1996) for necessary

and sufficient conditions for a cost sharing mechanism such that uniqueness of the

Nash equilibrium is guaranteed in case that the agents are endowed with bi-nor~nal

preferences. Though the serial equilibriurn is not Pareto optimal in general, ~ it is

strong in the sense that it is robust against deviations by all coalitions of players.

The allocation of resources as is defined by the serial equilibrium is envy free for

the specific domain of preferences. This means that no agent prefers the bundle of

a cost share and output of an other agent.

The serial cost sharing mechanism is shown to induce a social choice function

that is coalitionally strategyproof (see Dasgupta et al. (1979)). Most important-

ly, Moulin and Shenker (1992b) shows that essentially it is these properties that

characterize the serial mechanism.'o Just compare these results with the demand

game that is induced by the average cost sharing mechanism. Not only this game

may give a continuum of average equilibria, they are also not strong in general. In

addition, though the serial equilibrium and the average equilibrium do not allow

for a systematical comparison in terms of efficiency, if all agents have the same

regular preferences then the scrial equilibrium is Pareto optimal, whereas the aver-

age cost equilibrium is not. Basically, in case of negative externalities the average

cost equilibrium involves more overproduction than the serial Pquilibrium, and in

this case all agents improve upon the average equilibrium by demanding just a

small amount less. The serial cost sharing cost sharing mechanism makes each

agent aware of the congestion in the model, more than the average cost sharing

mechanism.

Moulin (1994) shows similar results in the case of the provision of a partially

excludable public good (~ - a,,,,x). Dearden (1998) extends the results by proving

that if the agents' preferences satisfy the single crossing property, then the results

in Moulin (1994) apply to essentially every production technology and not only to

those with convex cost functions.

8If the possibility exists, this tequires monitoring of the agents by the regulator.
9Moulin and Shenker (19926) shows that the inefftciency is inttinsically related to differentiable

and monotone cost sharing mechanisms.
loIn addition the properties anonymity, smoothne.ss and s(rong monotonicity are used.
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Moulin (1996) defends the serial cost sharing mechanism as a distributive mech-
anism in the strategic environment related to technologies with concave cost func-
tions, for those situations where the individual agents are endowed with so-called
binormal preferences. It is shown that - in this typical setting - the serial cost
sharing mechanism beats all other continuous, cross monotonic and simple mech-
anisms with respect to the no envy test 11

Kolpin (1998) characterizes the serial expenditure function, which induces se-
rial cost sharing.

Crès and Moulin (1998a,1998b) consider a probabilistic serial cost sharing mech-
anism in the context of sequencing problems where the users have the option to
leave the queue. The probabilistic serial protocol applies to situations as in Shenker
(1995).

Definition 3.3.1 Consider a cost sharing problem (c, a, q) E K' and assume
without loss of generality that the demands are ordered such that ql C q2 C... C
qn. Recall that for all i E N, q' is the demand profile out of q such that q'~ - q~ n q;
for all j E,N. Contrasting the average cost sharing mechanisms in .~, the serial
cost sharing mechanism xs takes into account the cost data of n-~ 1 intermediate
production stages yó , yi ,..., yn E[0, a(q)], defined by

ayo - ~

y; - a(q') for i E N.

The serial cost sharing mechanism xs is now defined for (c, a, q) E IC' by

xs(q, a, c) :- ~ c(y~ ) - c(yk-1) for all i E N. (3.8)
nfl-kk-1

So, the serial cost shares are determined as follows. First, it charges all agents
equally for the cost concerning the largest commonly demanded amount, i.e. Q1
units. This amounts to costs nc(~i)- nc(a(ql)) for each agent in N. Now, agent
1 is satisfied with his demand. Next, the level of production is determined that
would satísfy all agents with qz as part of their demand, i.e. the level x2 :- a(q2).

11The no envy test requires that each Nash equilibrium resulting from the demand game should
be envy-free, which means no more than that no agent prefers the allocation of another agent.
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Since the costs of the first stage were distributed already, the agents N`{ 1} pay

equally for the incremental costs c(xz )- c(xi ). In this way continue with sharing

equally the incremental costs for the consecutive production stages.

Clearly, this version generalizes the serial rule as in Moulin and Shenker (1992b)

and Moulin (1994), when c~ -~5„n, and ~- ameX, respectively. For example

consider the cost sharing problem ( g, as,,,,,, c) E K~ such that q- (1, 2, 5)T and

c(z) - z2 for all z E R~. Then we calculate, consecutively,

~ó - 0,

~i - 3qi - 3,

x2 - ql ~- 2q2 - 1 f 4- 5, and

~3 -q1 ~Q2~Q3-Ó.

Then the cost shares are given by (a - ag„m)

~S(Q, a, c) - 3(c(~i)- c(0)) - 3~

~z (q, a , c) -~S (q, a5um, c) f 2(c(~2 )- c(~i ) ) - 11, and

~s (q, a , c) - ~2 (Q, asum, c) ~ (c(~s ) - c(~s )) - 11 f 39 - 50.

In case the cost function is convex (concave), the serial approach conveys the

idea that each demander is allocated a fair share of the units of lowest (highest)

marginal costs. In this respect we refer to the `push the button' interpretation

in Moulin and Shenker (1992b) for differentiable cost functions. Imagine that all

agents are endowed with a bulb. At time t- 0 each agent puts his light on,

and will turn it off when his demand is fully satisfied. At moment t the marginal

costs involved with additional production, c'(t), and equally distributed among the

agents who are still using the light. Then by accumulating the marginal payments

of the agents this constitutes serial cost shares. More formally, define for i E N the

function h;(t,q) :- min{t,q;} for all t E R~. For i E N the function h; specifies

the consumed amount of light by agent i E N. In addition define the function ó;

that specifies at which moments an agent i E N uses his light. Take ó; to be the
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participation function defined through

St(t, q) -:
1 iftGq;

0 ift~q;.

Then for all i E N the serial cost share equals

j~
xs(g, as,,,,,, c) -

J
S;(s, q)c' ~ hj(s, q) ds. (3.9)

~ jEN

The representation of cost shares in terms of the marginal costs will be treated
more systematically in 5ection 3.4.

Lately, there has been significant interest in studying variations on serial cost
sharing. This has accumulated in new methods as proposed in De Frutos (1998)
and Hougaard and Petersen (1998). Another variation is the following.

Example 3.3.2 Consider a cost sharing problem (q, a, c) E IC'. Without loss
of generality assume that qt C q2 C... c qn. Let (~k )kENU{o} be t.he profile
of intermediate production stages defined in the former example. Consider the
n-~ 1 intermediate production stages yo , y~ ,..., yn E[0, a(q)] that are specified
through yk :- a(q) - yk for all k E {0, l, ..., n}. The reverse serial cost sharing
mechanisra, denoted by xRES is now defined as follows. Similar to the serial cost
sharing mechanism the incremental costs for bringing production up to level yk
from level yk~l are equally shared by the agents in {k, k~ 1, ..., n}. Formally,

RES c(yk) - c(ykfi)~; (q, a, c) :- ~ for all i E N.
nfl-kk-1 a

The other direction in the literature tries to extend the notion of serial cost
sharing to heterogeneous cost sharing problems. This approach is taken in Chap-
ter 4. As will become clear, the fact that serial cost sharing is irreversibly related
with the possíbility of comparing demanded units, points at fundamental problems
since a nonambiguous way of comparing units of different goods does not exist in
general.
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We will now study the serial cost sharing mechanism in more detail. First we
will adapt the normative approach to serial cost sharing as in Moulin and Shenker
(1992b). We will show that the serial mechanism is the unique mechanism that
satisfies the equal treatment property and the property that is called independence
of size of larger demanders, requiring local independency of the smaller agents in
the way we describe below. The independency puts an upperbound on the cost
share of each agent, and consequently each agent enjoys protection against contin-
gent large demanders12 . The bounds on the cost shares are indissolubly related
to the basics of the serial cost sharing mechanism. In this respect, Moulin and
Shenker (1999) show that ~S takes a prominent place among those cost sharing
mechanisms satisfying the property distrióutivity that requires that the computa-
tion of cost shares commutes with both the composition and the addition of cost
functions13. The serial cost sharing mechanism is axiomatized using an additional
property that puts an upperbound on individual cost shares.

Definition 3.3.3 A cost sharing mechanism x satisfies independence of size of
larger demands ( ISLD) if for all i, j E N with q~ ) q; it holds that

t~ qi ~~t(q, a, c) -~~((q-i~ t), ~, c). (3.10)

We characterize the serial rule for general aggregation in the same way as has been
done in Moulin and Shenker ( 1992b) in the more restrictive model corresponding
to as,,,,,. Nevertheless, it is constructive to see the role of ISLD in the proof.

Theorem 3.3.4 ( Moulin and Shenker ( 1992)) The serial cost sharing mecha-
nism is the unique cost sharing mechanism that satisfies equal treatment and
independence of size of larger demands.

Proof It is straightforward to show that xs is a cost sharing mechanism that satis-
fies the above premises. Now assume that x is a cost sharing mechanism satisfying
independence of size of larger demands and equal treatment. Let (q, ~, c) E IC',
and rank the agents according to their demands. Without loss of generality we

1zIn case of a convex cost function it is easily shown that the serial cost share of an agent i is
bounded by the unanimtty cost, i.e. nc(nq;). Futthermore the cost share is bounded from below
by the stand alone cost c(q;). If the cost function is concave, then the serial cost share of an
agent is bounded from below by the unanimity cost, and the stand alone cost is an upperbound.

13Distributivity is devoid of ethical content just like the property of additivity (see Definition
3.3.7).
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assume that q~ C Q2 C... G qn. Now the uniqueness proof can be given by using
an induction argument. For agent 1:

~i (q, a, c) -~i (91, a, c) - 1c(~i )-~S(9, a, c).n
The first equality follows by independence of size of larger demands, while the

second holds by a combination of equal treatment and budget balance. Now take

i E .N and suppose that x~ (q, a, c) - xs (q, a, c) for j G i. Then if (yk )kEnr denotes

the profile of all intermediate production stages according to the aggregation rule

a and profile q, then we have

~i(~Í~ ai e) -~t(qti a~ ~) - n}1-i {C`ya) -~k-1 ~k(qi~ a~ C)}

- n}1-i { e(ytr) - ~k-1 ~k (q~~ a~ C)} - ~S(q~i ae e) - ~S(q~ ai C)~

We get the first and the last equality by independence of size of larger demands,
the second and the fourth by a combination of equal treatment and budget balance,
and the third by our induction hypothesis. ~

Consider the situation that for i E N it holds c(a(q;, q;, ..., q;)) - 0. Agent

i may argue that if all agents would copy his behaviour, then all would get q; for
free, and especially that for this reason he should be charged nothing.

Definition 3.3.5 A cost sharing mechanism ~ satisfies the free lunch (FL) proper-

ty if it holds that for i E N such that c(a(q;, q;, ... , q,)) - 0 it holds ~;(q, a, c) - 0.

In case the demands are aggregated by taking the sum, this is nothing but the

free lunch property as in Moulin and Shenker (1994).

Consider the situation such that for a cost sharing problem (q, a, c) it holds

that for the smallest demander, say agent 1, c(a(q~ )) - c(a(q)). The agents in
N`{ 1} argue, that if all agents would copy the behaviour of agent 1 and demand
as much, still this would have the same impact on total costs. Moreover, then
each agent has the same impact on total costs, and should therefore be charged
the same.

Definition 3.3.6 Let (q, a, c) be a cost sharing problem, such that for q; -
min{qk ~ k E N} it holds that c(a(q`)) - c(a(q)). A cost sharing mechanism x
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satisfies solidarity (SOL), if, accordingly, it holds that .~(q, a, c) - xE(q, a, c).

Solidarity encompasses what Jansen and Peters (1995) call egalitarian for the

setting where the total demand is estimated as the sum of the individual demands.

The most natural way to measure the cost impact of an agent in a cost shar-

ing problem, is to relate directly the individual demands. This leads to the equal

treatment property (see Definition 3.1.6). The above properties solidarity and free

lunch can be seen in the light of indirectly measuring cost impact through incor-
porating the cost function as well. Define a measure through an agent's unanimity

cost, i.e., the cost associated with an agent i if all other demanders would have

demanded the same quantity. Here, an agent's unanimity cost is the costs that
would arise when all the individual demands equal the demand of the agent in

question. According to the unanimity cost criterion an agent i has a smaller cost
impact than agent j if and only if

min {c(a(q;, . . . , q;)), c(a(9))} G min {c(a(qi, . . . , 4i)), c(a(q))}.

Here we take the minimum with total costs for production, since it is reasonable
that an agent cannot be held responsible for production costs that have not been
made. Using this new criterion, agent i is still considered to have less impact on to-
tal costs than agent j whenever q; C q;, since the cost function c is non-decreasing.
In this way if c(a(q')) - 0 for an agent i, then since he is associated with the
lowest possible impact, he should be charged accordingly. This implies the free
lunch property. Moreover, suppose that c(a(q`)) - c(a(q)) for the agent i with
the lowest demanded quantity, then the cost impact of all agents is determined by
c(a(q)) and this implies equal cost shares, and thus solidarity.

The serial mechanism ~S satisfies both free lunch and solidarity. These proper-

ties together with the properties additivity and a limited form of consistency lead
to a second characterization of the serial cost sharing mechanism for certain types

of demand aggregation, including ameX and as„m. The characterization extends the

result in Jansen and Peters (1995) to more general aggregation types.

Additivity is probably the most debated and controversial of all properties that
are discussed in the cost sharing literature. It states that the cost sharing mecha-
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nism is an additive operator with respect to the cost function. Formally this reads
as follows.

Definition 3.3.7 A cost sharing mechanism x is additive (ADD), if it holds that

~(q, a, cl ~- ca) -~(9, a, cl) f~(9, a, c2).

Additivity is a strong and technical property that seems to be defended for
practical issues only; no normative or equitable meaning can be given. Where

the additivity property is preserved by most cost sharing mechanisms on IC', its

cutting power becomes crucial and controversial in the heterogeneous good case,
since incompatibilities with other sensible properties is shown ( see Theorem 4.3.1).

Moulin ( 1999) gives an overview of achievements in the `area' of additive cost shar-

ing.

Though consistency has been introduced in the literature in many ways, the

ideas expressed are essentially the same. For applications in several research areas
see the overview by Thomson (1995). Consider a cost sharing problem (q, a, c)

and a set of agents S C N. The cost sharing problem restricted to S is the triple

(qs, a, c). A more general notion of a cost sharing mechanism incorporates all

restricted cost sharing problems as well. This means that for a given S C N,
the generalized cost sharing mechanism assigns to cost sharing problem (qs, a, c)
a vector of cost shares ~ E Rt, such that ~~ES x; - c(a(qs)). All the cost

sharing mechanisms that have been introduced are extended in the obvious way.

For example the generalized egalitarian cost sharing mechanism is defined by

ca
~E(qs, a, c) :- I~Is ~

for all S C N and (q, a, c) E IC'. The serial cost shares in the restricted cost
sharing problems are determined as follows. For an ordered demand profile qs
such that q; C q~ whenever i C j the serial cost shares are determined through

~S(qs~a,c) :- ~ c(a(qIS~ -F
1(a(~s 1))

k-1 '

for all i E S and where ys - Os and ys E Rt is the vector such that (qs)~ - qk n q~.
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Basically, in the cost sharing context, consistency is an invariance property
that requires robustness of a cost sharing mechanism with respect to the size of
the set of agents N. Consider a cost sharing problem (g, a, c) E iC' and a cost
sharing mechanism x. For the moment let a- as„R,. Suppose a group of agents
decides to leave and each of the leaving agents makes a pre-payment equal to
his corresponding cost share as determined by x. Then the remaining group of
agents, say S C N, is confronted with the reduced cost sharing problem where the

aggregate demand of the leaving group has to be satisfied and their pre-payments
have to be taken into account. This amounts to the following adaptation of the
cost function c. First translate the cost function over - q(N`S) with respect to
the input argument, and lower total costs for all remaining production levels by
the pre-payment of coalition S, i.e. ~~EN`s x,(q, a, c). Set the translated function
to 0 for those values of demand for which the translated function has a negative
value, in order to achieve a cost function with positive values only. A cost sharing
mechanism is consistent if it constitutes the same cost shares for the remaining
agents in the reduced cost sharing problem (qs, a, cs). Thomson (1996) provides
the following definition (for a- as„m).

Definition 3.3.8 A cost sharing mechanism x is consistent if we have x(qs, as,,,,,, cs)
- xs(4, a5,,,,,, c), where the cost function cs is defined by

max ~c(y ~- q(N`S)) -~ x;(q, as„R„c),0 } if y 1 0,

cS(y) - tEN`s J

The average cost sharing mechanism is consistent, but the serial cost sharing mech-
anism is not. Moulin and Shenker (1994) shows that the serial rule for a- as„m is
weakly consistent, in the sense that the mechanism constitutes the same cost shares
for the agents of S- N`{ 1} in the reduced cost sharing problem (qs, as„m, cs) as
in the original problem (q, as„m, c), where agent 1 is assumed to have the smallest
demand. Again, the intuition behind this is that when agent 1 leaves with pay-
ing his cost share xs (q, as,,,,,, c) the other agents are left with the situation where
the demand ql has to be satisfied and the pre-payment xs (q, a51n„ c) is taken into
account in the calculation of the costs that are still to be covered by the agents
of N`{1}. Kolpin (1994) introduces baseline consistency for heterogeneous good

0 fory-0.
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situations, which in fact is the natural extension of weak consistency from K1 to

heterogeneous cost sharing problems. For airport problems a similar notion of

consistency is developed, based on the same intuition. For the reduced situation

where one of the agents with smallest demand has left and contributed his cost

share, the reduced cost function c is constructed in a similar way by translating

the original cost function c. A formal definition can be given by adapting the def-

inition of weak consistency, wherein only the translation with respect to the input

argument of c is left behind. Potters and Sudhdlter (1999) shows that though the
Shapley value and thus the serial outcome (see Section 7.3) for airport situations

is not consistent, it is fcrst player consistent. This property is the analogue of

weak consistency for situations in which as„m is the aggregation rule. In the same

paper it is shown this weak consistency property coincides with a limited form of

~-consistency and v-consistency". These consistency concepts differ in the way

that the reduced cost function is formulated. According to ~-consistency prepayed

amounts of the agents leaving the cost sharing problem are used for cost reduction

at the start of the production, whereas v-consistency uses these contributions for

cost reduction at the end production levels. Though for both weak-consistency

concepts it appears to be unambiguous how to adapt the costs with respect to

the pre-paid amount xl (q, a, c) for a- as,,,,, and a,naX, it is not immediately clear

what underlying idea motivates the use of different translations with respect to the

input argument of the cost function.

The concepts of weak consistency have in common that when the smallest

agent, by assumption agent 1, leaves and pre-pays x~ (q, a, c) then the reduced

cost function c is constructed by translating c with respect to the input argument

over minus the marginal contribution of agent 1 to the aggregated demand for the

good, i.e. -(a(q) - a(qN`{1})) and decreasing the costs over the whole interval by
xl(q, a, c). In case a - a,,1eX or a- as,,,,, this constitutes the reduced cost function

by translating the cost function over 0 and -ql, respectively, with respect to the

input argument, while in both situations total costs are lowered over the whole

interval by xl (q, a, c). We will use the marginal contribution of the smallest agent

to the aggregate demand in order to extend the meaning of weak consistency to

situations in which other aggregation rules may be used.

14The letters tli and v refer to the notation for the modified nucleolus and the nucleolus in
Potters and Sudhdlter (1999).
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Definition 3.3.9 Suppose .A' C A. A cost sharing mechanism x is weakly consis-

tent (wCONS) with respect to ,A' if for all cost sharing problems (q, a, c) with cY E

,A', and j E N such that q~ - min{qk ~ k E N} it holds x;(q, ~, c) -~;((q-j, 0), a, c)

for all i E N`{ j} and where c is the cost function out of c given by

c(y) - max {c(y ~ ~(q) - a((q-~, 0))) -~~(q, a, c), 0},

forallyER~.

The aggregation rules a,,,eX and ag„m have the property that for each

agent i E N with the smallest demand his marginal contribution a(q) - a(qN`{~})

is invariant with respect to larger demands of other agents, i.e. the aggregation

rule allows the bigger agents to vary their demands without affecting the smallest

agent's marginal contribution to the aggregated demand profile as long as they

maintain to be larger in the changed profile. For ag„m and amBX the same holds for

agents with the smallest non-zero demand.

Definition 3.3.10 Let N C IlV be a finite set of agents and define for i E N

the set of profiles P; C R~ according to which agent i has the one of the smallest

non-zero demands, q;. An aggregation rule c~ E A satisfies the weak rnarginality

property (wMP) if for all i E N, and x, y E P; it holds that

a(x) - a((~-ti~ 0)) -~(y) - a((y-~, 0))~

Let denote the subset of A of all aggregation rules satisfying wMP and define

IC' C iC' as the set of all cost sharing problems corresponding to an aggregation

rule in A'.

Example 3.3.11 Suppose a E A'. Then the marginal contribution of agent

3 in the demand profile (1,1,1)T equals the marginal contribution of agent 2 in
(1,1,0)T, i.e.

~((1,1,1)T) - a((l, l,o)T) - a((l, l,o)T) - a((l,o,o)T). a
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Theorem 3.3.12 There is only one cost sharàng mechanism on K` with the

properties ADD, WCONS, SOL and FL and that is ~S.

Proof. Take (q, a, c) E IC'. Without loss of generality assume that N-
{ 1, 2, ..., n} and q E Rt is an ordered demand profile, i.e. qt C q2 G... C q,,.
(i) Clearly, .rs is additive. Furthermore, ss satisfies sOL. Suppose that for some
cost function c, c(a(q~ )) - c(a(q)). For all k E{2, ..., n} we have a(q') C a(gk) C
a(q). So c(a(qk)) - c(a(ql)). But then

~S(q, a, c) -~
c(a(9k)) - c(a(qk-')) - 1c(a(41)) - lc(a(q)).

n~l-k n nk-1

We prove that xs is weakly consistent with respect to A' by induction on the
number of agents.
If qi ) 0 then the weak marginality property implies a(q~) - a((q~i,0)) - a(q) -
a((Q-1i 0)). But of course this equality is valid if ql - 0. Then together with
solidarity we have in both cases

~2((q-i,~),a,~) - ~~i~(a((q?i,~))

- n~i c(a((4~ i, fi)) f a(q) - a((q-i, ~)))
-n~~:rs(q,a,C)

„11c(a(92)) - ~n ~i)nc(a(q'))

- ~á (9, a, c).

Now take i E N`{ 1, 2}. Suppose that for k E { 1, 2, ..., i- 1} it holds that

~k((q-i,d),a,~) - ~k(q,a,c).

Recapitulating the formulas of the serial mechanism we get

~S((q-~, p), a, c) - ~k-i
c(a((9kt,~))) - c(a(4k-~))

nfl-k

- ~5i((q-i~~),a,c)~

~c(a((q-i, fi)) - c(a((q~ i~, ~)))
n-i{-1
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By the weak marginality property we have a(q) - a((q-~,0)) - a(q`) - a((q' 1,0))

and thus with q~ :- a((q'r,0)) ~- a(q) - a((q-~,0)) for j- i and j - i- 1,

c(9') - c(4`-~)
xs((q-r, 0), a, c) - xsi (q, a, c) ~ n- i~- 1

- xsi(q, a, c) f
c(a(q'~) - c(a(q`-i))

n-i-~1

- xs(q, a, c)~

(ii) Now we establish uniqueness. Suppose that x is a cost sharing mechanism with

the properties free lunch, weak consistency, solidarity and additivity on K'. We

will show that in that case x- xS.

For a given cost function c we define the cost functions cl, c2 by

{ cr(y) :- max{c(y) - c(a(ql)), 0} for all y E R},

c2(y) :- min{c(y),c(a(ql))} for all y E Ili f.

Then c- cr -~ c2. By additivity it suffices to show that x;(q, a, c~) - xs(q, a, c

for all i E N and j E{1,2}. Now solidarity implies that for all i E N,

xt(q, a, cz) - 1c(a(91)) - xS(q, a, cz).n

)

We prove the remaining part by induction on the size of the group of agents.

Suppose ~N~ - l. Then by free lunch we have xr (q, a, cr )- 0- xS (q, a, c~ ). Now

suppose that x(q, a, c~ )- xs (q, a, cr ) for ~N~ - 1, ... , i- 1 for i 1 2. Then from

weak consistency and k E{2, 3, ..., i} we obtain

xk(q,a,cr) - xk((q-r,0),a,ci)

- xk((q-r,0),a,~l) - xk(q,a,~l)- O

This characterization is restricted to those problems with an aggregation rule

that satisfies the weak marginality property, as is illustrated in the next example.

Example 3.3.13 5uppose the three agents in N-{ 1, 2, 3} face the cost sharing

problem (q, a, c) E 1Cr where q -(1, 2, 3), a(x) -(~~ x,)2 and c(y) - y2 for all

y E R~. It is clear that a does not satisfy wMP. The total aggregated demand is
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a((1, 2, 3)T) - 36 and for the reduced problem a((0, 2, 3)T) - 25. It is straightfor-
ward to see that the cost function for the reduced situation where agent 1 has left
and prepayed his serial cost share 3 c(a((1, 1, 1))T ) - 27, is for all y E R~ given by

c(y) - max {c(y ~ a((1, 2, 3)T )- a((0, 2, 3)T )) - xs(q, a, c), 0}

- max {c(y -~ 11) - 27, 0}

- (y ~ ll)2 - 27.

Thus x2 ( ((q-1i 0), a, c) - 2c(a((0, 2, 2)T )) - 2c(16) - 341, while

~z(q,a,e) - ~~(q,a,e)tz(e(a((i,2,2)T))-e(a((1,1,1)T)))
- 27 f 2(c(25) - c(9)) - 299.

This means that the serial mechanism does not satisfy weak consistency. a

As is explained before; cost sharing problems can be classified by different prop-
erties of the aggregation rules. So, analyzing the properties of an aggregation rule
will help us to understand the nature of different classes of cost sharing problems.
Below, we characterize a specific class of aggregation rules, which can be seen as
an example of such an analysis.

Call an aggregation rule a E A hornogeneous if a(a x) - a a(x) for all .1 E Rf.
In particular, if a is homogeneous then a(ON) - 0 and thus a E ,Ao. We will call a
homogeneous aggregation rule regular if agents with zero demand may be deleted
from the group of agents N without changing the total aggregated demand, i.e.
i E N and q; - 0 implies a(q) - a(qN`{;}) for all profiles q E R~. Note that amBX
and as„I„ are both regular.

Each permutation Q E II(N) defines a co~nonotonic set CN :- {x E R~ ~ xo~l~ G

~olZl C... C xo~„1}. As we will show now, the regular aggregation rules having
the weak marginality property take a very specific form and are in fact the aggre-
gation rules that are linear and symmetric with respect to the comonotonic sets in

UNCN;~N~GooR} ~
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Proposition 3.3.14 Get a E A' be regular. Then there are Q,7 E R such that

a- Q asum -~ ry amax.

Proof. The proof is by induction. First, suppose N C IlV and ~N~ - 2. We may

assume that N- {1,2}. Then for x E Rt with xl C.~2 it follows by the weak

marginality property that a(x) - a(~r, ~~)-a(0, xl)-Fa(0, ~2). Next, homogeneity

of a implies a(~) -.~i (a(1,1)-a(0, 1))-~sz a(0, 1). Take Q :- a(1, 1)-a(0, 1) and

y:- 2 a(0, 1) - a(1, 1). Then a(x) - ~3 .(~1 f~2) -~ 7~ max{xl, x2}. Furthermore,

a is symmetric, so a(0,1) - a(1,0) and thus ,Q - a(1,1) - a(1,0), y - 2a(1,0) -

a(1, 1). Then in the same way we find for all ~ E Rt with xZ C~~ the expression

a(~) - ~2 ~ (a(1~ 1) - a(1, 0)) ~ ~i ' a(1, g)

- Q~(~r f~z) f 7 max{xr, ~2}.

So for ~N~ - 2 and the above ~3 and y we conclude that a-~3as„m -f yamax on

RN .f
For finite sets N C 1[V and S C N, recall the definition of es E Rf; below we will use

es instead. Take n E W. Now, suppose that for all N C 1N with ~N~ C n-1 it holds

that a- Q as,,,,, ~ ry amax on Rt . Without loss of generality, let N:- { 1, 2, ..., n}

and v E II(~ti'). Take x E CN. We will now show that, given the regularity of a,

a(x) - Q as„m(~) ~ ry amax(~). We may assume that xalll ) 0, otherwise we can

remove agent v(1) from the set N and use the induction hypothesis. But then

agent o-(1) is one of the smallest non-zero demanders, hence it follows from the

weak marginality property that

a(~) - a(~a(r)eN) - a(~o(1)eN`{o(r)}) } a((~-o(r)~ g)).

Since a is homogeneous, this can be rewritten as

a(~) -~o(r)(a(eN) - a(eíNV`{o(i)}) f a((~-o(r)~ g))-

By the weak marginality property it follows that

a(x) - xo(r) {a(eN`{o(r)}) - a(eN`{o(r),o(~)}) Í } a((~-o(r)' g))'

By the regularity of a we may remove the zero demander o(1) from the profiles
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eN`{o(i)}~eíNV`{o(i),o(z)} and (x-o(~),0), resulting in

f N`{o(i)} N`{o(1)} l
u(~) - ~o(i) la(eN~{o(i)}) - a(etv~{o(i),o(z)}) J

~~(~iEN`{o(1)} ~a(i)eo~`~o(1)})

Now by our induction hypothesis we have

a(~) - ~o(i) ij -I- ,B ~ ~o(i) f y max .~o(i)
iEN`{o(1)}

iEN`{v(1)}

- ~
L

2i ~ ry max .Zi - N asum(~) ~~i amax(~)~
iEN

iEN

Then a(x) - Q as„m(~) f y amax(~) for all ~ E CN. But note that the defini-
tions of ,Q and y are independent from the permutation Q. Therefore ~(x) -
N asUm(~) ~ y~max (~) on R~ , since UaEn(N) cN - Rf ~

3.4 Produce and charge

0

Many cost sharing mechanisms known from the literature seem to be static in the
sense that they use only the information about costs associated to a finite set of
production levels, related to the demand profile of the agents, for a full description
of the final cost shares. But a priori there is no reason to omit contingent infor-
mation about costs for infinite or a continuum of production levels.

In this section we will put the cost sharing problem in a more dynamical context
and we adopt the approach of Aumann-Shapley pricing. The Aumann-Shapley
pricing mechanism is defined for a subclass of heterogeneous cost sharing problems
and considers the marginal costs for a continuum of production levels along a
specific production curve towards the aggregate demand. At each level that is
attained by the curve, it describes to what extent the different goods can be held
responsible for the incurred marginal cost. For one output production technologies
the image of the production curve equals the real axis. We take a similar but
slightly different dynamica] approach by introducing a device that explicitly states
to what extent each of the agents participates in the levels of production that are
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attained towards producing the common minimal satisfactory level of output. Then

it makes sense to charge an agent to the same extent for the marginal costs incurred

from the different production levels. Such a device specifies at each moment during

production of the aggregate demand at which intensity an agent is served. For a

cost sharing problem G- (q, cr, c) E IC1, we define a(G) :- [0, a(q)~ and cr :- c.

Denote the unit simplex of R~ by ~(N), i.e. the set {.z E R~ ~ x(N) - 1}. Then

a device that prescribes the intensity of service for the different agents, can be seen

as a function on the Cartesian product K1 x Rt, such that

ar(G, t) E 0(N) if t E a(G),

rr(G, t) - O~v if t E Rf`a(G).

We will call such a rr a participation function. In addition, we assume that for

all i E N, the coordinate mapping t ~--~ ~r;(G, t) is Lebesgue-integrable. Then the

part of the produced amount a(q) that agent i E N participated in according to a

is given by

f;(~r,G) :- ~ ~r;(G,t)dt. (3.11)
a(C)

We will refer to f;(n, G) as the total production participation of agent i in G ac-

cording to ~r.

Let CA~ be the set of all absolutely continuous cost functions c: R~ --~ Rf ls

From the fact that a cost function c is nondecreasing it follows that c is differentiable
almost everywhere. We will take c' : Rf -~ Rf to denote the function that equals

the derivative of c, if it exists, and that takes the value 0 elsewhere. We will

unambiguously speak of the marginal cost function c'. If c E CA~ it holds that c'

is integrable 16 and we may express total costs of production of q units in terms of
the marginal cost function c', since for all t E R~ we have

c(t) - J tc'(s)ds.l' (3.12)
0

1sA cost function c: Rt -~ R~ is absolutety continuous if for all intervals [a, b] and e 1 0
there is a b~ 0 such that for every finite collection of pairwise disjoint intervals ( ak, bk) C[a, 6],

k- 1, 2, ..., n with ~k-1(bk - ak) C ó, we have ~ ~c(bk) - c(ak)~ G e.
k-1

1sThis is a consequence of the Fundamental Theorem I(Lebesgue (1904)).
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We restrict our attention to the class of cost sharing problems 1CA~, consisting of
all cost sharing problems G in IC~ with cC E CAC

Intuitively, it makes sense to charge an agent for the product of the intensity
of individual service and the marginal costs of production, i.e. for agent i E N his
cost share is determined by

~; (G) - J ~r;(G,t)c'C(t)dt. (3.13)
a(C)

Note that by our regularity assumptions on c~ the above formula determines a cost
sharing mechanism. If the participation function does not depend on c~ then it
is immediately seen that x~ is additive. This representation is typical for additive
cost sharing mechanisms (see Friedman and Moulin (1999), Friedman (1999)).

By prescribing the production participating function rr we can recover some well-
known solution concepts in the cost sharing literature.

For A C R we define the indicator function IIA : R-~ {0, 1} by

-~ 1 iftEA,
IIa(t) :

0 if t E R~A.

In the following examples we will assume that N-{ 1, 2, ..., n}.

Example 3.4.1 For as„m and ~r;(G, t) :- q(qN) the outcome x~(G) equals the

vector of proportional or average cost shares. a

Example 3.4.2 Assume that the demands are ordered as ql G q2 G... G
qn. Define ~r;(G,t) :- nII[o.a(Q')1(t) -h ~k-2 n-k}I II(a(4k-~),a(vk)](t)- Then x~(G)
is just the seria] outcome for G. The formulas for the diflerent cost shares can
be understood by the same intuition that is provided by the `push the button'

17This follows by the Fundamental Theorem II (Lebesgue (1904)). We stress that even for
nondecreasing continuous cost functions of bounded variation this equality may not hold (see
e.g. the Lebesgue singular function that is consttucted using the Cantor Ternary Set on [0, 1]).
The absolutely continuous functions are characterized by Banach (1925) (see e.g. von Neumann
(1950)).
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interpretation of the serial rule (Moulin and Shenker (19926)), except for the way

of aggregation (see equality (3.9)). a

Example 3.4.3 Consider the situation where the agents are served in a specific

order as given by the permutation v E II(N). Then there are yo, yr, ..., y„ E

[~,cx(q)~ with 0- yo G yl G... G yn - cx(q) such that no-,(r)(G,t) - lI[o,Y~l(t) and

~o-'(t)(G~t) - II(Y,-~,Y,1(t) for i~ 1. a

Example 3.4.4 For the cost sharing problem (q, a, c) with q~ G Q2 ... G qn define

the intermediate production stages as for the reverse serial rule, (yk )kENu{o}. In

this fashion the reverse serial rule corresponds to dynamic cost sharing with the

participation function

~~lGi t) - ~ III~~Yj](t) ~ ~ n } 1 - ~ II(Yk-,,Ykl(t)'
k-2

3.5 Consistency revisited

4

In this section we will study the cost sharing problem in the dynamical context
as in the former section when the size of the population of agents varies. For this

section we will allow the population of agents to vary. So for the moment N is an

arbitrary finite set in )í`1. Notice that the cost sharing mechanisms in the previous
sections are trivially redefined for such arbitrary sets of agents N.

For the `static' cost sharing problem as in the Sections 3.2 and 3.3, consistency

is defined as the desirable stability property for cost sharing mechanisms in case of
varying population size. Consistency is defined in terms of the reduced cost sharing

proólem. We pointed in Section 3.3 at difficulties with adapting the cost function

for all kinds of aggregation rules. As we will show now, these problems are of less
concern in the dynamical context of the former section.

Recall the definitions of a production participation function ~r and correspond-

ing cost sharing mechanism x~ (see Section 3.4). Now we fix a cost sharing problem
G E 1CA~. Then, what happens to the cost shares of the group of remaining agents

S C N in the situation that agents of N`S leave with prepaying the total of in-

dividual cost shares ~~EN`S ~~ (G)? At moment t in the production process, the
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agents in N`S paid for the fraction ~iE~,`s 7ri(G, t) of the marginal costs c'G(t). So

~iES ~i(G, t)c'~(t) is still left over for the remaining agents. In particular, the only
marginal costs left to be shared are for those levels of production t where there
is a positive participation of the remaining coalition S. The leaving agents pay

.fo ~iEN`s ~i(G, t)c'~(t)dt for the first q E a(G) levels of output. Equivalently, the
remaining agents have to pay for the rest, that is

c(q) - J 9 ~ 7fi(G, t c' t dt.)c()
~ iEN`S

Further, the agents in coalition S face the reduced cost sharing problem where
independently from their own demands, the coalition N`S has to be satisfied. So
for the reduced situation the aggregate demand with respect to the coalition S is
their aggregate demand, given q~,`s. This means that given the demands of the
coalition N`S and the demand profile y E R~ of the agents in S in the reduced
situation, still a(y, qN`s) has to be produced. This results in the following natural
definition of the reduced cost sharing problem.

Definition 3.5.1 Let rr be a participation function and fix G E~AO. For S C N
the reduced cost sha,ring problem G~~s is (qs, a~, cc,~,s) E 1CA~, the ordered triple
such that

f 9

cc,n,s(q) -- cc(q) - J ~ ~i(G, t)c'G(t)dt for all q E Rf,
~ iEN`S

ac(x) -~(x~ qN`s) for all x E UTCSRf-

Note that cc,n,s E CA~ for the reason that the function
grable on [0, q].

t H ~ri(G, t)c'~(t) is inte-

Now we can define consistency in terms of the reduced cost sharing problem. For
a fixed participation function ~r, the cost sharing mechanism x~ is called consistent
if for all G E lCA~ and all S C N the cost shares for the agents in S in G equal
their individual cost shares determined by x~ in the reduced cost sharing problem
G~~s. We obtain the following definition.

Definition 3.5.2 Let ~r be a participation function. The cost sharing mechanism
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~~ is consistent if for all G E 1CAO and S C N we have

~~(G~~s) -.~~(G)S.

If t belongs to the set of production levels of positive participation of coalition S

according to ~r, then it seems reasonable that an agent k E S is held responsible

for the fraction ~rk(G, t)~ ~;ES ~r;(G, t) of the remaining marginal costs at t. A

participating function rr that reckons with this idea gives rise to a consistent a,~ as

we will show now.

Theorem 3.5.3 Let ~r be a participation fvnction. Then x~ is consistent if for

allGE1C"~ andSEP(N) andalliES

~r;(G, t)
~~(G~'S, t) -

~kES ~k(G, t)
for all t E R~ such that ~~rk(G, t) 1 0.

kES

Proof. Fix G E~A~. It holds that cG is differentiable almost everywhere, so we

have for almost all q E Il3.t that

CG,a,S(q) - CG(q) - ~ ~k(Ge q)eC(q)

kEN`S

(1 - ~ ~k(G,9))~c(q)
kEN`S

~ ~k(G', q)cC(q).
kES

Let A be the set of production levels for which cG is differentiable. Then if A' is
the set of output levels for which there is a positive participation of coalition S,
then c~ ~ S is equal to zero outside A:- A fl A'. Suppose that for all i E S

~r;(G t)
~t(G~ S~ t) - ~kES ~k(G, t)

fOr all t E R~ Wlth ~~rk(G, t) ~().
kES
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Then this is especially true on A, so for i E S

x~(G~~s), ~(c) ~~(G~'s, t)ce,n,s(t)dt

- a;(G~'s,t)c~,~,s(t)dt
Ána(G)

~r;(G~'s, t) ~ ~rk(G, t)c~(t)dt
Ána(G) kES

rr;(G, t)c'G(t)dt
,4n~(G)

~(G)
a;(G,t)c'G(t)dt - x;(G).

Corollary 3.5.4 The generalized proportional cost sharing mechanisms and the

(reverse~ serial cost sharing mechanism are consistent.

It can be shown that the converse of Theorem 3.5.3 is not true.

3.6 Bankruptcy problems and cost sharing

How to divide a heritage when the heirs' claims sum up to more than there is
available? It is the problem known as the bankruptcy problem that we shortly

addressed in Example 1.0.9. Formally, a bankruptcy problem consists of a triple

(E, N, d), where E E[0, oo) is the estate which has to be divided, N is the set of
claimants and d E R~ is the vector of individual claims such that d(N) ~ E. A
division mechanism f assigns to each bankruptcy problem B-(E, N, d) a division

scheme f(B) E R~, where claimant i gets f;(B) such that

(i) OCf;(B)Cd;foralliEN,

(~~) ~iEN fi(B) - E.

The condition 0 c f;(B) states that since there is left a positive estate, each
claimant should ( weakly) profit by it. Furthermore, the inequality f;(B) C d; for
i E N assures that no claimant receives more than his claim. The second condition
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makes sure that the estate is divided exactly. If there is no estate at all, or E- 0,

then a division rule f satisfying the above conditions, allocates 0 to each of the

clairnants.

In the literature several division mechanisms lrave been proposed, such as

there are the division mechanisms in relation with the early Jewish authors as in

O'Neill (1982), the Shapley value and the nucleolus for the associated cooperative

bankruptcy game (Aumann and Maschler (1985)), and the adjusted proportion-

al rule (Curiel et al. (1987)). Dagan and Volij (1993) considers each bankruptcy

problem as a bargaining problem and proposes accessory solution concepts like

the Raiffa-Iíalai-Smorodinski solution. We like to mention the following division

mechanisms.

Example 3.6.1 In the obvious way we define the proportional rule by

hP(E, N, d) :- d~N) . E.

Example 3.6.2 Determine ~ as the unique real number such that

~ min {d;, ~3} - E.
iEN

Then the constraint equal award rule fCEA is defined by

fCEA(E, N, d) :- min {d;, ,Q}.

Example 3.6.3 Determine a as the unique number with

~ max{dt - a, 0} - E.
iEN

The constraint equal loss rule fCEL is defined through

fcEL(E, N, d) :- max{d; - a, 0}.

a

a

a

The class of bankruptcy problems can be embedded into the class of cost shar-
ing problems, as in Example 1.0.9, by considering d as the demand profile of the
agents and d(N) - E as the deficit or cost to be shared. So we see the bankruptcy
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problem ( E, N, d) as the cost sharing problem ( d, as„I,,, cE) where cE : Rt -~ Rf
is the cost function defined by cE(x) :- max {x - E, 0} for all x E Rt and d is the
profile of demands. Especially, when x G E then c(x) - 0 as there is no deficit. As
a result each cost sharing method can be used as a solution concept for bankruptcy
problems. In this section that is based on Tijs and Koster ( 1998) it is shown that
some of the well-known cost sharing mechanisms are even closely connected to so-
lution concepts for bankruptcy problems that have been studied in the literature.
For example, it is easily checked that fP(E, N, d) - d; - xA(d, as,,,,,, cE) for all
i E N. In the same way fCEA and fCEL corresponds to the serial cost sharing
mechanism and reverse serial mechanism respectively.

Theorem 3.6.4 Let (E, N, d) be a bankruptcy proble~n. Then

fcEa(E, N, d) - d- xs(d , IXsumr CE).

Proof. Let Q be such that ~iEN min {d;, Q} - E. Without loss of generality
we assume that E 1 0, N-{ 1, 2, . .., n} and that the claims can be ordered

such that dl G d2 C... C dn. Then the serial cost share for agent i E N in the
associated cost sharing problem is determined by (a - as„l„)

~
S - ~ CE(x~ ) - CE(x.i-1 )

x; (d, asum, CE)
- j~ 1n~-i

Here for j E { 1, 2, ... , n}, x~ denotes - as before - the intermediate production
level defined by xó :- 0 and

i-1
x~ -~dk~(nfl-j).d;for jEN.

k-1

For convenience set do :- 0. Let k E {1,2,... ,n} be the smallest number such
that ,C3 E [dk-l,dk]. Then E-~~-i d; f(n -~ 1 - j) . Q and

CE(xj) -

0 forjGk

~~-k (dt - Q) -F (n ~ 1 - 7 ) ' (di - Íj) for j ) k
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Thus for i G k we have xs(d, as„n„cE) - O, while f ~EA(E, N, d) - d;. For i) k

we have fCEA(E, N, d) - Q and -

,xs(d a cE) - ~.
cE(~i) - cE(~~-i)

~ , sum, ]-k 7t ~ 1 -j

- (dk - Q) f (dkt~ - dk) ~ ...f (d; - d;-,) - d; - Q.

So for all i E N we have xs(d, ~S„m, cE) - d; - fcEA(E, N, d). []

The fCEA division mechanism can be characterized in a similar way as the serial
cost sharing mechanism (Theorem 3.3.4) using similar characterizing properties.
The first one is the natural translation of independence of larger demands.

Definition 3.6.5 A division mechanism f satisfies independence of size of larger
clairas (ISLC) if for all bankruptcy problems (E, N, d) it holds that for all i, j E N
such that d; ) d;,

t 1 d; ~ f,(E, N, d) - f,(E, (d-;, t)).

Furthermore, in the same way the equal treatment property is given meaning.

Definition 3.6.6 A division mechanism f satisfies equal treatnzent of equals (ETE)
if for all bankruptcy problems (E, N, d) it ho]ds that f;(E, N, d) - f;(E, N, d)
whenever d; - d; for i, j E N.

Theorem 3.6.7 The fCEA rule is the unique division raechanism satisfying ETE

and ISLC.

Proof Suppose f is a division mechanism with the properties ETE and ISLC.
Then f( d, as,,,~„ cE) :- d- f(E, N, d) defines a cost sharing mechanism on the sub-
class of those cost sharing problems related to bankruptcy problems. It obviously
satisfies the properties ETE and ISLD. From the proof of Theorem 3.3.4 we learn
that these properties also characterize ~S on the domain of cost sharing problems
arising from bankruptcy problems. Then f must be the restriction of xs, hence
~S(d, ns,,,,,, cE) - d- f(E, N, d) for all bankruptcy problems (E, N, d). Then by
Theorem 3.6.4, f(E, N, d) - fCEA(E, N, d). t]
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In the same way as in Theorem 3.6.4 we can relate fCEL to the reverse serial rule
~RES

Theorem 3.6.8 Let (E, N, d) be a bankruptcy problem. Then for all i E N

fcEL(E N d) - d; -.xRES(d
~sumi CE).

Proof. Analogous to that of Theorem 3.6.4. ~

Let B -( E, N, d) be a bankruptcy problem and GB the related cost sharing

problem. The worst case scenario for a coalition S C N would be that the members

of N`S have `first choice', i.e. the coalition N`S just takes the total amount of

their claims up to the maximum E and leaves, while the contingent remainings may
be collected by S. Then by determining the left overs for each coalition we define

the cooperative game (N, vB), where the characteristic function vB is defined by

specifying the left overs for each coalition .S C N, i.e.

vB(S) - max{0, E - d(N`S)}.

This game ( N, vB) is usually referred to as the pessimistic bankruptcy game (see

Aumann and Maschler (1985)). It is shown by Curiel et al. (1987) that the core of

the pessimistic bankruptcy game is generated by the different division mechanism-

s. For cost sharing problems related to bankruptcy problems, we get a pessimistic

cost game via the pessimistic bankruptcy game.

In the next section we will show how these ideas generalize to the class of cost

sharing problems ICA~. Moreover, we will explore the relation between cost shares
generated by different cost sharing mechanisms and the core.

3.7 Cooperative production games

In this section we focus on cost sharing problems within the context of cooperative
game theory. This approach applies to situations where the agents are able and
willing to make binding agreements on the individual cost shares.
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A cooperative cost game with transferaóle utidity (von Neumann and Morgen-

stern (1944)), is an ordered pair (N, c), where N is a finite set and c is a function

from the power set of N to the real numbers, i.e. c:~(N) -~ R. The elements of

N are called players and the characteristicfunction c associates with each coalition

of players S C N the number c(S), representing the costs for serving the cooper-

ative S. In particular costs associated with the empty coalition are defined to be

0, or c(0) - 0. The class of all cooperative cost games is denoted by ~; the class

of all cooperative cost games with player set N is denoted by GN.

Examples of cost sharing problems that are studied within the setting of co-

operative game theory are numerous. The classical example in this respect is the

formulation of the cost sharing problem faced by TVA engineers that had to ap-

portion the costs of the Wilson Dam to the three main purposes navigation, flood

control, and the provision of hydro-electric power (see Ransmeier (1942)). Oth-

er examples range from sharing the cost in routing problems (see, e.g., Hamers

et al. (1999)), problems in telecommunication networks (van den Nouweland et

al. (1996)) to cost allocation in ATM networks (Bj~rndal et al. (1999)) and cost

allocation in library consortia (Izquierdo et al. (1999)).

Example 3.7.1 Usually in the cooperative game theoretical approach to the
cooperative production problem the stand alorze game (N, cGA) is considered, where
c~A(S) - c(a(q(S))). So, given (q, a, c) E~1, (N, c~A) refers to the hypothetical
situation where each coalition S C N is associated with the cost of serving them
first. Among others, Shubik (1962), Young (1994) and Sudhdlter (1996) study the
stand alone game. a

It should be clear that by changing the format of a cost sharing problem in JC1
into the óireary format of a cooperative cost game, there is a loss to be collected.
The available data of costs for a continuum of production levels is suppressed into a
collection of 2~N~ numbers. As a consequence, the class of solutions for 1C1 obtained
as a solution to the class of related cost games is rather small. The cost sharing
problems that define the same cost game all get the same solution.ls This indi-

18McLean and Sharkey (1992) define the property simplicity for cost sharing mechanisms, that
requires invariance with respect to cost sharing problems that give rise to the same stand alone
game.
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cates that the solutions carry a high degree of invariance, and simultaneously the
importance of choosing the appropriate representation by cooperative cost games.
The richness of the structure of l~l compared to C~ is stressed by Sudhdlter (1996);
each cost game is strategically equivalent with a stand alone game corresponding
to a cost sharing problem in ~C1. This means that for each ( N, c) E G there is a
cost sharing problem G and Q E R, -y E R} such that C-~3c~A ~ ry.

In this section we will derive other natural representations of cost sharing problems
in IC1 by cost games other than stand alone games.

Definition 3.7.2 A~-embedding for K' C~1 is a mapping g: K' -~ G that
relates each cost sharing problem G-(q, ~, c) E K' to a cooperative cost game
g(G) E~ with player set N.

An element x E RN is a pre-imputation for (N, c) E~ if x(N) - c(N). The
set of all pre-imputations is denoted by I'(N, g). A vector s E I"(N, c) is also
called a vector of cost shares. Consider a nonempty set G C CN. A solution
concept iY on G associates each cost game (N, c) E G to a subset ~Y(N, c) of the
pre-imputations I'(N, c). A solution concept ~ is single-valued if for all (N, c) E G
it holds ~~Y(N, c)~ - 1. Then ~Y is positive-valued if ~(N, c) j 0 for all (N, c) E G.
A~-embedding g for 1C' C K' together with a positive valued single-valued solution
concept ~ on g(IC') induces a cost sharing mechanism x9~`~ with domain 1C' through

~9~~(G) :- ~Y(g(G)) for all G E K'. (3.14)

Example 3.7.3 The G-embedding gsA that corresponds to the stand alone cost
game representation is given by

gsA(q a, c)(S) :- c(~(q(S)) for all (g, a, c) E 1Ci, S C N.

Shubik (1962) puts forward the value mechanism, according to which the vector of
cost shares is determined by the Shapley value of the corresponding stand alone cost
game. Before introducing the Shapley value we define for cost games (N, c) and
permutations o- E II(N) marginal vectors mo(N,c). The marginal vector mo(N, c)
arises from `gradual cooperation', i.e. the players assign to full cooperation one
by one - in the order that is specified by o- and each player pays his marginal
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costs. So, by specifying for each player i E N the set of his predecessors Po(

{j E N ~Q-r(j) G a-i(i)}, the amount that player i E N pays is

m;(N, c) :- c(Po(i) U {i }) - c(PQ(i)). (3.15)

The Shapley value of the game (N,c) is the vector ~(N,c) that is obtained as the

average of all ~N~! marginal vectors, i.e.

~(N, c) :- 1~ ~ mo(N, c). (3.16)
INI oEI1(N)

The Shapley value defines a linear operator on the set of characteristic functions.
Hence the value mechanism or the Shapley-Shubik mechanism ~SS, is defined by

~SS(9, a, c) :- ~(N, ccA)-

The Shapley value as a solution concept for ~ is axiomatized by Shapley (1953).

Shubik (1962) discusses the possibility to reinterpret the axiomatizing set of the

properties additivity, dvmmy and symmetry in terms of accounting conventions tlrat

could support devising incentive-compatible cost assignments and internal pricing

in a firm with decentralized decision making. However, apart from the modeling

by cooperative games the natural content of these properties in the cooperative

production model still allows for a variety of cost sharing mechanisms (see Friedman

and Moulin (1998)). Sprumont (1998) provides an axiomatization of xSS including

one additional invariance axiom, that requires invariance with respect to ordinal

transformations of the measuring scales, i.e. ordinality (see Section 4.1). Sudhdlter

(1996) shows that ~SS is the unique cost sharing mechanism that satisfies E'I'E,

ADD, NoExP and the property called covariance (COV)19. Moreover, it is shown

that the additivity property may be replaced by a weaker one, which is called

MM-additivity. Another axiomatization consists of the properties ETE, Cov and a

notion of consistency. a

Example 3.7.4 Legros (1982) and Sudhdlter (1996) study the cost sharing mech-
anism x~ that is induced by the stand alone embedding together with the nur.leolus

19A cost sharing mechanism x covarsance if the following condition holds: for cost sharing
problems (q, a,,,,,,, c) and ( q, as,,,,,, c) such that there are Q~ 0 and y E RN with c(q(S)) -
~ic(q(S)) ~- ry(S) for all S C N, it holds x(q, asum~ c) - Qx(9~ ns~m, ~) f 7.
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(Schmeidler (1969)) as the solution concept for C~. Sudhdlter (1996) shows that
~~ is the unique cost sharing mechanism with the properties ETE, Cov and strong
consistency. a

Recall the class of all cost sharing problems ICA~ in 1C1 corresponding to an
absolutely continuous cost function. We will show two other natural ways of as-
sociating a coalition of agents to a hypothetical level of cost, reminiscent of the
ideas of the pessimistic and optimistic bankruptcy games, leading to two different
G-embeddings. Still the dynamical context as in the former sections is used. We
relate the associated cost shares to the core of these games. The restriction to 1CA~
allows us to use the techniques from the former section 3.4. Recall that Ci(a(G))
denotes the Borel-Q-algebra on a(G). We define for y E a(G), and Lebesgue
measure .~,

cC(y) :- sup{ J c'(t)dt ~T E C3(a(G)), a(T) - y}. (3.17)
ll T 11

The function c~ reflects the highest or worst cost level that can be achieved for a
prescribed amount of output. In this respect, the worst thing that can happen to
an agent i E N is that he is the only one participating in the production process
at the most expensive levels, which amounts to the cost share c~( f;(~r, G)). In the
same way we can determine the worst possible outcome for any coalition S C N
participating in total ~tiES f;(a, G) units of output, cc(~;ES f;(~, G)). So for each
combination of a cost sharing problem G and a production participation function
~r, a pessimistic cost game arises in a natural way. It consists of an ordered pair
(N, k~,~), where k~,~ :~(N) -~ R~ is defined by

k~,c(S) - cc ~~ f~(~r, G)~ .
iES

(3.18)

The same can be done by defining a function c~ : a(G) -i R~, relating a certain
output level to the minimal expenses needed for its production. Or more formally,
for all y E a(G),

cc(y) - infj J c'(t)dt ~ T E C3(a(G)),.~(T) - y}. (3.19)
lll T JJJ
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Then the natural optimistic cost game for the combination of the cost sharing

problem G and the production participating function rr corresponds to the or-

dered pair (N, k;, G), where k;~ c: P(N) ---r Rf maps each coalition S C N to

the minimal costs associated to the total production participation of coalition S,

cc(~;ES fi(~~ G))- If each agent i participates in f;(~r, G) - q; units then we de-

note the pessimistic and optimistic cost games by (N, kc) and (N, k~), respectively.

We will now give a few classes of cost sharing problems for which there exist

simple expressions for the characteristic functions k~,c and k;~ r, though in general

this will not be t.he case. This section concludes with a technique to determine the

pessimistic values.

Example 3.7.5 When the absolutely continuous cost function c is convex, then

the marginal costs measured by its right derivative ó~c are non-decreasing; the

lowest production levels are the cheapest. Then k~,c(S) - c(a(q)) - c(a(q) -

~;ES f;(rr, G)) and k~,c(S) - c(~;ES f;(~, G)). a

Example 3.7.6 For concave absolutely continuous cost functions c the most

expensive spots are right at the start. So in that case k,,,c(S) - c(~tES f;(~, G))
and k,. c( S) - c(a(q)) - c(a(q) -~;ES f;(~, G)). a

Example 3.7.7 Let B- ( E, d) be a bankruptcy problem and GB the corre-

sponding cost sharing problem. Recall the definition of the pessimistic bankruptcy

game (N, vB). It is easily seen that ( N, vB) is related to (N, kcB) via vB(S) -

d(S) - kc8(S) for all S E P(N). a

From the last example we learn that both the optimistic and the pessirnistic

game are independent from the choice of participation function when asu,,, is used

as the aggregation rule.

Furthermore we learn from properties of the mappings c~ and c~ that the games

k~,c and k~ c are monotonic. They are dual in the sense that k~,c(S) - c(a(q)) -

k;, c(N`S) for all S E P(N).

Lemma 3.7.8 Let G-(q, a, c) E KA~. Then for each x E[0, a(q)] there is

Tx E 13([0, a(q)]) such that c~(x) - fs c'(t)dt and ~(TI) - x. The sets can be
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taken such that x G y~ Ts C Ty.

Proof. Take x E [0, a(q)]. For z E R~ we define D~ :- {t E [0, a(q)] ~ c'(t) ) z}.
Then let z(x) :- sup{z E Rt ~~(D~) j x}. We distinguish two cases, ~(D~~s~) - x
and ~(D~~21) 1 x.
First suppose that ,~(DZ~sI) - x. We will show that the choice of Tz :- DZ~~~ sat-
isfies. To see this, just take an arbitrary T E !3([O,a(q)]) with .~(T) - x, T~ T~.
Then in particular for t E T~Tz it holds that c'(t) G z(x) and therefore

J `Tz c'(t)dt G z(x) ..~(T`Tr) - z(x) -,~(Tx`T) G~z`T c'(t)dt.

As a consequence

J c'(t)dt - ~ c'(t)dt f J c'(t)dt
TnT T`T

C J c'(t)dt ~ J c'(t)dt
TnTs T~`T

- ~~ c'(t)dt.

Therefore c~(x) - sup{ fy c'(t)dt ~ a(Y) - x} - fT~ c'(t)dt.
Now for the second case assume that ~(Dz~T~) ) x. This means that

.~({t E [0, a(q)] ~ c'(t) - z(x)}) 1.~(Dz(z)) - x.

Determine t' E[0, a(q)] with

~([0, t'] n{t E[~, a(q)] ~ c'(t) - z(x)}) -,~(DZ~~I) - x.

Now take T~ :- DZ~I~`([O,t'] fl {t E [O,a(q) ~c'(t) - z(x)}). Then .~(Tx) - x and
the rest is proved analogously to the first case. Besides, it should be clear from the
presented construction that Tz C Ty whenever x G y. O

Lemma 3.7.9 For G E 1CA~, the functions c~ and c~ are nondecreasing and
continuous on a(G). Moreover, cc is concave on a(G) and cc is convex on
a(G).
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Proof. By the equality c~(t) - c(a(q)) - c~(a(q) - t) for t E [0, a(q)] it suffices

to prove that cc is nondecreasing, continuous and convex on a(G).

The fact that c~ is nondecreasing is direct consequence of Lemma 3.7.8. Let

.x, y, z E Rt such that y C z and ~ f y, ~~- z E [0, a(q)]. "I'ake T~, Ty and Tlty as

defined in Lemma 3.7.8. Then

cc(~ ~ y) - cc(y) -

)

c'(t)dt

sup ~ ~ c'(t)dt ~T E Ii([O,a(q)]~Tv),.~(T) -~~
ll T

sup { J c'(t)dt ~ T E C3([0, a(q)]`T~), a(T) -.v }
ll T 11

c'(t)dt - c~(x -f z) - c~(z).
T~i:`T:

Since c~ is nondecreasing and convex on a(G), it must hold that it is a continuous

function20. o

Lemma 3.7.10 Let G-(q, a, c) E KA~. Then c~ is extendable to a concave

cost function (cC)` E CAC. If c' is bounded on a(G) then c~ is extendable to a

convex cost function (c~)` E CAC

Proof. First of all, note that c~(0) - c~(0) - 0 by definition, see (3.17) and

(3.19). The concavity of ec on a(G) implies existence of á-cc(a(q)). Now extend

cG to a concave cost function (cG)` by

c~(t) if t E a(G),

(ec)`(t) -
cG(a(q)) ~(t - a(q))a c~(a(q)) for t 1 a(q).

(3.20)

The function (c~)' is absolutely continuous by the continuity and the concavity of

c~ on a(G). Analogously, we prove that c~ is extendable in case the derivative c'

is bounded on intervals [a, b]. Since cG is convex on a(G) it holds that a cG(a(q))

20Note that continuity also follows from Lemma 3.7.8.
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exists. Extend c~ to an absolutely continuous and convex function ( cG)' by

c~(t) if t E ~(G),
(cc)~(t) - (3.21)

cc(a(q)) f (t - a(q))a-cc(o(q)) for t~ cr(q).
0

Definition 3.7.11 A cost game (N, g) is concave if for all i E N and S C T C
N`{i} it holds

c(S u{i}) - c(S) 1 c(T u {i}) - c(T).

The game is convex if the reverse inequality holds.

So a cost game (N,g) is concave if the marginal costs of a player to a coalition
decreases as the coalition gets larger.

Theorem 3.7.12 For all G-(q, a, c) E iCA~ and ald participation fnnctions ~r,
the pessimistic cost game (N, k,~,G) is concave and the optimistic cost game
(N,k~G) is convex.

Proof. Due to the duality relation between (N, k,,,~) and (N, k;, ~) it sufTices to
prove the concavity of (N, k,~,~) only. But this follows directly by Lemma 3.7.9,
saying that c~ is concave. p

Definition 3.7.13 For (N, c) E~, x E I`(N, c) is a core element if .~(S) C c(S)
for all S C N. The set of all core elements of (N, c) is the core of (N, c) and is
denoted by core(N, c).

So each core element represents a stable allocation in the sense that no coalition
has an incentive to split off. A less demanding stability requirement is put forward
by the imputation set I(N, c), consisting of all individual rationalpre-imputations,
i.e. I(N,c) :- {x E I'(N,c) ~ x; G c({i})}. Bondareva (1963) and Shapley (1967)
show the equivalence of nonemptiness of the core and a property that is called
balancedness. A game (N, c) E G with core(N, c) ~~ will be called balanced.
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Corollary 3.7.14 For all G-( q, a, c) E 1CA~ and all participation fv,nctions ~r,

the pessimistic cost ganze (N, k,,,~) is balanced.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Shapley ( 1971) stating that a concave cost

game is balanced. ~

Concave cost games have a large core in general. For the pessimistic cost game

the core contains all cost allocations corresponding to a cost sharing mechanism of

type x~.

Theorem 3.7.15 Let G-(q, a, c) E ICAC and ~r a participation fvnction. Then

~~(G) is in the core of the game (N, k~,~).

Proof. Let G-(q, a, c). Take S E P(N) and let Q-~2ES f;(~, G). Determine

Tp E Ci((0, a(q)]) as in Lemma 3.7.8 such that c~(Q) - fTp c'(t)dt. For convenience

set ~rs(G, t) :- ~iES ~;(G, t) for all t and Tá :- (0, a(q)]`Tp. Then we have, for

b :- sup{c'(t) ~ t E Tp},

~ ~rs(G, t)c'(t)dt C fT~ ~rS(G, t) . bdt
Tp -

(1 - rrs(G, t)) . bdt C ~ (1 - rrs(G, t))c'(t)dt.
Tp~Tp

This inequality makes the final part easy,

~ ~; (G) -
iES

rQ(4)J ~rs(G,t)c'(t)dt
0

- J nS(G, t)c'(t)dt -~ J ~rs(G, t)c'(t)dt
Tp Tp

C J rrs(G, t)c'(t)dt f J (1 -~rS(G, t))c'(t)dt
- Tp Tp

- ~ c'(t)dt - cc(,d) - k~,c(S).
Tp

0
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For the cost sharing problems arising from bankruptcy problems we can even char-
acterize the core of the pessimistic cost game by characterizing the core of the
pessimistic bankruptcy game. The core of the pessimistic bankruptcy game is gen-
erated by different division mechanisms.

Theorem 3.7.16 (Curiel et al. (1987)) Let B-( E,d) be a bankruptcy problem.
Then

~ E core(N, vB) ~
r OGx;Gd; foralliEN,

Sl L~iEN ~i - E.

Calculating the pessimistic cost game is a tedious task in general. However com-
putations can be done along the following lines. For G-(q, a, c) E lCA~ define
f~ : Rt -~ R~ through

fc(t) ~- a (~~ ~ tJ n [0, ~(q)]) . (3.22)

Note that f~ is a nonincreasing bounded function and f~(0) - a(q) since c is
nondecreasing.

Theorem 3.7.17 For all G-(q, o, c) E ICA~ and all t E (0, cY(q)] it holds that

c~(t) - ~ f~nt (s) ds.
0

(3.23)

Proof Consider G- (q, c~, c) E ICA~. First we will show the equality in case
c' is a step function on a(G). So suppose that there are real numbers al G a2 C
... G ak and measurable pairwise disjoint sets Al, Az, ..., Ak C a(G) such that
.~(Uk lA;) - c~(q) and

k
c' - ~ a~ IIA~ .

;-i
We have f~(0) - a(q) and for s E(a;, a;tl],

x

(3.24)

k

fc(s) - ~(~c 1 s] n ~0, a(q)]) - ~ ~(Ai). (3.25)
;-ifi
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Then, for t E a(G), t E(~~-p}1 ~(A;),~~-p.~(A;)],

f~nt (s) -
t for all s E[0, ap],

f~(s) if s ] ap.
(3.26)

Let T C Ap be of ineasure t-~j-p}1.~(Aj). Then from (3.25) and (3.26) we

obtain

I
k k

f~nt (s)ds - tap ~- ~ (a; - aj-1) ~ ~(AP)

J-P}1 P-7

~

k k
ap t - ~ .~(Aj) f ~ aj~(Ai)

j-p}1 j-p}1

f k r
- J c'(s)ds ~ ~ J c'(s)ds

T j-p~1 A,

c'(s)ds - cG(t).
- ku~-pt~A,uT

Here the last equality holds by the fact that ~(U~-p}l A; U T) - t and the order in
magnitude of the a;'s.

Now assume that c' is not a step function. Since c is absolutely continuous, c'
is an integrable function on [0, a(q)]. In addition c' ) 0, so c' is the limit of
a nondecreasing sequence of step functions gl , g2i ... defined as follows. Recall
the definition of the entier function ~..~ as in Example 1.0.5. For k E 1N, let
y~k : R} ~ R} be the function such that

~lOkt~
if t C k,

~k(t) - lOkt

k if t 1 k.

Then yok is a measurable function for all k E 1[v, and limkyoo cpk(t) - t for all

t E R}. Now define gk : R} -~ R} by gk :- y~k o c'. Clearly gk is a step func-
tion for all k E W. Moreover, gl G g2 G ... and limk-,oo gk(t) - c'(t) for all t E R}.
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For all k E ff~1 let ck E CA~ be the cost function defined through

ck(t) :- J ~gk(s)ds for all t E Rt.
0

In addition put Gk :- (q, a, ck) for all k E N.
Claim 1: fc, , fcz1. .. is a nondecreasing sequence such that

ky~ fck(t) -,Íc(t) for all t E R~.

First notice that the nondecreasing sequence gl, g2i .. . converges to c' pointwise,

hence, for all t E Rt, (ck - t)t converges to (c' - t)~ pointwise. Then, by the
Monotonic Convergence Theorem we have

t ~ c s t ds - lim ~ ck s t dsfG( ) - ~ ( ~( ) - )t ky~ ~ ( ( ) - )f

- lim fck(t).
k-.oo

Claim 2: c~~ , c~2, ... is a nondecreasing sequence that converges to c~ pointwise
on a(G).

Let x E [0, a(q)]. The sequence (c~k (.x))kEIN is nondecreasing and bounded by
cC(x). So limk~~cCk(x) exists. Furthermore

c~(x) - J c'(s) ds - lim J ck(s) ds
~.i k~oo 7.~

by the Monotonic Convergence Theorem. Also, by definition,

c~k(x) ~ J ck(s)ds,
Tr

and thus

But then
~~r~ cck (~) ? k'~,~

ck(s) ds - cc(~)'
Tr

lim cck - cc(x).
kyoo

Now we combine Claim 1 and 2. By the Monotonic Convergence Theorem we see

that fc is integrable and

J ~ fcnt ( s) ds - ki~ J ~ fck~t ( s) ds. (3.27)
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Since by construction ck is a step function we have the equality

c- t ~ { n t s ds for all t E a Gk 3.28
(ik ( ) - ~ J iik ( ) ( )' ( )

0

Note that for all k E ]lV,a(Gk) - a(G). Then finally we get, for all t E a(G),

cc(t) - li.~cck(t) - kl.~ f fcknt(s)ds
0

- J fcnt (s)ds.
0

The first equality follows by Claim 2, the second by (3.28) and the third by (3.27).
0

Then by equality (3.18) and Theorem 3.7.17 all the values of the characteristic
function k~,c(S) are determined.

Example 3.7.18 Consider G- (q, a, c) E ICA~ with N- {1, 2, 3}, q-(10, 20, 70)T,
a- as,,,n and c: Rf-y H3 f the cost function defined by

c(q) -

Then

Then fc is specified by

~

q if q E [0, 40),

2q - 40 if q E[40, oo).

1 if q E(0, 40),

100 if t E [0,1],

fc(t) - 60 if t E (1,2],

0 ift~2.

2 if q E(40, oo).

a

So
~ 2q if q E[0, 60],

cc(q) - J fcnq(s) ds -
0 60 f q if q E(60,100].
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so

Figure 3.1: The graphs of the functions fC and ( c~)', respectively.
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From here the values of the games k~ and k~ are calculated, see Figure 3.2. The

game (N, k~) is calculated using the duality relation with (N, k~). Notice, that

in this particular case the pessimistic and optimistic values are easily calculated

using the convexity of the cost function c. Convexity of c implies that the optimistic

values are just given by the stand alone costs, i.e. k~(S) - c(q(S)). Then by duality

of kc and kG we obtain k~(S) - c(q(N)) - c(q(N`S)). In the next example this

approach will not help. a

Example 3.7.19 Consider the cost sharing problem G- (q, as„m, c) given by

N- {1,2,3},q -(1,12,2z)T and c(y) -(y - 1)3 ~ 1 for all y E Rt. Then the
pessimistic cost game is calculated as follows. The function f~ is easily calculated.
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S 0 {1} {2} {3} {1,2} {1,3} {2,3} N

kG(S) 0 20 40 130 60 140 150 160

k~(S) 0 10 20 100 30 120 140 160

Figure 3.2: The optimistic and pessimistic values for G.

For all t E R~ it holds

fc(t) - a([c' 1 t] (1 a(G))

a({~ E R~ ~ 3(x - 1)~ ? t} fl [0, 5])

if t E [0, 3],

Then for ~ E [0, 3],

fc~x (t) -

For ~ E(3, 5] it holds

- ~ if t E (3, 48],3

for t ] 48.

x if t E [0, 3(4 -~)Z],

max {4 - 3, 0} if t E(3(4 -~)2, oo).

~ if t E [0, 4(5 - ~)2],

max {5 - 2 3,0} if t E(4(5 - x)2,3],

max {4- 3,0} if t E(3,00).
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Hence for x E[0, 3],

cc(x) - f~ fcnx (t) dt
0

48
- 3x(4 - x)2 f~ (4 - 3) dt

g(q-2)s

- (x - 4)3 f 64.

And for x E(3, 5] we obtain

cc(~) - f~ fcnx (t) dt
0

4x(5 - x)Z f j 3 (5 - 2 `-3) dt f
~48(4

- 3) dt
JJ ~ (5-s)~ 3

á (x - 5)3 f 65.

Then 8-c~(5) - 0 and thus the pessimistic cost function (c~)' E CA~ is given by

cc(t) if t E[0, 5],
(~c)`(t) -

65 for t ) 5.

Figure 3.7.19 summarizes the values of the characteristic functions kc and k~ for

~(G, t) - 9~~4(N). a

S 0 {1} {2} {3} { 1, 2} { 1, 3} {2, 3} N

kc(S) 0 37 488 60á 60á 6432 644 65

k~(S) 0 4 32 48 4á 168 28 65

Figure 3.3: The optimistic and pessimistic characteristic functions for Example
3.7.19.



Chapter 4

Heterogeneous cost sharing
problems

4.1 Introduction

In the coming sections the cooperative production model with more than one out-

put good is considered. Throughout we deal with a fixed and finite set of agents

N-{ 1, 2, ... , n}, and a fixed set M of different outputs. It will be assumed that

each good in M is perfectly divisible. Moreover production technologies are of the

following kind.

Assumption 1: There is a cost function c: RM -~ R~ that relates each level of

output to the minimum required level of input.

Assumption 2: The cost function c is nondecreasing.

Assumption 3: There are no fixed costs, i.e. c(01y) - 0.

Like in the previous chapter, a cost sharing problem in its most general form

consists of a set of agents N, a profile of individual demands (q;)iEN E(RM)N for

the outputs in M, an aggregation rule a and a cost function c.

57
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In order to fix ideas, we assume that the demands are aggregated in a direct

way through summation. So, given the demands q; E R`~ of each agent i E N, the
total costs for production c(~~EN q;) have to be allocated among the group of par-
ticipating agents. In order to simplify notation we will denote the corresponding

cost sharing problem by (q, c). The class of all cost sharing problems is denoted

1C. A cost sharing mechanism on ~' C K is a mapping x: IC' --~ Rt such that for

all (q, c) E IL' it holds that ~~EN x;(q, c) - c(q(N)). This equality will be referred
to as budget balance.

The set of cost sharing problems in 1C such that the agents may request mixed
bundles of output is denoted ICMI. The set of personalixed cost sharing problems
in which it is assumed that each of the agents is interested in one good only is

denoted KP, such that the interests are mutually disjoint. So in that case, the

agents may be identified with a particular good. Further distinctions are made,
based on properties of the cost functions.

The set of all cost functions is denoted by C. Take C C C. The set of all

increasing cost functions in C is denoted by C~. The set of continuous cost func-

tions in C is denoted by C~. The differentiable elements in Cc are united in CD.
Call a cost function c: RM --~ Rf regular if c is twice continuously differentiable

such that the partial derivatives are bounded from 0 and oo. The set of all regular
cost functions in C is denoted by CR. So for all c E CR, c: RM -~ R~ there are
a(c), b(c) 1 0 such that a(c) C á;c C b(c) for all i E M. For C' C C let 1CM~(C')
denote the set {(q,c) E ICMI ~c E C'}, and similarly KP(C') denotes the set of cost
sharing problems {(q,c) E ICP ~ c E C'}.

The set ~MI also contains `trivial' classes of cost sharing problems. For in-
stance, consider a cost sharing problem at a production facility for one type of
cars, blue and red cars, respectively. Under the assumption that blue lacquer is
as expensive as red lacquer, the total costs depend only on the total number of
cars that are produced. So, though there are two different goods, the cost sharing
problem shares all aspects of a homogeneous cost sharing problem. In this fashion,
a cost function c: RM -i R~ is said to be homogeneous if there is a function
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co : R~ -~ R~ such that c(q) - co(~;E,y q,) for all q E RM. Then we will call

((~~E,t~ 4ii)iEN~ asume eo) E IL1 the reduced homogeneous equivalent cost sharing

problem for (q, c).

Definition 4.1.1 A cost sharing mechanism a on 1C' C IL e.ztends the cost sharing

mechanism xo if for all G- (q, c) E 1C' with homogeneous cost function c it holds

~(4, c) -~o(qo, as~m, co), where (qoi asumi e0) E IL1 is the corresponding reduced

homogeneous equivalent for G.

Roughly, the notion of an extension encompasses the following. If a cost shar-

ing mechanism x has been singled out for a subclass iC' of iC', then consistently

the same arguments that led to choosing x remain valid to pick ~ to generate cost

shares for all cost sharing problenrs with homogeneous cost functions.

In this respect the most prominent place is taken by the cost sharing mecha-

nism introduced by Billera and Heath (1982) that is based on Aumann and Shap-

ley (1974) which proposes a value for non-atomic games. This Aumann-Shapley

cost sharing mechanism extends the average cost sharing mechanism to the class

~MI(CD). The Aumann-Shapley mechanism, denoted by xAS, determines fixed

unit prices for the different outputs by averaging the rnargiual cost along the ra-

dial through the origin and the aggregate demand. Formally for a cost sharing

problem (N, q, c), the Aumann-Shapley mechanism, denoted by xAS, is defined

through

.vAS(N, q, c) :- (p, q;), for all i E N,

where p E RM is the price vector such that

i
P~ :- f atc(t. ~ qá)dt.

~ iEN

Characterizations of ~AS are found in Billera and Heath (1982) and Mirman and

Tauman (1982) (see also Billera et al. (1978), Mirman et al. (1985) and the survey

of Tauman (1988)). After being celebrated for many years, Moulin (1995) criti-

cized the Aumann-Shapley pricing mechanism for lacking some desirable features.

The most serious critique is that ~AS is not demand monotonic, i.e. the natural
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extension of the property demand monotonicity for mechanisms on IC~, not even
on 1CP(CD). Sprumont (1998) defines the demand monotonic ordinal proportional
rule that extends the average cost sharing mechanism to the class of heterogeneous
cost sharing problems in KP(CR) with two agents.

Other cost sharing mechanisms are trivially extended. In this respect we men-
tion all mechanisms derived from single-valued solution concepts on the stand alone
games like xss and x~ (see Section 4.5) that are extended to KMI(C) in a straight-
forward way. In the coming sections we will study on extending the serial cost
sharing mechanism.

Example 4.1.2 The stand alone cost proportional cost sharing mechanism xsAP

extends to the class 1CMI(C~). Formally, for all (N,q,c) E ICMI(Cf) and i E N,

c(qt) c ~~ qk J if q) 0,
~,SAP(q ~) - ~kEN ~(qk) `kEN (4.I)

0 otherwise.

Note that ~SAP is well-defined since c E Ct. Opposed to the ordinal proportional
rule and Aumann-Shapley cost sharing mechanism no severe technical restrictions
like differentiability have to be imposed on the cost structure. a

Typical for the heterogeneous production model is that intercomparison of units
of the various goods makes no sense in general. In particular, the way that amounts
are measured will vary across the output goods. For instance, consider a smelting-
works for the production of different metals. Where it is common to measure the
metal iron in tons, gold will typically be measured in grams or kilograms. Howev-
er, by simply rescaling one also obtains the amount of gold in tons. It is natural
to require from a cost sharing mechanism that it is robust against such natural
transformations of unit. Since comparing different units in the heterogeneous case
involves a lot of ambiguity, a cost sharing mechanism looses its attraction if it is
too dependent on the conventions that determine the measuring scales. It is the
classical property scale invariance (st), that requires robustness of the cost sharing
mechanism against changes of unit scale of the different goods.
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Call a function f: RM -~ RM a positive linear transformation of scales if there

is a E RM such that f;(q) -.~;q; for all q E RM and i E M.

Definition 4.1.3 A cost sharing mechanism ,x is scale invariant (sl) if for all

positive linear transformations f and all cost sharing problems (q, c) it holds that

~(q, c) - ~(f (9), c o f -1).

It is easily seen that both the mechanisms ~AS and .zsAP satisfy sl. For the

same reason that SI is valuable in the heterogeneous context, the idea should be

propagated that a cost sharing mechanism should be invariant with respect to

essentially any convention that influences the measuring scale. Sprumont (1998)

discusses an example of two firms that have to choose a location for a shuttle

service that connects them to the nearby airport. The operational cost of these

services is determined by the distance from the different locations to the airport,

that can be expressed either in geographical distance or the necessary travelling

time to the airport. Traffic conditions are such that the two measuring scales are

related in a nondinear way. Sprumont (1998) introduces a strengthening of SI, the

notion of ordinality, that requires invariance of cost shares with respect to nonlinear

transformations of the measure scales as well.

A transformation of scale of good i E M is defined as an increasing bijection

g; : R~ -~ Rt. Let such a transformation g; be given for each good i E M. Let

f: R`t --~ RM be the increasing bijection defined by f;(q) :- g;(g;) for all q E RM.

Then for each c E S we define the function c~ : RM --~ R~ by c~(x) - c( f(x)) for all

~ E RM. Then f is called an ordinad transforncation on S if cf E S for all c E S. So

for S - Ct, the constructed function f is an ordinal transformation if f is increasing

and continuous. Two problems (q, c) and (q', c') are called ordinally equivalent if

there exists an ordinal transformation f such that c' - c~ and q- f(g'). For q' in

that case we will write q~. 5pecial ordinal transformations are those that keep the

radials through 0 intact. An ordinal transformation f: RM -a RM is called radial

if it holds that

{ f(~q) ~ a E (0, oo)} -{.~q ~~ E[0, oo)} for all q E RM. (4.2)

Two problems ( q, c) and ( q', c') that are equivalent under a radially ordinal trans-
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formation are called radially ordinal equivalent. Especially those cost sharing prob-
lems that are equivalent with respect to positive linear transformations are radially
ordinal equivalent. Now ordinality reads as follows.

Definition 4.1.4 A cost sharing mechanism x is (radially) ordinal ((R)oRD) if
for all (radially) ordinally equivalent problems (q, c), (q', c') it holds that x(q, c) -
.x(q', c').

Clearly, the invariance property ORD, and even RORD, is much more involved than
scale invariance. Where the Aumann-Shapley cost sharing mechanism is stil] scale
invariant, it can not keep up with radially ordinality or ordinality. An example of
an ordinal rule is xsAP. The Shapley-Shubik mechanism on ~CP(C) is a member of
the random order values in Wang and Sprumont (1996) that are characterized by
ordinality and additivity.

Lemma 4.1.5 The stand alone cost proportional rule is ordinal on KP(C~).

Proof. Let ( q,c) E 1CP(Ct) and assume that q~ 0. Let f be an ordinal transfor-
mation with respect to ICP(C~). Then for all i E N,

~SAP(.Í-i(9),c~) - ~` c~(f i(q)~)
c!(f ~(4))

~ LkEN~~(f-1(q)k)

- c~(f-'(9~))
c(q) - c(q~) c(q) - xsnP(q~c)-

~kEN ~l (f -~ (qk)) ~kEN ~(qk~

4.2 Preordering-based serial extensions

Though from Definition 4.1.1 it is clear what the minimal quality of a serial exten-
sion should be, beyond this point there is only general disagreement; no proposed
extension has been singled out like the serial cost sharing mechanism. This is due
to the fact that we run in a fundamental problem by going to the heterogeneous
case. The serial cost sharing mechanism uses interpersonal comparison of demand
to specify the final allocation of the costs. Where in the one-good case it is clear
how to compare the individual demands, it is not evident for higher dimensions.
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For instance, consider a two good production technology owned by the agents 1

and 2. Suppose agent 1's demand for the two goods is summarized by (10, 20) and

that of agent 2 by (30,10), then apart from knowing the cost structure there is not

a unique canonical way of comparing these demands. This especially holds in case

the cost function is known to be asymmetric with respect to the diffecent goods, a

problem which in general can not be solved by simply rescaling the units in which

the different goods are measured. The problem with extending the serial cost shar-

ing mechanism to higher dimensions is that there is no natural complete ordering

of the demand space. The absence of the natural complete order gives many pos-

sibilities to extend the serial cost sharing mechanism. By the introduction of the

class of coalition equitable cost sharing mechanisms, Kolpin ( 1994) already shows

existence of a continuum of serial extensions on ICMI(C). Friedman and Moulin

(1998) and Sprumont ( 1998) focus on serial extensions on subclasses of 1CP(CD).

In this section we show that with losing the natural ordering of the demand

space, we are left with a large class of serial extensions on subclasses of ICMI(C) by

brutally ordering the demand profile through various `reasonable' preorderings.

Definition 4.2.1 A binary relation R on a set S is a preorderingl if

(i) xRx for all ~ E S(reflexivity),
(ii) xRy and yRz implies xRz (transitivity).

In order to respond to very asymmetrical cost structures we expect that the

more sensible preordering will depend on the cost structure at hand. Fix c E C. In

the following R(c) denotes a complete preordering on R`t that is possibly related to

the cost structure that is induced by c. We will write xE(c)y for elements ~, y E RM

that are equivalent with respect to R(c), i.e. xR(c)y and yR(c)x. We will make

the following reasonable assumptions on R(c). For all demands x, y E RM,

x G y ~ xR(c)y. (4.3)

This means that a preordering satisfying property (4.3) leaves the natural par-

tial ordering on RM intact. Also we will not allow for R(c)'s having thick indiffer-

ence classes, which boils down to

~ C y~{xR(c)y and not yR(c)x} . (4.4)

lAlso the term quasi-ordering is used in the literature.
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Furthermore we will assume that in case of a homogeneous cost function R(c)
should compare only the total units represented by different demand profiles. So
for homogeneous cost functions c,

xR(c)y t~ ~ xi G~ y;. (4.5)
iEM iEM

We launch one more property that we will expect a preordering R(c) to have,

xR(c)y ~ there is ~3 E[0,1] such that ~E(c)~iy. (4.6)

By property (4.4) the Q in the above definition is unique. Condition (4.6) can
be read as a continuity condition; if the bundle y is valued to have a larger impact
on total costs than bundle x, then there is a bundle proportional to y that is R(c)-
indifferent with ~. Let R(C') :- {R(c) ~ c E C'} be a family of preorderings. Then
R(C') is called admissible if for all c E S, R(c) has the properties (4.3) -(4.6).
For the rest of this section we will fix C' C C and R(C') is an admissible family of
preorderings. Since no confusion will arise, we will also denote the family by R.

If the agents agree upon a family of preorderings R for the interpersonal com-
parison of demands, then following one of the most basic equity principles in the
cost sharing literature, the equal treatment of equals property, would imply that
agents with equivalent demands should pay the same.

Definition 4.2.2 A cost sharing mechanism .r satisfies equal treatment of pre-
ordering equivalents with respect to R(C') (ETPE(R(C')) if for all (q,c) E 1CM~(C')
and i, j E N the following holds,

9iE(c)qi ~ ~i(9, c) - ~i(4, c).

It is clear that ETPE(R(C')) implies equal treatment of equal demanders, i.e. if
agent i's demand is equal to that of agent j, then this is enough information to
charge them equally for that.

Definition 4.2.3 For all ordered triples (c, ~, y) E C' x RM x RM such that xR(c)y,
pR(c, x, y) - Qy where Q E[0,1] is the scalar with xE(c)Qy.
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If ~R(c)y then the function pR determines a proportional part of the demand

y that is R(c)-equivalent with the demand bundle x. This function is introduced

as a tie-breaking rule for choosing between bundles irr the same equivalence class.

It enables us to construct a serial extension in the following way.

Take a cost sharing problem (q, c) with c E C'. First we rank the agents in

accordance with the ranking of their demands with respect to R(c). Without loss

of generality we assume that qrR(c)qzR(c) ... R(c)qn. Then, like the procedure

for the serial cost sharing mechanism in Moulin and Shenker (1992b), we define

intermediate stages of production yo, yr, ... , yn E[0, ~;EN q,]. The first level is the

one where nothing is produced, yo - 0. At the next intermediate level yl we will

satisfy each of the agents up to an amount as part of their demand that is equivalent

with the R(c)-smallest demand, qr. In general each of the equiva]ence classes

{q E [0, qk] ~ qE(c)qr} will be quite large. Here pR enters as the tie-breaking rule.

For all k E N, at the second stage of production agent k is allocated pR(c,qr,qk)

as part of his demand. Then set yr - qr f~k-z pR(c, qr, qk). Now agent 1 is

completely satisfied, and she is not interested in any further production. We repeat

the same procedure in order to determine the other stages of production. The third

stage involves reaching a level of production y2, such that agent 2 is completely

satisfied and any other agent k) 2 enjoys an amount as part of his demand

that is equivalent with q2. Again, with pR as the tie-breaking rule this amounts

to the production of a bundle pR(c, Q2, qk) for all agents k~ 2. In that case,

y2 - qr -~ q2 f~k~2 pR(c, Q2, qk). Now agent 2 is completely served. We go on

by an additional production as much as is needed just to satisfy agent 3 and all

the larger demanders up to a level equivalent with Q3 as prescribed by pR. Then

ys - qr ~- q2 ~ qs f~k~3 PR(c~ qs~ 9k). In general we get the following formula,

0yo -

k n

yk -~ 9T f~ PR(c~ 4k, 9r).
r-1 r-k}r

Next we determine the individual cost shares by equally splitting the incremen-

tal costs involved with any subsequent intermediate level of production among the

agents that are not satisfied before that stage. So the incremental costs involved

with the second production level c(yr) - c(0) - c(yr) are equally shared by the
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group of agents N. The incremental costs c(y2) - c(yl) are equally shared by the
agents of N`{1}, c(y3) -c(y2) by N`{1,2}, etcetera. In this way the above proce-
dure determines a cost sharing mechanism xR for problems (g, c) with c E C'. To
be more precise, for all c E C' and q E (RM)N we define with (yk)kE{o,l,...,n} as in
(4.7), for i E N,

~R(4~c) -
c(yk) - c(yk-1)

4.8
' ~ n-F1-k ~ ( )

k-1

It is immediately clear that by condition ( 4.5) on the family of preorderings
R, this mechanism defines indeed a serial extension on 1CMI(C'). By varying over
all possible admissible families of preorderings on C' we get a whole class of serial
extensions which we will call the class of preordering-based serial extensions on C'.

However, the typical characteristic of the serial cost sharing mechanism is that
small demanders are protected against larger demanders. This characteristic is
summarized by the property ISLD (see Section 3.3). It allows the agents with
demands larger than that of agent i to vary their demands and, as long as they
remain larger, these changes do not affect agent i's cost share. But then, of course,
translating this idea to the heterogeneous-good case is just as problematic as com-
paring the cost impact of different demands bundles in higher dimensions. This is
why Sprumont (1998) argues that the only thing one still can do is direct inter-
comparison of cost shares.

Definition 4.2.4 A cost sharing mechanism ~ satisfies the serial principle (SP) if
for i, j E N such that ~~ (q, c) ~~;(q, c) it holds that

t 1 q~ ~~~((q-i~ t), c) -~~(4, c)-

In general, though the name is quite suggestive, being a serial extension is not
sufficient for a mechanism to satisfy the serial principle. For example, the serial
extension defined by Friedman and Moulin (1998) does not satisfy SP.

For our purposes we will, most of all, be concerned with a weaker version of SP,
where the demand of an agent j with the higher cost share may be varied only on
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the radial through 0 and q~.

Definition 4.2.5 A cost sharing mechanism .x satisfies the radial serial principle
(RSP) if for all i, j E N it holds that x~(g, c) ~~;(q, c) implies

a ~ 1 ~ xi((q-i,~9i),c) - ~i(q,c).

If no confusion arises, we will say that x satisfies (R)sP on S C C if x satisfies
(R)SP for all c E S. -
Note that for cost sharing mechanisms on subclasses of ~P the properties sP and

RSP are equivalent.

The class of preordering-based serial extensions on C' C C is easily character-
ized by the two properties ETPE(R(C')) and RSP on KM1(C'). A proof includes
arguments that are very similar to those in Moulin and Shenker (1992b) (and re-
peated in Theorem 3.3.4) only now one has to lower `larger' demands through the
radials and use ETPE(R(C')) instead of ETE (see also Theorem 3.3.4). So we obtain:

Theorem 4.2.6 (Koster et al. (1998)) Let R-{R(c) ~ c E C'} be an admissible
family of preorderings. Then xR is the unique cost sharing mechanism on the
class of cost sharing problems (q, c) E~MI(C') satisfying ETPE(R) and RSP on
KMi(C').

Example 4.2.7 For any c E C define the preordering R(c) by

xR(c)y ~ ~ x~ C ~ y~.
iEM ~EM

This preordering is natural in case mutual comparison of the different units in
which the goods are measured makes sense. Note that R(c) does not depend on c.
Then obviously all the four properties for preorderings, (4.3) -(4.6) are satisfied
for arbitrary c E C. Then for ~R(c)y,

0 ify-0,
PR(c,~,y) - [ (4.9)

(~iEM ~') ~ (LiEM yi)-I lf y ~ ~.
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So xR is a preordering-based serial extension on lCMi(C) or just 1CM~. a

Remark 4.2.8 The above exposition should give the reader a clou that the same

technique can be used to enlarge the set of cost mechanisms that are in fact a

serial extension. Suppose that P is a set of increasing and continuous functions

p: [0, oo) -~ R`~ with p(0) - 0, such that each x E RM, x~ 0 is within the range of

exactly one such p E P. In this way, each x E RM, ~~ 0 corresponds unambiguously

to a pr EP. Suppose that instead of property (4.6) for a preordering R(c) we have

the following,

xR(c)y ~ there is y' C y, y' E py([O, oo)) such that y'E(c)x. (4.10)

Then for triples (c, x, y) with ~R(c)y and y' as above, we define pR(c, ~, y) :- y'.

Exactly the same determination of intermediate production stages and consecutive

division of incremental costs leads to a serial extension again. By varying the set of

admissible preorderings, where condition (4.6) is replaced with (4.10), this gives rise

to a new class of preordering-based serial extensions, that is characterized again by

ETPE(R(S)) and a weakening of the serial principle requiring that the agent with

the lower original cost share should pay the sanre iu case an agent with a higher

initial cost share increases his demand along the `path' ps([O,oo)) corresponding

to his original demand x. Thus, by varying the collections of `path' functions p~,

we derive a larger class of preordering-based serial extensions. Observe that in the

above exposition the above `paths' are just the radials through the origin. These

are generated by the set of path functions P-{p~ ~ x E R`f `{O~y}} where for

z E RM`{O~y}, pz(t) - tll?II for al] t E Rt. The set of path-generated cost sharing

mechanisms will be the topic of sections 4.3 and 4.4.

It is easy to see that the mechanism xR satisfies scale invariance only if the

following holds for all x, y E RM and all positive linear transformations f,

f(~)R(c)f(y) ~ xR(cof-r)y. (4.11)

In the same way xR is (radially) ordinal if (4.11) holds for (radially) ordinal trans-

formations f .

Below we will focus on a special ordinal candidate in the class of preordering-

based serial extensions. Suppose that, for c E C~, the cost impact of a bundle x
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is evaluated higher than that of a bundle y if and only if the costs for producing
solely x are lower than the costs of producing y. This determines a preordering
R(c) by

xR(c)y t~ c(x) c c(y). (4.12)

Trivially, the different equivalence classes for this relation correspond to the
different isocost curves. It is easily seen that this preordering satisfies the proper-

ties (4.3) -(4.5). Then, since c is an increasing continuous function, for all demand
bundles this preordering satisfies condition (4.6). So the preordering R(c) is ad-
missible for all c E Ct. Then by using the same techniques as in the former section,
and with pR as in Definition 4.2.3, we get a serial extension on ICMI(C~). For this
particular choice of R we will call xR the radial serial rule and denote it by ~Rns

Below, we will look at this mechanism in more detail.

Example 4.2.9 Consider the situation where there are three agents jointly owning
a production facility for two goods, say N- {1,2,3} and M-{1,2}. Suppose
that the costs for production can be expressed by the function c E C~, c(x, y) -
x -F 2 - y f max{~, y}. The agents 1, 2 and 3 have demands q~ -(1, 1), Q2 -(2, 1)
and Q3 - (4, 2), respectively.

c(q)
4
7
12

With R(c) as the preordering that compares stand alone costs for production,

ql, q2 and Q3 are ordered as q1R(c)q2R(c)Q3. In order to compute the individual
cost shares according to .xRAS, we have to calculate the intermediate production
levels first:

yo - ~,

yi - 9i -~ pR(c,4i,9z) ~ pR(c~qi,9s) - (1, 1) -~ (~, 8) f (3, 3) - (2i, ~i)~

ya - 4i f qz f pR(c,9z,q3) - (1, 1) f(1,2) f(23,16) -(43,46),

ys-qifqzf4s-(1,1)~(1,2)f(4,2)-(6,5).
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Now the final cost shares according to ,vRAS are determined by:

~RAS(q, c) - 3c(yr) - so

~RAS(q,c) - 3c(yr) f 2(c(yz) - c(yr)) - 42~

~RAS(q, c) - 3c(yr) f 2(c(yz) - c(yr)) }(c(ys) - c(TJz)) - az7 -F 5. a

The radial serial mechanism ,~RAS extends the a.~ial rule (Sprumont (1998)) for the

personalized heterogeneous class ILP(C~). The only difference is that, since agents

are identified with a particular good, the corresponding axis are taken as special

radials. The radial serial mechanism shares some of the basic characteristics of the

axial rule as well. For instance a property of the radial serial mechanism is that

the ranking of two agents cost shares depends on their demands only. In particu-

lar, though possibly it causes changes to all individual cost shares, a change in an

agent's demand does not affect the interpersonal ranking of the other cost shares.

So this property shares some of the spirit that we formalized as demand solidarity.

It expresses that if an agent i pays more than another agent j, then it must be

because we judge that agent i's demand is larger than that of agent j. In this

respect, the information of what actually is demanded by the other agents should

be of no importance.

Definition 4.2.10 A cost sharing mechanism x satisfies ran~ independence of

irrelevant agents (RIIA) if for every two cost sharing problems (q, c) and (q', c),

i, j E N and g; - q;, q~ - q~ implies

~~(q, c) C~~(q, c) ~~~(9~, c) ~~i(q~, c)-

Despite its attractiveness, as Sprumont (1998) points out, many well-known mech-

anisms violate this property.

The radial serial mechanism satisfies also a natural reduction property stating

that zero-demanders are irrelevant in the cost sharing problem and should be re-
moved from the cost sharing problem without altering the outcome for the others

in the reduced problem. Before giving a formal definition of this property called

independence of null agents, we generalize the notions of a cost sharing problem
and a cost sharing mechanism.

Given a cost sharing problem (q, c) E~MI the cost sharing problem restricted

to the agents in S C N is the ordered pair (qs, c). The more general notion of a
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cost sharing mechanism x not only prescribes the cost shares in the problem (q, c)

but also for all restricted problems (qs, c) for S C N. For example the notion of
the radial serial mechanism is trivially extended. First re-index the agents such
that 5' -{ 1, 2, ..., s}. Assume without loss of generality - that the demand
profile qs is ordered such that q,R(c)q~ whenever i C j. Like before we determine
intermediate production levels yo, yr, ..., y,. Finally, define the cost share of agent
iESby

~~(qs, c) :- L
c(;ys

-1- lc,(yk r)k-1

Definition 4.2.11 A cost sharing mechanism ~ satisfies independence of null
agents (INA) if for all i E IV with q; - 0 it holds that for all j E N`{i}

~i(qN`{i}eeN`(i}) - ~i(~(,C).

Especially we see that INn together with budget balance imply NoExP.

(4.13)

As to be expected the extension also incorporates all of the negative spirit that
is attached with its basis, the axial rule. In the case of one output externality

imposed on others is related to the stand alone costs. This is what makes the
serial cost sharing mechanism such a good choice there. However, for going to
the multi-good model we lose this relationship. Consider the following somewhat

contrived, but certainly striking example 2. Let N- { 1, 2} and M- { 1, 2} and
c(~,y) - 2~ -b y -}- 2000max{xy - 2,0}. Suppose that the individual demands
are given by qr -(1,0) and q2 -(0,1). Then the cost of serving both agents is
c(1, 1) - 1003. Agent 1 imposes a stand alone cost of 2, whereas agent 2 imposes
a stand alone cost of 1. The radial serial mechanism determines the cost shares
~RAS(q c) - 1002 and ~RAS(q c) - 1. But this seems not to be the normatively
appropriate allocation here. Note that this example carries over to the more re-
strictive model where the goods are identified with the agents, thereby illustrating
the same deficiency for the axial rule.

Nevertheless, with all its shortcomings, Sprumont ( 1998) shows that the ax-
ial rule is the unique cost sharing mechanism on 1CP(Ct) obeying the principles

ZThís example was given by an anonymous referee after reading an earlier version of Koster
et al. (1998).
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involved with RIIA,INA,ETE,SP and ORD. We extend this result to 1~M1(C~), by

showing that the radial serial mechanism is the unique mechanism that satisfies

the first four properties together with RoRD.

Theorem 4.2.12 (Koster et al. (1998)) There is only one cost sharing ~rzechanism
that satisfies ETE, RIIA, INA, RSP and RORD on I~MI(C~), and that one is
~RAS

Proof. Essentially, the proof follows the same lines of that proposed in Sprumont

(1998). First of all, it is easy to show that the radial serial mechanism satisfies the
enlisted properties. Now, suppose x is a cost sharing mechanism with the same
properties. Then by applying RSP and ETE to homogeneous problems it follows that

x must be a serial extension. Consider a cost sharing problem (q,c) E I~MI(Ct).

Then the properties RIIA, INA are used to show that the ranking of the cost shares
of two agents i and j in the problem (q, c) is the same as the ranking of the cost

shares of i and j in the reduced problem (q{;,~}, c). Next, define f: RM -~ RM, by

putting f (OM ) - O,y and

f(q) :- C(q) ~kqMqk for all q E RM`{Oiy}.

Then f can be seen as a function that straightens isocost curves, such that each
element q of a specific cost curve is mapped onto ~q for some Q E R~. Especially,
this f is a radially ordinal transformation. Furthermore, for all x, y E RM we have

~ fk(~) C ~ fk(y) ~ c(~) G c(y). (4.14)
kEM kEM

Thus we see that the two person cost sharing problem (q{;~}, c) is radially ordinal-

ly equivalent with the homogeneous problem (q{;~}, c~). Then by RoRD we have

~;(q{t~}~c) -~~(q{;}},c~) and ~~(q{;~},c) - x~(q{~~},c~). So, using that ~ is a serial

extension and the equivalence relation (4.14) gives us

~t(9{;~},c~) C ~i(q{t~},c~) ~ c(q;) C c(qi)-

Thus, as a consequence

~~(9,c) C ~i(q,c) ~ c(9~) C c(qi).
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Then, essentially the rest of the proof is not different from that presented by

Sprumont (1998). Only we use RsP instead of sP. Assume without loss of generality
that c(q;) G c(q~), whenever i G j. Then define for k E N, q(k) E(R`y)N such

that
q~ ifjCk,

9i(k) -
PR(c, 4k, qi ) if j 1 k.

Let yo, yl, ... , yn represent the same intermediate production stages as defined in

the former section. Then a;(q(1),c) - nc(yl). As a consequence of RSP we have

next xl(q(2),c) - xl(q(1),c) - nc(y~) and since the ranking of the cost shares
can be represented by the ranking of the stand alone costs of the different agents,

x;(q(2),c) - nc(yl) ~- n'-1(c(y2) - c(yl)) for all i E N`{1}. Proceeding in this way

gives x(4, c) - x(4(n), c) - xRAS(qln), c) - xRAS(q, c)~ O

Suppose we stick on to our belief in the properties INA, RIIA and ETE. We will

see that, opposed to Sprumont's result, combining these with SP and oRD leads to

the following impossibility result.

Theorem 4.2.13 (Koster et al. (1998)) There is no ordinal cost sharing mechanism

with the properties ETE, RIIA, INA and SP on X,~II(Ct).

Proof. We present only a sketch of the proof. Suppose that there is such a cost

sharing mechanism x. Then x certainly satisfies the characterizing properties as

listed in Theorem 4.2.12. But Theorem 4.2.12 leaves no other possibility than that
x is the radial serial mechanism xRAS. Then the proof can simply be completed by

showing that xRAS does not satisfy one of the properties sP, oRD. In fact, both
properties are not compatible with xRAS. To see this, first we take i, j E N with
xRAS(q c) ~ xRAS(q c) for i, j E N. Then SP would imply that agent i's cost

share does not change for any increase of agent j's demand. But in the generic

case, agent j will affect all intermediate production levels by affecting the terms
pR(qk, q~ ). Therefore, it will in general also cause a change in the level of costs that
agent i is equally held responsible for. But then agent i's cost share is about to

change, which gives a contradiction.
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In general, the radials through Oiy as part of the demand space will not stay
intact in the sense that they are not mapped onto radials under an ordinal trans-
formation. In that case ~RAS will, by persisting on a radial approach, determine
other intermediate levels of production for the ordinally equivalent problem. So,
this will involve some change in the individual cost shares, in other words .~RAS is
not an ordinal cost sharing mechanism. ~

Notice that the formulation of Theorem 4.2.13 can be strengthened, since both

the combinations of properties ETE,RIIA, INA, SP, RORD and ETE, RIIA, INA, RSY,

ORD are incompatible.

4.3 The Moulin-Shenker cost sharing mechanism

This section, that is based on Koster (1998), studies the Moulin-Shenker cost shar-

ing mechanism that is first analyzed in Sprumont (1998). We adopt the personal-
ized heterogeneous good model here, so that for t.he set of agents N-{ 1, 2, ..., n}

each agent i E N is assumed to have an interest in q; units of good i only. So we

can unambiguously speak of the set of goods N, where good i E N is for agent

i E N. A particular level of demanded output can then be described by a vector

q E Rt , where the i-th coordinate q; is the demand of agent i for good i. The

focus will be on cost sharing problems in 1CP(CR). A cost function c E CR is called

normalized if ti;c(0) - 1 for all i E N.

Just like the Aumann-Shapley pricing mechanism, the Friedman-Moulin serial
extension determines cost shares for cost sharing problems in KP(CD) through

measuring the marginal cost along some curve in the demand space towards the

aggregate demand. If q is an ordered demand profile, i.e. q; C q; whenever i c j,
then the latter mechanism uses the unique increasing curve that meets at 0 and the

intermediatelevels(ql~ql~-.. iQl)i (Ql~q2eq2~-~. iq2)v... i(qliq2oq3i... iqn-l~Qn-1)~
q and is linear inbetween. If this curve is denoted by y then agent i E N is charged
f,~ a;c. Formally, by choosing a parametrization for ~y such that ry(t) - te,v n q we
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obtain, for all (q,c) E ICP(CD) and i E N,

v~~FM(q c) - ó,c(teN n q)dt. (4.15)
0

When the argument of y is seen as a time parameter, it can be considered to

describe a production process. Typically, by taking the same type of production

curve for all cost structures, this yields an additive method. As is pointed out

in Friedman and Moulin (1999) and Kolpin (1997) additivity is too demanding in

combiuation with the serial idea and scale invariance.

Theorem 4.3.1 (Kolpin (1997)) There is no additive serial extension on iCM~(C)

that is scale invariant.

Consider the following system of dií~erential equations for (q,c) E ICP(CR).

Focus on a mapping ry: R~ -~ R~ such that for all i E N

1

a~ry(t) - ~ a~~(~r(t))
for all t 1 0 s.t. y,(t) C q~

(4.16)

0 otherwise.

It can be shown that there is a unique mapping y9~` that satisfies the above equal-

ities. Essentially, this is due to the fact that the mapping q H a~~Q~ satisfies a

Lipschitz condition 3. Note that this curve heavily depends on both the demand

profile q and the cost function c E CR. The solution 74~` can also be interpreted

as a production device. Suppose that the intensity at which an agent i is served

by means of the plan ry4~` at moment t is measured by the corresponding marginal

cost 8;c(y9~`(t))ó,ryq~`(t). Then ry4~` can be intuitively interpreted as a device by

which goods are distributed with equal intensity for those agents that are not fully

served at t, since for those agents i, it holds á;c(y4~`(t))ó;79~`(t) - 1.

The Moulin-Shenker rule now charges agent i for the marginal costs ó;c along

the production device ry4~` in the cost sharing problem (q, c).

3See, e.g., Coddington and Levinson (19~5).
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Definition 4.3.2 The Moulin-Shenker cost sharing mechanism, denoted ~MS

determines for all G- (q,c) E l~P(CR) the individual cost shares by taking the
integral of all marginal cost along the curve ry9~`, which solves the above system of
differential equations (4.16), i.e., for i E N,

~M5(9, c) - J ~ a~c(1'Q'`(s))at7Q'`(s) ds. (4.17)
0

Example 4.3.3 Consider (q, c) with N- { 1, 2}, q- (10,10)T, and c E CR is
the cost function defined by c(tl, tz) :- eztj}t2 - 1 on the block B:- [0, (15,15)T].
In order to determine xMS(q, c) we first solve the differential equation (4.16). We
calculate the partial derivatives on B,

áic(ti, tz) - 2eztj}e~ - 2ázc(t~, tz) for all (ti, tz)T E B.

So according to ryq~`, until one of the demands is reached, twice as much of good 2
is produced relative to the production of good 1. So y4~` can be taken such that

(t, 2t)T if t C 5,
ry9'`(t) - (4.18)

(t,10)T for 5 C t G 10.

Then this amounts to cost shares

~z4S(4,c) - Zc(ryQ'`(5)) - 2c(5, 10) - 2(ezo - 1),

~MS(4~c) -~2IS(q~c) ~ c(74'`(10)) - c(ry4'`(5)) - e30 - z(e20 f 1).

The Friedman-Moulin cost sharing mechanism determines the following cost shares,

~FM(q,c) - óic(teN n (10,10)T) dti io

l io
2e3tdt 3(e30 - 1).

Since xiM (q, c) f x 2 M (q, c) - e30 - 1, it follows ~z M(q, e) - 3(e30 - 1). Note that
in this case xFM (q, c) -.rAS(q, c). a

The Moulin-Shenker cost sharing mechanism is a serial extension that captures
the ideas of scale invariance and demand monotonicity, at the cost of additivity
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(see Theorem 4.3.1). As one might expect, this can only be achieved when such

a production device varies not only with the profile of dernands but also with the

cost structure at hand.

The rest of the section is devoted to studying the Moulin-Shenker rule as a spe-

cial member of the general class of all path generated cost sharing methods, which

propagates the serial principle as the common characteristic.

The idea of path generated cost sharing methods that will be defined subsequently

is in fact adopted from Sprumont (1998), but notations are different.

For S C N a path in R~ is a continuous mapping ~r : R} --~ R~ with rr(0) - Os.

The path ~r is increasing if if for all i E S it holds rr;(t) G~r;(t')if only t G t'. In our

setting, with the argument of ~r thought of as being tiine, an increasing path may

be considered as a program for production. At time t an amount of good i equal

to ~r;(t) units is produced for agent i.

Fix C' C C~. Suppose that for each pair (d, c) E ICP(C') we have an increasing path
~d.`,s for S such that for each q E R} there is t E R~ with ~rd'`'s(t) ] q. Such a

path will be considered to describe a fictitious production plan for coalition S from

level d E Rt . Possibly such a plan will depend on the exogenous information of

costs that is summarized by c E C'.

II is defined as the collection of all those paths, one for each triple (d, c, S) E

R~ x C' x P(N). We will refer to II as a path collection. A path collection II

defines for each cost sharing problem (q, c) E 1Cp(C') a production plan, casu guo

a path ~r for N in the following way.

We start at production level O;v. Initially, we take the path for N, ~ro'`'N as a

production device, telling us for each moment in time what is produced for the

individual agents. So follow ~ro.`~N up to the earliest moment tl that some agents

Ml C N are satisfied, i.e.

~o'`'N(tl) - q; for all i E M~.

Define ~r on [O,tl] by ~r(t) -~ro'`'N(t). Let d' denote the total demand that is

processed so far, d' - ~r(tl). Still, an agent i E N`Ml needs q; - d; units of good i

in order to be satisfied. Next, we take ~rd''`,N`M' as the additional production plan
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for N`Ml unti] the first moment t2 that some agents MZ C N`M~ are satisfied,
i.e.

~d',~,N`Mi(t2)
- qt - d; for all i E Mz.

The definition of a is now completed up to moment tl f t2 by

~(t ~ ti ) :- di ~} (OM„ ~rd''`'~`~M' ( t)) for all t E (0, t2].

Let d2 - ~r(t~ -~ t2). Follow the production device ~rd2'`'N`(M,uMZ) until moment t3
where the first agents M3 C N`(Ml U Mz) are fulfilled with their remaining needs
q,~, - d2,ya. Then define, for all t E ( 0, t3],

~(t f tl f t2) - d2 -1- (OM,uMz, ~d2'`'N`(M~~Mz)(t))

In this way we can go on and complete the definition of ~r. We just proceed by
determining time levels t4i ts, ... and corresponding groups of agents M4, M5, ...
until the first moment tl ~...~- tk such that there are no remaining demanders,
i.e. N`(Ml U... U Mk) - 0. Note that ~r(t) - q when t 1 tl -1- t2 f ... f tk. We
will say that ~r is the path for ( q, c) generated by H.

Definition 4.3.4 The solution for the cost sharing problem (q,c) E iCp(C') gen-
erated by a path collection II is the vector ~n(q, c) E ffi~ given as follows. Let ~r be
the path for (q, c) generated by H. Suppose that according to ~r agent i is satisfied
at moment t~. Without loss of generality, assume that t; c t~ whenever i C j for
all i, j E N. We split the successive cost increments c(~r(t;~i)) - c(~r(t;)) equally
among the agents requiring service on the interval (t;, t;~l]. By assumption this is
the set of agents {i ~ 1, i-~ 2, ..., n}. Then this boils down to x~(q, c) -"`n'
as the cost share for agent 1, while the cost shares for the other agents i E N are
inductively defined through

~~(q, c) - ~ni(4, c) ~ c(~(ti)) - c(~(t~-i))
n - i f 1

By varying over all cost sharing problems in KP(C') this yields a cost sharing
mechanism ~R, generated by the path collection H.

We will also say that in the above definition the cost shares for the problem (q, c)
are generated by II. Note that in essence for a mechanism generated by paths only
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the images of the paths are of importance for determining the cost allocation; any

other parameterization of the paths determines the same rule.

Lemma 4.3.5 Let f: R~ ---~ R~ be a linear transformation of ineasuring scales.

Suppose ~ is a scale invariant cost sharing mechanism that is generated by a

path collection II-{nd~`~s ~(d, c, S) E R} x C' x~(N)}. If the cost shares for

(q, c) E lCP (C') are generated 6y ~r, then the cost shares for ( f-1(q), c o f) are

generated by f-1 0 ~r.

Also we like robustness of a rule with respect to small changes in the data that is

used to model the cost sharing problem. For instance, small perturbation of the

demand profile should not result in large changes in the cost shares.

Definition 4.3.6 A cost sharing mechanism ~ is continuovs (CONT) if the map-

ping q H ~(q, c) is continuous.

A simple but important observation is that each path generated method indeed

satisfies the serial principle. Sprumont (1998) proves the converse of this statement

for all continuous mechanisms.

Lemma 4.3.7 (Sprumont (1998)) A continvous cost sharing mechanism satisfies

the serial principle if and only if it is generated by a path collection.

Fix a cost function c E C'. For each d E Rf, let cd E C' be the cost function that

relates each increase of demand q after d to the corresponding incremental cost, i.e.

cd(q) - c(d ~ q) - c(d) for all q E R~ . An ordered pair (d, S) E R~ x P(N) gives

rise to a system of differential equations in the following way. Let -y : Rf -~ R~

be such that for all t E R~ and all i E S

a;`Y(t) - d 1 (4.19)
atc (?'(t))

By the regularity assumptions on c this system has a unique solution, which we

will denote by yd~`~s Then by varying over all triples (d, c, S) E R~ x C' x T~(N)
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this gives rise to a path collection I', which in turn generates the Moulin-Shenker
rule. Note that ryd,~,s - ryo,~a,s for all (d, c, S) E R~ x C' x P(N).

Note that in our setting the serial principle implies positivity, i.e., q; ) 0 implies
~;(q,c) ) 0 for all i E N and all problems (q,c) E ICP(C'). For every nonposi-
tive mechanism possibly free-riders enter the picture. Any increase of any agent's
demand causes a rise of total cost, so the impact on total cost of any non-zero
demander is considered to be positive. Consequently, positivity can be considered
as compelling for our purposes.

Less familiar will be the following property that prescribes the limiting behavior
of a cost sharing mechanism on a very specific class of cost sharing problems,

Definition 4.3.8 A cost sharing mechanism .x is null hornogeneovs (NHOM) if for
a11iENitholds

lim~`(teN,c) - 1
~~o c(teN) n'

whenever c E CD is such that ó;c(ON) - 1 for all i E N.

Null homogeneity expresses the idea that when a problem resembles a homo-
geneous problem very much, then the individual cost shares should be almost the
same (compared to the size of the problem) in case all demands are equal (in ab-
solute terms). It can not be used to distinguish between other well-known cost
sharing rules like xAS ~SAP ~ss or xFM; in this respect it can be considered as a
weak property. It is easily seen that for every positive cost sharing mechanism the
content of null homogeneity is exactly rendered, for all normalízed cost functions
by

lim ~'(teN' c) - 1 for all i, j E N. (4.20)
clo ~~(teN,c)

Sprumont (1998) shows that among the class of all path generated methods there
is only one for which all partial derivatives with respect to the demand input exist,
and that is the Moulin-Shenker cost sharing mechanism ~MS. Moreover, xMS is
continuously differentiable. Before we are ready for another characterization, we
need to focus on another feature of the Moulin-Shenker cost sharing mechanism
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first.

Recall the free lunch property from Section 3.3, which combines a mild form

of justice with a weak form of consistency. To generalize this idea we develop

the notion of self consistency. This notion makes it possible to link outcomes for

problems of different size.

Essentially, a cost sharing mechanism is used as an instrument of evaluation;

the agent with the larger cost share can be considered to have a larger demand.

In this way, for a problem (q, c), all the demands are equally valued by a cost

sharing mechanism x if and only if x,(q,c) - x~(q,c) for all i, j E N. Fix a cost

sharing problem (q, c) and a cost sharing mechanism .~. Suppose that we provide

all agents with equally valued parts of their demands; agent i gets d; G q; such

that x;(d, c) - x~(d, c) for all i, j E N. Then the reduced cost sharing problem is

defined by the profile of unfulfilled demands q- d, and the cost data for any level

of production beyond d as is summarized by cd. Now self-consistency allows for

determining the final cost shares by independently solving the problems (d, c) and

(q - d, cd) and taking the sum over the corresponding outcomes.

In the same spirit we deal with those situations where there are some zero

demanders. It is reasonable to require that just their presence should have no effect

on the allocation of costs for the other agents. Suppose again that d is a demand

profile smaller than q, such that the non-zero demanders are equally evaluated by

the mechanism x. Then self consistency proposes x(g, c)s -.r(d, c)s f x(q- d, cd)s,

where S is the set of the non-zero demanders for q. So, if cost shares differ, then

this is not due to the part of the problem that the agents are equally charged for,

but due to asymmetries in the related reduced problem.

Definition 4.3.9 A cost sharing mechanism .r satisfies self consistency (scoNS)

if for all cost sharing problems (q, c) such that qN`s - ON`s for some S E P(N),

d G q with ~;(d, c) -~~ (d, c) for all i, j E S implies

~(q, c)s -~(d, c)s f~(4 - d, cd)s.

Lemma 4.3.10 (Koster (1998a)) A continuous cost sharing mechanism satisfies

no ezploitation and self consistency only if it is generated by a collection of
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paths.

Proof. Let x be a continuous cost sharing mechanism that satisfies no exploitation
and self consistency. We will define a collection of paths by which ~ is generat-
ed. Consider cost sharing problems in KP with cost function c and set of agents
N-{ 1, 2, ..., n}. Let po'`'N be the set {q E R~ ~ x;(q, c) -`n for all i E N}. We
claim the following:

(i) For each t 1 0 there is exactly one q E po'`'N with c(q) - t.

(ii) If q, q' E po'`'N q~ q' either q GG q' or q' GG y.

First we will prove (i). The first step consists of showing that there is at least
one such q for all t E R~. For t- 0, obviously there is only such q and that is
q- 0. Let t~ 0 and define A(t) to be the isocost surface for c at level t. Denote

the unit simplex in R~ by ~(N). Then h: A(t) -~ 0(N) with h(q) - q
~iEN q'

for all q E A(t) defines a homeomorphism. Denote its continuous inverse by h-1.
Next define the mapping g: 0(N) -~ ~(N) by g(q) -~x(h-1(q),c). Then by
continuity of both q~ x(q,c) and h-', it follows that g is continuous. Note that
for all q E 0(N) it holds that {q; - 0~ g;(q) - 0} by no exploitation. We are
ready if we prove that there is a z E 0(N) such that g;(z) - n for all i E N.
Define G: 0(N) -~ 0(N) by

G~~q~ - q; f max{n - g;(q),0}
for all i E N.

1 ~~iENmaX{n -9i(9),0}

We claim that G(z) - z implies g;(z) - n for all i E N. Suppose the opposite,
G(z) - z while not g;(z) - n for all i E N. Then there are k,2 E N such that
gk(z) G n G gt(z). Hence, ~~ENmaX{n - g~(z),0} 1 0 and therefore G;(z) C
z; ~- max{ n- g;(z), 0}. For i- k this converts to Gk(z) C zk, which leads to a
contradiction.
Observe that G(0(N)) C 0(N), since by no exploitation G;(q) 1 0, also for the
case q; - 0. But now we are there, since by invoking Brouwer's Theorem we
guarantee existence of such a fixed point z for G.
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Now, we turn to proving uniqueness. Suppose that for q~, g2 E po~`~N such that
q' ~ q2, it holds that c(q') - c(q2). Define the demand profile q" E Rt such that
q; :- max{q; , q?} for all i E N. Then, in particular it holds that q' 1 q~ and thus
c(q`) 1 c(ql ). By self-consistency we have x(q", c) -~(q~, c) f~(q' - ql, e9' ) and
x(q`, c) -~(q2, c) -{- ~(q' - q1, c9Z). Since x(qr, c) -.~(q2, c), it holds that

~(9~ - ql, cQ ) - ~(9" - 92, c9~). (4.21)

For each i E N it holds either q; - q; or q,' - q?, so by no exploitation the cost
share of agent i is either 0 in the cost sharing problem ( q' - qi, c9' ) or in the cost
sharing problem (q'-q2, c4Z). But then by equality (4.28) we get x(q'-ql, c9' )- 0,
and consequently ~(qr, c) - x(q", c). This gives the desired contradiction, since

C(41) - j 2i(9~,C) - ~ ~i(9',C) - C(q").

iEuN iEN

So, this proves our first claim.

Then, a direct consequence of (i) is that each t) 0 defines a unique bundle
y(t) E po'`'N such that c(y(t)) - t. We will prove that the mapping y : t~--~ y(t)
is continuous. Continuity at t- 0 is obvious. Suppose on the contrary that
there is t' ~ 0 and a sequence tr, t2i ... in Rtt such that limk~~ tk - t", while
the sequence y(tl), y(t2), ... does not converge to y(t'). Take e) 0 such that
BE :- {z E R~ ~ ~~y(t`) - z~~ G e} is contained in Rf, while there is a sub-
sequence tl, t2, ... of tr, t2i ... such that for each k E N, y(tk) ~ Bf. Define
r :- maxkEN tk. Then the sequence y(t~ ), y(tz), ... is contained in the compact set
{z E Rt ~ c(z) G r}`Bf. Hence, there exists a subsequence tï, t2, ... of ti, t2, ...
such that y(tï), y(t2), ... converges, say to q. Observe that q~ y(t'). By continuity
of x, it holds for all i E N,

k ~~
~i(q, c) - lim ~i(y(tk), c) - lim c y t - lim tk - t-.k~~ k-.~ n k~~ n n

Consequently, also q E po'`~N and c(q) - t`, but with y(t") as the unique vector
satisfying these conditions, we reached a contradiction. So, y is continuous.

We will now prove (ii). Take q, q' E po~`~N such that q~ q'. Then (i) implies
c(q) ~ c(q'). Without loss of generality we will assume that c(q') G c(q). Suppose
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that not q' GG q. By the continuity of y, there is a maximal t' C c(q') such that

y(t') E [0, q]. Hence, by self consistency,

~(q, ~) - ~(y(t'), ~) ~ ~(q - y(t~), cy(t~l)

But for all i E N, we have xi(g, c) - x;(y(t'), c) - n (c(q) - c(y(t'))), and therefore

corresponding to ~ all shares in the problem ( q - y(t'), cy~'~~) are equal. However,

t' is taken such that ( g - y(t'))i - 0 for at least one coordinate i E N. Then, by no

exploitation, the corresponding cost share of agent i is 0, hence the corresponding

cost shares for the others are also 0. On the other hand, cost shares sum up to the

total cost cy~'~~(q - y(t')), which equals c(q) - c(y(t')) - c(q) - t'. But recall that

t' C c(q') G c(q), which yields

~ - ~ ~i(9 - ~J(t~)~ cv(~')) - c(4) - t' ~ 0,
iEN

a contradiction. Therefore q' K q, which ascertains the validity of our second claim.

Now (i) together with (ii) show that po~`~N is the image of a path, which we will

denote by ~ro,`,N

We proceed as follows. Define for all d E po'`'N and nonempty sets S C N the

set pd'`'s bY

{q E R~ I ~i((~N`S,q),Cd) - isl Cd((~N`Siq)) for all 2 E S}.

Then, essentially by the same reasoning as before, it follows that pd~`~s is the image
of a path nd~`~s Take again d' as element of one of the previously defined sets pd,`.s,

and let d~ :- d-f (ON`s, d'). Define for all S' C S, Sl ~~, the set pd' ~`~s' by

{q E Rs}' ~~;((pN`s1,9)~cd~) - Isllcd~((dN`s~,9)) for all i E S'}.

Again, essentially the same techniques as before show that this is the image of a
path for S'. In exactly the same way we proceed inductively by defining paths
for coalitions of decreasing size. At the end of this procedure there still may be

combinations (d, c, S) left for which ~rd~`~s is not defined; for any of those triples we

take ~rd~`~s to be an arbitrary path. Then this completes the definition of a path
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collection II.

It is now an easy exercise to show that it constitutes ~, or x - xn. Let q E R~.

Suppose q E ~ro'`'NORt). Then according to ~n, the costs c(q) are split equally.
But recall the definition of po'`'N which contains q, in order to see that the same

division is made in case of ~. If q~ ~ro'`'NOFi~) then let tl be the first moment

that ~ro'`'N meets the demands of the agents N~. Let dl :- ~ro~`'`v(t') and suppose
that ( q - d')N`N, E~d''`'N`Nl(Il~f). First notice that x;(d',c) - nc(dl) for all

i E N. Suppose that the vector of remaining demands (q - d' )N`~,, is on the path

for N`Nl, ~d',`,N`N'. Then as a consequence

~(q-dl'cd~)- IN`Nrlcd (q-d').

Thus, by self consistency for all i E N`NI,

~(q, c) -~(d', c) f~(4 - d', cdl )

- nc(d~) ~ IN`N,Icdl (9 - dr) - ~~(4, c).

If not (q - dl ),v`,v, E~rdl'`~N~N' (1Ei,~ ), then proceed by following ~rd' ~`~N~"'i up to
the first moment t2 that some agents NZ C N`Nl are satisfied with the present
production level. Then the previous reasoning can just be replicated until, finally,
a point is reached at which the remaining demand bundle is on the corresponding
path for the remaining demanders. t]

Especially, Lemma 4.3.10 shows that a continuous cost sharing mechanism with the
properties self consistency and no exploitation satisfies the serial principle4. The
property self consistency is more involved than the serial principle. For instance,
it is easy to define path generated cost sharing mechanisms, that satisfy no ex-
ploitation and continuity and fail to obey self consistency. Furthermore, splitting
cost equally for all cost sharing problems defines a self consistent mechanism that
neither satisfies no exploitation nor the serial principle.

We are now ready for the main result in this section.

4An anonymous referee pointed at a straightforward proof of this fact for two-agent cost
sharing problems.
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Theorem 4.3.11 (Koster (1998a)) There is only one continuous, null homoge-
neous, scale invariant cost sharing mechanism on 1CP(CR) that satisfies the self
consistency and no exploitation, and that is xMs

Proof. It is clear that the Moulin-Shenker cost sharing mechanism obeys all the

enlisted principles. Now suppose that x is a cost sharing mechanism satisfying

CONT, NHOM, SI, NOEXP and SCONS. We will show that x- xMS in the following

way.

By Lemma 4.3.10 it follows that x is generated by a path collection II. Thus

x satisfies the serial principle according to Lemma 4.3.7. There is no unique way

to describe II; all other path collections resulting from choosing other parameteri-

zations for the paths in II generate x as well. Then it suffices to prove that a path

collection by which x is generated can be chosen such that it equals I', one of the

path collections corresponding to the Moulin-Shenker mechanism. Therefore the

theorem will be proved if we show that, starting with an arbitrary path collection

II generating x, for all (d, c, S) E Rt x CR x P(N) the path ~rd~`~s E II is equal to
-yd,`.s up to parameterization.

We claim that there is a parameterization ir of ~ro~`~N, which is a solution to the

above system of differential equations (4.19). Then ir must coincide with yo~`~N by

uniqueness of the solution.
By simple variations the same reasoning shows that all paths of type ~ro~`d~s are

equal to 7o~`'~s up to parameterization, for all d E Rt and S E~(N).

First, we will show that ~rd~`~s(R~) -~o,`d,s(Rf). We need only to consider those

profiles d, which can actually be produced using the path collection II and the

above construction. Suppose we have an inequality instead and that a cost sharing

problem (q, c) the path constructed from II reaches the profile d after a specific

period.
Then the path ad~`~s is used in the above construction from the very moment where

all agents in N`S are satisfied with production. Still, their individual completion

times for production inay differ. At least the agents in S wil] have made equal

contributions to the procedure of equally splitting incremental costs for raising
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production levels, since they have not completed yet. So we have x;(d, c) - x~(d, c)

for all i, j E S.

Let q E d~- (~rd~`~s(R~),ON`s) and suppose that q~ d~- (~ro~`d~s(Rf), ON`s). Then

also the payments for the cost sharing problem (q, c) according to the mechanism

~ are the same for the individual agents in S, or ~;(q,c) - x~(q,c) for all i, j E S.

Applying SCONS gives

x;(q, c) -~;(d, c) ~- x;(q - d, cd) for i E S.

So, actually the cost shares for the reduced cost sharing problem (q - d, cd) must

be equal for the agents in S, x;(q - d,cd) - x~(q - d,cd) for all i, j E S. Re-

call the construction of sharing the cost in the cost sharing problem (q - d, cd).

First the production plan no~`d~s is used in order to define the first production level

y at which a set S' of agents in S are satisfied with the production so far. By

assumption, however, this cannot be the profile q- d. So y G q- d. Now the in-

cremental cost for bringing production from level 0 up to y are split equally among

the members of S. Then the procedure continues in order to divide the remaining

costs cd(q - d) - cd(y) among the agents S`S', which is a nonempty set. Because

cd(q - d) - cd(y) ] 0 this means that there is at least one agent in S`S' that pays

more than any of the agents iri S'. So there are differences in cost shares of agents

in S which gives the desired contradiction.

In the proof we roughly distinguish four steps.

Step 1: The properties NHOM, SP and SI allow us to specify ó no~`~N up to multiplica-

tion with a scalar y under the assumptions of existence of ó~ro~`~N and ó~ro~`~N ~~ 0

We claim that for all i E N

a;~ro~`~"(o) - at ~o).

This is proved as follows. Suppose all partial derivatives of ~ro~`~"' are strictly posi-
tive. Define the scale transformation f: R~ -~ R~ by

u;
f`(u)-ó;c(0)

foralliEN,uERf.
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Then by scale invariance for any q E Rf the problem (q, c) is equivalent with
( f-~ (q), c o f). But the latter one is normalized in the sense that for all i,

at(c o f)(o) - a,~(o)a;f(o) - 1.

Then by the serial principle and null homogeneity we have for all i, j E N,

lim
x;(reN, c o f)- 1.

rlo 2i(relv,cof)

But this will only be the case if for all i, j E N

~o,~ol,N ( t )
lt~ ~o~coJ,N(t) - 1.

1
J

Then by Lemma 4.3.5 for all i, j E N

lim
f~(~o'`'N(t)) -

1.
tlo f.i(~~'`'N(t))

Thus as a result we get

~o'`'"(t) a~~(o)lim ` -~lo ,~o ~,N(t) a ~(o) .

It is not difficult to prove the following. Let h, g: R~ -; Rt be continuous

mappings for which h'(0) and g'(0) exist at 0, with g~ 0 on (0, oo), g'(0) 1 0, we

have for a E R~,

l io g~tj - cx ~ h'(0) - c~g'(0).

Then this makes clear that by our regularity assumptions

i, j E N,

on a~ro,`,N(0) for

a.~o~`~"(o) a~~(o)
a;,~o,~.N(o) - a,~(o) -

By taking y such that 81~ro,`,N(0) - a~~ól we prove our claim.

all

For q E R~ we define tq :- argmin{~ro~`~N(t) 1 q}. Then tq stands for the first

moment that ~ro~`~N reaches the boundary of the cube {u E R~ ~ u C q}.
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Step 2: Take d E rro'`'N(Rf), d~ 0. Note that d is a demand profile for which x de-
termines equal cost shares. Assume now that á~ro'`d'N(0) exists and ó~ro'`d'N(0) ~~ 0.
We claim that there is a y E R~ such that for all i E N

a~O,c.N(td) - ~,N (4.22)
a;~(~ ' ' ( td)) ~

Essentially this is proved with the techniques from Step 1 together with the prop-

erty sCONS. Applying Step 1 for cd instead of c immediately provides us with a

y E R~ such that for all i E N

a,~ro `d N(9) - a;cd(~) - a; ~d) - a;c(~oy'N(td)) . (4.23)

On the other hand we find another expression for ó;~ro'`d'N(0) by the relation be-

tween ~o'`d'N and ao'`'N By scoNS and the fact that x;(d, c) - ~, we have for

alld'~d,d'E~o'`'N(R~),iEN

x;(d', c) - c(~) ~ x;(d' - d, cd).
n

Since d' is also a demand profile for which x determines equal cost shares, it holds
foralliEN

~;(d' - d, cd) - c(d') - c(d)
n

But x;(d' - d, cd) - x~(d' - d, cd) for all i, j E N if and only if the first splitting

point for the problem (d' - d,cd) is d' - d, or equivalently d' - d E no'`''N(Rt).

So d' E~o'`'N(Rt) if and only if d' E no'`d'N(R~) } d. This in turn implies
~o,~',N(R}) -~o,~,N(rtd,o0)). Since only the images of the paths matter we may

assume that ~o~`d'N(t)l - ao'`'N(td -} t) - d for all t E R~. But this gives for i E N,
a.~o,~',N(0) - ati~o,c,N(td) and together with equality (4.22),

a.~o,~,N(td) - y

a;~(~o'~'N(td))

Step 3: For almost every t E R.~, there is an y E R~ with

at,~o,~,N(t) - atC(~o
N(t))~

(4.24)

(4.25)

The mapping ~ro'`'N is monotonically increasing and therefore differentiable almost
everywhere. If only ó~ro'`'N 1~ 0 almost everywhere, then we are done: the result
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from Step 2 applies for almost every d E no'`"N(R~), which in turn implies (4.25).

Let

1r :- 7ro'~'N 0(C O 7ro'`'N)-~. (4.26)

Then ~r is a parameterization of no'`'N by the costs; for each t E Rt it holds that

c(ïr(t)) - t. Take t E Rt and h] 0. Then, since

~c(~(t -f- h)) - c(~(t))~ G n b(c) ~~~(t -~ h) -~(t)~~~

it holds
~r(t f h) - á(t))

h

~ c(ïr(t } h)) - c(ir(t))
rz hb(c)

h 1
- nhó(c) - n b(c) ~ ~~

This implies that whenever ~r is differentiable at t, then ~r'(t) 1~ 0. 13ut conse-

quently ~r' ~~ 0 almost everywhere, since it is a monotonically increasing function.
There is only one possibility, and that is d~ro'`'N ~~ 0 almost everywhere. This
proves our claim.

Step 4: The last part of the proof is of rather technical nature. We will show
now that the above ir can be used to define the proper parameterization of ~ro'`'N

that we are looking for.
Note, that given the fact that ~ro'`'N is monotonically increasing we have for almost
aIItER~:

(i): ~ro'`'N is differentiable at (c o ~ro'~'N)-'(t) and

a~ro,~,N((co no,~,N)-'(t)) ~ o.

( ): c o~ro'`'N is differentiable at (c o~ro'~,N)-1(t) and

(C O 7ro~c,N)i((C O 7ro,qN)-' (t)) i o.

So for the parameterization á of aro'`'N, defined above by (4.26), the following
equality holds almost everywhere, for all i E N

a`~(t) a..~o,~,lv((c o ~ro,~,N)-' (t)) - 1 1

-(c o~ro~`~N)~((c o no,o,N)-1(tl) n a~c(~(t))
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Consider the curve ~r :- ~r o~, where ~(t) - n t for all t E Rt. Then fr is a param-

eterization of no~`~~N for which for almost all t E R~ it holds that for all i E N

á,~(t) - 1ó;c(~r(t))-
If we can show that this equality holds for aIIZ E Rt, then we are done. Since then

we showed that ~ is actually the parameterization of ~o~`~~ that we were looking

for, because ir --yo'`'N. The mapping ~r is Lipschitz continuous: for all ti, tl E Rt,

~~~(ti) - ~(t~)~~ - ~~~(nt~) - ïr(nt2)~~

C a(c) i~c(a(nt~)) - c(7r(ntz))~

- na(c)-i~t~ -t2~.

So fr is absolutely continuous and therefore, for all i E N and t E Rt,

~r t c ó;~r s ds - ~ 8;c n s ~ds.( )- f ( ) f ( ( ))-0 0
By the continuity of the mapping s ~--~ ó;c(ir(s))-', it follows that ~r is differentiable

andforalliEN

ó;fr(t) - 1 for all t E Rf.
a;~(~(t))

But then ir is a solution of the system of differential equations that determines the

Moulin-Shenker path ryo~`~`v. By uniqueness of the solution ~r must coincide with
yo,`,N This proves our claim that ~ro~`~N has the same image as -yo~`.'v ~

Here the focus was on cost sharing problems associated with a fixed agent set

N. In an easy way, it is possible to enlarge the setting to which our result applies

through the notion of reduced cost sharing problems and the corresponding notion

of a generalized cost sharing mechanism as in the former section. For (q, c) E ICP

the cost sharing problem restricted to the agents S C N is the ordered pair ( qs, cs),

where cs : R~ --~ R~ is defined by cs(y) - c((ON`S, y)) for al] y E R~. Then the

generalized notion of a cost sharing mechanism includes a]so solutions of all re-

stricted cost sharing problems.
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The Moulin-Shenker cost sharing mechanism trivially extends to a generalized
cost sharing mechanism. Also the contents of the properties that are used for the
above characterization, like CONT, NHOM and S1, are easily converted into proper-
ties of generalized cost sharing mechanisms. Now focus on the following version of
self consistency.

Definition 4.3.12 A cost sharing mechanism ~ is strongly self consistent if for
all S C N and d E Rf such that 0 C d c qs and x;(ds, cs) - x~(ds, cs) for all
i, j E S, it holds

~(qs,cs) - ~(ds,cs) ~ ~((q - d)s,(cs)d).

Recall the property independence of null agents. Then, by using essentially the
same techniques as before, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 4.3.13 (Koster (1998a)) The generalized Moulin-Shenker mechanism
is the unique cost sharing mechanism on ICP(CR) that satisfies the properties
continuity, null homogeneity, independence of nudd agents, strongly se[f consis-
tenc,y and scale inuariance.

4.4 Extending the Moulin-Shenker cost sharing
mechanism

In this section it will be shown that the serial principle essentially conflicts with a
smoothness condition on iCMI(CR), which requires the existence of the directional
derivatives of the cost sharing mechanism (as a mapping of demands) such that
for opposed directions the corresponding directional derivatives sum up to 0. So,
this smoothness condition is weaker than the requirement of differentiability. We
deduce that the radial Moulin-Shenker cost sharing mechanism is the unique s-
mooth cost sharing mechanism that satisfies only a weakened version of the serial
principle. The radial serial mechanism does not satisfy the serial principle, there-
fore we automatically get the incompatibility of the combination of smoothness
together with the serial principle. This result contrasts with Sprumont (1998),
where it is shown that for the personalized good model the Moulin-Shenker cost
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sharing mechanism is the unique smooth mechanism that is compatible with t,he
serial principle.

As in the former section we will first restrict our attention to cost functions in

a fixed C' C C~ and the set CR in particular. The normalization of a vector x~ 0

is defined as ~:- x~~x~~-1. For S C N and z E(RM)s we define D(z) as the set

of all demand profiles q E (RM)s such that q; -,~;z; for some .~; E R~ for all i E N.

Next we will extend the notion of path generated cost sharing mechanism in Section

4.3 to the mixed heterogeneous case. For S C N a path in (RM)s is a continuous

mapping ~r : R~ --~ (RM)s with ~r(0) - 0. The path ~r is increasing if ~r;(t) C n;(t')

for all i E S if only t G t'. In our setting, with the argument of ~r thought of as

being time, an increasing path may be considered as a program for production. At

time t a bundle of goods equal to ~r;(t) is produced for agent i.

Suppose that for each c E C', demand profile z and d E D(z) we have an increasing

path ~d.`,s,Z for S such that ~rd,`,s,Z(t) E D(z) for all i E R~ and such that for each

q E D(z) there is a t E R~ with ~rd,`,s,Z(t) ) q. Such a path will be considered to

describe a fictitious production plan for coalition S from level d, where agent i's

demand is a multiple of z;. We will assume that whenever z' E D(zs), such that

for all i E S, z; -.~;z; and .~; ~ 0, then ad.`,s,~ -~d.`,s,Z~ So, the last variable, z, of

the quartet is used to define the ratio of t.he different goods that an agent receives

through the production device ~rd'`,s,Z as part of his demand. Possibly such a plan

will depend on the exogenous information of costs that is summarized by c E C'.

II is defined as the collection of all those paths, one for each quartet (d, c, S, z).

We will refer to II as a path collection. A path collection II defines for each cost

sharing problem (q, c) E ICMI(C') a production plan in the following way.

We start at production level 0. Initially, we take the path for N, no~`~N~9 as a

production device, telling us for each moment in time what is produced for the

individual agents. 5o follow ao.`~N~q up to the earliest moment t1 that some agents

Ml C N are satisfied, i.e.

~o'`'N'9(tl) - q; for all i E Ml.

Define ~r on [0, tl] by a(t) -~;EN 7fo'`'x'Q(t). Let dl denote the vector of demands

that is processed for each of the agents so far, d' -~r(tl). Still, an agent i E N`M~
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needs the bundle q; - d,' in order to be satisfied. Next, we take ~rd'.`~N~`y~'q as the
additional production plan for N`M~ until the first moment tz that some agents
M2 C N`Ml are satisfied, i.e.

~d~,c,N`Mi,q(tZ)
- q; - d, for al] i E M2.

The definition of a is now completed up to moment t~ ~- tz by

~r(t ~- t~) :- di f~ ~rd~'`'N~M''q(t) for all t E(O,t2].
iE.N`M~

Let d2 - n(tl f tz). Follow the production device ~rd~,`,N`(M,uM2),q until moment t3
where the first agents M3 C N`(M~ U MZ) are fulfilled with their remaining needs
qM, - d2~y3. Then define

~r(í ~ tl ~ t2) - d2 ~- ~ ~d2,c..N`(MiuMz),q(t) for all t E(0, t3].
iEN~(MiuMz)

In this way we can go on and complete the definition of ~r. We just proceed by
determining time levels t4i ts, ... and corresponding groups of agents M4, .MS, ...
until the first. moment tl f . .. f tk such that there are no remaining demanders,
i.e. N`(Mt U... U Mk) - 0. Set ~r(t) -~;EN q; for t 1 tl ~ t2 ~.. .~- tk. We will
say that ~r is the path for ( q, c) generated by H.

Definition 4.4.1 The solution for the cost sharing problem (q, c) E ICM~(C')
generated by a path collection II is the vector ~R(q, c) E R~ given as follows. Let
~r be the path for (q, c) generated by H. Suppose that according to ~r agent i is
satisfied at moment t;. Without loss of generality, assume that t; G t~ whenever
i G j for all i, j E N. We split the successive cost increments c(a(t;~l)) - c(~r(t;))
equally among the agents requiring service on the interval ( t;, t;}1]. By assumption
this is the set of agents {i ~- 1, i -F 2, ... , n}. Then this boils down to the following
formula. The cost share of agent 1 is given by

~~`(q,~) - ~(~(t~))
n

Then proceed inductively by defining for i 1 2,

~~(q,c) - ~n~(9,c) f c(~(t~)) - c(~(t~-r))
n-i~l
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By varying over all cost sharing problems in KMI(C') this yields a cost sharing

mechanism ~~, generated by the path collection II.

We wil] also say that in the above definition the cost shares for the problem

(q, c) are generated by II. Note that in essence for a path generated method only

the images of the paths are of importance for determining the cost allocation; any

other parameterization of the paths determines the same mechanism. The follow-

ing lemmas are concerned with a common characteristic of path generated cost

sharing mechanisms, and that is the radial serial principle.

Lemma 4.4.2 (Koster (1998b)) A cost sharing mechanism x on ICM~(C') that is

generated 6y a coUection of paths, satisfies the radial serial principle.

Proof Let (q,c) E ICMI(C') and take i, j E N such that ~;(q,c) G~~(q,c). Sup-

pose that agent j raises his demand from q~ to q'~ - aq~ for some a 7 1. Then

since the ratio between the demands for the different goods is kept the same, this

will actually not afFect the paths that are used in order to determine all the in-

termediate production levels at which cost increments are shared by sets of agents

including i and j. So, agent i's cost share does not change. ~

Lemma 4.4.3 (Koster (1998b)) A cost sharing mechanism ~ on ICMI(C') is con-

tinuous on D(z) for al! z E(R`t )N, and satisftes the radial serial principle if

and only if it is generated by a collection of paths.

Proof. Suppose that x is a cost sharing mechanism satisfying the radial serial

principle, such that q~--~ ~(q,c) is continuous on each set D(z) for z E(RM)N.

We will use arguments similar to those in Sprumont (1998) in order to conclude

that for each z E(RM)N and c E C' there is a collection of paths II(z, c) by which

the cost shares for the subclass of cost sharing problems {(q,c) ~ q E D(z)} are

generated. Then, by varying over c E C' and z E(RM)N we conclude that x is

generated by UZ,~II(z, c).

Consider the subclass of cost sharing problems where the agents are restricted
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in their demand possibilities, i.e. each agent i E N may demand a bundle of goods
that is a multiple of a certain bundle z; E RM. We will assume that z; ~ 0 for all
i E N. The demand space of an agent i is then described by the radial through
the vector z;. In this framework, the demand of an agent i can also be expressed
by the real number q; if his demand is g;z;. In this way we create a personalized
good model as in Sprumont (1998). Hence the arguments as in Sprumont (1998)
can be repeated. Fix z- (z;)iEN and c E C'. Define the set p(0, c, N, x) by

{y E D(z) ~ x;(y,c) - INIc ~,~ yj I for all i E N}.

Like in 5prumont (1998) it is seen that the following two statements must hold:

z) y,y'Ep(D,c,N,z),y~y'~y'GGyoryGGy',

ii) for each t E R~, there is a y E p(0, c, N, z)
such that c(~jENyj) - t.

For the proof of i) we use the radial serial principle instead of the serial principle.
Then, clearly, p(0, c, N, z) is the image of somc increasing path in (RM)N, say
po,`,N,Z One can extend the above reasoning to coalitions of decreasing size, as
follows. Take u E po~`~N~~(Rf) and let S C N. Denote by zs the restriction of z to
the agents in S. Let p(u, c, S, z) be the set consisting of all y E D(zs) such that
for all i E S,

~i(~ ~ ( [)N`s, y), ~) - ~i(u, e) - Isl ~C ~~{uj } ( ~N`s, y)j}~ - C ~~ ~jJ I ~

I` ` jEN jEN

Then this is again the image of some increasing path for S, say pu,`,s,Z Repeat the
above procedure for all possible combinations of u E po,`,N,z and S C N. The next
step consists of choosing S C N, u E po,`,N.Z and v E pu.`.s,z Let u' - u-}- (ON`s, v).
Define for T C S the set p(u', c, T, z) that consists of all y E D(zT) such that for
all i E T it holds that

~i(u' ~ (O N`T, tJ), C) - 2;(u', C) - i7.1 1 C~~{u~ ~(ON`T, 1J)j}~

- C~~ TLj~ ~.1` 1`jEN ~EN
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Then p(u', c, T, z) is the image of an increasing path pu~~`~T~Z for T. The next

step is determining for S C N, T C S, U C T, u E po'`'N'~ v E pu'`~s'2 w E

putlo"~S~"1~`~T~~ and w' - u f (ON`s, v) - ~ (ON`T, w), the set p(w', c, U, z) that consists

of all y E D(z~) such that for all i E T it holds that

~;(w~ f ( ON~u, y) , c) - xi(w~, c) - ~U~ ~c ~~~{wj f (9N~u, y)i } J - c ~~~ uij~
~ ~

Then again this is the image of some increasing path in (RM)U, vary over

all w and U, etcetera... This completes stage 3 of defining our path collection.

It should be clear now how to continue with stage 4, 5, ..., ~N~. Finally, for all

combinations u E (RM)N and S C N for which pu,`,s.Z is still not defined after

completion of stage ~N~, we take it to be an arbitrary path in (RM)s. Define

II(z,c) :- {pu,`,s.Z lu E(RM)N,S C N}. Then, by construction it is clear that

II(z, c) generates the cost shares of all problems {(q, c) ~ q E D(z)}. As a result, ~

is generated by UZ,~II(z, c). ~

Recall the system of differential equations (4.19), leading to a definition of the

Moulin-Shenker serial cost sharing mechanism. The same tecliniques will be used

to define a`production path' for each problem (q,c) E~MI(CR)

Consider the following system of differential equations for (q,c) E~MI(CR)

with q; ~ 0 for all i E N. Let ry: R~ -; (R`t )N be a mapping such that for all
iEN,jEM,andtl0,

a9~C(LkEN'Ík(t))-lqij ~{ ryij(t) C qiji

~jryi(t) - (4.27)

0 otherwise.

Just like the system of differential equations (4.19) the above system (4.27)
has a unique solution ryq~` : Rt -~ (RM)N such that ry(0) - 0(see Codding-
ton and Levinson (1955)). Essentially, this is due to the regularity assumptions
for cost functions, by which it is ascertained that for each i E N the mapping

z H(8q,c(z))-' satisfies a Lipschitz condition. Note (again) the dependency of the
curve on both the demand profile q and the cost function c. The curve ry9~` can
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also be interpreted as a production device. Suppose that the intensity at which
an agent i is served at moment t is measured by the corresponding marginal cost
in the direction of his demand, i.e. ó9,c(~kEN ry9k (t))II Dy9,'`(t)II. Then y9~` is just
a device by which the unfullfilled agents are served with equal intensity 1. Fur-
thermore, observe that whenever the agents do not ask for mixed bundles of goods
but have a demand for one specific good instead, and such that there is just one
demander per good, then this system of differential equations is just the one that
is used to define the production curve for the Moulin-Shenker cost sharing mecha-
nism. We will now define the cost share of an agent by the total of marginal cost
in his direction if the production plan yq~` is carried out.

Definition 4.4.4 The radiad Moulin-Shenker cost sharing mechanism, ~MSR com-
putes agent i's cost share for (q,c) E~MI(CR) by the integral over the marginal
costs in direction q; along the path ry4~`,

~MSR(q C) :- J ~ ~~c ~~ y9k(s)~ , óryQ,`(s)~ ds.
~ ` `kEN

Example 4.4.5 Consider (q, c) with N- { 1, 2}, g~ -(2, 4)T , q2 -(8, 6)T, and
c E CR is a cost function defined by c(tl, t2) :- e2~'}~z - 1 on the block B:-
[0, (15, 15)T]. Straightforward calculations yield

~ ezy'fyz andaà~c(yi,yz) - ,

11 2y~ }yza4sc(yi,yz) - 5 e .

Hence on B it holds ó9i c- 4~ 89zc. Then y9~` can be parametrized such that, as
long as no demand is met, tq~ - 20(2,4)T is handed out to agent 1, then agent 2
is served t li~q2 - t 55f( 8, 6)T . Hence, 7q~` can be parametrized such that

t~(2, 4)T f t Ss f(8, 6)T if t C 20,
7~ `(t) - -

(2, 4)T ~ t (8, 6)T for t~ 20.

Then the cost shares are deduced from this expression,

~MSR(q,c) - 2c(`Y9'`( 20)) - 2(eIS" - 1),

~MSR(4,
c) - c(9i f q2) - xMSR(q, c) - e30 - 2(e~s ' f 1).

a
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Each personalized good cost sharing problem fits in our setting as a special case,
for which xMSR calculates the same cost shares as the Moulin-Shenker cost sharing
mechanism. Therefore, ~'`~sR can be considered as its extension.

Fix a cost function c E CR. For each d E (RM)N, let cd E CR be the cost
funetion that relates each increase of demand y E RM after the aggregate of d to
the corresponding incremental cost, i.e. cd(y) :- c(y f~;EN d;) - c(~;EN d; ) for
all y E RM. Then, an ordered pair (d, c) E(RM)N x CR gives rise to a system
of differential equations in the following way. For q E(RM)N with qk ~ 0 for all
kEN,lety:Rf~(RM)sbesuchthatforalltERtandalliES,jEM,

ai7ti (t) - d 1 q;;.
a4~~ (~kEN 7k(t))

By the regularity assumptions on c this system has a unique solution, which we
will denote by 7d.`~5~9. By varying over all possible quartets (d, c, S, q) t,his leads to
a collection of paths I', which in turn generates the radial serial mechanism.

As we will show now, ~MSR is the unique cost sharing mechanism that satisfies the
radial serial principle together with some smoothness property.

Theorem 4.4.6 (Koster (1998b)) Consider a continuous cost sharing mechanis-

m x that satisfies the radial serial principle. !f for all cost sharing problems
(q, c) E ICMI(CR) it holds that for all i E N, the derivatives of the mapping
t H s((q-;, t), c) in both the directions q; and -q; exist and sum up to 0, then
~ - ~,MSR

Proof First of all, notice that yMSR has all the enlisted properties. As we ex-
plained above, ~MSR is generated by a collection of paths I' and consequently, as a
result of Lemma 4.4.2, we conclude that ~MSR satisfies the radial serial principle.
The regularity conditions are easily checked by restriction of ~MSR to subclasses
of cost sharing problems of type {(q, c) ~ q E D(z)} for fixed z E(RM)N. Fur-
thermore, as we explained earlier, ~MSR mimicks the Moulin-Shenker cost sharing
mechanism on each of the subclasses of cost sharing problems {(q, c) ~ g E D(z)}
with fixed z E(RM)N. The existence of the directional derivatives for the mapping
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y~, ~MSR((q-~ y) c) at q; with respect to q; and -q; follows from the fact that the

Moulin-Shenker cost sharing mechanism is continuously differentiable (Sprumont

(1998)), and for the same reason the total sum of both must equal 0. Especially,

continuity of q H~MSR(q c) on D(z) for each z E (RM)N is implied for all c E CR.

Suppose that there is another cost sharing mechanism ~ that satisfies the above
properties. Then, first of all, by Lemma 4.4.3 it holds that ~ is generated by a

collection of paths. Now fix (q, c) E 1CMI(CR). Just for notational convenience we

will assume that there are only two agents, such that N-{ 1, 2}, though such a

restriction does not change the basics of the below arguments. Suppose that the

corresponding path for (q, c), say ~r, does not equal -y9~`. Without loss of generality
assume that rr is differentiable and that there is a t E Rf with

aQ,~(~~(t) } ~z(t))II~~~(t)~~ ~ a9z~(~,(t) ~ ~z(t))I~a~z(t)II. (4.28)
Now let q- n(t). Define h: RM ~ Rt by h(z) - xz((Q-z,z),c) for all z E RM.

We are about to show that a-~,h(q) }~ -óQ,h(q) which contradicts the premises

for ~. Let q' be the demand profile for N with qi - ql and q2 - 0. Consider

a9~ h(q) - lim 1{xz(4 f eq', c) -~z(9, c)} .
flo E

The above limit exists and equals 0 since by the radial serial principle we have for

all e,
1

~z(4 f E 9~,c) - ~z(q,c) - 2c(9i -~ qz).

Next, we will show that ó-9i h(q) also exists but is not equal to 0. First define

p:~rr(R~) -~ RM by p(tl) - tz t~ (tl,tz) E~r(Rf). Then for each e C 0 we have

~z(9i -h e94, c) -~z(q, c) - c(4i f eqi f qz) - c(Q1 -1- qz)~-

-}-2{c(qi ~ qz) - c(qr ~ e4i f P(qi -b E9i))}.

So, in addition, by taking the limits for e T 0 on both sides of the equality sign this

gives

1 1
a-4~ h(q) - a-9~ c(9i ~- qz) -- lim -{c(4i ~- e9i ~ P(9i f E9i)) - c(4i ~- qz)}.

2~tae

The limit on the right hand side exists and equals

lc0 E {C(ql } Eql } E Ila~llt)IIq2)
- C(ql f q2) (.
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But this term equals

a~r2 t
a-9,- e~, ~ 92~(q~ -~ q2) --a9,e(q~ ~ q2) - Ila~~(t)Il a92e(q~ ~ q2).

Thus we get

a-9~h(q) - -za9~`(q~ -~ q~) -~ 211~~(t)Ila4z~(q~ ~ qz).

Then, since q- ~r(t) and by (4.28),

-a9~h(q) - a-vh(q) ~- Zaé,c(qt f 9z) ~ 2a9,`(9i -h qz) - 0. O

Theorem 4.4.7 ( Koster (1998b)) There is no cost sharing mechanism x on
~MI(CR) that satisfies the serial principle such that the mapping q-3 ~(q, c) is
differentiable for all c E CR.

Proof. Suppose that x is a cost sharing mechanism such that for all c E CR
it holds that q-~ ~(q, c) is differentiable. Then especially ~ satisfies the regu-
larity conditions as in Theorem 4.4.6. So if x satisfies also the serial principle,
and thus the radial serial principle, then according to Theorem 4.4.6 it must hold
that x- yMSR gut as is easily seen, ~MSR does not satisfy the serial principle.
Changing the ratio of the demand for the different goods of an agent j will cause
the entire path y9~` to change. In this way also the cost share of a`smaller' agent
i will be affected. So, since xMSR does not satisfy the serial principle it can not be
the case for x, which leads to a contradiction. ~

Remark Though differentiability serves only as a technical and a kind of stability

property, it is still an open question whether the strategic characterization of the

serial cost sharing mechanism in Moulin and Shenker (1992b) can do without it.

4.5 Cooperative production games

In this section we will generalize the ideas developed in Section 3.7 leading to
pessimistic and optimistic cost games for cost sharing problems in KMI(CD), i.e.
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the set of all heterogeneous cost sharing problems with a differentiable cost func-

tion. Furthermore, the focus is on cost sharing problems such that the aggre-

gate demand is the sum of the individual demands. Recall that for a problem

G-(q, a, c) E KA~, the characteristic function k~ of the pessimistic cost game

relates each coalition to the total of marginal cost incurred from fulfilling their

needs at the most expensive spots in the interval of intermediate production levels,

[0, a(q)]. Similarly, the optimistic value of a coalition corresponds to the minimal

cost at which the corresponding demand can be processed as part of the total pro-

duction level a(q).

This attitude does not trivially allow for a generalization to problems in iCMi

As is also shown in the next example, it is not intuitively clear anymore where

to search for the `most expensive levels'. So, being aware of lacking a naturally

correct way of accurately measuring the extent to which agents are willing to con-

tribute for their individual or aggregate production, we focus on the question what

can be seen as a minimal basis for a plausible measurement. What still remains is

the ability to compare marginal cost of producing additional output of a specific

good from arbitrary intermediate production levels towards the aggregate demand.

To be more precise, processing good i is considered to be more expensive at level

y E [0, ~iEN q~] than at level y' E [0, ~iEN qt] if only ó;c(y) ) 8;c(y'). As should

be clear, by taking our stand on this restrictive principle only, we will not be able

to exclude all the bads.

Example 4.5.1 Consider the production of two outputs with corresponding cost

function c(x, y) -(x-f yz)~. Let N- { 1, 2, 3} be the set of agents jointly owning the

production facility with demands for output qi -(2, 0), qz -(0, 2) and Q3 -(1, 1),

respectively. So the aggregate production is (3, 3), which corresponds to the total

cost c(3, 3) - 144. The set of most expensive spots for processing the 2 units of

good 1 for agent 1 consists of all intermediate levels (y f 1, 3) for y E [0, 2]. These

levels determine agent 1's maximal willingness to pay, i.e. c(3, 3) - c(1, 3) - 144 -

100 - 44. Similarly, the maximal cost that agent 2 figures out to be reasonably

responsible for is c(3,3) - c(3, 1) - 128. But how should we proceed for the

coalition consisting of both agent 1 and 2 with aggregate demand (2, 2)? Suppose

we look separately at what levels the 2 units of good 1 and 2 respectively could be
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most expensively produced. If we determine the pessimistic value of agents 1 and 2

together as the total of the corresponding cost, then what we actually do is adding

the pessimistic values of both agents. In this line of thinking the pessimistic value

of { 1, 2} becomes 44 f 128 ) c(3, 3). But this value seems not to be realistic, since

serving all agents is cheaper; intuitively, 144 then seems to do better as an estimate

for the extent that the agents {1,2} can be held responsible for. Measuring the
pessimistic value in this way is not monotonic, i.e. there is a demand profile that

is assigned a lower pessimistic value than another smaller vector of demand. a

The above example points at the fact that for problems in iCMI(CD) we have to

impose monotonicity as a standard for an accurate pessimistic measure, whereas

for problems in KA~ this compelling property directly resulted from the intuitive

approach. Also, it indicates that we have to develop a framework in which the

pessimistic value should follow from a more integral calculation of marginal cost

with respect to the different goods.

Suppose that the real-life production of a bundle b E(RM)N is described by
a continuous and increasing production curve, a rnapping p:[0, 1] ~[0, ~iEN b;],
which relates each moment of time to the bundle of goods that, has been produced

so far. We will assume that p is normalized such that at moment 0 nothing is
produced, i.e., p(0) - O,N, and that production is completed at time 1, i.e., p(1) -

~iEN b;. Furthermore we will make the regularity assumption that p is piecewise

continuously differentiable.s Denote the set of all such production mappings p for

b by P(b). For p E P(b), the amount produced at time t E [0, 1] of good j then is
p~ (t). For a~ E[0, b~] let t(a~) be the earliest moment that production of a~ units of

good j has been completed by the devicep, i.e. t(a~) :- min{t E[0,1] ~ p~(t) - a~}.

The cost of producing a~ units of good j according to p, ~(a~), is defined as the
total of marginal cost in direction of good j along the curve p,

~(a~)
~(a~):- ~ ó~c(p(s))ó~p(s)ds. (4.29)

0
Note that for each a E p([0,1]) it holds that ~~Eiy ~(a~) - c(a). Especially,

this implies that the above distribution of cost with respect to the different goods

SIn this respect note that p is differentiable almost everywhere, by the fact that p is increasing

or p(t) ~ p(t') whenever t C t'.
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is budget-balancing everywhere during production (according to p). Furthermore,

by substituting a; - p;(t) it is seen immediately that

cp(p;(t)) - J L 8;c(p(s))8;p(s)ds. (4.30)

Moreover, for all but a finite number of elements in the interval [0,1] we have by

the regularity assumption on p that

(~)'(pi(t)) - aic(p(t))aip(t)- (4.31)

Now fix a cost sharing problem (q,c) E 1CMI(CD). With the production curve

for the aggregate demand p E P(q) as given, the most expensive spots at which

good i is produced correspond to the moments s E[0, 1] where marginal costs

8;c(p(s))ó;p(s) are the highest. But these levels are directly related to the levels

p;(t) that maximize (~)'(p(t)). Note that G(j,p) :- ((q;;);EN~asum,~) is in lCAc

and recall the definition of c~(i p) (see (3.17) in Section 3.7). Then the cost associ-

ated with the most expensive levels for the production of a; units of good j with

respect to p is given by

c~(i,a)(a;) - suP { JT(~)'(s)ds ~ T E Ci([0, bi]), ~(T) - a; }. (4.32)

Correspondingly, the pesslimistic cost of a coalition S C N forJJproducing their

aggregate demand ~;ES 4;i for good j is given by c~(~ p)(~iES q;;). But recall

that the latter term is nothing else than the pessimistic value of the coalition

S for G(j,p), i.e. k~(;,p)(S). Now define the pessimistic value of S C N for p,

k~,p(S), as the sum of the pessimistic values with respect to the different goods,

l.e., kG~P(S) ~- LjEM kG(7,P)(s)'

Definition 4.5.2 For G-(q,c) E~M~(Co), let k~ : P(N) --~ R be given by

k~(S) - sup {k~,p(S) ~ p E P(q)} for all S C N.

Then the pessimistic cost game for G is the ordered pair (N, k~).

So the pessimistic value of a coalition maximizes the sum of the partially pes-

simistic values over the set of all production devices for their aggregate demand.
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Note that k~(N) - c(~~ENq;).

In the same fashion we proceed for G by associating each coalition S C N with

a real number which stands for the minimal expenses for satisfying 5' with their

demands if production is completed according to p E P(q). Basically, the only

thing that we need to do is to change the supremum in the above definitions into

infemum. Recall the definition of c~~~ p) in Section 3.7. Then the cost associated

with the cheapest levels for the production of a~ units of good j with respect to p

is given by

cC(i,n)(a~) - inf { J(~)'(s)ds ~ T E Ci([0, bi]),.~(T) - a~ }. (4.33)

The least the coalition Slllmay expect to pay for their aggregate Jlldemand for good

j is therefore the optimistic value of S for G(j,p), and that is given by k~~~P)(S).

The optimistic value of S C N for p, k~~~p)(S), is the sum of the optimistic values

for the different goods, i.e. k~ p(S) :- ~~Eiy k~l~ p)(S). Then this leads to the

following definition of the optimistic cost game relative to G.

Definition 4.5.3 For G- (q, c) E ICMI(C~), let k~ :~(N) -~ R be given by

k~(S) - inf {kCp(S) ~ p E P(q)} for all S C N.

Then the optimistic cost game for G is the ordered pair (N, kC).

For any G E 1CMt(CD) we have kG(N) - c(~ZEN q;). In general, for proper
coalitions, determining the optimistic and pessimistic values is much more compli-
cated. For instance, it need not be the case that the values of those cost games
are actually attained for particular production paths. There can be a sequence
of paths for which the corresponding pessimistic values of a particular coalition
S C N converge to the pessimistic value of S, though the paths are not converg-
ing within the set of all admissible paths relative to some norm. However, as we
will show, some instances allow for easy calculations. First we will show that the
optimistic and pessimistic cost games are each others' duals.

Proposition 4.5.4 (Koster (1999a)) Let G-(q, c) E ICMI(CD). The correspond-

ing cost games (N, kG) and (N, kG) are dual in the sense that for adl S C N it
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holds that kc(S) - k~(N) - k~(N`S), and kc(S) - kc(N) - kc(N`S).

Proof. For each p E P(q) and j E M we have duality of the cost games (N, kc~;,p~)

and (N,k~~i,p~), i.e. for S C tV we have kcli,n)(S) -~(~jENql) - kcli,Pl(N`S).

Then, as a consequence, for all S C N, kc,p(S) - c(~iENq;) - k~p(N`S) -
kGP(N) - kGp(N`5'). Observe that according to each p the value kcp(N) equals

the total costs for production for N, and therefore the pessimistic value of the grand

coalition is no more than its pessimistic value for p, k;.p(.N) - k~(N). Then, by

taking the supremum over all admissible production devices p E P(q) we get

kc(S) - sup {kc,n(S) I p E P(q)}

- sup {k~.v(N) - k~,n(N`S) Ip E P(q)}
- kc(N) - inf {k~,n(N`S) I p E P(q)}

- kc(N) - k`c(N~S).

This proves the first part. Then by just subsituting N`S for S and k~(N) - k~(N),

we get the second relation,

kc(N`.S) - kc(N) - ká(N`(N`S)) - kc(N) - k~(.S).

Proposition 4.5.5 (Koster (1999a)) The cost games (N, kc) and (N, kC) are

monotonic.

Proof. By the duality as in the statement of Proposition 4.5.4 we need only

to prove that (N, kc) is monotonic. It is verified in Section 3.7 that each of the
cost games (.N, k~~i,p~ ) is monotonic. Then this implies that For each p E P(q) the

following statement holds for coalitions S,T C N, S C T~ k~,p(S) C kC,p(T).

Thus we have

kc(S) - sup {kC,p(S) I p E P(q)} G sup {kc,p(T) I p E P(q)} - k~(T),

which is exactly what we needed to show. o

Proposition 4.5.6 (Koster ( 1999a)) Let G-(q,c) E ICMI(CD) such that c is

conve.z. Then kG(S) - c(~iENqi) - c(~iEN`Sqi) for all S C N. If c is
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concave, then kG(S) - c(~iESq,).

Proof. For T C N, let a(j,T) be the aggregate demand of a coalition T for good

1~~iET qii~ ~ow fix a coalition S C N. For any p E P(q) it holds by convexity of

the cost function c that

kG(j.P~(s) - s"p
~~

(c;)'(s)ds ~ u E a([o,~(~, N)]), a(~~ )- a(~, s)}
~~

(4.34)
a(j,N)

(~)'(s)ds.
a(j,N`S)

By the regularity assumptions on both admissible paths p and the cost function c

the equality ( 4.34) can be rewritten as

kG(j,P)(S) - ci(a(j, N)) - ~(a(j, N~S)). (4.35)

In loose terms, this means that the most expensive parts for each of the goods are

to be found at the final production levels, irrespective of the way of producing.

Take e) 0. There is a p` E P(q) such that kG,P~(S) 1 kG(S) - e. We claim

that there is p` E P(q) such that kG,p~(S) ~ kG,P~(S) and kG,p~(S) - c(~iENqi) -

c(~iEN`s 9i). Then by taking e arbitrarily close to 0, it follows that kG(5') c

c(~iEN qi) - c(~iEN`S qi). But also we have for all e~ 0,

kG(S) - Sllp IkG,P I P E P(q)} i ICG,PE(S) - C~~ qi~ - C ~~ qi~ .

~EN' 1`iEN`S

Hence we may conclude that kG(S) - c (~iEN qi) - ~(~iEN`S qt)'

We prove our claim as follows. Let t` :- max{t E[0, 1] ~ p`(t) E [O,~iEN`Sqi]}.
Then from this very moment the marginal cost along p` become of particular inter-

est for S, since from (4.34) we know that the production levels that are encountered

beyond t` determine the corresponding pessimistic value of S, kG,P(S). Define p`

as follows. Take an arbitrary path p E P(q) such that p(t`) -~iEN`Sqi. Then let

for j E M the j-th coordinate mapping of p` be defined by

P`j(t) -
r Pj(t) for t E[O,t`),

Sl max{P`j(t), ~iEN`S qij } for t E [t`, 1].
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Then p` E P(q). By definition it holds that p`(t) ~ p`(t) whenever t~ t`. For
each j E M and almost every a E [a(j, N`S), a(j, N)] it holds, again by convex-
ity of c, that (~e)'(a) )(~f)'(a). Consequently, from (4.34) we conclude that
kc(;,p~)(S) ? kG(i,y~)(S) for all j E M. Then also, by summing over all j E M we
get kG,p.(S) 1 kC,PE(S). This proves the first part of our claim. For the second part,
note that by construction, p`(t`) -~;EN`Sq~ and p`(1) - ~;ENq;. Now combine
this with (4.35) and the budget balance property that for any a E p`([0, 1]) it holds

UiEMCj~(ai) - c(a), to see that

kc,P` (S) - c ~ q, - c ~ q;

iEN iEN`S

Proposition 4.5.7 (Koster ( 1999a)) Take G-(q,c) E 1CMI(CD) such that c is
either convez or concave. Then ( N, kG) is concave and (N, k~) is convea.

Proof. Suppose c is convex. Then we have the explicit formulation for kG as in
the previous proposition, for each U C N it holds that kG(U) - c(~kEN qk) -
c(~kEN`uqk). Take coalitions S,T C N and i E N with S C T C N`{i}. By the
above (simple) expression for kG, the fact that ~kEN`(SU{t}) qk ~~kEN`(Tu{t}) qk
combined with the convexity of c, we have

kG(S U {2 }) - kG(s) - C(~kEN`S qk) - C(~kEN`(Su{è}) qk)

~ C(~kEN`T qk) - C(~kEN`(Tu{i}) qk))

- kG(T U {i}) - kG(T).

Example 4.5.8 Recall the example at the beginning of this section. The reader
may verify that c is convex, and thus with the previous propositions 4.5.6 and 4.5.7
we calculate the pessimistic value of the coalition consisting of agents 1 and 2 as
kc({1,2}) - c(3,3) - c(1,1) - 144 - 4- 140. a

A cost game ( N, c) E~ is subadditive if

g(S U T) C g(S) f g(T ) for all S, T C N, S fl T- 0, (4.36)
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and superadditive if for all disjoint coalitions S and T in N the reversed inequality

holds. Note that if a cost game is concave, it is subadditive and that if a cost game

is convex, it is superadditivive.

Proposition 4.5.9 (Koster (1999a)) For any G E KMI(CD), (N, kG) and (N, k~;)

are superadditive and subadditive cost games, respectively.

Proof. Recall that each of the cost games (N, kc~~,pl) is concave. Then (N, kc,P)

is concave, since kc,p is a nonnegative linear combination of the kC~~,pl's as their

sum. In particular kc,p is subadditive. Therefore, for S,T E P(N),

kc(S U T) - sup {kc,p(S U T) ~ p E P(q)}

G sup {kc,n(S) f kc,n(T) ~ p E P(q)}

G sup {kc,p(S) ~ p E P(q)} ~- sup {kc,p(T) ~ p E P(q)}

- kc(S) f kc(T).

A similar argument, using the fact that (N, k~ p) is convex for each p E P(q), shows

the superadditivity of the cost game (N, k~). a

Contrary to the one-dimensional version of the pessimistic cost game, here it is not

known whether (N, kc) is concave or not. Still, it is a balanced cost game.

Proposition 4.5.10 (Koster (1999a)) For any G E 1CMI(CD) the cost game (N, kc)

is balanced.

Proof. We construct a core element as follows. Take an arbitrary p E P(q). Define

for j E M, q(0, j) :- 0 and for i E N, let q(i, j) :- ~~-~ qk~. So the difference

between q(i, j) and the number q(i - 1, j) is precisely the demand of agent i for

good j. In particular, q(n, j) is the total demand for good j. Now let for all i E N,

~; :- ~~E~y(~(q(i, j)) -~(q(i - 1, j))). We will show that x determines a core

element for the cost game kc. First of all, x is a vector of cost shares, since
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~ ~i - ~ ~(c;(9(z,J)) - ~(9(
iEN iEN ~EM

~ ~(~p(4(~,7)) - c;(4(i - 1,?)))
)EM iEN

4~7 ( 4~
- 7~ c? ~~ ~ - C `~~ ~

Furthermore, for each S C N we have

G

f9(i.i)J (~)'(s)ds
iES 7EM 9(`-r~7)

C ~ ~ j9(i~.1~J (~)'(s)ds
JEM iES 9(t-r~7~

- kc(N).

~ sup ~~ (c~)'(s)ds ~ T E Ii([0, 4(~~7))), ~(T )-~ 9i' ~
7EM T iES
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-~~EM kc(i,n)(S) - kc,n(S) c kc(S). o

Proposition 4.5.10 shows an easy way to obtain core allocations, by just varying
over all paths p E P(q).



Part II

Network exploitation

~~~



Chapter 5

Demand revelation, potentials
and flow networks

This chapter is based on Koster, Reijnierse and Voorneveld (1999). The object

is to study problems of private provision of a collection of public facilities, or, as

we call them, projects. The projects are considered to be pure public goods: once

a project has been built, all players can use it. Specifically, in the contribution

problem there are finitely many players. Each of these players is interested in a

subset of the finite set of projects. Realization of these is necessary for him to

derive a benefit: if and only if a superset of them is realized, he receives a reward.

Associated with each project are its costs.

We focus on two decision making processes, differing in the degree of coopera-

tion in the decision making process. In the cooperative situation, in presence of the

possibility to enforce general agreement, we focus on the naturally related cooper-

ative transferable utility game, i.e. the readization game. The game is determined

by associating each coalition of players to the aggregate profits that it is capable

of generating itself independent from the others, just by making an optimal choice

between the feasible combinations of projects. In the noncooperative mode, i.e. in

absence of the possibility making binding agreements, an additional component,

the realization scheme, determines the strategic contribution game. The players

are assumed to submit a contribution independently of the other players, and giv-

113
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en the profile of contributions the realization scheme determines which projects
are realized, and consequently also the individual payoffs. The strategy space of
each player is his set of possible contributions. This set is taken to be the in-
terval from zero (inclusive) to a player's reward (exclusive), meaning that each
player contributes a nonnegative amount, but strictly less than his reward. 'The
payoff function of a player is a player's reward if his projects are realized, minus
his contribution.

Both games are similar to those studied in Young (1998), who focuses on set,ting
access charges to public facilities and publicly regulated monopolies. However, the
assumption of exclusion is explicitly used and therefore the results do not apply to
our case of pure public goods. We only allow for partial exclusion in the weak sense
that a player can be excluded from a project only if the player is not interested
in the project, i.e. the player should be indifferent between being excluded and
getting service involved with the particular project for free. Due to this weak
exclusive characteristic the projects our approach differs from local or cluó goods
(see, e.g., Cornes and Sandler (1996)). Up to now, not much has been said about
the realization function: after all contributions have been made, what projects
will be built? In fact, many possible realization functions come to mind. But
considering that the players behave noncooperatively to subsidize public goods, it
is of obvious significance to investigate whether a realization scheme can be defined
that induces the contributors to play the contribution game, perhaps without them
being aware of it, in the interest of the collective player set. In this chapter, a simple
measure of collective welfare is used: the sum of the individual player's payoff
functions, often referred to as the classical utilitarian collective welfare function
(cf. Moulin (1988)).

It is indeed possible to define a realization scheme in such a way that the con-
tribution game is best-response equivalent with a coordination game in which each
contributor's payoff is this utilitarian welfare function. In terms of Monderer and
Shapley (1996), this realization scheme makes the contribution game an ordinal
potential game, where one of the ordinal potential functions is the utilitarian wel-
fare function. The realization scheme takes into account that each contributor is
willing to pay only for projects he is interested in and that the money allocated
to a project is never more than its costs. Remaining contributions in excess of
the costs of the realized projects go to waste. Under these restrictions, there may
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still be several ways to allocate as much of the contributions as possible to the
projects. Our realization scheme builds only those projects that are completely
financed by each such maximal allocation. To make the realization scheme more
precise, the model uses maximal flows and minimum cuts in certain flow networks.
The existence of Nash equilibria of the contribution game is established and sev-

eral of its properties are studied. Given a profile of contributions, there may be
players whose projects are not realized. These players contribute zero if the profile

is a Nash equilibrium. Moreover, the contributions in a Nash equilibrium exactly
suffice to pay for the projects of the players making a positive contribution, so no
money goes to waste.

Now that it has been established that the players at least implicitly act in the

interest of utilitarian welfare and that the game has a nonempty collection of Nash

equilibria, one can derive that there is a Nash equilibrium maximizing utilitarian
welfare. Hence, single players have no incentive to deviate since the profile is a Nash

equilibrium, and the entire player set has no incentive to deviate since the profile

maximizes utilitarian welfare. But one can show more. Such strategy profiles are
in fact strong Nash equilibria of the contribution game: there is no coalition of

players with an incentive to deviate from a strategy profile maximizing utilitarian

welfare.

In particular this means that each strong Nash equilibrium defines a pre-
imputation of the cooperative realization game, and, as will be shown, it determines
a core element. There exists a strong relation between the concept of the core and
the concept of strong Nash equilibrium: there is a 1-1 correspondence between the

set of strong Nash equilibria of the contribution game and the payoffs in the core
except those that give zero payoff to non-null players. We note that a similar result
was shown in Young (1998) for the excludable case. Summarizing, by choosing a

particular realization scheme, one can guarantee that the players of a noncoop-
erative contribution game act in common interest, in the sense that maximizing
a player's payoff function given the strategy profile of his opponents is equivalent

with maximizing utilitarian welfare given the strategy profile of his opponents. Not

only do the players act in common interest, but there exist profiles maximizing u-
tilitarian welfare, which turn out to be strong Nash equilibria of the contribution
game and core elements of the realization game. Our last theorem explores the

relationship between strong Nash equilibria and core elements in detail.
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5.1 The cooperative realization game

In this section the model is specified and some preliminary results are provided. A

realization proólem is represented by a tuple 7Z - (N, M, m, w, c), where

(i) N is the finite set of players;

(ii) M is the finite set of public goods or projects;

(iii) rn-(m;)iEN E(2M)N specifies the set of projects required by each player:

player i E N needs the projects in m; C M;

(iv) w-(w;)tEN E R~~ specifies the reward to each player i E N if (a superset of)

all projects in m; are realized; it expresses the individual needs for projects.

(v) c-(cj)jE,y E RM specifies for each project j E M the costs cj to build this

project;

The projects are considered to be public goods: once a project has been built, all
players can make use of it.

A cooperative profit game is an ordered pair (N, v) where N is the set of players and

v: P(N) --~ R is the characteristicfunction relating each coalition S C N to a real

number v(S) that is interpreted as the total of profits that S is able to generate

through internal cooperation. Moreover, it is assumed that v(Íb) - 0. Notice

that, apart from the interpretation of the value of the characteristic function, the

mathematical description of a cooperative profit game fits as the description of a

cooperative cost game as in Section 3.7. As no confusion will arise we will write also

G for the class of all cooperative profit games. Each realization problem corresponds

to a cooperative profit game in a natural way. The value of a coalition of players

S C N is the total of net benefits that it is able to collect by building the right

combination of projects. That is, to each realization problem 7Z - (N, M, m, w, c)

the related cooperative game (N,v~) is defined through

vR(S)-mM~ ~ w;-~cj 1 forallSCN. (5.1)
iES;m,Cm jEin J
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Throughout this paper we will refer to (N, v~) as the cooperative realization game
for 7Z.

Example 5.1.1 Let R-(N, M, m, w, c) be the realization problem as is defined
through N - {1,2,3},M - {P,q,r},ml - {p},m2 - {p,q},m3 - {q,r},w -

(10, 10, 20) and c-(9, 5, 10). Then the values of the different coalitions of the

corresponding 3-player cooperative realization game (N, v~) are listed in the Figure

5.1. a

S 0 {1} {2} {3} {1,2} {1,3} {2,3} N

vTl(S) 0 1 0 5 6 6 6 16

Figure 5.1: The values for v~.

Theorem 5.1.2 The cooperative realization game (N,v~) is convez, i.e. for all

i E N and S C T c t1~`{i} it holcls

v~(S U{i}) - v~(S) C v~(T U {i}) - v~(T).

Proof. Let S; C SU {i} be such that v~(SU {i}) - w(S;)-c(ms,) and let Tp C T

be such that v(T) - w(To) - c(rnTo). We have:

vTZ(T U {i}) - v~(T) J {w(Tp U S,) - c(mTous,)} - iw(Tol - c(mTol}

- W(Si) - W(Si Í~ TO) - {C(mTouS1) - C(mTo`mS1)}

-i'{C(mTo) - C(mTo`mS~)}

- W(Si) -W(S{ Ï~ Tp) - CImS~) ~ C(mS~ n mTa)

~ 7J(S U {2}) -{w(Si n To) - C(mS~nTo)}

) v(S U {i}) - v(S). o
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The convexity of cooperative realization games expresses that there is an in-

centive for the players to cooperate. Given the cooperation of the grand coali-

tion the problem of allocating v~(N) over the individual players remains. In
case of an arbitrary cooperative profit game (N, v) a preferable allocation is sta-

ble in the sense that no coalition of players has an incentive to split off. The

set of all those stable allocations is called the core, notation core(N, v), and
core(N, v) :- {x E R~ ~~(S) 1 v(S) for all S C N, ~(N) - v(N)}. Note the
high degree of similarity with the terminology for cooperative cost games. By con-

vexity of the game (N,v~) we have core(N, v~) ~~ (cf. Shapley (1971)) for each
realization problem 7Z.

The values v~(S) can be calculated in polynomial time by determining minimal

cuts of certain flow networks that will be defined subsequently. For S C N con-

struct a flow network I's as follows. The network Fs has as node set V consisting

of a source, a sink, S, and ms :- U;ESm;. The nodes are called So, Si, node(i~
(i E S), and node(jJ (j E ms). Moreover Fs has as are set A consisting of directed

ares. For each player i E S there is an arc a; from the source .So to player i's node

node(i) with capacity cap(i) - w;. When project j E ms is an element of m;,
there is an arc a;~ from node(i) to node(j) with a capacity strictly larger than the

individual benefits w;, for instance cap(ij) - w; ~ 1. For each project j E ms there

is an arc a~ from node(j) to the sink Si with capacity cap(j) - c~.

Example 5.1.3 The flow network I'N corresponding to the realization problem

as in Example 5.1.1 has the form of Figure 5.2. a

Theorem 5.1.7 shows how the construction of precisely those projects that appear
in some minimum cut of I's maximizes the aggregate payoffs for coalition S. Defi-
nitions concerning flows and cuts in a flow network (V, A) with a source and a sink
are briefly reviewed. For a more detailed study, see for instance Rockafellar (1984).
A flow is a function f: A -~ R such that for each directed arc (i, j) from node i to
node j, f(i, j) E[O,cap(i, j)], and flow is conserved at every node, except possibly
at the source and the sink. One can understand a flow as an amount of water
transported from the source, through the network, to the sink, without flooding
the ares. A cut is a set of ares such that each positive flow from source to sink uses
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(.Qg' 20 ` ~ -1 ~Cr -10

Figure 5.2: A flow network.

at least one of these ares. Intuitively, it is called a cut because removal of the ares
in a cut would disconnect all possible channels for a positive flow. The maximal
amount of flow in a network I' -(V, A) is denoted max flow(I'). The capacity of a
cut is the sum of the capacities of the ares in this cut. A cut is minimal if there is
no cut in the network with a smaller capacity. The capacity of a minimum cut of
I' is denoted min cut(I'). The following results are often used.

Lemma 5.1.4 !n a network I' -(V, A),

(i) max flow(I') - min cut(F).

(ii) an arc is used to full capacity in each maximal flow if and only if it is in
some minimum cut.

The first part of the lemma is the famous max flow-min cut theorem of Ford and
Fulkerson (1956). The proof of the second part is straightforward: an arc is used to
full capacity in each maximal flow if and only if reducing its capacity reduces the
value of the flow, if and only if the arc is in some minimum cut. Consider a flow
network Fs arising from some realization problem 7Z. Notice that the capacity of

an arc a;~ with i E S, j E ms is chosen so large, that ares of this type are never in
a minimum cut of Fs. Thus, for every minimum cut C in a flow network I's there

exist S' C S and T C Ms such that C- UiES, a; U U~ET a~. With a slight abuse

of notation, we will denote this cut C by (S',T) with S' C S,T C ms. The set of
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minimum cuts of a flow network I'S is denoted MC(I'S). The following example
illustrates these definitions.
Example 5.1.5 Consider a flow network that is similar to that in the previous
example. Let wl - 10, wz - 6, w3 - 8, and take cp - 9, c9 - 5, c, - 10. Then
we obtain the flow network in Figure 5.3. The capacities of intermediary ares
are considered to be high and are omitted for notational convenience. There are

O Si

Figure 5.3: A flow network

infinitely many maximal flows by taking convex combinations of the maximal flows
f and g defined as in Figure 5.1.5.

There is one minimum cut, namely C- (S,T) with S-{3} and T- {p,q}.

arc ai az as aip azp azq asq asr ap aQ aT

f 8 6 8 8 1 5 0 8 9 5 8

g 9 5 8 9 0 5 0 8 9 5 8

Figure 5.4: Combining f and g gives uncountably many maxflows.

Notice that the maximal amount of flow from source to sink equals 22, which is
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exactly the capacity of the cut (S, T). a

Lemma 5.1.6 Let R be a realization problem, and I'S the corresponding flow

network for a coalition of players S. If Ci -(S1,T~) and C2 -(S2,T2) are

minimum cuts of I'S, then so are C3 - (Sl fl S2i Tl U T2) and Cq -(Sl U S2i Tl ~l

TZ).

Proof. Each directed path from the source to the sink is uniquely described by

a pair (i, j) with i E N, j E S and j E rni. By definition of a cut, for each such
path (i, j) either i E Sk or j E Tk (k - 1,2). It follows easily that i E St fl SZ or

j E Tl U TZ and that i E Sl U S2 or j E Tl f1 T2. As a consequence, C3 and CQ are
cuts. Moreover,

~ cap(P) ~- ~ cap(~) - ~ cap(i) ~ ~ cap(j ) -}- ~ cap(i) ~ ~ cap(j )
IEC, fECz iES, jET~ iES~ jETz

- ~ cap(Z) ~ ~ cap(7) f
iES,nS2 jET,uT~

~ ~ caP(Z) ~ ~ caP(7)
iES~uS2 jET,nT2

- ~ cap(P) f ~ cap(k).

`ECa eEC~

Since both CI and C2 are minimum cuts, this implies that C3 and C4 are minimal

cuts. ~

Theorem 5.1.7 Let 1Z -(N, M, m, w, c) be a realization problem and (N, v~)

the corresponding cooperative realization game. Let S C N and let (Si,Q) E
MC(I'S). Then

v~(S) - ~ w; - ~ cj.
iES,m~CQ jEQ

Proof. Firstly, observe that every cut (U,V) of I'S that is minimal with respect
to inclusion is of the form ({i E S~m; ~ P}, P) for some P C M. Hence

~ caP(z) ~~ caP(7)- PIM S ~ caP(z ) f~ cap(J ) 1.
iES,m,~Q jEQ I iES,m,gP )EP
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This gives

~ w, - ~ c~ - ~ cap(z) - ( ~ cap(a) -~ ~ cap(~) 1iES,m,CQ jEQ iES I iES,m~2iQ jEQ

- ~ wi - P?~ 1 ~ caP~ z ) ~ ~ caP~7 ) 1iES IsES,m,gP jEP

- ~ w; ~- max ~ wi - ~ cj
PCM -

iES iES,m,~P jEP

- maX
L

Wi -~ Cj - v 12~s).
PCM

iES,m,CP jEP
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5.2 Noncooperative realization problems: con-
tribution games

In the former section we discussed the cooperative model for realizing a set of
projects. The collective of players is able to decide upon the optimal set of projects
to be constructed. Here we consider the realization problem as a contrióution prob-
lem where no binding agreements can be made and the different players have to
decide individually how much they want to spend on having their projects realized.
After the individual contributions have been made, an independent arbitrator is
supposed to decide upon the projects to buy. This task involves a lot of ambigu-
ity, since in general a profile of contributions can be associated with more than
one feasible set of projects. Therefore the arbitrator makes use of a decision rule
that we will call a realization scheme. A realization scheme relates each profile
of contributions to an affordable combination of projects. A realization problem
together with a realization scheme R is called a contribution problem. The arbi-
tration procedure is not a black box: before the players make their bids known to
the arbitrator the realization scheme is publicly announced.

It makes sense to require from the arbitrator that he puts forward a`reasonable'
realization scheme. For instance, it may be perceived as `unfair' if the arbitrator
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decides to use the contribution of player 1 to buy other projects than he is inter-

ested in, especially if these are projects for zero contributors. Also the realization

scheme should be such that it should give the players the right incentives. Those

players which will profit a lot by having the desired set of projects should be pushed

to contribute. In this chapter, we put forward a realization scheme that combines

a number of desirable features in this respect. A formal definition will be given

subsequently, and requires some additional work. First we will define formally the

strategic game that corresponds to the above noncooperative setting.

The contribution problem C induces a contribution garne

G(C) - (N, (Xi)iENv ( ~i)iEN)i

where the strategy space of player i E N, the set of possible contributions, is

X; -[O,w;). The realization scheme R : ~iENX; -~ 2M specifies for each profile

of contributions of the players which projects are built. Player i's payoff function

u; : X -~ R is defined, for each profile x-(~;);EN E X as

- ~ -~; if m; ~ R(x),
ui(~) w; -~; if m; C R(x).

That is: he gets his reward w; only if all of his projects are realized and his

contribution x; causes disutility.

By taking X; -[O,w;), it is assumed that each player i E N contributes a non-

negative amount, but strictly less than his reward w;. This is not a very restrictive

assumption: it makes no sense to contribute more than the benefit you can derive

from the realization of your projects and contributing w; is weakly dominated by

contributing 0. A slightly different approach, not influencing the results in the

present chapter, would be to endow each player i E N with an initial amount

e; E R~ of money such that e; G w; and to take X; -[0, e;]. This approach is not

taken in this chapter.

For notational convenience, define for i E N and S C N:

X-~ Xii X-i - ~ Xk~ XS -~ X;.

iEN kEN`{i} iES

Occasionally, notation like (~;, x-;) or ( xN`s, ~s) is used if the strategy of player i

or coalition S needs stressing.
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The promised realization scheme R is inspired by the techniques that we used
to find the values of the characteristic function of the realization problem. We
define in a similar way a flow network I'(~) for each profile ~ E X of contributions.
I'(x) has a node set V consisting of a source, a sink, N, and M. The nodes are
called So, Si, node(i) (i E N), and node(j) (j E M). I'(x) has an are set A con-
sisting of directed ares. For each player i E N there is an arc a; from the source
So to player i's node node(i) with capacity cap(i) - x;. When project j E M is an
element of m;, there is an arc a;~ fcoin node(i) to node(j) with a capacity strictly
larger than any possible contribution by player i, for instance cap(ij)- w; -}.1. For
each project j E M there is an arc a~ from node(j) to the sink Si with capacity
cap(j) - c~. Notice that the underlying network (V,A) is the same for each I'(x);
only the capacities of the player ares are different.

Example 5.2.1 In a contribution problem with player set N-{ 1, 2, 3}, project
set M-{p, g, r}, and ml -{p}, m2 -{p, q}, m3 -{q, r}, the flow network I'(x)
given contributions x-(~1i x2, x3) has the form of Figure 5.5. a

Figure 5.5: A flow network

Recall the definitions concerning flows and cuts in a flow network (V, A) with
a source and a sink. Take a flow network I'(x) arising from some contribution
problem C. The set of minimum cuts of I'(~) will be denoted by MC(x). Notice
that the capacity of an arc a;~ with i E N, j E M is chosen so large, that ares
of this type are never in a minimum cut of I'(x). Thus, for every minimum cut
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C E MC(x) there exist S C N and T C M such that C-(S,T).

What insight does the flow network I'(.z) defined above give us in the problem
under consideration? Given the constraint that each player i E N is willing to

contribute only to the cost of projects in his desired set rrc;, a maximal flow f
describes exactly

(i) how much of the total contribution ~;EN ~; can be used for the provision of

the projects, namely max flow(I'(x)),

(ii) which projects can be financed using this particular maximal flow, namely

those with ares used to maximum capacity, and

(iii) who contributes how much to the costs of these projects in the maximal flow

f, namely player i contributes to project j the amount of flow through a;~,

f(aii ).

Since selecting a particular maximal flow would strongly favour some of the players,

the realization scheme R is defined as follows: in a contribution problem C, for each

profile ~ E X of contributions the set R(x) of realized projects equals the set of

projects used to maximal capacity by each maximal flow in I'(x). By Lemma 5.1.4

(ii), this is equivalent with stating that a project is realized if and only if it is

contained in some minimum cut of I'(.r). Formally,

dxE~X;:R(~)- U T.
iEN (S,T)EMC(x)

Many of the proofs use the fact that for each x E X there exists a minirnum cut
(S, T) in T'(~) such that R(x) - T. This result follows immediately from the next
lemma.

Lemma 5.2.2 Let C be a contribution problem, x E X a profile of contributions,

and I'(x) the corresponding flow network. !f Cr -(S1,T1) and CZ -(SZ,Tz)

are minimum cuts, then C3 - (Sl n S2i Tr U T2) and C4 - (Sl U S2, Tl n Tz) are

also minimum cuts.

Proof See the proof of Lemma 5.1.6. ~
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The realization scheme R uses personalized contributions, i.e. each individual
contribution x; is used for projects in m;. No player is subsidizing others at the
cost of the realization of his own plan. Furthermore, each player i can freely
dispose of the projects in m;; al] the projects will be realized in case he is willing
to pay for the corresponding aggregate cost. The next sections will also show that
in equilibrium the players together act on behalf of the desires of the society of
players by maximizing utilitarian welfare.

5.3 Contribution games being potential games

Monderer and Shapley (1996) introduced several classes of potential games. A
common feature of these classes is the existence of a real-valued function, called a
potential, on the strategy space that incorporates the strategic possibilities of all

players simultaneously.

In this section, contribution games are shown to be ordinal potential games;
one of the ordinal potential functions is the classical utilitarian collective welfare
function, defined as the sum of the individual players' utility functions. See Moulin
(1988) for a survey of this and other welfare functions.

Definition 5.3.1 A game G- (N, (X;);EN, (u;)iEN) is an ordinal potential garae

if there exists a function P:~iEN X; -~ R such that for each player i E N, each
strategy combination x-; E X-; of his opponents, and each ~;, y; E X;:

ui(y„~-~) - u~(~„x-;) ] 0~ P(y;,x-;) - P(~;,x-;) ~ 0.

The function P is called an (ordinal) potential of the game G.

In other words, if P is an ordinal potential function of the game G, the sign of
the change in the payoff to a unilaterally deviating player matches the sign of the
change in the value of P. In particular, this implies that the information concern-
ing best responses of every player is incorporated into this potential function. The
following result is clear.

Proposition 5.3.2 Let G-(N, (X;)iEN, ( u;)tEN) be a game with ordinal potential
function P. Then x E X is a Nash equilibrium of G if and only iJ x is a Nash
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equilibrium of the garae (N, (X;)iEN, (P)iEN), the coordination game obtained

by replacing all payoff functions by the ordinal potential function P.

Ordinal potential games are characterized in Voorneveld and Norde (1997) using

the notion of weak improvement cycles. Notice that an ordinal potential game has

infinitely many different ordinal potential functions. The next theorem shows that

the utilitarian welfare function is an ordinal potential function of a contribution

game.

Theorem 5.3.3 Let G(C) be a contribution game. The utilitarian welfare function

U: X-~ )fi defined by U-~iEN iL; is an ordinal potential of G(C).

Proof. Let i E N, x-; E X-;, and x;, y; E X;. Assume without loss of generality

that x; G y;. For notational convenience, write x- ( x;,x-;) and y-(y;,x-;).

Discern three cases:

Case ( i): m; ~ R(y).

Since some ares that correspond with projects in m; are not a member of any

minimum cut of the flow network I'(y), it must be that a; E C for every C E

MC(y). By decreasing cap(i) from y; to x; the collection of minimum cuts does

not change. So R(y) - R(x). This implies u;(,y) - u;(x) - U(y) - U(x) - x; - y;.

Case (ii): m; C R(x). By Lemma 5.2.2, there exists a minimum cut (S,T) in the
flow network I'(x) such that T- R(x). Since m; C T, a; ~ S. By increasing

cap(i) from x; to y;, (S,T) remains a minimum cut; no new minimum cuts appear,

although some may disappear. So R(y) C R(x). Because T C R(y) it follows that
R(y) - R(x) and that u;(y) - u;(x) - U(y) - U(x) - x; - y;.

Case ( iii): m; ~ R(x) and m; C R(y).

In this case, u;(y) - u;(x) - w; - y; ~- x; 1 0. When player i spends the amount

x;, a; E C for every C E MC(x). Let z; E (x;, yi] be the smallest contribution

of player i for which a; is no longer in every minimum cut of the flow network
I'(x-;, z;). Case ( i) shows that R(x) - R(x-;, t) for every t E ( x;, z;). Case (ii)

shows that R(y) - R(x-;, t) for every t E[z;, y;]. By increasing cap(i) from x; to z;,

no minimum cut disappears, whereas some minimum cuts will appear, at least one

of them not contaíning a;. Therefore R(x) is a proper subset of R(x.;, z;) - R(y)
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and as a consequence

U(~J)-U(x)- ~ we-y;- ~ we-l-xi?wi-yi-fxi10.
L:m~CR(y) Q:miCR(x)

This concludes the proof. 0

Consequently, a contribution game is best-response equivalent with a coordination
game where the payoff functions of the players are replaced by the utilitarian
welfare function U. This is a significant insight: even though the players play a
noncooperative game, utilitarian social welfare enters their game in the sense that,
given the strategy profile of the opponents, a player maximizes his payoff if and only
if he maximizes utilitarian welfare. Therefore, it is of interest to investigate the
relation between equilibria of the contribution game and strategies that maximize
social welfare.

5.4 Equilibria of contribution games

The existence of Nash equilibria of contribution games is established in the first
theorem of this section. Two properties of Nash equilibria are derived: no money
is wasted in an equilibrium and if a player is not satisfied since not all of his
projects are realized, then he contributes nothing. These two properties are used
to establish the existence of strategy profiles that maximize utilitarian welfare in a
contribution game. Utilitarian welfare maximizing strategy profiles are proven to
be strong Nash equilibria: no coalition of players has an incentive to deviate from
such a profile.

Theorem 5.4.1 Each contribution game G(C) has a Nash equilibrium.

Proof. The proof is based on an algorithm which is shown to terminate in finitely
many steps with a Nash equilibrium of the game. Initially, set k- 0 and xo - 0:
each player contributes zero. The general step of the algorithm is as follows. After
k iterations, we are given a strategy profile xk such that

~ xk -~ cj - max flow(I'(xk)) - min cut(I'(xk)), (5.3)
iEN jER(xk)

{iEN~x;`10,m;~R(xk)}-(~, (5.4)
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{iEN~m;CR(~k-')}C{iEN~m;CR(.~k)}ifk11. (5.5)

The profile ~o - 0 trivially satisfies these conditions. Next, define

Ck - {zEN~xk1O,m; CR(xk)},

Fk -{i E N ~~;` - 0, m; C R(xk)},

iVk - {2 E N I 2k - ~imi ~ R(.xk)}.

The algorithm stops after k iterations if Nk -~1 or if Nk ~ 0 and xk is a Nash

equilibrium of G(C). If the algorithm does not stop, some player i(k -~ 1) E N can

improve by unilaterally changing his contribution. We claim that i(k ~ 1) E Nk.

To prove this claim, notice that by (5.4) N is the union of the pairwise disjoint

sets Ck, Fk, and N~`.

Clearly, i(k -{- 1) ~ Fk, since players i E Fk achieve their payoff maximum w;

by contributing nothing and therefore cannot possibly increase their payoff.

To show that i(k ~ 1) ~ Ck, consider h E Ck. By definition ~h ~ 0 and

mh C R(xk). Playen c ~annot benefit from increasing his contribution: Lemma

5.2.2 implies that there exists a minimum cut (S,T) in I'(xk) such that T - R(~k).

Hence ah ~ S. If h increases his contribution, (S, T) will remain a minimum cut.

Hence h's projects will still be realized, but he contributes more, which decreases

his payoff. Player h also cannot benefit from decreasing his contribution: Property

(5.3) implies that each maximal flow f in I'(~k) uses every arc a; with i E N to

full capacity x;` and each arc aj with j E R(xk) to full capacity cj. If player h

decreases his contribution, say, to .~xh with ~ E[0, 1), a maximal flow f' in the

new flow network can be constructed as follows:

For i E~ti' : f~(ai) -{ ~(a)) therwise.

, ~.~f(a;j) if i - h, j E mh,
ForiEN,jEm;: f (a;j) - f(a;j) otherwise.

For j E M: f'(aj) - ~ f'(a;j).
iEN:jEm,

If j E mh is such that f(ahj) ~ 0, then f'(aj) G f(aj) - cj, so j is not used to full

capacity by the maximal flow f' in the new flow network: not all projects in mh
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are used to full capacity by every maximal flow, so player h will lose his reward
wh if he decreases his contribution, thus decreasing his payoff from wh -~h ~ 0 to
something nonpositive, namely -axh.

Consequently, i(k -~ 1) E Nk, which implies x~k}11 - 0. The fact that he can
improve, means that ~~Em~~k~,~`Rlrkl c~ c w;lk f1~: he can pay the costs necessary
to finance that part of his projects that is not realized in I'(xk). Set

x~ if i~ i(k -~ 1),
k}1

2; - ~ C~

JEm~~R(sk)

Notice that a maximal flow f in I'(xk) can easily be extended to a maximal How
in I'(~kt' ) by adding a flow via player i(k -}- 1) that pays exactly for his projects in
m;lkt,i`R(~k). Since such an extended maximal flow exactly finances the projects
in R(.xk) U m;~ktl~ and no others, it follows that R(xkt') - R(xk) U m;~k}1~. In-
creasing k by one, this also means that the input again satisfies (5.3) -(5.5), so
that the general step can be repeated.

Two things remain to be shown: that the algorithm ends and that, if it ends
after k iterations, xk is indeed a Nash equilibrium of the game.

By construction, the algorithm ends after k iterations if Nk ~ 0 and ~k is a
Nash equilibrium, or if Nk -~. If Nk - 0, xk must be a Nash equilibrium, since
it was shown above that any player that could benefit from unilateral deviation
had to be a member of Nk. By (5.5), ~Nk~ C ~Nk-'~ if k~ 1, so the algorithm
terminates. ~

Now that the existence of Nash equilibria in contribution games has been estab-
lished, it becomes interesting to study their properties. The next proposition makes
clear that players whose project sets are not completely realized do not contribute
anything in an equilibrium. Moreover, no money is wasted: in an equilibrium, the
contributions of the players exactly suffice to pay for the realized projects.

Proposition 5.4.2 Let G(C) be a contribution game and x E NE(G(C)).

(i) Get i E N. If m; ~ R(~), then ~; - 0.

(u) ~~ER~xI c~ - min cut(I'(~)) - max flow(I'(x)) -~(N).

if i - i(k ~ 1).
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Proof. (i) Assume m; ~ R(x) and suppose that x; ~ 0. By definition of R,
m; ~ R(x) implies that there is no minimum cut (S,T) in I'(x) such that m; C T.

Hence, a; is in each minimum cut of I'(x). Reducing i's contribution slightly does

not change the set of minimum cuts and thus increases i's payoff, contradicting
x E NE(G(C)). Hence m; ~ R(x) implies x; - 0.

(ii). Obviously

~ ci C min cut(I'(x)) - max flow(I'(x)) c x(N).
ÍER(x)

By Lemma 5.2.2, I'(x) has a minimum cut (S,T) such that R(x) - T. If m; C

T- R(x) and x; ~ 0, then a; ~ S. If m; ~ T- R(x), then x; - 0 by Proposition

5.4.2(i). Hence S contains no ares a; with cap(i) - x; ~ 0. Thus

~ ci - min cut(I'(x)) - max Aow(I'(x)).
iER(x)

Suppose that

~ cj - min cut(I'(x)) - max flow(I'(x))
iER(r) iEN

x

Then there exists an i E N with x; 1 0 such that a; is not used to full capacity in

some maximal flow in I'(x). According to Lemma 5.1.4, a; is in no minimum cut.
Then i can reduce his contribution slightly without affecting the set of minimum

cuts and thus increase his payoff, contradicting x E NE(G(C)). O

The next proposition shows that a strategy profile maximizing utilitarian wel-

fare U exists in each contribution game G(C). Notice that arg maxxEX U(x) is a

subset of NE(G(C)); otherwise, some player could increase his payoff by deviating,
but then the ordinal potential U would increase as well.

Proposition 5.4.3 Let G(C) be a contribution game and U-~;EN u;. Then the
utilitarian welfare function achieves its mazimum:

argmax U(x) ~ 0.
xEX
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Proof. Observe that argmaxU(x) - argmax{U(x) ~~ E NE(G(C))}. Let
xEX

~ E NE(G(C)). By Proposition 5.4.2(ii):

U(.2) :- ~ uil2) - ~ Wi - ~2i

iEN iEN:m,CR(x) iEN

~ W' - ~ ~~~
iEN:m,CR(x) jER(x)

There are finitely many projects, so the collection {R(x) ~~ E NE(G(C))} C 2`~

has finitely many elements. This implies that {U(x) ~~ E NE(G(C))} also has

finitely many elements. Consequently, the maximum is attained in this set, i.e.
arg maxxEx U(~) ~ ~l. ~

In a potential game, the collection of strategy profiles at which there is a po-

tential achieving its maximum is called the potential maximizer. The potential

maximizer is suggested as an equilibrium refinement tool by Monderer and Shap-
ley (1996) and Peleg, Potters, and Tijs (1996) . In ordinal potential games, different

potentials give rise to different maximizers (as opposed, for instance, to exact po-

tential games). Hence the collection of strategies maximizing utilitarian welfare

in a contribution game may be a proper subset of the potential maximizer of the

game.
Strong Nash equilibria have been defined in Aumann (1959). In a game

(N, (Xi)iENi (Tli)iEN), a strategy combination ~ E X is a strong Nash equilióri-
urrc if for every 0~ S C N and every ys E Xs there exists an i E S such that

ui(~) ? ui(~N`s, ys). In other words, x E X is a strong Nash equilibrium if there
is no coalition 0~ S C N of players and no alternative strategy y; E Xi`{~;} for

the members i E S such that u;(xN`s, ys) 1 ui(x) for each player i E S.

Strong Nash equilibria were defined to be strategy profiles for which there is no
coalition of players that can deviate and make each of its members strictly better
off. A slightly weaker definition would be to require that there is no coalition of
players that can deviate and make each of its members not worse off and at least
one of its members better off. In contribution games, however, the two definitions
are equivalent, since each payoff function u; satisfies

dx, y E X: xi ~ yi ~ u;(~) ~ ui(y)~
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The set of strong Nash equilibria of a game G is denoted SNE(G). Although the

set of Nash equilibria is nonempty in a wide class of noncooperative games, exis-

tence of strong Nash equilibria is much rarer. Existence of strong Nash equilibria

in contribution games is established in the next theorem by showing that a strategy

profile maximizing utilitarian welfare is a strong Nash equilibrium.

Theorem 5.4.4 Let G(C) be a contribution game and U-~iEN u;. Then

argmax U(x) C SNE(G(C)). Hence SNE(G(C)) ~~.
~EX

Proof. As soon as the inclusion is established, existence of strong Nash equilibria
follows from Proposition 5.4.3. Let x E arg maxTEX U(i). Then individual players

cannot profitably deviate from x, since x E NE(G(C)). The entire player set

N cannot profitably deviate from x, since x maximizes ~;EN u;. Suppose that

x~ SNE(G(C)). Then there exists a coalition S C N with 1 C ~S~ C ~N~ and

strategies y; E X;`{x;} for each i E S such that u;(xN`s, ys) ) u;(x) for each i E S.

For notational convenience, define y-(xN`s, ys). Below it is shown that there is a

strategy profile z E X such that U(z) ] U(x), contradicting x E arg maxxEX U(x).

A player i E N, in general, belongs to one of four types:

(type 1) x; ~ 0 , m; C R(x);
(tYPe 2) x; - 6 , m; ~ R(x);
(type 3) x; ] 0 , m; ~ R(x);
(type 4) x; - 0 , m; C R(x).

Since x is a Nash equilibrium, Proposition 5.4.2(i) implies that there are no players

of the third type in I'(x). If a player is of the fourth type, he achieves his pay-

off maximum w; without contributing: such players cannot belong to S. Hence,

members of S are either of type 1 or of type 2.

Write S- Sl U S2 with Sk -{i E S ~ i is of type k}, k- 1, 2. The fact that
the members of S deviate from x and improve their payoff implies

y;Gx;andm;CR(y) if iESl,

y;l0andm;CR(y) if iES2.

(5.6)
(5.7)

It is impossible that S2 -~. To prove this, suppose, to the contrary, that all
members of S are of type 1: S- Sl. By (5.6), there exists for each i E S- Sl a
~; E[0,1) such that y; - a;x;. Take any maximal flow f in I'(x). Then a maximal
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flow f' in I'(y) is obtained as follows:

ForiEN:
, .~; f( a; ) if i E S,

f (a`) - f (a;) otherwise.

For i N, j ,: f'( t) - f~if(a;j) if i E S,7 E mi,E E m a j l f(aij) otherwise.

ForjEM: ~ ~
f (aj) - iEN:jEm, f (aij)'

According to Proposition 5.4.2(ii), the contributions in F(~) are exactly suffiicient
to pay for the projects in R(.~). By definition of R: f(aj) - cj for all j E R(~).
If i E S pays part of the costs of j E m; according to f, i.e., f(a;j) ~ 0, then this

flow decreases by a factor a; in I'(y), so that f'(aj) C f(aj) - cj. Hence aj is not

used to full capacity by the maximal flow f' in F(y), implying that j~ R(y). Then
m; ~ R(y), contradicting (5.6). This completes the proof that Sz ~ 0.

Define V-{i E N ~ x; ) 0} and the nonempty project set M' - ~JtES~ m;`R,(~) -

Uies, mi` UiEV mt.

Let f be a maximal flow in I'(x). By definition of R, every arc aj with j E R(x)

is used to full capacity cj by f. By Proposition 5.4.2(ii):

~f(ai)-~~i- ~
iEN iEN jER(r)

- ~ f(aj).
jER(x)

Let g be a maximal flow in I'(y). By (5.7), M' C R(y). By definition of R, every
arc aj with j E M' is used to full capacity by g:

for j E M' : cj - g(aj).

Since M' - UiES2 m;` ~JiEy m;, the flow in arc aj with j E M' is generated entirely
by members of SZ: for j E M' we have

cj - 9(aj) - ~ 9(aii).
iESy:jEm,

The total flow through the ares aj with j E M' then equals

~ cj - ~ ~ g(a;j)

jEM' jEM' iESy:jEm,
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and is generated entirely by the members of S2. Given flow g, an arbitrary player
i E SZ pays ~jEM,nm, g(a;j) for the projects in M' . Summing over the players in
Sz yields

~ Cj - ~
jEM' iESz

Define a strategy profile z E X as follows:

zi - ~ ~]EM'nm~ 9(av)
.~;

~ g(aij)~
iES~:jEm,

if~iES2,
ot,herwise.

Combine flows f and g to a feasible flow h in I'(z) as follows:

For i E N: h(a;) -

ForiEN,jEm;: h(aij) -

~ z; ifiES2i
f(ai) - x; - z; otherwise.

9(aij)
f(aij)

if i E.5'2i j E M',
otherwise.

g(aj) - cj if j E M',
For j E M: h(aj) - f(aj) - cj if j E R(~)

f(aj) - 0 otherwise.
Notice that

~ g(ai~) - ~
jEM'nm, jEM'

~ zi ~ ~ zi

iESZ iEN`SZ

~ ~ g(ai;) ~ ~ ~i

iESp jEM'nm, iEN`SZ

~ ci f ~ ci - ~ h(aj)~
1EM' jER(r) jEM

Thus, h is a maximal flow in I'(z) and {aj ~ j E R(x) U M'} is a minimum cut of

I'(z). Hence R(z) - R(x) U M'. But then ui(z) 1 u;(~) for each i E N`SZ and
u;(z) - c~; - zi ~ 0- u;(x) for each i E Sz, implying U(z) 1 U(x). This contra-

dicts x E arg max~Ex U(ï). Conclude that x is indeed a strong Nash equilibrium. O

The converse inclusion of Theorem 5.4.4 holds as well. The set of realized
projects is the same in each strong Nash equilibrium and, as a consequence, every
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strong Nash equilibrium maximizes utilitarian welfare.

Theorem 5.4.5 Let G(C) be a contribution garae and U- ~iEN ui' ~f x, y E
SNE(G(C)), then R(x) - R(y). Hence SNE(G(C)) C argmaxU(x).

xEX

Proof. As soon as the implication is established, the inclusion of the set of strong
Nash equilibria in the set of maximizers of utilitarian welfare can be shown as
follows. Let x E SNE(G(C)) and y E argmax U(i). Then y E SNE(G(C)) by

iE X
Theorem 5.4.4 and R(x) - R(y) by the implication. Proposition 5.4.2(ii) implies

U(x) - ~ ui(x) - ~ Wi - ~ xi

iEN iEN:m;CR(x) iEN

~ ws - ~ C7 - ~ W i - ~ e7
iEN:m;CR(x) jER(x) iEN:m;CR(y) jER(y)

- ~ wi - ~ yi - ~ ui(y)

iEN:m;CR(y) iEN iEN

- U(y) - EX
U(x)

So x E argmax U(~), as was to be shown.
iEX

To show the implication, let x, y E SNE(G(C)) and suppose R(x) ~ R(y).
Without loss of generality, R(y)`R(x) ~ Ql. Below it is shown that the coalition

D-{iEN~yi~O,mi~{R(y)`R(x)}~0}

can profitably deviate from x, contradicting x E SNE(G(C)).
By Proposition 5.4.2(i), if i E D, then mi ~ R(x), so x; - 0 and u;(x) - 0.
Let f be a maximal flow in I'(y). By definition of R, every arc aj with j E
R(y)`R(x) is used to full capacity cj by f. Since this flow is generated entirely by
the members of D, one finds

dj E R(y)`R(x) : cj -~ f(aij)-
iED:jEm,

Player i E D contributes ~jEm;n{R(y)`R(r)}f(a;~) to the projects in R(y)`R(x) in
the maximal flow f. Define z E X by

x; ifi~D,
zi- ~. f(a ) ifiED.7Em;n{R(y)`R(r)} i1
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It will be shown that this deviation from x by the members of D will guarantee

the realization of R(x) U R(y), which is an improvement for the members of D. Let

g be a maximal flow in I'(x). A flow h in I'(z) is defined as follows.

1) Fori E N let h(a;) - z;.

2) ForiEN, E rn;, let

f(a;;) if i E D, j E R(y)~R(x),

h(ati~) -
g(a;;) otherwise.

3) For j E M let
0 if j~ R(x) U R(y),

h(a;) -
c; if j E R(x) U R(y).

Notice that h is a maximal flow in I'(z) and max flow(I'(z)) -~iEN z; -

-~;ERitluRlyl c; - min cut(I'(z)). Hence R(z) - R(x) U R(y). Then for each

i E D: u;(z) - w~ - z1 1 0- u;(x), contradicting x E SNE(G(C)). ~

Since by Theorem 5.4.5 each strong Nash equilibrium induces maximal utilitarian

welfare, the corresponding profile of individual net-payoffs defines a pre-imputation

of the realization game. Next we will show that each of these pre-imputations are

core allocations of the realization game. To be more precise, there is a one-to-one

correspondence between the set of all strong Nash equilibria and the subset of the

core of the realization game where players with zero payoffs are null players. In

other words, the set of strong Nash equilibria naturally corresponds to the largest

subset of the core that maximizes the number of players with positive rewards.

Recall that i E N is a null playerfor a TU-game (N,v) if for all S C N`{i} it

holds v(SU {i}) - v(S). So a null player i is a dummy player with v({i}) - 0(see

e.g. Shapley (1953)). With the set of all null players of a game (N, v) denoted by

null(N, v), we have the following.

Theorem 5.4.6 Let 7Z -(N, M, m, w, c) be a realization problem. Let (N, v~ )

and C~ - (N, (X,),EN, ( u~);EN) be the corresponding cooperative realization game
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and noncooperative contribution game, respectively. Then there exists a one-to-one
correspondence from the set of strong Nash-equilibria of C~ to

h :- {u E core(N,v~) ~ u; - 0 implies i E null(.N,v~)}.

Proof. Theorem 5.4.5 states that in each strong Nash-equilibrium the same subset
of M is realized. Call this subset R. Define N~ to be {i E N ~ m; C R}. Let
i E Nt. Then m; is realized in any strong Nash-equilibrium y, so the reward
w; of player i contributes to U(y). Hence, vn(N) ] v~(N`{i}). Because of the
convexity of v~, there exists a core-element u with u; - v~(N) - v~(N`{i}) ) 0.
Hence, u; ) 0 for every i E Nt. If i ~ Nf, then wi does not contribute to U(y)
for any strong Nash-equilibrium and therefore v~(N) - v~(N`{i}). So u; - 0 for
every core-element u. We conclude that N~ -{i E N ~ u; ) 0} for any u E It .
Now let u E Ií . We define x(u) as follows:

w;-u; ifiENt(sou;)0)

0 ifi~N~(sou;-0).

We prove that x :- x(u) is a strong Nash-equilibrium. Firstly we have to show
that x; is a strategy of player i, i.e. that r; E[O,w;). This is the case since for all
i E N~, u; ~ 0 and ui c v~(N) - v~(N`{i}) C w;. We have:

~xi- ~wi-~ui- ~wi-v~(N)- ~w;-(~wi-~cj)-~cj.
iEN iEN~ iEN iENt iENt iENf jER jER

Hence, in order to prove that U(x) is maximal (and thus, by Theorem 5.4.4, x is
a strong Nash-equilibrium), we have to show that R(x) - R. That is, for every

j E R, there must exist a minimum cut in F(x) of which aj is a member. We know
a cut with capacity ~iEN xi of which aj is a member: take all ares of the players
i with x; - 0 and all ares of elements in R. Hence, it is sufficient to show that a
minimum cut has (at least) capacity ~iEN xi. Let (S, Q) be a minimum cut (here
S C N and Q C M). Then m; C Q for all i E N`S. The total capacity of (S, Q)
equals ~iESx; -f ~jEQ cj. We have:

~ xi ~- ~ cj 1~ xi f ~ cj 1~ xi f ~ w; - v~(N`S) ~
iE5 jEQ iES jE~J,EN`Sm~ iES iEN`S
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! ~ .Z'i ~ ~ (wi - ui) ! ~ ~i ~ ~ 2i - L ~i.

i!lE~~S iE.h~`S iES iEN`S iEN

The first inequality holds because (S, Q) is a cut, the second one follows from the

definition of vR and the third one follows from the assumption that u is a core

element.

Now let ~ be a strong Nash-equilibrium of C~. Then u-(ui(x));EN can be consid-

ered as an allocation of v~. Because, by Theorems 5.4.4 and 5.4.5, U takes its max-

imum at x, the allocation u is efficient, i.e. ~iENUi - v~(N) (- maxyEX U(y)).

Let S C N. In order to show that u E core(N, v~), we must prove that ~iES ui ~

v~(S). Because, u) 0, we can assume that v~(S) ~ 0.

Let Sf C S be a smallest subcoalition of S such that v~(S) - v~(Sf). Then:

v~ (S) -~ iES}
w` -~~EQ c~, in which Q - UiESt m;. We prove that Q C R. Let

i E S~ ( since v~(S~) ~ 0, S} ~~). Then v~(Sf)-v~(Sf`{i}) ~ 0. By convexity,

we get v~(N) - v~(N`{i}) ) 0. Hence, the grand coalition strictly benefits from

the fact that i is one of its members, so wi contributes to the value of N. Therefore,

mi C R.

Because in an equilibrium no money is wasted and a coalition only pays for projects

it needs, we have that ~iESt ~i C ~~ER c~'
Hence:

~ ui ~ ~ ui - ~ (wi - ~i) i ~ wi - ~ cj - vT2(S}) - v72(S).

iES iESf iES} iESf 7 EQ

We conclude that u E core(N,v~). To show that u E Il, consider a player i E N

with u; - 0. Then mi ~ R. Hence v~(.N) - v~(N`{i}). This gives that player i

is a null player.

To prove the one-to-one correspondence, one has to prove that for each y E Ií

we have: u(x(y)) - y and that for each strong Nash-equilibrium y, we have:

~(u(y)) - y.
These two statements are straightforward, since {i E N ~ u; ~ 0} -{i E N ~ m; C

R(y)} for every u E K and every strong Nash-equilibrium y. o



Chapter 6

Intermezzo: weighted constrained
egalitarianism

The constrained egalitarian solution of Dutta and Ray (1989) is a solution concept
for cooperative profit gamesl which combines commitment to egalitarianism and

promotion of individual interests in a consistent way. This solution is developed in

a framework where, on one hand, each member of the society believes in egalitari-
anism as a social value, and on the other hand, private preferences dictate selfish

behaviour. The constrained egalitarian solution, however, deals with completely
symmetric players. In many situations this seems an overly strong assumption.

For a discussion on examples where lack of symmetry is present, the reader is re-

ferred to Kalai and Samet (1987,1988) and Shapley (1981). It is assumed that the

asymmetries between the players are reflected by an exogeneously given vector of
positive weights, which is based on considerations not captured by the parameters
of the game itself.

In this chapter, which is based on Koster (1999c), we concentrate or the weighted
constrained egalitarian solution that promotes the minimization of differences in

weighted allocations subject to those constraints imposed by the selfishness of the
players. So if the vector of shares proportional to the individual weights is credible

1See Section 5.1.

141
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with respect to these restrictions, then it is the weighted constrained egalitarian
solution. In case all the players have equal weights, this approach leads again to
the Dutta and Ray solution. We will extend the result of Dutta and Ray (1989)
by showing that in general the weighted constrained egalitarian solution consists
of at most one element. Where the constrained egalitarian solution is based on the
Lorenz-ordering as an inequality measure, we use a weighted version like in Ebert
(1997,1999) and Jaffray and Mongin (1998).
Existence for the class of convex games follows essentially by replication of the
proof in Dutta and Ray (1989); a weighted version of the algorithm for calculation
of the constrained egalitarian solution works in our case. The notion of weighted
constrained egalitarian solutions extends to fully asymmetric situations through
the concept of hierarchical systems (see the weight systerns in Kalai and Samet
(1987,1988)). Again, this notion corresponds to at most one egalitarian allocation.
For convex games, we propose an algorithm for determining the constrained egali-
tarian solution incorporating a hierarchical system. It corresponds to the concept
of weighted constrained egalitarianism in Hokari (1998). Where this work gener-
alizes the results in Dutta and Ray (1989), Hokari (1998) generalizes the results
in Dutta (1990). By variation of the hierarchical systems, the related constrained
egalitarian solutions fill up the core. This result is analogous to that for the class
of weighted Shapley values (Monderer et al. (1992)).

6.1 Positive weights

Throughout this section we will assume a fixed and finite set of players N-
{1, 2, ..., n} for some natural number n) 1. Moreover, elements in ~ will be
considered as cooperative profit games. Suppose that an exogeneous asymmetry
between the players of N is described by a vector w E R~f. The constrained
egalitarian solution is based on the Lorenz-ordering as a measure of economic
inequality2. It is a measure that corresponds to the idea that a vector of payoffs x
is more equal than another vector y, if according to x each fraction of the population
consisting of the players with lowest payoffs gets (weakly) more than it would get in
case of y. This happens if and only if the Lorenz-curve for .~ gives (weakly) higher
values everywhere on its domain than that corresponding to y. For the asymmetric

ZFor an overview of inequality measures we refer the reader to Sen (1997).
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case with weight w we will use the following natural extension of this inequality

measure (see Ebert ( 1997,1998)) . For y E RN take a permutation vy : N-~ N

such that for all i E{ 1, 2, ..., Tx - 1}

y0y(t) ~ y0y(ifi)

woy~t) - woy~'tl)

Then the w-Gorenz curve for y is the piecewise linear function Ly :[O,w(N)] -~ R

with Ly(0) - 0 and Ly(woyl,l) -~~-1 yoyhl for all i E{ 1, 2, ..., n}, such that

it is linear on each of the intervals of type [O,woy~ll] and (woy~,~,woy~,~ll]. More

formally, for p E [O,woy~ll],
iyo

Ly (p) - P ' y t
woy~~)

and for p E ( woy~,~,woy~;~~l],i E {1,2,... ,n - 1},

w ~ ( ~ 1 yoy(t}1)
Ly (P) - yay(i) f Ì p - woy(i) J .

wOy(i}I)
~-1 7-1

Example 6.1.1 Let y -(9, 3, 6)T and w-(1, 2, 3)T. Then ~y(1) - 2, oy(2) - 3

and ay(3) - 1. Furthermore, Ly :[0,6] -~ R is defined through

2p if p E[0, 2],

Ly (p) - 2p - 1 if p E(2, 5],

9p - 36 if p E(5, 6].

a

Definition 6.1.2 Let x, y E RN. Then y weakly w-Lorenz dominates ~, notation

yL`~x, if Ly(p) j Li(p) for all p E [O,w(N)]. If yL"x and not xLwy, then y L~-

dominates x. The weighted Lorenz-ordering with respect to w is the partial order

on R~ defined by LW. Accordingly, x, y E RN are LW-comparable if xLwy or yLWx.

Example 6.1.3 Consider z-(4, 4, 4)T and y as in the above example. Then for

w-(1, 1, 1)T we have aZ -(1 2 3) and LÍ(p) - 6p for all p E[0,3]. It is easy to

show that Lz (p) ) Ly (p) for all p E(0, 3), and thus z L"-dominates y. a
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Example 6.1.4 The (weighted) Lorenz-ordering is not complete. Just consider
s-(4,5)T, y -(1,9)T and w-(1,2)T. Then oy -(I 2),Qr -(2 1), and thus

Ly (P) -
p if p E[0, 1], 22p if p E [0, 2],

Li (p) -
42p-3z ifpE(1,3] 4p-3 ifpE(2,3].

Then for p E(0,14) it holds that Li(p) ] Ly(p), while Lx(p) C Ly(p) for p E
(14,3). Therefore x and y are not LW-comparable. a

So by definition we have that y (weakly) w-Lorenz dominates x if it holds that all
fractions of the grand coalition N associated with the lowest weighted payoffs are
(weakly) better of with the allocation y than with x. Note that we do not restrict
ourselves to the comparison of only allocations x, y with .~(N) - y(N). In Example
6.1.4 we have x(N) - 9 C 10 - y(N). In our sense, ~ w-Lorenz dominates the
allocation y if, accordingly, all configurations of players with the lowest weighted
payoffs are better of with x than y. Only in this section we will only be concerned
with the more usual and restricted concept since we will compare only allocations
~ and y if they are feasible payoff vectors in the cooperative profit game (N, v) for
some coalition S C N, i.e. ~(S) - y(S) - v(S).

According to Dasgupta et al. (1973) and Rothschild and Stiglitz ( 1973) it holds
for two allocations x,y E RN such that ~(N) - y(N) and w - eN that ~ Lorenz-
dominates y if and only if x can be obtained from y by a finite sequence of progres-
sive transfers and permutations, i.e. if payoff is redistributed from a rich player
to a poor one this means a strict decrease of inequality in the Lorenz sense. Fur-
thermore, Atkinson ( 1970) shows that .~ Lorenz-dominates y if and only if x is
preferred to y by any increasing and concave social welfare function. Ebert (1997)
generalizes the ideas and shows the following equivalence. Denote by f2(w) for
w E R~t the set of all functions W: RN -i R such that there is a continuous,
increasing and concave function U: R-~ R with

z;
W(z) - ~w;U -

iEN w~

The characteristic U is seen as a normalized utility function, and W a corresponding
social welfare function taking into account the impacts of the different participants.
Ebert (1999) characterizes the weighted Lorenz ordering as follows.
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Theorem 6.1.5 (Ebert (1999)) Let ~, y E RN such that x(N) - y(N). Let

w E Rtt 6e a vector of weights. The following statements are equivalent

(i) xL"y,

(ii) W(x) ) W(y) for all W E S2(w).

Remark 6.1.6 Consider a cooperative profit game (N, v). In case w; - w~ for

all i, j E N then L" is no more than the well known Lorenz-ordering. The el-

ement (W~NIv(N));EN is the L"-dominant payoff vector in the hyperplane {~ E

RN ~ ~(N) - v(N)}.

Example 6.1.7 Let (N,v) E G such that N- {1,2,3}, v(N) - 12, and

let w- (2, 4, 9)T be the vector of weights. Then the corresponding vectors

of weighted payofFs for ~- (2, 4, 6)T and y- (6, 4, 2)T, respectively, together

with the corresponding ordering permutations, are (4, 16, 24)T, o-z -(1 2 3) and

(12,16, 8)T , Qy - (3 1 2), respectively. The reader may verify that y L"-dominates

~, and that the LW-maximal pre-imputation for (N, v) is (6, 3, 3)T, i.e., (6, 3, 3)T Lw~

for all x E I'(N, v). a

For A C Rh with Ií being a finite subset in 1fV, we define EW(A) as the set of all

payoff vectors in A that are w-Lorenz undominated within A. More formally, E`"

is the map on the domain {A ~ A C Rh for K C 1N, ~Ií ~ G oo} defined by

E"(A) -{~ E A ~ there is no y E A, y~ x such that yL"~}.

It is easy to construct examples of sets A for which E"(A) is empty. However, when

A is non-empty and closed, then E"(A) ~ 0. Secondly, for A C R, we have ~A~ - 1

and ~E"(A)~ - 1. In general E"(A) will not be a singleton set by the partial nature

of the w-Lorenz ordering. Fix a cooperative profit game (N, v). Analogous to what

has been done by Dutta and Ray (1989), we define the w-Lorenz cores of coalitions,

in a recursive way. The w-Lorenz core of a singleton coalition is L"({i}) :- {v(i)}.

Now suppose that the w-Lorenz cores for all coalitions of cardinality k or less have

been defined, where 1 G k G n. The w-Lorenz core of S C N with ~S~ - k~- 1 is

defined by

L"(S) :- {x E RS ~~(S) - v(S), ~T C S, y E E"(L`"(T)), y 1~T}.
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For (N, v) E r~, the subgame forT C N is game (T, v~T) E G such that v~T(S) - v(S)
for all S C T. The Lorenz core captures the idea of consistent egalitarianism, in
the sense that a coalition T may succesfully reject a proposed allocation, only if
it is able to show an egalitarian solution for its own subsociety, independent from
other players, in the subgame (T, v~T), implying a weak improvement for all, and
a strict improvement for at least one of the players in T. In the sequel, as no
confusion arises, we will write ELw(S) instead of Ew(L"(S)). If ~ E RT, and there
is S C T, y E ELW(S) with y )~S, we say that y w-Lorenz blocks x (Lw-blocks
~). In this fashion we will also say that S L"-blocks T. A coalition T will be
called viable if ELw(T) is nonempty. An w-constrained egalitarian allocation exists
if the grand coalition is viable for w. Then EL"(N) is the set of w-constrained
egalitarian allocations.

The approach is different from Arin and Iíiarra (1997) or Arin et al. (1998) who
focus on the core as the basic stability concept. In their terminology the egalitarian
set becomes the set of all Lorenz-undominated elements in the core. In this respect
we stress that we do not restrict ourselves to balanced games. Furthermore, for
2-person games the solution concepts coincide, since then the w-Lorenz core equals
the core of the game for all weight vectors w E R~f. We will give an example to
illustrate this.

Example 6.1.8 Consider the 2-person game (N, v), that is specified through
N- {1,2},v({1}) - 4,v({2}) - 3 and v(N) - 8. Then, for w -(z, z)T, we have
EL"({1}) - v({1}) - 4, EL`"({2}) - v({2}) - 3. Next we have

L"(N) -{~ E RZ ~ xl ~ x2 - 8,.~1 ~ 4 and ~2 ~ 3} - core(N, v).

The L"-dominant element in this set is ( 5, 3)T, and therefore EL"(N) -{(5, 3)T}.
a

There is no tight relationship between the existence of the egalitarian solution and
the balancedness of a game. Dutta and Ray (1989) shows that the egalitarian
solution exists in case (N, v) is convex. However, they provide an example of a
totally balanced game3 for which the egalitarian solution does not exist. As we will

3A game is fotally óalanced if all corresponding subgames are balanced.
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show, restricting ourselves to balanced games which are average convex' will not
help.

Example 6.1.9 Let (N,v) E t~ be the three person game defined by N-
{1,2,3},v(N) - l,v({1,2}) - v({1,3}) - s,v({2,3}) - v({2}) - v({3}) - 0
and v( { 1})- 3. For w-( 3, 3, 3)T, straightforward calculations yield ELW ({ 1})-
{v(1)} - 3, EL~({2}) -{0}, ELw({3}) -{0}, ELw({1, 3}) - EL`"({1, 2}) -
{(1e, 18)T}. But then Lw(N) -{x E Rt ~ x(N) - 1, xi ) i8} and therefore
EL"(N) -~, while (1, 0, 0)T E core(N, v). Moreover, it is easy to check that
(N,v) is average convex. a

Essentially, in the above example the constrained egalitarian solution does not ex-
ist for the reason that the Lorenz-dominant pre-imputation (á, 3, 3)T is blocked.
Shifting some power from the players 2 and 3 to player 1 restores nonemptiness,
as is shown in the next example.

Example 6.1.10 For the vector of relative weights (18,3,1)T in the game in
Example 6.1.9 we calculate, consecutively, EL"({i}) - v({i}) for i- 1,2,3,
EL"({1,2}) - {(3,9)T},ELw({1,3}) - {(I~s, ~8I)T},andELW({2,3}) - {(0,0)T}.
The w-Lorenz dominant pre-imputation for (N, v) is the vector y- (18 3 1 )T

z2 z2 ~ zz
It is easily verified that it is not blockable by any subcoalition in N. Therefore
it must hold EL"(N) -{y}. So we obtain EL"(N) ~~ while EL"~(N) - 0
for w' -(3, 3, 3)T. Especially we see that by changing the relative weights,
(non)emptiness of the weighted constrained egalitarian solution is not preserved.

a

The main result in Dutta and Ray (1989) applies to the generalized class of weight-
ed constrained egalitarian solutions.

Theorem 6.1.11 (Koster (1999c)) There is at most one w-constrained egalitarian
allocation for (N, v) E~ and w E R~~.

4A game (N, v) is average convex ( see Inarra and Usategui ( 1995)) if for all i E S C T C N it
holds that ~~ES {g(S) - g(S`{i})} C ~~ES {g(T) -g(T`{i})} .
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Proof. The theorem is proved as a corollary to Theorem 6.2.6. A positive weight
corresponds to the hierarchical weight system with {N} as the trivial hierarchical
structure. Nevertheless, we insist on a full proof here for reasons of transparency;
the main ideas will be preserved in the proof of Theorem 6.2.6.

Actually, in order to prove the above theorem, Dutta and Ray (1989) did most

of the job. In essence, the same type of reasoning applies here. However, the proof

is more subtle because of the weighted Lorenz orderings rather than the Lorenz

ordering.

We claim that ~ELW(S)~ G 1 for all S C N. Whenever ~S~ G 2, the above claim

is clearly true. Assume that for all coalitions S with ~S~ G k G n the claim holds.

We will show that it must hold for coalitions of size k f 1.

Suppose on the contrary, that there is a coalition of size k~ 1, S, and two distinct

allocations y, y' E ELW(S). Without loss of generality we assume that the indices

are numbered such that ~ C w~ for all i. Define i as the smallest integer fort -
which y~ ~ y,. Then either (i) y; G y; or (ii) y; ~ y;.

Case (i). 5uppose y; G y,. Then P(i, y') :- { j E S ~ ~' G W; }~ tQ. Define

M(i) :- {T C S ~ i E T,T is viable }. Choose any T E M(i). For every such

viable coalition T of size smaller than k, the existence of a vector yT such that

EL"(T) -{yT} is guaranteed by our induction hypothesis. Because y' E EL"(S)

it can not be L"-blocked by T. As a result one of the following statements must

be true:

~ Ta) yt 1 yt ~

b) y~ 1 yT for some j E T,

c) y'~ - y~ for all j E T.

Claim: If c) holds, then Tf1P(i, y') ~ 0. We prove this by contradiction. So suppose

it is not the case that T fl P(i, y') ~~. Then ~ 1~ for all j E T. But then we

have for j E T and 1 G j G i- 1, by definition of i, y~ - y~ - y~, yT - y; ~ y; and
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for j 1 i,

yT-yi~yi,y;,y~
w~ w~ - w; w; - w~

So yT 1 y~. But then y is LW-blocked by coalition T, thereby contradicting the
assumption that y E EL"(S). So the claim is established.

Now let M'(i) be the subset of coalitions of M(i) for which a) is true. Then
M'(i) ~ 0, because y; ~ y; ) v({i}), so {i} E M'(i). Choose b 1 0 so that the
following two inequalities are satisfied,

ó G min ' T
Ten~~~;~(y~ - y; ),

~w(y~ ~- z) G~ (y; - ó) for all j E P(i, y').
~ t

In the last inequality z is defined as ~P(i, y')~. We construct a feasible allocation
for S, y", in the following way,

~~ ~y~ - y~ for all j~ P(i, y') U{i},

n i
yt - y, - ó,

y~ - y~ -F. ~ for j E P(i, y').

Clearly, y" L"-dominates y'.
Notice that by the second condition on b the same ordering of the set of weighted
allocations is established. Then it is immediately seen that y"LW y'. So we have
arrived at a contradiction if we can show that no coalition T C S can L"-block y".

Discern three cases:

(I) Let T C S and suppose that T~ M(i). Then, either i E T and T is not
viable, or T is viable but i~ T. In the latter case, all the players but i get
more in y". Since T cannot block y' by assumption, it certainly cannot do
better than y", i.e. T cannot Lw-block y".

(II) By our choice of b, it is also clear that if T E M'(i), T cannot LW-block y".
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(III) If T E M(i), and satisfies b) or c), then we use the above claim and the
definition of y" to argue that there is j E T with y~ ) y~ . But then, also in
this case, T cannot L"-block y".

Since (I), (II) and ( III) together exhaust all possibilities, we must have y" E Lw(S)

and y"L"y, which gives the desired contradiction.

Case (ii) Suppose y; ~ y;. We can then assume, without loss of generality, that
P(i, y) :- { j E S ~ ~ G~} is not empty. Then, for if this is not true, ~-~ for~,, ~,, ~,, ~,,
all j 1 i. Since y, y' are both feasible, there must be some j] i such that ~ 1 w.

,
Then one can verify that there is a p' E(O,w(N)] such that Ly,(p) - Ly(p) on

[p',w(N)] and Ly,(p) C Ly(p) on (O,p'), meaning that yL"y', contradicting the

assumption that y' E EL"(S). So we may assume that P(i, y) ~ 0. Again, for

T E M(i) one of the following statements will be true

i Ta) y;~y;,

b') y~ ~ y~ for some j E T, j~ i, or

c') y~ - yT for all j E T.

Define M"(i) :- {T E M(i) ~ y; 1 yT}. Then M"(i) ~ 0, because y; ~ y; )

v({i}), so {i} E M"(i). Again, choose ó 1 0 small enough such that the following

conditions are satisfied,

b G min , T
TEtti~~t,l(y~ - y )

1 ó 1
-(y~ ~-) G -(y; - ó) for all j E P(
w~ z w;

Here z :- ~P(i, y)~. Just in the same way as before we define with ó, z a new
allocation y',

y~ - y~ for all j~ P(i, y) U{i},

y~ - y~ - ó,

y~ - yi ~ ~ for j E P(z, y)-
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Clearly y"L`"y. So if y` E ELW(S), we have a contradiction and the theorem is
proved. Check that given y E EL"(S), y" cannot be blocked by any viable coalition
T satisfying any one of the following conditions,

1) T ~ M(i),

2) T satisfies a'),

3) T satisfies b'), or

4) T satisfies c') and T f1 P(i, y) ~~.

So T can only Lw-block y`, when T E M(i), T satisfies c') and T fl P(i, y) -~.

In such a case, T cannot be a subset of { 1, 2, ..., i}. Suppose not. The com-
bination of condition c'), y; ~ y;, and y~ - y~ for j G i would imply y~ - y~ ~ y'~
for all j E'l with strict inequality for j- i. Then T would L"-block y', a contra-
diction.

So T is not a subset of { 1, 2, ..., i} and T nP(i, y) - 0. This means that w)~ for, -
all j E T. Then since ~ ) ~ ) . . . 1 ~, there is a t ) i with ~ - w~t' - . . . - ~

, - 2 - - f, ~

and with y~ G~ if t G k~- 1. But then, it cannot be the case that y~ ) y'~ for
all j E T while y; 1 y;. Since then by c') it would hold that T L"-blocks y',
by the fact that i E T. So there exists j E T, with i~ 1 G j G t such that
y~ ) yJ. If we take the smallest j with this property, we simply permute i and j
now, and leave all other indices unchanged, and notice that we are back in Case (i).

Therefore, no T C S can L"-block y', which contradicts y E EL"(S). This
completes the proof of the theorem. 0

In the sequel we will write CE5"(N, v) for the w-constrained egalitarian solution
associated with (N, v). When the weights are all equal, we will write CES(N, v).
The next achievement of Dutta and Ray (1989) is showing nonemptiness of the con-
strained egalitarian solution for the class of convex games. The result is construc-
tive; Dutta and Ray (1989) show an algorithm, though of exponential complexity,
for calculating CES(N, v) for convex (N, v). Essentially, the same approach gives
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the weighted constrained egalitarian solution (see also Hokari (1998)). The proce-

dure differs from that of Dutta and Ray (1989) only by the notion of average value
of coalitions. In Section 7.4 we will show that the procedure can be adaptated such

that the weighted constrained egalitarian solution is calculated in polynomial time

for standard fixed tree games.

Definition 6.1.12 The average value of a coalition S in a game (N, v) E~ for a

given vector x E R~ is given by
if ~(S) ~ 0,

v(S)
x(S)ax(v, S) -

0o if ~(S) - 0.

In this chapter we consider only aW(v, S) for w E Rff, so in this definition only

the first line applies. For convex games the set of coalitions that maximize the

average weighted value is closed under union, as we will show in the next lemma.

Lemma 6.1.13 If (N,v) is convea, then the set of coalitions that maaimize the

weighted average value is closed under vnion.

Proof. Let ~:- max {aW(v, S) ~ S C N}. Suppose there are two maximally

weighted coalitions S and T with aW(v, S) - a~,(v,T) - te. Then aW(v, SUT) C~,

since S and T have maximally weighted average value. 5uppose that aW(v, SUT) C
p. Then

v(SUT) c W~w(SUT)

-~~ {w(S) f w(T) - w(S n T)}

- v(S) ~- W(T)w(T) - ~(s)w(S n T)

- v(S) - v(T) - ~(s) „(snT) v(S n T)

~ v(S) f v(T) - v(S n T),

since W(s) ~~,(snT) ~ This contradicts with the fact that (N, v) is convex. O
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Lemma 6.1.14 If (N, v) is convex, then there is a unique maximally weighted

coalition that maaimizes the average value.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 6.1.13. ~

For a convex game (N, v) the weighted constrained egalitarian solution is calculat-

ed as follows.

Algorithm 6.1.15

1. Input: (N, v) E G, w E R~~.

2. Set vl - v, Nl :- N.

3. Repeat, as long as N; ~ 0, the following step.
If possible determine the unique maximally weighted coalition S; C N;, that

maximizes the weighted average value in v;. In presence of such a set S;,

define for j E S;, ALG~(N,v,w) :- w~a~,(v;,S;). Let N;~I :- N;`S;, and

define (N;fl,v;fl) E ~N'}' by

v; fl(S) :- v;(S U S;) - v;(S;) for all S C N;~t.

Stop if there is no such sel S;, and put ALG(N,~ , w) Ï- ~.

4. Output is ALG(N,v,w).

Dutta and Ray (1989) noticed that in case of a convex game (N,v) and with e-

qually weighted players, ALG(N,v,w) is the constrained egalitarian solution, the

Lorenz-dominant element in core(N, v). This result is easily extended in the next

theorem.

Theorem 6.1.16 (Koster (1999c)) Let (N,v) be convex. Then the allocation
ALG(N,v,w) equals CES"(N,v). Moreover it is the L"-dominant element in
core(N, v).

Hokari (1998) provides alternative expressions for calculating the weighted con-

strained egalitarian solution.
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Theorem 6.1.17 (Hokari (1998)) For odl w E R~t, we have

(i) for all i E N, CES; (v) - scNas3~ {TCS;{,} {w(S`T)(v(S)
- v(T)) 11 ,

~Z
(ii) CES"(N,v) - argmin ~w' ~x E core(N,v) ,

iEN ~

2

(iii) CESW(N,v) - argmin ,~W' ~x~ - wW~(N ) ~ ~ x E core(N, v) .

Remark 6.1.18 In convex games, the weighted constrained egalitarian solution
never gives coalitions of players less than their average values. It is this property
that Klijn et al. (1998) call equal dívision staóility in case of all weights being one.

It also plays a role in Selten (1972).

Dutta and Ray (1989) show that convexity is not a necessary condition in order to
ensure existence of the constrained egalitarian solution. It. is shown that whenever

the above allocation procedure determines an element in t,he Lorenz core for the

grand coalition N, then the resulting allocation is in fact the constrained egalitarian
solution. This result carries over to our model, using exact copies of the proofs in
Dutta and Ray (1989),

Theorem 6.1.19 (Koster (1999c)) Suppose ALG(N,v,w) ~ 0 determines an ele-

ment in L"(N). Then ELW(N) - {ALG(N,v,w)}, and consequentdy CESW(N,v) -

ALG(N, v,w).

An application to cooperative production

The notion of weighted constrained egalitarianism is generalized for the class
of all cooperative cost games in the obvious way, by simply reversing the strict
inequality sign in the definition of the w-Lorenz core. Then correspondingly the
weighted constrained egalitarian solution is the set of all w-Lorenz undominated
elements in the w-Lorenz core for N. Then the same proofs can be used to show
that the solution consists of one element at the most, and that nonemptiness holds
for the class of concave cost games. The weighted constrained egalitarian solution
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is calculated using an adaptation of Algorithm 6.1.15 where the focus is on the

maximally weighted coalition that minimizes the weighted average cost.

Recall the games discussed in Section 3.7 like the stand alone game and pessimistic

cost game. From Lemma 3.7.9 and Theorem 3.7.12 we know that the stand alone

cost game related to a cooperative production problem G- (q, a, c) E ICA~ with

concave c E CA~ is concave itself. This follows from the fact that the stand alone

cost game equals the pessimistic cost game in such cases. But then by Theorem

6.1.16 we obtain an easy way to determine the corresponding weighted constrained

egalitarian solution for a specified vector of weights c~ E fl~~t. Suppose that each

agent i E N demands a positive amount q; 1 0. Then with weight vector w - q we

show equality of the vector of average cost shares and the corresponding weighted

egalitarian solution for the stand alone game (N, c~A).

Theorem 6.1.20 (Koster (1999c)) Let c E CA~ be a concave cost function. Then

for G-(q, as„m, c) E ICA~ such that q E 1R~~ we have

CES9(N, ccA) - ~A(9, aSUm, c).

Proof. The concavity of c implies increasing returns to scale, i.e. the average

cost function is nonincreasing. Moreover, the stand alone cost game (N,c~A) is

concave. So the minimal average cost in the stand alone cost game is attained

by the grand coalition. Then the combination of Theorem 6.1.16 and Algorithm

6.1.15 implies

CESQ(N,cGA) -
9(N)cCA(N) -

4(N)c(4(N)) - ~A(q,a5~,c). O

We have also shown that the pessimistic cost game is obtained as the stand alone

cost game applied to the pessimistic cost function c~ E CAC on [0, q(N)], which

is derived from c by rearranging marginal costs in a proper way. But then by

Theorem 6.1.20 we immediately obtain that average cost shares equal the weighted

constrained egalitarian allocations where the demand vector is taken as the vector

of weights. A precise statement is given below.
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Theorem 6.1.21 (Koster (1999c)) Let G-(q,as„m,c) E ICAC. Then for the
related cost sharing proólem G- -(q, as„m, c~) E ICAC it holds that

SA A
~iFiS9(NieG-) - ~ (qiasumiC).

6.2 Hierarchical systems

Clearly, the above framework still lacks the possibility of dealing with completely
asymmetric situations, where it is socially desirable to enforce the largest trans-
fer of all the economic opportunities from a certain group of players S to those
in N`S, such that it is not in the interest of any subcoalition of S to separate.
S should enjoy as less as possible from the benefits of the grand coalition, apart
from what they are able to generate themselves through internal cooperation. Also
within S there may be a set S' of players that should have zero impact compared
to those in S`S', expressing that society demands the highest possible transfer of
the economic prosperity of this group to the higher rewarded players in N`S and
S`S'. We will focus on the situation where the society can enforce these transfers,
without needing the consent of players of S'. Still we will allow a proposed allo-
cation to be attacked by S' if some of its members are able to do better without
the support of other players. So society may enforce cooperation on a large scale,
but it has to be sensible to the possible disagreements raised by the selfishness of
the subgroups of players. A way to model fully asymmetric situations is by hier-
archical systems. The concept is, in mathematical terms, equivalent to the weight
systems in Kalai and Samet ( 1987, 1988) and Monderer et al. (1992). Using hierar-
chical systems, we will be able to generalize weighted constrained egalitarian ideas.

Definition 6.2.1 A hierarchicad system for N consists of an ordered pair E-
(S, W), where S-(Sl, Szi ... , Sk) is an ordered partition of N, and W-
(wl,wzi... ,wk) is the k-tuple with corresponding weights, w; E R}~ for all i E
{1,2,... ,k}.

The partition S stands for the hierarchical structure of the relative impacts. More
specifically, the players in S~ are said to have zero impact compared to those in S;
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whenever i G j. Within each such layer S;, we take ws, to represent the relative

weights. Note that whenever S is just the trivial partition such that k- 1 and

Sk -{ 1, 2, ..., n}, then we are back in a situation as we studied already in the

former section. A hierarchical system E-(S, W) for N defines for each T C N

a hierarchical system ET -(S7~, WT), where ST -(Tl, Tz, ..., T, ) is the ordered
partition of T induced by S, such that Tk - T fl .Sk for all k- 1, 2, ..., r, and

WT -(wT, i wT2 i.-. v wT, ) is the corresponding tuple of weight vectors from W in-

duced by S. Let T(0) - ÍD and T(i) - Uj-1T„ and for x E RT and i E{1, 2, ..., r},

denote the Lorenz mapping corresponding to xT, and the weight vector wT, by LT'.

On RT we define the Lorenz-ordering with respect to E as follows.

Definition 6.2.2 Let x, y E RT. Then y weakly E-Lorenz dorrcinates x, notation

yLEx, if for all i E {1, 2, ..., r} it holds

y(T(i - 1)) f Ly'(P) ? x(T( - 1)) -~ Li'(p) for all p E [0,1].

In case the above inequalities are strict for some i and p, then y L~-dominates x.

Basically, this ordering has the property that any transfer of profits to players in

top layers of the hierarchy is positively rewarded. 5uppose that we have two payoff

vectors, x and y, that prescribe the same payoff per layer. This means that for all

i E{1, 2, ... r} we have x(T(i)) - y(T(i)). Then yL~x if and only if the restriction

of y to each set T; is considered to be (weakly) more egalitarian than the restriction

of x to T;, if we use the weighted Lorenz-criterion as the measure of inequality and

take wT, as the corresponding weight vector.

Remark 6.2.3 The above extension of the usual Lorenz-ordering depends only on
the relative weights; for all a E R~f and ws, - a;ws,, i E { 1, 2, ... , k}, we have

xL~y t~ xL~y,

where E is the hierarchical system out of E with weights (cas;)tiE{i,z,...,k}.

Example 6.2.4 Let E-(({1},{2}),(1,1)) be a weight system for N-{1,2}.
Define x, y E RN by x- (1,1)T and y-(2, 0)T. For p E (0,1] we have Lyl}(p) )
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L{i}(T~) and

y~ -~ Lys}(P) - 2 f 0) 1~ P- xi f L{~}(P)~

Hence y LE-dominates ~. a

Analogous to the former section, we define the set of undominated allocations and
Lorenz cores with respect to a hierarchical system E as follows. For A C Rh with
Ií C N, we define the set E~(A) as the set of all elements that are undominated
within A with respect to LE. The E-Lorenz core of a single player i E N is defined
as {v(i)}. Given the E-Lorenz core for all coalitions of size k or smaller, we define
for S C N with ~S~ - k-~ 1 the E-Lorenz core by

L~(S) :- {~ E RS ~~(S) - v(S), ,~T C S, y E E~(L~(T)), y 1 xT} .

Instead of Ex(L~(S)) we will use a more convenient notation, i.e. ELx(S). In
the line of the former section a coalition S is considered viable for E if EL~(S))
is nonempty. We say that a E-egalitarian solution exists if the grand coalition is
viable for E.

Remark 6.2.5 It is immediately seen that core(S,v~s) C L~(S) for all S C
N, where ( S, v~s) denotes the subgame from (N, v) induced by S. Especially,
core(N, v) C Lx(N).

We will prove that there can be at most one constrained egalitarian solution with
respect to a particular weight system, and for trivial weight systems in particular
(see the statement in Theorem 6.1.11).

Theorem 6.2.6 The set CES~(N, v) consists of one element at most.

Proof. Essentially the proof hinges on ideas laid down in Dutta and Ray (1989).
Fix a TU-game (N,v). We claim that ~EL~(S)~ C 1 for all S C N.
Whenever ~S~ C 2, the above claim is clearly true. Assume that for all coalitions
S with ~S~ C k G n the claim holds. We will show that it must hold for coalitions
ofsizekfl.
Suppose on the contrary, that there is a coalition S of size k~- 1 and two distinct
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allocations y, y' E EL~(S). Let r(1), r(2), ..., r(q) be an increasing row of indices

such that S is the union of the sets Si :- S f1 S, Itl ~ 0 for t- 1, 2, ... , q. Let

m E {1, 2, ..., q} be the highest number such that ysm ~ ysm. Without loss of

generality we assume that the players in Sm are numbered 1 to ~Sm~ such that for

all i, j E{ 1, 2, ..., ~ Sm ~} with j] i it holds w 1~.
Define i as the smallest integer in Sm for which y; ~ y,. Then either (i) y; G y; or

~ii) y; ) y;.

Case ( i). Suppose y; G y,. Then

P(i~y~) :- U St U {j E Sm ~ ~Jj G 2J: (~~-wj wi JCCm

Define M(i) :- {T C S ~ i E T,T is viable}. Choose any T E M(i). For every

such viable coalition T of size smaller than k, the existence of a vector yT such that

EL~(T) -{yT} is guaranteed by our induction hypothesis. Because y' E EL~(S)

it can not be L~-blocked by T. As a result one of the following statements must

be true:

i T
a) yi , yi i

b) y~ 1 yT for some j E T, j~ i,

c) y~ - y~ for all j E T.

Claim: If c) holds, then T fl P(i, y') ~~. We prove this by contradiction. So

suppose it is not the case that T fl P(i, y') ~~. Then first of all T fl S~ - 0

for all t - 1, 2, ..., m- 1, and consequently T C Uq-mS`. Then ~ 1~~ for all

j E T(1Sm. But then we have for j E Ui-„~t1Stf1T as well as for j E{ 1, 2, ... , i-1 },

by definition of i,
T i - T i

yj - ~Jj - zJj ~ 1Ji - 2Ji ~ ~Ji.

Moreover, for j E T fl Sm such that j ~ i it holds

T i i
yj -y; )yi]yiiy'.
wj wj - w; w; - wj

So yT 1 yj. But then y is L~-blocked by coalition T, thereby contradicting the

assumption that y E EL~(S). So the claim is established.
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Now let M'(i) be the subset of coalitions of M(i) for which a) is true. Then
M'(i) ~ 0, because y,' 1 y; ) v({i}), so {i} E M'(i). Choose b~ 0 so that the
following two inequalities are satisfied,

b G min ' T
TEM'(i)(yi - yi )~

w(y' ~~) G w(y ; - b) for all j E P(i, y' ). (6.5)~
i i

In the last inequality z is defined as ~P(i, y')~. We construct a feasible allocation
for S, y", in the following way,

~~ ~y~ - y; for all j~ P(i, y') U{i},

,~ ,-óyi - yi ~

y~ - y~ f ~ for j E P(i, y').

Clearly, y" L~-dominates y', since a transfer is made only to players that are lo-
cated higher in the hierarchy, or players that have lower weighted payoffs.
Notice that by the second condition on b, per layer in the hierarchy, the same
ordering of the set of weighted allocations is established. Then it is immediately
seen that y"L~y'. So we have arrived at a contradiction if we can show that no
coalition T C S can L~-block y".

Discern three cases:

(I) Let T C S and suppose that T~ M(i). Then, either i E T and T is not
viable, or T is viable but i~ T. In the latter case, all the players but i get
more in y". Since T cannot block y' by assumption, it certainly cannot do
better than y", i.e. T cannot L~-block y".

(II) By our choice of b, it is also clear that if T E M'(i), T cannot L~-block y".

(III) Finally, if T E M(i), and satisfies b) or c), then we use the above claim and
the definition of y" to argue that there is j E T with y'~ 1 y~ . But then, also
in this case, T cannot L~-block y".
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Since ( I), (II) and ( III) together exhaust all possibilities, we must have y" E L~(S)

and y"L~y, which gives the desired contradiction.

Case ( ii). Suppose y; ~ y;. We can then assume, without loss of generality,
that

w~ w;P(Z~ ~J) ~- " S, U~~ E Sm I y, C yi ~~-i

is not empty. Then, for if this is not true, m- 1 and w-~ for all j E Sm with,
j~ i. Since y, y' are both feasible, there must be some j 1 i such that w' )~.,
Then one can verify that there is a p' E(O,w(Sm)] such that for w:- wsm,

Ly~(P) - Ly(P) 'f P E ~P~~w(Sm)]~

Ly~(P) c Ly(P) if P E(6~P~).

But this means that yL~y', since on layers S~ with t~ 1 the payoffs according to

y and y' are the same. This provides a contradiction with the assumption that

y' E EL~(S). So we may assume that P(i, y) ~ 0. Again, for T E M(i) one of the

following statements will be true

, T
a) yti)y;,

b') y~ ~ yT for some j E T, j~ i,

i Tc) y; - y~ for all j E T.

Define M"(i) :- {T E M(i) ~ y; ~ yT}. Then M"(i) ~~, because y; 1 y; 1
v({i}), so {i} E M"(i). Again, choose 6 1 0 small enough such that the following
conditions are satisfied,

S G min T
TEM~~(;1(yi - yi )

,~-i

~' ~y~ f b~ C ~` (y; - b) for all j E P(i, y). (6.7)
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Here z :- ~P(i, y)~. Just in the same way as before we define with b, z a new
allocation y',

y~ - y; for all j~ P(i, y) U{i},

y,` - y; - b,

y~ - yi f 2 for j E P(z, y).

Clearly y'LEy. So if y' E EL~(S), we have a contradiction and the theorem is
proved. Check that given y E EL~(S), y' cannot be blocked by any viable coalition
T satisfying any one of the following conditions,

1) T ~ M(i )~

2) T satisfies a'),

3) T satisfies b'),

4) T satisfies c') and T fl P(i, y) ~ 0.

So T can only L~-block y", when T E M(i), T satisfies c') and T fl P(i, y) - 0.
In such a case, T cannot be a subset of U9-mt~ S~ U{1,2,... ,i}. Suppose not.
The combination of condition c'), y; 1 y;, and y; - y~ for j G i or j E Ui-„ifl St
would imply yT - y; ) y~ for all j E T with strict inequality for j- i. Then T
would L~-block y', a contradiction.

So T is not a subset of ~f q-m}1 S` U {1, 2, ... , i} and T fl P(i, y) - 0. This means
that ~ )~ for all j E T fl Sm. Then combining, -

Tfl{jESm~ y' G y' }-0
l w; w;1JJ

together with the fact that the weighted payoffs of the playersin S are decreasing
in the corresponding index numbers, there is an r 1 i with ~-~-...-~w~ w~~ ~ wr
and with ~ G w if r G k~ 1. On the other hand, by c') it can not be the case
that y; 1 y~ for all j E T while y; ) y;. Since then T would L~-block y' because
i E T. So there exists j E T, with i -f 1 C j G r such that y~ ] y;. If we take the
smallest j with this property, we simply permute i and j now, and leave all other
indices unchanged, and notice that we are back in Case (i).
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Therefore, no T C S can LE-block y', which contradicts y E EL~(S). This
completes the proof of the theorem. O

In order to determine the set of weighted constrained egalitarian solutions, the
following algorithm denoted ALG' may be useful. It is based on the former algo-
rithm for games (N, v) with trivial hierarchical systems.
First we apply ALG to the subgame for the players in Sk with the corresponding
vector of weights wsk. If it returns the empty solution we stop: the weighted egali-
tarian solution is empty. Else we proceed with determining the allocation for each
of the players in Sk-1i by applying ALG on the reduced game vk-1 with correspond-
ing weight vector wsk-,. If ALG(Sk-l,vk-l,wsk-,) - 0, then so is ALG'(N,v,E)
and we stop. Otherwise we continue with the players Sk-x and the game v~-x, and
so on.

Algorithm 6.2.7

1. Input: game (N, v), hierarchical system E.

2. Fori-ktol

do ALG(.5;, v;, ws, )
if ALG(S;,v;,ws,) - ~, then stop and put ALG'(N,v,E) - 0.
else ALGS, (N, v, E) :- ALG(S;, v;, ws, ).

3. Output: ALG'(N, v, E).

Theorem 6.2.8 (Koster ( 1999c)) If 0~ ALG'(N, v, E) E LE(N), then
ALG'(N, v, E) - EL~(N).

Proof. Let z- ALG'(N, v, E) E LE(N), z~ 0. Take an increasing row
of numbers t(1), t(2), . .., t(k) E N such that {Si~;~~l, Se~a~x, ..., Se~;~~~} is the
collection of sets of players forming the partition of S;~I, induced by the above
algorithm in step k- i, for the calculation of ALG(S;, v;, ws, ). Then by Theorem
6.1.16 we have zsk - ELWSk(Sk) in the game vk, and so zsk - EL~(Sk). We
will prove the theorem by induction on the sets Si. More precisely, we will show
that for all j E{ 1, 2, ... , t(k) - 1} it holds that, for Sé :- U:~ki Si, for all 2 E
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{1,2,... ,t(k)},
zs~ ~ - EL~(S},) ~ zs~ - EL~(S~ ).

Suppose that this implication does not hold for some j. If it would be the case that

zst ~ LE(S~ ) then z ~ L~(N), a contradiction. So there must be an y E EL~(S~ )

that LE-dominates zs~ . Let q :- max{e ~ j ~ zs~ ~ ys~}. Then there is p E S9

such that (i) yp C zp and (ii) for all k E T- {s E Sq ~ W ~~}, we have ye G ze.
- P

By the construction of z, T- S9 U S9 U... U S9 for some t C t(q). By hypothesis

zTusq , - EL~(T U Sq}1). But then T U Sq~l L~-blocks y, and so y~ L~(S~ ), a

contradiction. So, we proved the necessary induction step. ~

Especially, this means that whenever ALG'(N, v, E) determines a core element

of (N, v) then it is the weighted egalitarian solution. A sufficient condition for

this to happen is convexity of (N, v). In that case ALG'(N, v, E) determines the

sequential weighted Dutta-Ray solution of Hokari ( 1998).

Theorem 6.2.9 (Koster (1999c)) If (N, v) is convea, then ALG'(N, v, E) -

CES~(N, v).

Proof. By Theorem 6.2.8 it sufFices to prove that 0~ ALG'(N, v, E) E core(N, v),

since core(N, v) C L~(v) (see Remark 6.2.5).

Let z- ALG'(N, v, E). First of all, we have z~~ since zs, - CES`"S~ (S;, v;) ~ 0
by convexity of v;. Let T C N. By convexity of (N, v) it holds for all i E
{ 1, 2, . . . , k} that

v~~Ui(S; nT)~-v ~~-U 1(S; nT)~ C v(Ué-i}1ScU(S;nT))-v(Ué-1Se) - v;(S;nT).

Together with the fact that CESWS~ (S;, v;) E core(S;, v;) and hence z(S; n T) ~
v;(S; n T) for a11 i E{1, 2, ..., k}, we thus have

k k

v(T) ~~ v;(S; n T) ~~ z(S; n T) - z(T).
:-i ;-i

This means that z E core(N, v). O
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Remark 6.2.10 Consider a convex game (N, v) and a weight system E. Let

Ai, A2i ..., AP be the coalitions that are consequetively calculated by Algorithm

6.2.7. Then observe that for for all i and j E A; we have

CES~(v) - w
(A,) ~v `t~aAt~

- v
(~~U iA`) } '

Monderer et al. (1992) show that by varying the weight systems, the weighted

Shapley values cover the core of a convex game. We will show, in a constructive way,

that for nonnegative convex games the set of all weighted constrained egalitarian

solutions coincides with its core.

Theorem 6.2.11 (Koster (1999c)) Let (N,v) be convex and v(S) ~ 0 for all

S C N. Then for each x E core(N, v) there is a hierarchical systenz E such that
CES~(N, v) - x.

Proof Let (N, v) be a nonnegative and convex game and let x E core(N, v). By
nonnegativity of (N, v) it follows that x 1 0. Define SI -{i E N ~ x; ~ 0} and
SZ -{i E N ~ x; - 0}. We distinguish between the following cases.

Case (i). Suppose SZ - (D. Take w- x as the weight vector for Sl - N and
let E-({N},w) be the corresponding hierarchical system. 5ince x E core(N,v)
we have w(S) - x(S) ] v(S) for all S C N with equality for S- N. So we may
take N as the largest coalition for which the weighted value is maximal, i.e. 1.

Then CES~(N, v) - CES; (N, v) - x;W~N~ - x;, for all i E N.

Case ( ii). Suppose Sz ~ 0. Then we discern two cases:

Case (ii'). If Sl - 0 then define w E R~~ by w; :- ~N~ and define correspond-
ingly a hierarchical system E-(S2iw). It is clear that CES~(N, v) - ON - x.

Case ( ii"). In case Sr ~ 0, define weight vectors wr for Sl and w2 for SZ, by
w1 :- xs, and w2; :- 1 for all i E S2. Then, according to the above Theo-
rem 6.2.9 the weighted constrained egalitarian solution corresponding to the hi-
erarchical system E -((Sl, S2), (wr,w2)) is calculated using the following rela-
tions: CESSI ( N, v) - CES`"' (Sr, vi) and CESSZ(N, v) - CES"2(52i v2), where
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v~(S) :- v(S U SZ) - v(SZ) for all S C Si and v2(S) - v(S) for all S C S2. For

S C S2 it holds 0- x(S) 1 v(S) ~ 0, and thus v(S) - 0. Hence it follows easily
that CESSz(N,v) - 0. But v(SZ) - 0 implies vl(S) - v(SU S2) for all S. Ac-
cording to the first algorithm we obtain the first weighted constrained egalitarian
values of players in S~ by considering the maximal coalitions attaining the maximal
weighted value

vl(S) v(S U S2)
wl(S) - x(S) .

Since ~ E core(N, v) it holds that ,z(S) - x(S U S2) ~ v(S U Sz) and thus

W;~~) G 1 for all S C Sl.

In Lemma 6.1.14 we proved that the set arg max {~lsl ~ 0~ S C N} is closed

under union. So the maximal coalition in Sl that maximizes the weighted value is
Sl, since by ~ E core(N,v) it holds w~(Sl) -.x(Sl) -~(N) - v(N) - v(Si U Sz)
and thus v' S' - 1. Then for the players i in this maximal set Sl, the weightedw,(s~)
constrained egalitarian values with respect to E are thus

CES~(N, v) - wl; vl(Sl ) -~; v(N) - x;.
w,(S,) v(N)

Hence, CES~(N,v) - ~. p



Chapter 7

Sharing the cost of a tree network

In this chapter the focus will be on the class of cooperative cost games that arises
from standardfiaed tree enterprises (cf. Maschler et al. (1995)). A standard fixed

tree enterprise is the mathematical model for the following situation. There is
a fixed and finite set of agents who are connected via a fixed tree network to a

special location that is called the root. We seek to allocate the cost of this tree

for cases where the connections within the network is costly. Many real-life sit-
uations can be modelled to fit in this general setting. For instance, consider the
problem of allocating the maintenance cost of an irrigation network or a cablevi-
sion network, setting airport taxes for planes or setting dredging fees for ships. In
a natural way each standard fixed tree problem gives rise to a cooperative cost
game, the staredard fixed tree garne, such that the agents are the players and the
cost of a coalition of players is related to the minimal expenses for connecting all
its members to the root. This makes it possible to investigate this type of alloca-
tion problems with techniques from cooperative game theory. Extensive study of
essentially the same type of situations has resulted in a long list of papers (see Bird
(1976), Claus and Granot (1976 ), Megiddo (1978), Galil (1980), Granot and Hu-
berman (1981), (1984), Granot and Granot (1992), Granot et al. (1996), Granot
and Maschler (1998), Maschler et al. (1995)). Related problems with applications
to standard fixed tree problems are discussed in Moulin and Shenker (1995) and
Young (1998). The special case when the underlying structure of the game is a

167
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chain, is also known as the airport problem and considered by several authors (Lit-

tlechild (1974) , Littlechild and Owen (1977), Littlechild and Thompson (1977),

Dubey (1982), Potters and Sudhdlter (1999), Aadland and Kolpin (1998)), van

Gellekom and Potters (1999), and Bergantino and Coppejans (1997).

This chapter is based on the results in Koster et al. (1998a), Koster (1999c) and

BjOrndal et al. (1999). In Section 7.1 the class of standard fixed tree games is char-

acterized, thereby explicitly pinpointing the special underlying structure. It is a

well known fact that standard fixed tree games are nicely behaved in the sense that

they are monotonic and concave cost games which have consequently a large core.

The importance of this aspect and the implications of the tree structure become

clear in Section 7.2, where we characterize the core in three ways and investigate

its geometrical structure. Monderer et al. (1992) show that each core element of a

concave cost game can be obtained as a weighted Shapley value. In Section 7.3 a

constructive proof of this fact is given for standard fixed tree games. Recall that

in Chapter 6 it is proved in a constructive way that the weighted constrained e-

galitarian solutions cover the core of a positive valued concave game, and thus the

core of a standard fixed tree game. In Section 7.4 the focus is on an algorithm of

polynomial complexity to compute the weighted constrained egalitarian solution

for the class of maintenance games, a special subset of the standard fixed tree

games. In a way that is very natural, but particular to the case of standard fixed

tree games, dual weighted Shapley values and weighted constrained egalitarian al-

locations are duals of each other. We show that both sets of allocations can be

seen as the result of a dynamical process of locally distributing the costs of the ares

forming the tree. While a weighted Shapley value is a down-home allocation in the

sense that it is determined by splitting incremental costs from the root to the leafs

(Section 7.3), a weighted constrained egalitarian allocation is of home-down type,

splitting the incremental costs from the leafs to the root (Section 7.4). The above

terminology is inspired by the painting story in Maschler et al. (1995), which

describes a dynamic process of the distribution of costs. Monotonicity properties

for both above mentioned classes of solutions can be obtained easily from this

dynamic approach. In Section 7.5 we provide two characterizations for the con-

strained egalitarian solution as a cost sharing mechanism. It is shown that among

the class of cost monotonic mechanisms these mechanisms are core selectors. It is,
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on one hand, the only mechanism that minimizes the range of cost shares, and,
on the other hand, the only mechanism that maximizes Rawlsian welfare. Finally,
analogous results for weighted constrained egalitarian cost sharing mechanisms are
discussed.

7.1 The standard fixed tree game

Maschler et al. (1995) study the cost games arising from fixed tree networks. A

fixed tree network I' -(V, E, b, c, N) is given by the following:

(i) (V, E) is a tree, i.e. a directed graph' without circuits with vertex set V and

are set E.

(ii) One vertex, r, has a special meaning and is called the root of the tree; each

vertex in the graph is reachable from the root.

(iii) There is a cost function c: E~ R on the ares of the tree.

(iv) There is a cost function b: V--~ R on the vertices of the tree.

(v) N is the society of players, each of its members i is located at some vertex

v(i) E V, and for v E V the corresponding set of players is denoted by N,,.

For every vertex v~ r there is a unique path P„ from the root r to vertex v,
i.e. the subgraph (V', E') of G, such that V' - {r, vl, vZ, ... , vp-1i vp, v} and

E' -{(r, vl), (vl, vz), ... ,(vp-1i vy), (vp, v)}. A vertex v' is on the path P„ if v' E V'.

The vertex on Pv connected to v, vp, is called the predecessor n(v) of vertex v. In
this terminology the ares are directed away from the root. The edge (a(v), v) is

denoted by e,,. The set of all vertices v' such that v-~r(v') is denoted by ~r-1(v).
The precedence relation (V, ~) on the set of vertices is defined by

v'~v~v'isonthepath P,,.

If v' ~ v we say that v' precedes v. Analogously we define the precedence relation

on the are set (E, ~). A trunk of G- (V, E) is a set of vertices T C V, which is

1Here we slightly deviate from the original setting of an undirected graph; nevertheless the
interpretation and results do not change.
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closed under the precedence relation defined above, i.e. v' E T and v~ v' implies

v E T. An ov,tgoing arc of T C V is an element e„ - (n(v), v) E E such that

~(v) E T but v~ T. The number of outgoing ares oí v E V is denoted by d(v).

A leaf is a node v E V with d(v) - 0. The followers of v E V constitute the set

F(v) -{i E N ~ v~ v(i)}. For T C V we define NT :- UvETN,,, the set of all

inhabitants of T. We have i E F(v(i)) for all i E N, and the property that if v' is

on the path P,,, then F(v) C F(v').

Definition 7.1.1 For a trunk T the total cost is given by

C(T) - ~ {c(e„) -~ b(v)} -~ b(r).
vET`{r}

In addition, the cost for a coalition S is defined by

cr(S) - min{C(T) ~ S C U N„ and T is a trunk}. (7.1)
- vET

(N, cr) is called the fi2ed tree garae corresponding to I'.
In a standard fiaed tree network the following additional properties are assumed:

(a) The cost function assigns non-negative numbers to ares

(b) The costs on vertices are zero.

(c) The root is not occupied, i.e. Nr - 0.

(d) Nv ~~ whenever v is a leaf.

(e) There is no unoccupied vertex v~ r with precisely one outgoing arc, i.e.

Nv~Oifv~randd(v)-1.

(f) The root has one outgoing arc, i.e. d(r) - 1.

For standard fixed tree networks I', the corresponding coalitional game (N, c~) is
a standardfised tree game.

Below we will leave out the cost function on the vertices, b: V-~ R, from the
definition of a standard fixed tree network. In addition, we will frequently write G
for the graph defined by (V, E). In this way I' -(G, c, N) stands for the standard
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fixed tree network (V, E, b, c, N) in the above terminology.

Remark The (standard) fixed tree enterprises fit in the description of the model

of Chapter 5. Let the different ares be the set of public projects to be realized.

Then for each player i E N the ares on the corresponding path P„~,~ to the root

constitute the set of projects m;. Moreover, the class oí standard fixed tree games

is a proper subset of the class of demand cost cooperative games introduced by

Izquierdo et al. (1999).

Lemma 7.1.2 For a standard fixed tree problem I' -(G, c, N) it holds

cr(S) -~ c(e„) for all S C N, (7.2)
vETS

where TS is the smallest trunk containing all vertices at which the players in S are

located, i.e. TS -{v E V ~ w' E V, Nv~ fl S~ 0 and v~ v'}.

Proof. This follows directly by combining the fact that c is nonnegative and

equality (7.1). ~

Below we will focus on alternative ways to represent standard fixed tree games.

However, we need to introduce some additional terminology first.

For (N,g) E G and coalition T C N the corresponding (Harsanyi) dividend is the

real number O9(T) defined through

og(T) - ~ ( -1)iTi-isig(s). (7.s)
S:S~T

For S C N`{0} the unanimity game (N, us) E~ is defined by

us(T) -
1 ifSCT,

0 otherwise,

for all T C N. The set of all unanimity games serves as a basis for G since for all

(1V, g) E ~ we have

9 - ~ O9(T)uT. (7.4)

TCN`{0}
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Recall from Section 3.7 that for each cooperative cost game (N, c) the dual cost
game (N,c') is defined by putting c"(S) :- c(N) - c(N`S) for all S C N. Then
~: g ~--~ g' defines a linear operator with the property that for all games (N,g) we
have (g')' - g. For example, the dual of the unanimity game (N, us), ( N, us), is
determined by

1 ifTnS~O,
us(T) -

0 otherwise,
for all T C N. Then by dualization we see that the set constituted by these dual
unanimity games forms a basis for ~, since for all cost games (N,g) E G we have

g - ~ ~g.(T)uz. (7.6)
TCN`{0}

Granot et al. (1996) prove that a standard fixed tree game is concave. This result
also follows from the next proposition, which deals with the representation of the
cost game (N, cr) with respect to the basis {(N, us)}scN~{e}.

Proposition 7.1.3 Let I' -(G, c, N) be a standard fixed tree problem. Then the
associated cost game ( N,cr) can be represented as

cr - ~ c(ev)u.
Np~„~.

vEV`{r}

Proof. Let S be a nonempty coalition. It follows from Lemma 7.1.2 that S has to
pay the cost of arc e„ in E if and only if there is a player j in S such that j E NF~„1. ~

Example 7.1.4 Consider the 3 player standard fixed tree problem as is graphically
depicted in Figure 7.1. The different vertices are depicted as circles. Each of
the encircled numbers corresponds to the location of the corresponding player.
The black vertex indicates the absence of players here. The root is depicted as a
triangle below. Furthermore, the ares in the tree network are represented by the
line segments connecting the different vertices. The cost of a specific link is put
next to the corresponding line segment. For this situation we have

cr - 2u{i} f 2u{s} ~ 4u{z,s} f 3u{i,z,s}.
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3

Figure 7.1: A standard fixed tree problem.

a

So each standard fixed tree game (N, c~) is a positive cost game, i.e. c~ is a positive

linear combination of dual unanimity games. In this way we obtain the concavity of

standard fixed tree games (cf. Granot et al. (1995)) in an immediate and alternative

way, by the fact that positive cost games are concave. The following result is a

characterization of the standard fixed tree games within the cone of positive cost

games, by considering the Harsanyi dividends of the cost game (N,c~~).

Theorem 7.1.5 Let (N, c) 6e a cost game and suppose that there is a collection

of coalitions in N, T, such that c-~TETCTUT and cT ) 0 for all T E 7. Then

the following statements are equivalent:

(~) (N, c) is a standard faxed tree game,

(~~) For Tl, Tz E T it holds that Tl C T2i T2 C Tl, or Tl fl Tz - 0.

Proof. (~) ~(~~): Let F-(V, E, k, N) denote the standard fixed tree network

corresponding to (N, c). Hence, according to Lemma 7.1.2 we have

c - ~ k(e„)uNF~~~.
vEV`{r}

So 7 equals {NF~„~ ~ v E V`{r}, k(e„) ~ 0}. Then 7 satisfies the properties as in

(~~). Take Tl, TZ E 7. So there are vl, v2 E V such that T; - NFI,,,~ for i- 1, 2.
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We distinguish between two cases. Firstly, if vl E P„Z or v2 E P,,, , then either
F(v2) C F(vi) or F(vi) C F(vz), meaning Tr C Tz or Tz C Tr. In case vz ~ P(vi)
and vr ~ P„2, then it must hold Tl f1 TZ - NFI,,,I n NFl„2i - 0.

(~~) ~(~): Assume a collection of coalitions T in N with property (~~). We
will construct a standard fixed tree network I' - (V, E, k, N) using c and T. Let
vT define a vertex in V for each T E T U{N}. To complete the definition of V
we add an additional and special vertex r (the root). Define f: V--~ T U{N} by

f(vT) :- T and f(r) -(~. The are set E is constructed as follows. First of all let
(r, vN) be a member of E. Next, for vT, vs E V`{r} we define

(vT,vs)EE~SCTandSCUCTimpliesU-SorU-T.

The set of players located at v E V is defined by N„ : - f(v)`f (~r-'(v)). Define a
cost function k: E-j R~ by

k(e) :-
0 ife-(i,j),N~-Oorj-vNandN~T

cT if e- ( j, vT) for some T E T.

We claim that I' - (V, E, k, N) is a standard fixed tree network. We need to check
conditions ( i), (a), (c), (d) and (e) only, the rest of the properties involve trivialities.

(i): (V, E) is a connected directed graph t,hat contains no circuits. Connected-

ness is easily deduced: For each T E T there is a sequence Tl, Tz ..., Tp E T

such that T- T~, (vT,~,,vT,) E E for all i E{1,2,... ,p - 1} and (vN,vTP) E E.
Then together with (r, vN) this completes the sequence of ares connecting vT with

r. In addition it is easily seen that (V, E) contains no circuits. If there would be
one, then it would be possible to find a sequence T~ , T2i ..., Tp E T of different
coalitions such that (vT,, vT, f, ) E E for all i E { 1, 2, ..., p- 1} and (vT,, vT, ) E E.
Then by definition of E it must hold T~ C Tp C Tp-1 ... C T3 C T2 C Tl, which
gives the desired contradiction.

(c): there are no players at the source since f( r) - 0, which implies Nr - 0.

(d): N„ ~~ whenever v is a leaf, since by definition a leaf is of type vT for
some nonempty T E T and N,,,. - T`f (~r-1(vT)) - T`0 - T.
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(e): Take vT E V`{r} and assume that d(v) - 1. This means that there is
a unique T' E T such that vT~ - n-'(vT). By construction it then must hold

T'CT. HenceN„-T`T'~0.
So, by checking the necessary conditions we have shown that I' is a standard tree
network.
We will now show that the corresponding standard fixed tree game (N,cr) rep-

resents the same cost game as (N,c). Recall the definition of the set of followers

F(v) of a node v E V. By construction of (V, E) we have the property that

NF~„Tl - T for all T E T. Then by considering the decomposition of (N, c~) into

dual unanimity games and the definition of k we obtain

C~ - ~ k(ev)uNF(~) - ~ k(evT)uNF(~z)
vEV`{r}

~ CruNF(~T)
TET

TETu{!V}

~ CT7LT - C.

TET

Remark 7.1.6 The restrictions (c), (d) and (f ) in the definition of the standard

tree network are not severe. For instance the assumption ( c) that the root is not

occupied, can be relaxed. As Granot et al. (1996) pointed out, we can always add a

zero-cost arc from a new unoccupied root to the original root without changing the

associated cost game. Similarly, the cost game is not changed if we just leave out

the leafs at which none of the players is located, so (d) is not indispensable. Also

the requirement ( f) that there is only one arc leaving the source is not essential for

any of our results. Suppose on the contrary that more than one arc leaves the root.

In the obvious way we define the associated cost game (N, cr). Then ( N, c~) can be

deco~reposed (Shapley ( 1971)) into p? 2 com.ponents, each component being itself

a maintenance problem. That is, there exists a partition {Nl, ... , Nr} of N into p

nonempty subsets such that c~(S) - c~(S fl Nl ) f...~ c~(S fl Np) for all S C N.

The restrictions of cr to each element of the partition are called components and

they correspond to the various subtrees emanating from the root. The latter is

expressed by the fact that for all S C N it holds that, given i E{ 1, 2, ..., p},

c~(S fl N;) - crN (S fl N;),
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where I'N, indicates the graph restricted to the component formed by the vertices
in N;. The solution concepts of our concern are consistent in the sense that the
restriction to each coalition N~ of the solution for N equals the solution for the
corresponding component. For instance, it is verified (Shapley (1971), Granot and
Huberman (1981)) that the core of the game (N,cr) is simply the Cartesian prod-
uct of the cores of the various components.

Assumption 'To further fix ideas, for the next sections on standard fixed tree
games, we will focus on the special cases, where at each vertex, except the root,
there is exactly one player. Then we will identify the player set N with the set
of vertices V~{r}. So, for instance, if e -(~r(i),i) for some i E N, then we will

denote this arc by e;. Sometimes it will be useful to write c; for the cost c(e;).

Below we will interpret the formal model as a description of the situation where
the players have only one objective and that is to connect themselves to the root.

In order to have access to the root the players have to maintain the necessary

costly ares, which will deteriorate otherwise. In this respect, to indicate the non-
standardness of our problem setting, we will focus on maintenance problems and
maintenance games.

Definition 7.1.7 A standard fixed tree network with exactly one player at each
vertex other than the root is a maintenance problem. The game induced by a
maintenance problem is a maintenance game.

The above assumption is not crucial for most of the results below, due to the fol-
lowing observations. First of all, consider a situation with empty vertices, i.e., say,
for the standard fixed tree network I' - (V, E, c, N) it holds that there is at most
one player in each vertex and ~N~ G ~V`{r}~. We construct a new network I" with
all occupied vertices (outside the root) as follows. Define V' :- {v E V ~ N„ - Ol},
the nonempty set of empty vertices in V(outside the root). For each v E V' we
create an additional artificial player i„ located at v, and let N' be the set of all the
newly introduced players, i.e. N` :- {i„ ~ v E V'}. Consider the corresponding
standard fixed tree network for the new situation, that is I„ :- (V, E, c, N U N`).
The relation between the cores of the corresponding standard fixed tree games
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(N,c~) and (N U N',c~.) is shown in the next proposition.

Proposition 7.1.8 Get x 6e a vector of cost shares for I". Then the following two

statements are eqvivalent:

(i) .r E core(N U N`,cr.) and ~N. - 0,

(ii) xN E core(N,cr).

Proof. Straightforward and left to the reader. ~

We may invoke Proposition 7.1.8 to obtain results regarding the core of the initial

standard fixed tree game (,N,cr-) by restricting the core of the larger game to the

elements that specify zero payments for each of the artificial players.

Now assume that each vertex outside the root is occupied with at least one player.

We will show how to construct a related maintenance problem I' inducing the same

cost game. Let v E V`{r} be a vertex with ~N„~ - k 1 1. Create k-1 new vertices

v~, v2i ..., vk-I and redistribute the k players in N„ such that in the new situation

there is exactly one player in each of the vertices v, vl, v2, ..., v~-1. Call the new

set of vertices V. Next, delete the arc (~r(v), v) from E and add the following

k- 1 new ones, (~r(v), vi), (vi, vz), ...,(vk-z, vk-i), (vk-~, v), resulting in a new set

of ares E. Basically, we keep the cost structure intact by defining c: E-~ R}

through
c(e) if e E E fl E,

c(e) - c((n(v),v) if e - (~r(v),vl),

0 otherwise.

Then I' - (V, E, c, ~V ) defines a maintenance problem with the property that
cr(S) - cr(S) for all S C N. This procedure may be repeated as long as there
are still vertices in the new network with more than one player. Finally we obtain
a network I" -(V", E", c", N) with the property that ~N„ ~- 1 for all v E V``{r}

and c~.(S) - cr(S) for all S C N. Then, trivially, by studying the related cost
games we can not distinguish between the two cases, I' and I".
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7.2 The core of a maintenance game

The problem we are concerned with is, given a maintenance problem I' - (G, c, N),
to divide the maintenance cost of the tree c~(N) among the players. A vector of
cost shares is by definition a vector x E RN such that ~iENx; - c~(N). Here
x; represents the amount player i has to pay according to x. The purpose of this
section is to determine the structure of the core of the cost game corresponding
to a maintenance problem. The first part of the section deals with alternative
expressions of the core, while the last part is devoted to its geometric properties.
There are easy ways to characterize the core of the game (N,cr). We show that
the core consists of those allocations according to which each agent has to make

at least a zero contribution and for which the core inequalities are met for those
coalitions being trunks. Throughout this section we take I' -(G, c, N) fixed. For
further convenience, let c(S) :- ~;ES c(e;) for all S C N.

Proposition 7.2.1 Let x be a vector of cost shares. Then x is a core element if
and only if ~~ 0 and .r(T) C c(T) for each trunk T.z

Proof. Trivially, if x E core(N, cr), then x ) 0 and ~(T) G c(T) for each trunk T.
Conversely, let ~ be a nonnegative vector of cost shares such that x(T) C c(T) for
each trunk T. Let S C N be a nonempty coalition. Then S C Ts and therefore,
by Definition 7.1.1, it holds that c~(S) - c(Ts) ~~(Ts) ~.r(S). O

We will call a trunk T autonomous at x, if it is self-supporting, i.e. x(T) - c(T).
Let e- (i,j) be an arc of G, and define Be :- (Ve,Ee) by Ve :- F(j) and
Ee :- {(k,2) E E ~e E F(j)}. Be will be referred to as the branch rooted at e.3

Definition 7.2.2 Given some vector of cost shares x, the the overflow over the
arc e E E is given by

De(~) - ~ ( ~i -C(ei))'

iEV

The overflow over some arc e E E is interpreted as the amount that the inhabitants
of Ve, i.e. the players located at some vertex in the branch Be, pay in excess of the

zIn fact a strengthening of this result appeared in Granot and Maschler (1998).
3Accotding to the terminology introduced in Granot et aL (1996), Be is the branch at i in the

direction of j if e -(á, j).
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cost of the set of ares Ee. If e- (i, j), we will sometimes write Oi(x) instead of
Oe(~), and it is easily seen that

Oi(x) - ~ (xe - c(ee)) - (~i - c(ei)) f ~ Oe(x). (7.8)
fEF(i) eEa-~ ~i)

Proposition 7.2.1 can be restated in terms of overflows:

Proposition 7.2.3 Let x be a vec.tor of cost shares. Then x is a core elerrcent if
and only if x ) 0 and Oe(.r) ~ 0 for all e E E.

Proof Let x be a vector of cost shares. We claim that x is a core element if and

only if x ~ 0 and for each arc e- (i, j) E E,

~ ~e 1 ~ c(e') (7.9)
eEV e'EEe

where Be -(Ve, Ee) is the branch rooted at e.4. The claim ís proved as follows.
The complement in V of Ve`{i} is a trunk. Therefore the result follows from bud-
get balance and the application of Proposition 7.2.1. O

The next proposition shows that every core element is obtained by means of split-
ting, arbitrarily, the cost of each arc among its users.

Proposition 7.2.4 The vector ~ is a core elernent if and only if there e~ist
yl yn such that yi is a point in the unit si~replex in RF~~~ for all j- 1, ..., n
and

5; -~ y;c(ei) for all i E N.
iEP,

(7.10)

Proof. The core is additive on the cone of concave games (Dragan et al. (1989)).
We will give a short outline of the proof. First, for all cost games (N, v) and (N, w)
it holds that core(N, v) ~ core(N, w) C core(N, v f w). Here ~ denotes the direct
sum operator. The Weber set W(N, v) corresponding to a game (N, v) is the convex
hull of the ~N~! marginal vectors of (N, v). W is subadditive as a multifunction with

4The `if' part of the proposition appeared in fact in Granot et a!. (1996).
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respect to the characteristic function, i.e. W(N, vf w) C W(N, v) ~W ( N, w) for all

(N, v), (N, w) E G. Furthermore on the class of concave games the Weber set and

the core coincide (see Driessen (1988) or Ichiishi (1981)). So if (N, v), (N, w) E~

are concave we also have the reversed inclusion, core(N, v-~ w) - W(N, v~ w) C

W(N, v) ~W (N, w) - core(N, v) ~ core(N, w), and consequently core(N, v-~ w) -

core(N, v) ~ core(N, w).

All the elements of the basis {(N,us)}scN~{e} are concave, therefore it follows

from the combination of the above result, the fact that costs are nonnegative, and

expression (7.7) that

core(N,cr) - ~c(e~)core(N,uF~~l). (7.11)

)EN

Since core(N,uF~~l) is the unit simplex in 1RF~'~, we are done. O

The following results show that every core element of a maintenance problem can

be obtained by means of a partition of the original problem into various pseudo

subtrees, each one of them corresponding to a maintenance problem. Conversely,

at each core element x there is a unique finest partition ~S(x) into pseudo subtrees

such that the restriction of x to each related subproblem is a core element of the

corresponding game. First we will formalize the notion of a pseudo subtree.

Definition 7.2.5 A pseudo subtree of a tree G- (V, E) is a connected subgraph

G' -(V', E') such that there exists an r' E V' such that

(i) r' is the minimal element in V' with respect to ~,

(ii) there ie exactly one vertex in V' that has r' as predecessor.

Definition 7.2.6 A pseudo subtree G' - (V', E') of G rooted at r' yields a re-

stricted maintenance problem I'' -(G', c', N') where c' is the restriction of c to E'

and N' - V'`{r'}.

Definition 7.2.7 Let (Sk U{rk},Ek) with root rk be a pseudo subtree of G for

k- 1, 2. .. p. Then the collection (Sk U {rk}, Ek)k-1,2,...,p is a partition of G into

pseudo subtrees if {Sl, S2i ..., Sp} is a partition of the vertex set N.
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Given a vector of cost shares x, let E(x) :- {e E E ~ Oe(z) ~ 0}. The graph
(V, E(x)) contains p connected subgraphs Gk, where 1 G p G n. For each of
these subgraphs Gk, for 1 G k G p, we construct a pseudo subtree G~ with player
set N(Gk). Let rk E V`N(Gk) be such that rk E V(P;) for every i E N(Gk),
and rk - a(i) for exactly one i E N(Gk). Let V(Gk) :- N(Gk) U{rk} and
E(Gk) :- {e -(i, j) ~ e E E, i, j E V(Gk)}. Then Gk :- (V(G~), E(Gk)) is a
pseudo subtree with root rk, and 7(x) -(Gr, G2, ... , Gp) is a partition of G into
pseudo subtrees. We refer to 7(x) as the partition of G induced by ~.

Example 7.2.8 Consider the maintenance problem I' - (G, c, N) described by
Figure 7.2, where the arc costs are given by c(e) - 10 for all e E E. The allocation
~-(4, 5, 15, 16)T is a core element, and the corresponding overflows are indicated
next to the ares in the figure. By removing all the ares with zero overflows, we
obtain the partition of G into the pseudo subtrees Gr and G2, where N(G') -
{1,4}, N(G2) - {2,3}, rl - r, and r2 - 1. a

Figure 7.2: Partitioning a tree by zero overflows.

Example 7.2.9 Consider the 10 player maintenance problem as is graphically
depicted in Figure 7.3. The core element ~-(2, 2, 2, 4, 3, 3, 4, 4, 6, 3)T induces a
partition into pseudo subtrees that corresponds to the partition of the player set
into {1, 2, 3}, {4, 7, 8}, {5}, {6, 10} and {9}. Note that player 2 plays the role of
the root for both the maintenance problems induced by the player sets {4, 7, 8}
and {5}. We stress, that player 2 is not considered as a player in either case. The
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same holds for the players 3 and 6, who are now the local roots for the problems

associated with the player sets {6,10} and {9}, respectively, but neither of them are

included as a player in the description of the corresponding maintenance problems.

Figure 7.3: The network I' of Example 7.2.9. The cost of an arc is indicated

by the first number of the corresponding pair; the second number indicates the
corresponding overflow.

a

We will require additional notation to indicate branches, paths and followers re-

stricted to some pseudo subtree. For any i E N, let 1 G ~(i) G p be such that i E

N(Gk~'1). For any i E N, let F(i) - F(i)nV(Gkt`1). For 1 c k C p and e E E(Gk),

let Be be defined such that V(Be) :- V(BP) r, V(Gk), N(Be) :- N(Be) f1 N(G~),

and E(Be) :- E(Be) fl E(G~). In an analogous manner, for 1 C k C p and V(Gk),

define P; as the path connecting i to the local root rk~;l in the corresponding pseudo

subtree. We will write Oe(a) :- ~eENIB~I(~e - c(ee)).

Proposition 7.2.10

(i) Let S-(G~, ... Gp) be a partition of C into pseudo subtrees. Then

P

~ core(Sk, crk) C core(N, c~), (7.12)

k-]

where (Sk,c~k) is the cost game corresponding to the restricted maintenance
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problem I'k - (Gk, ck, Sk).

(ii) Let x be a core element for (N,cr). Then T(~) -(G~,G2,... ,GP) de-
ftnes the unique finest partition of G into pseudo subtrees, such that x E
~k-~ core(Sk, c~k), where (I'k)1~k~P are the corresponding restricted mainte-
nance problems.

Proof. Let x-(y',... ,yP) be an element of ~k-~core(Sk,crk). Then ~~ 0,
and efficiency follows from

P

~ ~i - ~ ~ y~ - ~ ~
Ck(Ci) - L C(Ci).

iEN k-1 iESk k-1 iESk iEN

According to Proposition 7.2.1 we only need to prove that x(T) C c(T) for each
trunk T. Let T be a trunk of G. F'or any k- 1, ..., p, let Tk be the set of vertices

T(1 Sk. Then Tk U{rk} is a trunk of Gk - (Sk U{rk},Ek) for all k E {1,... ,p}
for which Tk ~ ÍD. Therefore

~(T) - ~ ~ yk G ~ ~
Ck(ei) - ~ C(ei).

~GkGniETk 1GkGPiETk iET
T~~O Tk~O

This proves part (i).
(ii) First we will show that T(~) is the finest partition into pseudo subtrees such
that ~ is an element of the Cartesian product of the cores of the corresponding
maintenance games. Suppose that (Gl, G2, ..., G1) defines a partition into pseudo
subtrees such that x E ~~-1 core(N(I'~), crk), where Ik is the maintenance prob-
lem corresponding to Gk. Then for all k E {1, 2, ..., t}, xN~~kl is a vector of cost
shares for (N(Gk),c~k), and thus O,~-~l,k~(~) - 0 for the root rk of Gk. But by
construction this means that for all k E{ 1, 2, ..., t} we have rk E {rl, r2, ..., rP},
the set of roots corresponding to the partition into pseudo subtrees T(~). But this
means that T(x) is a refinement of (Gi, G2, ..., Gi).

Next, we use the core characterization in Proposition 7.2.3. Let 1 G k G p. Be-
cause x E core(N,cr) is a vector of cost shares with respect to the game (N, cr),
and since T has been constructed by removing only ares with zero overflows, it is
clear that ~Nt~ki is a vector of cost shares with respect to the game (N(Gk),c~k).
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Also, xN~~kl ? 0 follows from x E core(N,cr) and Proposition 7.2.3. We will com-

plete the proof by showing that O;(x) - 0;(x) 1 0 for all i E N(Gk), where the

inequality follows from x E core(N, cr) and Proposition 7.2.3. Note that, by (7.8)

and the construction of 7(x), O;(~) - x; - c(e;) - O;(~) for any i E N(Gk) such

that i is a leaf in Gk, since i must either be a leaf in G, or we must have O~(x) - 0

for every j E ~r-1(i). Then, for every i E N(Gk) such that i is not a leaf in Gk,

G;(~) - í~t - c(e~)) ~ ~,En-lti)nF(i) Oi (~) - (~ti - c(ei)) ~ L.~En-~(~) Oi (~) - ~i(~)~
O

We conclude this section with a geometric study of the core. This study is based

on the properties of the core of convex (concave) games (Shapley (1971), Ichiishi

(1983), Monderer et al. (1992)). Because of the assumption that there is just one

arc leaving the root plus the fact that maintenance games are concave, the core

has a full dimensional core (Shapley (1971)). We show that the core has only two

types of faces: faces associated to nontrivial partitions into pseudo subtrees, which

we refer to as faces of type (I), and faces associated to groups of players who are

paying nothing, which we refer to as faces of type (II). From Monderer et al. (1992)

it follows that if (N, v) is a concave game, then for each ordered partition of N,

v-(Sl, ... , Sp), the set Fo -{~ E core(N, v) ~ x(Ue-1Se) - v(Ué-1 Se) for all 1 C

k G p} is a nonempty face of core(N, v) of dimension ~N~ - k at most.

Lemma 7.2.11 An allocation x is in a face of core(N, cr) if and only if ~ satisfaes

one of the following conditions:

(I) There exists an antonomous trunk T~ V at ~,

(II) x(T) G c(T) for all nontrivial trunks T and there exists a nonempty coadition

S C N`{i E N ~ i is a leaf } such that .x(S) - 0.

Proof. Let S(~) -(Gl, ... Gp), where Ge -(Se U{rp}, Ei) for all P- 1, ... p, be
the partition of G into pseudo subtrees induced by x.

If x satisfies condition (I), then S(x) is a nontrivial partition and x belongs to
k

the nonempty face of core(N, c~) defined as Fo -{x E core(N, cr) ~ x(cU1Sc) -
k

cr(tU1S~) for all 1 C k C p} where v- (Sl, ... SP) is the ordered partition of the
player set N defined by S(x).
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If ~ verifies condition (II), then x(N~S) - x(N) - c~(N) - c~(N~S), therefore
x belongs to the nonempty face of core(N,c~) defined as Fv -{.x E core(N,c~) ~

k k
~( U Te) - cr( U Tt) for all 1 G k G 2} where. Q - (T~,T2) is the ordered partition

Q-1 P-1 - -

of the player set N defined as Ti - N`S and T2 - S.
Now we will show that if ~ does not satisfy ( I) or (II) then ~ is in the relative

interior of core(N,c~). Let L~ N be a nonempty coalition. Then we claim that

x(L) G c~(L). Denote by TL the trunk {i E N ~~ j E L such that i~ j}. Then

two cases are possible.

Case 2.1: If T~ ~ N, then ~(L) G x(TL) G c(T~) - c~(L) , where the first in-

equality follows from ~~ 0, and Proposition 7.2.1, and the second one follows

from the negation of (I).

Case 2.2: If TL - N, then L contains all the leafs of the tree and N`L ~ 0 is

contained in N`{i E N ~ i is a leaf }. Therefore, it follows from the negation of

(I) and (II) that ~(T~~L) ~ 0. Then, taking into account that x is a nonnegative
vector it holds that ~(L) G x(TL) - cr(L). O

Example 7.2.12 Let I'1 be the pseudo subtree in Example 7.2.9 generated by

the set of players {1, 2, 3}. Then, the core of the cost game (N, cr~ ) is represented
below. Here,

F1-{(a,5-a,l)T ~aE[0,4]}

is the face of type (I) associated to the nontrivial partition into pseudo subtrees
S, - (G;, Gi ), where

Gi - ({1,2} U {r},{ei,ez}),
Gi -({3} U{r2},{e3}) with rz - 1,

and Fz -{(a,1,5 - a)T ~ a E[0,4]} is the face of type (I) associated to the
nontrivial partition into pseudo subtrees S2 - (Gz,G2), where

GZ - ({1, 3} U {r}, {e1i e3}),
Gz -({2} U{rz},{e2}) with r2 - 1,

and F3 -{(0, 1 f a,5- a)T ~ a E[0, 4] } is a face of type (II). Figure 7.4 shows the
core, and in particular its faces, laying imbedded in the imputation set I(N, cr) :-
{~ E RN ~ x(N) - c~(N), x; G cr({i}) for all i E N}, which is the set of all vectors
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of cost shares that are individually rational for the game (N,c~). Here it equals
the convex hull of the vectors (4, 5, -3)T, (-4, 5, 5)T and (4, -3, 5)T.

(4,5,-3)

(-4,5,5) (0,1,5) (4,-3,5)

Figure 7.4: The shaded area represents the core of the standard fixed tree game in
Example 7.2.12.

a

7.3 The core and the set of weighted down-home
allocations

A well-known single-valued solution concept for cooperative games is the Shapley
value (Shapley (1953)). For airport games and maintenance games there exists a
nice expression for the Shapley value (cf. Littlechild and Thompson (1977), Dubey
(1982)). Roughly, the Shapley value of a maintenance game is obtained through a
dynamical process of uniformly distributing the costs of the ares from the source in
the direction of leafs. In this section, based on BjOrndal et al. (1999), it is shown
that by a simple adaptation of this algorithmic approach we obtain the class of
weighted Shapley values (Kalai and Samet (1987, 1988)). First we will develop
a dynamical approach that specifies a weighted down-home allocation. Then we
establish that it represents no more than a weighted Shapley value. It is the result
of Monderer et al. (1992) that the weighted Shapley values cover the core of a
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concave cost game. Opposed to their result we show in a constructive way that

each core element of the maintenance game corresponds to a weighted Shapley

value, by solving a non-linear system of equations.

Definition 7.3.1 Let I' -(G, c, N) be a maintenance problem. Let T-

(Gi, ..., GP) be a partition of G into pseudo subtrees, and let w E Rt be such

that w(F(i)) ~ 0 for all i E N such that c(e;) 1 0. Then (7, w) is a weight system

for I'. The set of all weight systems for I' is denoted Ci(I').

Consider a maintenance problem I' -(G, c, N) and some weight system a E Li(I').

For each pseudo subtree Gk, interpret the vertices in N(Gk) as the homes of the

different players and the ares in E(G~) as the roads to the community center rk.

The cost of a road is expressed as the number of days it takes (for one person)

to paint the stripes on the road. The work is done by the players themselves

according to the following rules, that are inspired by the painting story as presented

in Maschler et al. (1995):

(i) every worker keeps painting as long as the road from the community center

to his home has not been completed,

(ii) every worker does his job on an unfinished segment between the community

center and his home,

(iii) every worker starts painting at the same moment,

(iv) every worker i E N paints with velocity w;,

(v) each worker paints as close to the community center as the rules (i)-(iv)
permit him to.

We call the resulting allocation the weighted down-horree allocation, and denote it

bQ(I'). It is given by, for any player i E N,

bp(I') - ~ w' c(e). (7.13)
eEE(P~)

w(N(Be))
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Example 7.3.2 Consider the example illustrated in Figure 7.5, where c(e) :- 10

for every e E E. Let 7:- (Gr,GZ), where N(GI) :- {1,2,3} and N(Gz) :- {4},

and let w :- (1, 1, 3, 1)T. For Q:- (T, w) we have bA(I') -(2, 42, 23z, 10~. Player

1 only contributes to the cost of arc (r,l), so his total contribution is 10. s- 2.

Player 2 contributes to the cost of arc (r,l) and (1,2), with relative weights of 5

and 4, respectively, so his total contribution is 10. ó- 4z. Player 3 contributes at

arc (r, l), (1,2), and (2, 3), with relative weights of 5, 4, and 1, respectively, hence

his total contribution is 10 . zÓ - 232. Player 4 is the only player in his pseudo

subtree, and contributes the entire cost of the arc that he uses, i.e. 10. a

Figure 7.5: A tree network with overflows.

From Proposition 7.2.4 it follows that each down-home allocation specifies a core-
element. But as we are about to show, the converse also holds. For each core
element x there is a weight system Q such that the corresponding down-home allo-

cation bp(F) equals ~. We will show how such a weight system ~3 is easily calculated
for a given x E core(N,c~).

First of all the partition of the player set is derived from the partition of I' into
pseudo subtrees induced by x; this can be done by considering the overflows in the
tree. Next the weights for the players are calculated for each separate subproblem.
The idea hinges on the following observations. We assume that the partition into
pseudo subtrees of F with respect to x is trivial, or, equivalently, all the overflows
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are positive except at the arc that leaves the root.

Without loss of generality we assume that player 1 is the player directly connected

to the root. The cost of the corresponding arc et is covered by the collective of

players N. Suppose that x is a down-home allocation. Then our objective is, if at all

possible, to find a suitable vector of weights w such that for ~3 - ({N}, w) E 13(I')

we have ba(I') - x. First of all, with the interpretation of the weights as painting

speeds, the arc el is painted in w~eN~ - e(e~) units of time, if we assume that zv is

normalized such that w(N) - 1. Moreover, each of the painting players is finished

with e1 at the same time. In particular, if player 1 is painting at all (in case

x~ ) 0) then he is also painting for c(el) units of time. On the other hand he must

complete xr by himself, at speed wl, so we have the condition w- c(e~), and thus

wl - ~h. Note that c(el) ~ 0 by the fact that .~1 ~ 0 and x is a core-element.

After having calculated this first weight, we proceed by consecutively assigning

weights to each of the players in consecutively the sets rr-'(1),rr-1(~r-1(1)),... ,

until even the leaf players have a weight. Basically we repeat the above type of

reasoning. Consider a player i ~~r-'(1). Then, according to x, his followers F(i)

contribute O;(x) ~ 0 to the maintenance cost of the path from the root to his

predecessor, player ~r(i). Recall again the painting story. The speed at which

the collective of players F(i) operates on the path from r to ~r(i) is given by t.he

aggregate of the weights w(F(i)). Then the time that the group of players F(i)

needs to complete O;(x) is given by o~.~ .
Similarly, it holds that the followers of ~r(i) contribute O,~t,l(~) to the path from

the source to ~r(~r(i)) plus the full maintenance cost of the edge (~r(rr(i)), a(i)). The
collective of players F(n(i)) paints at speed w(F(n(i))), which means that the time

that it needs to complete their part of the path from the root to ~r(i) equals

~~(0(~) f c(en(t))
w(F(~r(i))) ~

Then this indicates the time that each of the individuals in F(~r(i)) is working on
the path from r to ~r(i), and especially each of the players in F(i). But then we

must have the equality

~~(~) ~~(~)(x) ~ c(e~.(~))
w(F(i)) - w(F(n(i))) -
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Figure 7.6: A tree network with overflows.

This determines an iterative procedure for calculating all the weights w(F(i)) for
each i E F(i)`{i}, since

w F i( ( )) - w(F(~(~))) ~~(~)
Oni,)(~) -P c(en(ti))

and consequently for all i E N

w' - ~w(F(~)) - ~, w(F(1)).
iEm-~~')

Example 7.3.3 Consider the network P as is depicted in the Figure 7.7. As in
earlier examples the maintenance costs of the different ares are all 10. Check that
x -(5, 13, 12)T is a core element for (N, c~). The numbers at the ares denote the
overflows corresponding to x. Firstly, observe that the partition 7 of F into pseudo
subtrees induced by x is trivial. Assume that x is a down-home allocation: there
is a vector of weights w with w; ) 0 for all i E{ 1, 2, 3, 4} such that óQ(F) -~
for Q- (7, w) E Ci(F). Recall the painting story for the weighted down-home
allocation. The players 1, 2, and 3 paint at velocities wl, w2i and w3, respectively,
at el as long as c(el) - 10 is not completed. Furthermore, the contribution of
player 1 together with the overflows OZ(x) and 03(~) determine the parts of c(el)
that are individually covered by the players 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Given the
velocities we can compute the time that the players need to finish these parts in
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three ways, as
~1 Oz(~)-
wl w2

, Or ~31~)
w3

These numbers are equal by the fact that all the players will continue painting

on el until it is finished, which implies that the finishing time of the collective of

players equals the individual finishing times.

Figure 7.7: The tree of Example 7.3.3.

Since we are completely informed about the individual contribution of player 1 and

the overflows corresponding to each branch emariating from the vertex of player 1,

we must tlierefore have
5 3 2-----
wr wz w3

and thus w -( wr, Swr, Swr)T. Since w is a vector in the unit simplex, we get

wr - 2, w- ( 2, ró, ró)T. The reader may verify that indeed óa(I') - x for
Q - ({G}, w). a

Example 7.3.4 Consider the network as in Figure 7.8. All edges have equal

maintenance cost 10. Consider the core element x-(4,12,12, 12)T of the corre-
sponding 4-player maintenance game. The overflows corresponding to x are the
numbers at the edges.

The partition into pseudo subtrees by x is (again) trivial. Assume that x is a
down-home allocation, i.e. there is a vector w E RQ with all positive coordinates
such that for Q- ({G},w) we have óp(F) - x. We will see that similar reasoning
as in the above Example 7.3.3 leads to conditions that determine w. Basically, the
only difference with the situation as in Example 7.3.3 is that is not directly clear
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Figure 7.8: The tree of Example 7.3.4.

what are the individual contributions of the players 3 and 4 at el. We are only able

to monitor their aggregate efforts by means of 03(x). The same considerations as

in the above example lead to the conclusion that players 1, 2, and the collective of

players 3 and 4 finishes in ~' , ~2(x) and 03(~) time units respectively. Since
wi wa ws f w4

these numbers are all equal we have

4 2 4

wl w2 w3 ~ w4

Therefore, at this stage we are able to express w2 and w3 f wy in terms of wl,
i.e. wZ - 2w1,w3 f w4 - wl. But now we can calculate wl by the equality

w(N) - 1, i.e. wl - 5. This means that we only have to consider w3 and w4 since

w2 - 2wl - 5. Consider the path from the root to v3. The players 3 and 4 reach
v3 at the same time. The time they need to complete the path towards v3 equals

the time for finishing el plus the time necessary for completing e3, i.e.

~3(~) } C(e3) - ~3(~) ~ C(e3)

w3~w4 w3~w4 w3~w4

At this precise moment player 4 has completed exactly O9(x). Using the velocity

of player 4, w4i therefore the time that player 4 must spend equals ~4(~) and thus
w9

~4(2) ~3(2) ~ C(e3)

w4 - TU3 ~ w9
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This lneans that

from which we see that
~ ( 2 1 12 2 l T.
- `5~ 5' 35' 35I

1

~~(x)

G~(i)(x) ~ c(e~(~))

2 14
- - 35,

wa - w3 -F wa
z

w4 - ss and w3 - wl - w4 z z lz
5 - 35 - 35'

Now we will formalize the above ideas. For any core allocation x, we define a weight

system Q E L3(I') such that x- SR(I'). First, find the partition T -(G~,... ,Gp)

of G into pseudo subtreesinduced by x. Then a weight vector w can be found by

first, for all i E N, calculating the sums

w(F(i)) -

if ~r(i) - rki;~,

w(F(n(i))) else,

in a recursive manner, and then the individual weights are given by

Thus
4

(7.14)

w; - w(F(i)) - ~ w(F(j)) for all i E N. (7.15)

~En-' (~)~F(~)

Proposition 7.3.5 (BjOrndal et al. (1999)) Let x E core(N,c~). There exists

~3 :- (T, w) E 1i(I') such that x- Sa(I'), where T- T(x), and w satisfies (7.14)

and (7.15).

Proof. Take x E core(N,c~) and let T(x) -(G',... ,Gp) be the partition into

pseudo subtrees induced by x. Note that if, for some i E N, we have ~N(Gk~'1)~ - 1,

then (7.14) and (7.15) imply w; - 1. To prove existence for w, it is therefore

sufficient to show that

O;(x) f c(e;) ) 0 for all i E N such that ~N(Gk~'1)~ 7 1. (7.16)

Since c(e;) ~ 0 for all i E N, and since 0;(x) ~ 0 for all i E N such that rr(i) ~ rk~;l,

the only possible problem arises if c(e;) - 0 for a player i such that ~r(i) - rkl;l.

Suppose that this is the case. Then, since, by the construction of T, xN~~k~'~1 is an

efficient allocation with respect to the game c~k~,~, we must have O~(x) - 0 for all
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j E~r-~(i) (1 F(i), contradicting the fact that 7 is induced by x.
It holds Q E Ci(I'): Clearly, 7- (G~, ..., Gp) is a partition of G into pseudo
subtrees. From (7.14), (7.16), and because O;(x) 1 0 if ~r(i) ~ rk(;), it follows that

w(F(i)) ) 0 for all i E N. (7.17)

Also, for any i E N, we have from (7.14) and (7.15) that

1 Di(~) l
w~ - w (F(z)) ll l -~iEx-'( i)nF( ~) 0~(~) ~ c(e ) 1

- w(F(Z))
~iEF(;)(~i - c(ei)) ~ c(e;) - ~~EF(;)`{;}(~i - c(ei))

G;(~) } c(e;)

(7.18)

~;
- w(F(~))~~(~)

f c(e;) ~ 0

where the last inequality follows from (7.17) and (7.16), and because Proposition
7.2.1 and ~ E core(N, cr) imply .x ) 0.
Finally we show that ~- bp(I'). For any i E N it follows from (7.18) that

For any k E{ 1, 2,

0

tk :
- ~ti(~) -f- c(e~)

w(F(i))

if i - rk

else.

(7.19)

(7.20)

From this definition follows, for any i E N, that tk -~~EN(P~)(t~ - t~(~)). Also,
by (7.19) we have x; - w;tk for all i E N. We will complete the proof by showing
that t~ - t~(~) - w~(~~~)for all j E N(Gk), and by referring to the definition given

in (7.13). If a()) - rk(~), then O~(~) - 0, so the result follows from (7.20). Else

k k
t~ - t~(7)

Gti(~) f c(e;)~; - w; .
w(F(i))

., p}, and i E N(Gk), define the number

Gi(~) } c(ei) Gx(i)(~) ~ cx(i)

w(F(7)) - w(F(~(J)))

O~(a) -F c(ej) - O~(x) c(e~)

- w(F(7)) - w(F(~))~
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where the second equality follows from (7.14). ~

Example 7.3.6 By using (7.14) and (7.15), we find the weight vector correspond-
ing to the allocation (4, 5, 15, 16)T for Example 7.2.8. First we find w(F(1)) -
w(F(3)) - 1, w(F(2)) - o}lo ~ 1- 5, and w(F(4)) - o}~o . 1- 2 by using (7.14).

Then, b a 1 in 7.15 the vector w-( ~Ty pp y g( )~ s~ s ~ z~ z results. a

Theorem 7.3.7 (Bj~rndal et al. (1999)) The set of weighted down-home alloca-
tions {b~(I') ~,Q E Li(I')} equals the core of the maintenance game (N, cr).

Proof. That the weighted down-home allocations form a superset of core(N, c~)
follows from Proposition 7.3.5. To show the inclusion, suppose ~3 E B(I'). The
proof is complete by first noting that ba(hk) E core(Sk,c~k) for every k- 1,... , p

by Proposition 7.2.4, and from Proposition 7.2.10 (i). 0

In Monderer et al. (1992), it is shown in a non-constructive way that the set of
weighted Shapley values equals the core for convex games. Recall the definition of
the weight systems that are used to define the weighted Shapley value.

Definition 7.3.8 A Shapley weight system for the game (N, g) is an ordered pair
u- (S, ~), where S-(Sl, ..., Sq) is an ordered partition of the player set N, and

~s~ E R~~ r, 0(Se) for all P- 1, ..., q. Let Nt(N) be the set of all such weight

systems for the game (N,g).

Definition 7.3.9 The weighted Shapley value is the linear operator ~~` : GN --~ R~~
which is defined for each unanimity game (N, us), for S C N`{Q1}, as follows. Let

m(S) :- min{ j ~ S~ fl S~ 0}, and ]et S:- S fl S„~151. Then

a;

~,`(N, us) - ~(S)

In the unanimity game (N, us), the importance of the players depend on how they

are `ranked', i.e. where they are located in the ordered collection S. In a cost game
the most important players, i.e. those in S, carry the entire cost. In the case of

our cost game (N,cr), because of Proposition 7.1.3, we only need to consider the

(dual) unanimity games corresponding to users of edges, i.e. the games u~,~e~l for

ifiES,
( 7.21)

0 otherwise.
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all e E E. If, for some e E E and i E N, we have i E N(Be), we say that i is

present at e. For any e E E, let

S(e) :- N(Be) fl S~n{j~N(B~)nS~~O}~

and if i E S(e), we say that i is a senior player at e. If i is present, but not a senior

player, at e, there must exist some j~ i such that j E S(e), and we say that i is
dominated 6y j at e. The weighted Shapley value for a maintenance game is given

by the value of the dual unanimity game for each edge,
~;

if i E S(e),

~~(N uN(B~)) -
~(S(e)) (7.22)

0 otherwise.

Note that if S- N(Be), then S(e) - S.

Example 7.3.10 Consider the example illustrated in Figure 7.9, where c(e) :-

10 for all e E E. Let S:- ( {2,3}, {1,4,5}) and a:- (á, 2, z, q, 2~T, hence

p, -(S, ~) E Nl(N). The corresponding weighted Shapley value is ~~`(N, cr) -

(0, 15, 15,10, 10)T. Player 1 pays nothing, since he is not among the senior players

at any arc. Players 2 and 3 dominate all other players at arc (r, l), and since they

both have the same weight, they both pay 5 here. Only player 2 is present at (1, 2),

so he pays for this arc alone. Since he is not present at any other arc except (r, l),

his total contribution is 5~- 10 - 15. Player 3 dominates all other players at (1, 3),

and since he is not present at any other arc except (r, 1), his total contribution

is 5-F 10 - 15. Players 4 and 5 are dominated by other players at all ares where

they are present, except at the ares e4 and es, respectively, where they make up

the entire set of senior players, and therefore they contribute 10 each. a

Theorem 7.3.11 ( Bj~rndal et al. (1999))

(i) For any ~3 E Ii(I'), there ezists lc E Nl(N) such that ~~`(N,cr) - óp(I').

(ii) For any p. E Nt(N), there ezists ~i E Ci(I') such that ~~`(N,cr) - êp(I').

Proof. (i) Let ~-(7, w) E L3(I') for some maintenance problem I'. Note that

the elements of 7- (G', ..., Gp) can be ordered arbitrarily without affecting
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Figure 7.9: The tree in Example 7.3.10.

SR(F), and we choose an ordering such that k(i) G k(j) ~ j~ N(P;) for any pair

i, j E N. For every k- 1,... ,p, let Sk - {i E N(Gk) ~ w; ~ 0} and Sp~k :-

{i E N(Gk) ~ w; - 0}. The ordered collection (Sl, ... , S~, Sp fl, ..., SZp) contains

q nonempty elements, where p G q G 2p, and let S:- (S~, ..., SQ) be the ordered

collection obtained by deleting the empty elements. Also, for every i E N, let

w;
~ w(Se(i))

ifw;)0

a; :- (7.23)
1l IS otherwise,
e(i) ~

where 2(i) - Q if and only if i E Se. It is easily seen that ic :- (S, .~) E.M(N). For

any i E N, we have

~~(N'cr) - ~ ~(S(e))c(e) - ~ ~(S(e))c(e)eEE eEE(P,)
S(e)3i S(e)3i

wi wi R (

~ eE~.)
w(s(e))~(e) ~ eE~,) w(N(Be))~(e)

-~i l~)

S(e)3i

The first equality follows from Proposition 7.1.3, the additivity of the weighted
Shapley value. The second equality follows from the fact that we can have i E S(e)
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only if e E E(P;). Suppose, on the contrary, that i E S(e) for some e E E`E(P;).
Since we can have i E S(e) only if i is present at e, we must have e E E(P;). Then,

by the construction of S, we must have N(Be) f1 S~ ~ 0 for some j G~(i), implying

i~ S(e), a contradiction. In order to prove the third equality, it is sufficient to

show that if í E S(e) for some i E N and e E E(P;) such that c(e) ] 0, then

~; - wls~~ ~l, and hence ~(S(e)) - wls~` l. Suppose that this is not true. Then

w; - 0 by (7.23), and ~3 E C3(P) implies that there exists some j E N(Be) such

that w~ ~ 0. Then, by the construction of S, i ~ S(e), a contradiction. The fourth

equality follows because, for any e E E and i E N, i E N(Be)`S(e) implies w; - 0

(by the construction of S), so w(N(Be)) - w(S(e)). The last equality follows from

(7.13).

(ii) Let ~C -(S,~) E ~1~1(N) for some maintenance problem I'. We construct 7 by

applying Algorithm 7.3.12.

Algorithm 7.3.12

1. Initialization: Let S'„~ :- S„~ for every rn - 1, ..., q, w:- .~, and 2:- 1.

2. Main step: Repeat

for i E Sé do

for j E N(P;) do

if 2(j) 1 ~(i) then

Sé~tl :- Sp~,~ U { j }

Sphl :- Sehl `{j}

w~ :- 0
P:-Q-~1
until Q ) q.

The algorithm will give as output the ordered set of coalitions Si, ..., SQ. Suppose

that this ordered set has q' nonempty members. Delete the empty members, and for

every 1 G P c q', let Gi, ..., Gi~ be the collection of pseudo subtrees corresponding

to maximal connected, with respect to G, components of S'p. Clearly, the ordered

set

1 1 2 2 9~ 9~G,,... ,G,,,G,,... ,G;2,... ,G,,... ,G,q,
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is a partition of G into pseudo subtrees. Let p be the number of inembers of
this partition, re-index, and set T :- (G', ..., Gp). Since .~ 1 0, we have w 1 0.
~3 :- (T, w) E Ci(I') then follows, since, for any i E N, w; - 0 implies, by Algorithm
7.3.12, that there exists some j E F(i)` {i} such that w~ ) 0. Now, for every i E N,

w, ~;

ó~(P) ~ -~`,~,c(e)w(N(Be)) ~ ~ c(e)~(s(e))
eEE(P,)
S(e)3i

~ ~

- ~ c(e) ~ ~ r~ -~~ - ~ e(e) ~ ~ ~~ - ~~ - ~;~(N, cr)-
eEE(P,)
S(e)3i

eEE
S(e)3i

The first equality follows from (7.13), and the second equality follows from the

fact that w; - 0 if i~ S(e) for some e E E(P;), and since w(N(Be)) -,~(S(e))

for every e E E. To see that the latter equality is correct, consider some e E E.
After applying Algorithm 7.3.12, the vertices in N(P~) (1 N(Be) will be included

in Sé(~) for every j E S(e). Hence the vertex set U~ES(e)(N(P~) fl N(Be)) will be

connected, with respect to G, and we must therefore have S(e) C N(Be). Also,

j E N(Be) `S(e) implies w~ - 0 and j E 5'(e) implies w~ -~~, hence the de-

sired result. The third equality follows because e E E(P;) `E(P;) implies, from

Algorithm 7.3.12, that N(Be) fl S~ ~~ for some j C~(i), i.e. i is dominated by

the members of S~ (i ~ S(e)). The fourth equality follows because e E E`E(P;)
implies that i is not present at e, hence i~ S(e), and the last equality follows from

Proposition 7.1.3, the additivity of the weighted Shapley value, and (7.22). []

Example 7.3.13 Consider the maintenance problem in example 7.3.2, and the

weight system ~3 - (T, w) E Li(I'), where T- (Gt, G2) and w-( 1, 1, 3,1)T.
Here, the corresponding p -(S,~) E Nl(N) is uniquely given by the partition

S:- ({1,2,3}, {4}) and .~ -(s, s, 5, 1)T a

Example 7.3.14 Consider the maintenance game in example 7.3.10, and the

weight system p-(S,a) E ~1~1(N), where S- ({2,3}, {1,4,5}) and .~ -

(q, 2, 2, 4, 2~T. By applying algorithm 7.3.12, we obtain the partition S' -

({1,2,3}, {4,5}) of the player set, and the weight vector w- (0, Z, z, q, z~T. Note
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that player 1 has been absorbed by the partition member containing 2 and 3, since
1 is dominated by these two players, and that, accordingly, his weight is now zero.
By taking maximal connected subsets of each partition member, we obtain a parti-
tion of G into pseudo subtrees, equal to 7 -(G', G2, G3), where N(G' )- { 1, 2, 3},
N(G2) - {4}, and N(G3) - {5}. a

Theorems 7.3.7 and 7.3.11 together imply the following result.

Corollary 7.3.15 (BjOrndal et al. (1999)) The core of the maintenance game

(N, cr) equals the set of weighted Shapley values, i.e.

{~~(N,cr) ~ ~ E .M(N)} - core(N,c~).

Monderer et al. (1992) show a more general result, that the set of all weighted

Shapley values equals the core of any concave cost game. However, in proving this

they needed a fixed point theorem.

7.4 Egalitarianism in maintenance games

In this section we analyze the weighted constrained egalitarian solutions, intro-

duced in Chapter 6, for maintenance games. By concavity of a maintenance game

(N, cr) and Theorem 6.2.11 it holds that the corresponding class of weighted con-

strained egalitarian solutions cover the core(N,cr). Recall that for concave cost

games the weighted variants of the constrained egalitarian solution can be com-

puted in a direct way, using Algorithms 6.2.7 or 6.1.15, depending on the degree

of asymmetry in the society of players. Nevertheless, the suggested algorithms are

of exponential complexity. In this section we will show a reduction to a number of

operations bounded by a multiple of ~N~2.

The calculation of CES~(N,c~) can be done by means of taking a dynaraic ap-

proach, like in Section 7.3. Again, interpret the vertices in V as the villages of the

different players and the ares in E as the roads to the capital city of the region

(root). The cost of a road is expressed as its length. Recall the notion of a hier-

archical system (see Definition 6.2.1). Fix a hierarchical system E-(S, W) with
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S - (Sl, SZ, . . . , Sk) and W - (w1iw2, . . . , wk). The constrained egalitarian solu-
tion is determined as the length that each of the residents paints in total provided
that

(~) every worker keeps working as long as the road from the capital to his resi-
dence has not been completed,

(ii) every worker does his job on an unfinished segment between the capital and

his home village,

(iii) the workers in layer Sk start, and the starting times for the other workers are

specified as the finishing time of the preceding lower layer in the hierarchy

(i.e. layer Si starts when Sr}i is finished),

(iv) the speed at which a worker i in layer t paints is determined by w~;.

Instead of the individual time expenses, the cost share now is determined by the

distance that an agent covers until his path is entirely painted. In this way, once

players get to work in some group at one and the same road, each of them is

charged for the fraction of the incurred cost corresponding to painting the unfin-

ished part that is proportional to his weight. Due to the way of distributing costs

we will interpret the weights as contribution rates. We will see that this dynamic

approach amounts to calculating the individual cost shares in a finite number of

stages; each of the different stages corresponds to the actual status of the work

procedings at the very moments that stripes on a specific road are realized. First

we formally describe the algorithm and we prove its validity for calculating weight-

ed constrained egalitarian allocations.

Let x(e, p) E [0, c(e)] be the part of the cost of arc e which is paid before stage p. Let

Ep C E be the subset of ares whose cost is covered at stage p and let E(p) - U~~PE~

be the subset of ares which have been paid before stage p. Let e(i, p) be the arc

to which player i contributes in stage p and let S~(e,p) -{i E S~ ~ e(i,p) - e}

be the set of players in S~ contributing to arc e in stage p. The set E~(p) C E

denotes the set of ares that the players of S~ are contributing to in stage p, i.e.

the set {e E E ~ Si(e, p) ~ 0}. Let P(i) denote the first stage in which i stops

contributing.
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Definition 7.4.1 The allocation h~(I') obtained at the end of the below algorithm

is the home-down allocation associated to E.

Algorithm 7.4.2

1. Initialize by defining:

P :- l,j -- k
x(e,l):-0foralleEE

E(1) :- 0

e(i, 1) :- e; for all i E N

ForalltE{1,2,...,k},iES~setS~(e;,l):-{i}

2. Given the contribution rates of the players contributing to an unfinished arc

e E Ej(p)~E(p) in stage p, it takes t(e, p) - c(e) -~(e' p) units of time to
wS~ ( e,p)

finish paying for the arc e. Then, the shortest time needed to finish paying for

an unfinished arc is considered to determine which fraction of each unfinished

arc is constructed. That is, let t(p) - min{t(e,p) ~ e E E~(p)`E(p)}, then

w(S~(e,p))t(p) is the fraction of an unfinished arc e E E~(p)`E(p) which is

constructed at stage p. Thus, the part of the cost of arc e which is paid

before stage p~- 1 is given by ~(e, p-~ 1) -~(e, p) f w(S~(e, p))t(p) for all

e E E~(p)`E(p). Then, each player whose path has not been covered yet

is charged according to his contribution rate. Let Ep -{e E E`E(p) ~

t(e, p) - t(p)} be the subset of ares whose cost is covered at stage p. Let

E(p f 1) - E(p) U Ep be the subset of ares which have been paid before stage

p~l.

3. Stop criterium.
If E(TS~) C E(p f 1), then the players in S~ stop. Let P(i) - p be the

finishing time for all players i in S~(e, p), for all e E Ep. Then, the home-

down allocation associated to E is hE(I') -~P(il w~;t(P) for all i E S~. If

j - 1 terminate, else put j:- j- 1, p:- p~ 1 and repeat Step 2 and 3.

Otherwise, if not E(TS~ ) C E(p f 1), let e E Ep be an arc whose cost has

been paid at stage p. If e' E E(p-~ 1) for all e' ~ e, then the final allocation

for a player i who has made a contribution to arc e at stage p is h~(I'). Then,

let P(i) - p be the finishing time for all players in S~(e, p) .
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If there is an arc e' ~ e whose cost has not been paid yet, then all players

in S~(e,p) start contributing to the arc e' ~ E(p f I) preceding arc e which

is closest to e. Then, calculate the set of players that start paying for e at

stage p~- 1, S~ (e, p f 1). Let p- p f 1 and repeat Step 2.

Clearly, the algorithm is well-defined, i.e. it stops after at most P C ~N~ stages,

since at each stage at least one arc is completed and ~E~ - ~N~. The way the

algorithm works is clarified in the next example.

Example 7.4.3 Consider the tree network as in Figure 7.10. We show how the

Algorithm 7.4.2 determines the home-down allocation corresponding to the weight

system E with partition of the player set ({ 1, 5, 8}, {2}, {3, 4, 5, 7}) and correspond-

ing weight vectors (1, 2, 2)T, (1)T and (5, 2, 1, 1)T, respectively.

Figure 7.10: The situation at stage 0.

At the first stage the players in the lowest ranked layer are active which is graphi-

cally expressed by the stars.

Figure 7.11: Cost reduction through stage 1.
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So at this stage S3(e;, 1) -{i} for all i E {3,4,5,7}. It is easy to see that t(1) - 2
corresponds to the time to complete e3 by player 3. Then x(e;, l) - t(1)w;, hence
x(e3i 1) - 10, ~(eq, 1) - 4, x(es, 1) - 2 and x(e7, 1) - 2.

Figure 7.12: Stage 2 of Algorithm 7.4.2.

At the next stage player 4 completes e4 and needs an additional time unit. The

remaining costs for ares es and e~ are at the same time lowered by 1 each.

Figure 7.13: Ares es and e7 are completed at stage 4.

At this moment ET{,,,,5,,} - E(5), hence the switch is made to a higher ranked

layer, that consisting of only player 2. But player 2 is already connected to the

root. So hZ (I') :- 0. So we move to layerl with players { 1, 6, 8}. Player one was

connected as soon as player 3 completed er in the second stage, hence h~(I') - 0.
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At the final stage, players 6 and 8 both need 5 time units each to complete the

corresponding ares, and get connection to the completed component including the

root, hence hs(I') - h8 (I') - 10.

Figure 7.13: The final stage: players 6 and 8 get connected. a

Let Ap :- {i E N ~ P(i) - p}, the set of players finished at stage p. Denote the set

of players that are finished at stage p or before by A(p). Recall that the minimal

trunk containing the players in S C N is denoted by TS. Observe the following

facts:

(Pl) The players in some set Ap all belong to the same layer in the hierarchy.

(P2) For all stages p,

c(TA(n)) - ~ h~(r)- (7.24)
iEA(p)

Moreover, for all i E Ap C St we have

E c(TAP`TA(n-1)) (7.25)
h' (r) - w`' we(Ap)

The above expression renders exactly the content that a player pays a part

of the cost associated with the ares that were not completed by the players

that finished earlier, and within Ap proportional to the individual weight.

(P3) For all i, j E St,

h~(r) ~ h~(r) ~ P(i) c P(j)~w~; w~~
(7.26)
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which expresses that within the same layer the weighted cost share according
to the home-down allocation increases with the finishing time.

Define P as the stage of the algorithm such that A(P) - N. Observe that
some sets in the resulting ordered tuple (Ar, A2i ..., AP) may be empty if only
an arc was finished during stage p and no player. Define a new ordered tuple
out of (A1, A2, ... , AP) by deleting all the empty sets and by re-indexing corre-
spondingly the remaining rronempty sets of players. The resulting ordered tuple
(Ai, A2, . .., A;,~) will be referred to as the partition of the player set defined by
the finishing time induced by hx(I').

The next proposition extends the result in Koster et al. (1998a) from trivial to
arbitrary weight systems.

Proposition 7.4.4 (Koster (1999c)) Let E be a hierarchical system, then the
home-down allocation h~(I') coincides with CES~(N,c~).

Proof. Let Ci - (Bl, Bzi ..., Bq) be the ordered partition of the player set induced
by Algorithm 6.2.7 for calculating CES~(N,cr). Then, we claim that Li coincides
with the ordered partition A-(A„ A2, ..., A;,~) defined by the finishing times
induced by the home-down allocation h~(I').
Recall that B~ is the set that minimizes the weighted average cost of a coalition,
so it minimiaes the weighted average cost of the corresponding trunk in the lowest
layer in the hierarchy, Sk. Then by ( P3) the coalition Bl constitutes also Ai, the
set of all players that are the first to complete all necessary ares to the root. So
we have by Remark 6.2.10 and property (Pz) that for all i E Br - Ai,

Wki Wki wkih~(r) - e(TA.) - e(TB )- ~r(B~) - cES~(N,er).
Wk(A1) 1 Wk(Bl) ~ Wk(B])

Put B(i) :- Ut~;B~ for all i E{ 1, 2, ... , q} and B(0) - 0. Recall from Remark
6.2.10 that for all j E B; it holds

CES~(N~ cr) - ~~' (cr(B(i)) - cr(B(i - 1))) ,
w,(Bi)
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and t.hus we have

CES~(N, cr) - W (`B ) ~c(Ta(~)) - c(Ta(i-i))~ - W (B )c(TB,~TB(,-,)). (7.27)

Let p be such that A; - Ap, i.e. the set of players finished at stage p. By (Pl)

these players all belong to the same layer in the hierarchy, say St. Then by (7.26)
and (7.25) we have

c(Ts`TA(P-t ) )A; E argmin
SCSi`A(p-1) wt(S)

(7.28)

Furthermore, since the right hand set is closed under union it holds that A; is the

unique largest set with this property. But then by our inductiorr hypothesis A;

equals the unique largest set in

c(TS`Te(~-t))argmin .
scs,`s(;-i) Wt(S)

But then A; - B; by (7.27). o

Now we immediately obtain the following.

Corollary 7.4.5 The core of the maintenance game (N,c~) equals the set of all

home down allocations.

Let (A„ A2, ... , A;,~) be the ( ordered) partition of the player set defined by the

finishing times induced by h~(I'), and choose a nondecreasing row of positive num-

bers ~r, ~z, . . . , ~„~, i.e. ~r ~ ~2 ~ . . . ~ ~m. Define a new `scaled' hierarchical

system Ea by the partition S corresponding to E and putting wÁ. :- a~wA. for all

j- 1, 2, . .. , m. This means that for each j, k E{ 1, 2, ... , rre } the painting speeds

of inembers in A~ relative to those in A~ increases if j G k. An easy induction

argument can be given to show that the new hierarchical system Ea induces the

same ordered partition of the player set defined by the finishing times. Then by

(P2) it follows that h~(I') - h~a(I').
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7.5 The constrained egalitarian cost sharing mech-
anism

In this section we consider the class of maintenance problems corresponding to a
fixed set of agents N and a fixed tree network G- (V, E). The class of all cost

functions c: E-~ R} is denoted by C. A cost sharing mechanism now becomes

a mapping ~: C-~ R~ , relating each cost function c E C to a vector of cost

shares ~(c) E Rt . The constrained egalitarian mechanism is defined to be the

cost sharing mechanism ~" which assigns to each c E C the weighted constrained

egalitarian solution CES"(N, cr) for w E R~~ and I' -(G, c, N). Firstly, we will

focus only on a special weighted constrained egalitarian cost sharing mechanism,

i.e., the constrained egalitarian cost sharing mechanism that corresponds to the

situation where each player has weight 1. The constrained egalitarian cost sharing

mechanism will subsequently be denoted by ~e. As will be explained, the gener-

alized class of weighted constrained egalitarian cost sharing mechanisms can be

treated in a similar way.

Suppose that, given the cost function c E C, the ares in E get (weakly) more

expensive. Then, consistently, a reasonable cost sharing mechanism will increase

(weakly) all the individual cost shares. Nobody should benefit from an increase of

cost of the entire network. When a cost sharing mechanism f is consistent with

this idea, that is related to CM in Section 3.2, then it is called cost monotonic.

More formally, ~ is cost monotonic if for all c, c' E C, c' 1 c implies ~(c') 1~(c).

Furthermore, if a cost sharing mechanism ~ generates only stable outcomes in the

sense that ~(c) E core(N, cr) for h- (G, c, N) and all c E C, then it is said to

satisfy the core property. In Chapter 6 it is proved that the constrained egalitarian

solution for a concave cost game yields a core element. Especially, for any c E C it

holds that t;e(c) E core(N, c~) for I' - (G, c, N). Moreover, it is clear from the dy-

namic approach described in the previous section that the (weighted) constrained

egalitarian mechanism satisfies cost monotonicity.

Let (T~, ..., Tp) be the ordered partition of the player set N associated to the

core element ~`(c) induced by Algorithm 7.4.2. Let t(i) be the number such that

i E TA~e~;ll. Then conditions (Pl), (P2) and (P3) can be rewritten as follows:
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~; (c) - ~~(c) q t(i) G t(j)

k

~~~e(c) -~ c(e;) for all k- 1,... ,p~
P-1 iET~ ;ET(k)

(7.29)

(7.30)

where T(k) is the trunk of G defined as Ué-1Te.

The range of a vector ~ E Rt , denoted range(x), is given by max {x; ~ i E

N} - min {x; ~ i E N}.

Theorem 7.5.1 (Koster et al. (1998a)) The constrained egalitarian cost sharing

mechanism is the unigue cost sharing mechanism which minimizes the range of

the cost shares among those mechanisms satisfying cost monotonicity and the core

property.

Proof. The constrained egalitarian cost sharing mechanism minimizes the range of

cost shares among the mechanisms verifying cost monotonicity and the core prop-

erty. To prove this, let y~ be any cost share mechanism satisfying these properties.

We will point out that for all c E C the following inequalities are satisfied:

max{ y~;(c) ~ i E N} 7 max{ ~; (c) ~ i E N}, (7.31)

min{ ~p;(c) ~ i E N} C min{ ~; (c) ~ i E N}. (7.32)

Suppose that inequality ( 7.31) is not satisfied. Then condition ( 7.29) implies

max{ cp~(c) ~ j E Tp } G l;; ( c) for all i E Tp.

Therefore, it follows from efCiciency and condition (7.30) that

~ c(e;) - ~ ~~ (c) G ~ 4~;, (7.33)
;ET(p-1) iET(p-1) ~ET(p-1)

where T(p- 1) is the trunk UC-1TP, contradicting the core property. A símilar

reasoning gives inequality (7.32).
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We next establish uniqueness. Let ep be any cost allocation mechanism satisfying

cost monotonicity and the core property such that range(yo(c)) - range(~e(c)) for

all c E C. We will prove that e~;(c) - f~ (c) for all i E Tk and for all k- 1, ... , p

by backward induction on the index k.

If range(ep(c)) - range(~e(c)) , then in view of inequalities (7.31) and ( 7.32) it

holds max{ y~i(c) ~ i E N} - max{ ~~ (c) ~ i E N}. Therefore, y~;(c) G~s ( c) for all
i E Tp. Now, suppose that cp;(c) C~~ (c) for some i E Tp . Then

~ c(ei) C ~ ~;(c), (7.34)
iET(p-1) iET(p-1)

which contradicts the core property. Thus, y~i(c) - f; (c) for all i E Tp. Suppose

that y~i(c) -,r,(c) for all i E TQ , for all ~- t, ..., p.

For all k E{ 1, 2, ..., p} we define the cost function ck : E-~ Rt by

c(ei) for all i E Tei ~- 1, 2, ... , k,

Ck(ei) -
ITeI C(Tk)

(7.35)
c(e,) foralliETei~E{k-{-1,...,p}.

c(Te) ~Tk~

This means that under the new cost structure, the ares in the trunks Tt for ~-

k~ 1, ..., p are (weakly) lowered since by construction of the partition (Tl, ..., Tp)

it holds that the average cost of an element herein increases with the index, and

so cl(T I) ] cl(kkl) . The costs of the other ares remain the same.

Consider I'k :- (G, ck, N). We claim that (Tl , T2 ,..., Tk ) is the partition of the

player set induced by ~e(ck), where Ti - Tc for Q C k- 1 and Tk - Ue~kTP, and,

in addition,

~i (c)

Si(Ck) - C(Tk)

~Tk~

for all i E T~, 2 C k,

foralliETeie~kfl.
(7.36)

The claim is verified as follows. Let h be the cost allocation defined by the right-

hand side in (7.36). Then we have to show that h-~`(ck). First, we will show

that h is a core element of (N,crk). To start, note that h; ~ 0 for all i E N and
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h specifies a vector of cost shares follows from

~ ck(e') -
iEN

IT~PI e(Tk)
~ c(~~') ~ ~ ~ e(ei)

iET(k) P~k iETr e(TP) ITkI

~ C(ei) ~ I UP~k T~PI el(kkl) -

iET(k)
k

~~~~(e)~
P-1 iETr

~ hi - ~ hi,
P~k iETr iEN

where the second equality follows from condition (7.30). Then, according to Propo-
sition 7.2.1 it is enough to prove that ~iETh; ~~iETCk(e;) for all trunks T. Let
T be any trunk of G, then we are left two cases,

Case (I): T C Up~kTp, then ~iET ht -~iETSi (e) ~~iET e(ei) -~iET ek(ei)'

Case (ii): T n(UP~kTP) ~ 0. Let T- T' U T", where T' - T n(UP~kTP) and
T" - T`T'. Then due to é;e(c) E core(N, c~) we get

h(T') - ~ ~~ (c) C c(T') - ck(T'). (7.37)
iET'

Next, for all TP with P~ k we have, by construction of the partition induced by
~e(c), that

c(7,rr n hP) , I7,rr n 7,P~ I(7PI) (7.38)

Then by combining (7.36) and (7.38) we obtain

h(Trr) -
~Trr~ e~( kk~) ~~~Trr n TP~ e~l~k~) C

e~k

~ ~ cl~~l) ~(~~)c(7.rr n 7,P) - (7.39)
P~k

- ~ ~ ek(ei) - ek(7.rr).

P~k iET"nTr

Then use both ( 7.37) and ( 7.39) to see that

h(T) - h(T') ~ h(T") ~ ek(T') -~ ek(T") - ek(T),
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as desired. Now we will show that the partition generated by Algorithm 7.4.2 for

calculating the constrained egalitarian solution of I'k coincides with the ordered

partition (Tl ,..., Tk) defined above. Let T be a trunk of G, then

ck(T) ~ h(T) ~ c(T~) - ITI , ck(Tl)
~ ~ T~ ~ ~ Ti ~'

where the first inequality follows from the fact of h being a core element of (N, c~k).

Therefore, the average cost ( with respect to ek) of Tl - T~ is minimum. The trunk

Tl induces a partition into pseudo subtrees Gl ,... , GP, one for each outgoing arc of

Tl. In other words, for each i E { 1, 2, ..., Q}, there is an outgoing arc e -( j, j') of

Tl such that G` -(Ve U{j}, Ee) where (Ve1 Ee) - Be, the branch rooted at e, and

where j stands for the root. Now repeated application of the previous reasoning

to each of the above pseudo subtrees yields the claim (observe that hl -(h;)iEN`T,

is a core element for each of the induced problems as was shown in the proof of

Proposition 7.2.10). This proves our claim.

So for c`-i as defined above, it is verified that

(t) Ct-1 C C~

(ii) ~;(c)-~;(c`-')foriETPandeCt-1,

(iii) cp;(c`-') - l;; (c`-') for i E TP and Q 1 t- 1.

Observe that condition (iii) follows from the fact that (Tl-1, ..., Tt`-,1) with Tt`-i -

UP~t-1TP is the partition of the player set associated to ~e(ct-1) generated by AI-

gorithm 7.4.2 (see the above claim) and the application of the previous reasoning.

Thus we derive

~~~i(Ct-t)-~~~ilct-1) ~

P1i iET~ P7t iETt

t-1 t-] t-~

~ ~ ~i(Ct-1) - ~~Si(Ct-1) - ~~ ~i(C)'

P-1 iET~ P-1 iETt P-1 iET~

The induction hypothesis gives

( 7.40)

~ ~ ~;(~) - ~ ~ ~; (~).
P~t iET~ [~t iET~
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So it holds that

~ ~;(~) - ~ ~: (~).
iET(t-1) iET(t-1)

(7.41)

Therefore, together with expressions (7.40) and (7.41), cost monotonicity implies
ep;(c) - y~;(c~-1) for all i E T(t - 1). But then the above conditions (i) and (ii)

imply cp;(c) -~; (c) for all i E T~-~. O

Suppose that getting connected is equally valued by the different agents. Then

the constrained egalitarian cost sharing mechanism minimizes the range of cost

shares among the class of cost monotonic mechanisms sharing the core property,

simultaneously it maximizes Rawlsian welfare, that is measured by the opposite of

the highest cost share. In fact, it is the only cost monotonic mechanism under this

welfare consideration.

Theorem 7.5.2 (Koster et al. (1998a)) The constrained egalitarian cost sharing

m.echanism is the unique cost sharing mechanism that maximizes Rawlsian welfare

among those mechanisms that satisjy cost monotonicity and which satisfy the core

property.

Proof The proof resembles that of Theorem 7.5.1 up to a high degree. First,
the constrained egalitarian cost sharing mechanism selects the Lorenz maximal
element in the core of a maintenance problem (Dutta and Ray (1989)), which im-
plies Rawlsian maximality. Suppose y~ satisfies also cost monotonicity and the core
property thereby maximizing Rawlsian welfare. Then of course by assumption for
any c E C, max{y~;(c) ~ i E N} - max{t;; (c) ~ i E N}. Now proceed along the same
lines as in the second part of the proof of Theorem 7.5.1 in order to see that cp

equals t;e. ~

In fact, the characterization results of the constrained egalitarian cost sharing

mechanism for trees are similar to those for the restrictive average mechanism for

chains as in Aadland and Kolpin (1998). Besides the fact that our results hold for

a more general setting, Aadland and Kolpin needed an additional characterizing

property which is satisfied by the constrained egalitarian cost sharing mechanism.
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The property in question is ranking, which requires that an agent with higher stand

alone costs, should contribute (weakly) more.

One can trace easily the following independencies between the properties that we

used above. Splitting the total costs equally between the players gives a cost mono-

tonic mechanism that minimizes both the range of the weighted cost shares and

the maximal weighted cost share. But the allocation need not be a core elemen-

t. Furthermore there are mechanisms that minimize the range of the cost shares

subject to the core property but are not cost monotonic. A legitimate candidate

would be the mechanism t; that coincides with the constrained egalitarian solution

for all problems except for the following 4-player problem corresponding to the tree

G-(V, E) with V -{r, l, 2, 3, 4} and E- {(r, 1), (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4)} such that

cl - 1,c2 - c3 - 2,c4 - 3 and ~(c) is given by (1, 12,22,3). The mechanism that

relates each cost function c E C to the corresponding Shapley value for (N, cr) with

I' -(G, c, N), defines a cost monotonic mechanism for which the core property is

satisfied, however it does not always minimize the range of cost shares or minimize

the maximal cost share.

The results for the constrained egalitarian cost sharing mechanism can be gen-

eralized to weighted cases, in absence of a real hierarchical system as in Chapter 6.

Let there be given a(positive)weight system, i.e. a mapping w: C-~ Rtt which

relates each cost function c to a(positive) vector of weights for (G, e, N). Then,

the w-constrained egalitarian mechanism is the cost sharing mechanism tw which

relates each maintenance problem (G, c, N) with its w(c)-constrained egalitarian

allocation ~"(c).

Theorem 7.5.3 (Koster et al. (1998a)) For all w E R~~ the w-constrained egal-

itarian mechanism minimizes the range of the weighted cost shares

max ~'(c) ~ i E N - min ~'(c) ~ i E N
{ w;(c) ~ ~ wt(c)

among those cost mechanisms which are cost monotonic and have the core property.

Theorem 7.5.4 (Koster et al. (1998a)) For all w E Rt the w-constrained egali-

tarian cost sharing mechanism minimizes the weighted maximal cost share

max ~'(c) ~ i E N
{ w;(c)
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among those mechanisms which are cost monotonic and have the core property.

The above two theorems are proved as straightforward adaptation of the first part
of the proof of Theorern 7.5.1.

In order to obtain a characterization result which generalizes the result stated in
Theorem 7.5.1 and Theorem ï.5.2 we have to restrict ourselves to homogeneous
positive weight systems, i.e. weight systems w : C-~ Rt~ that do not depend on
the cost funct,ion, so w(c) - w(c') for all c, c E C.

Theorem 7.5.5 (Koster et al. (1998a)) Let w 6e a positive homogeneous weight

system. Then the w-constrained egalitarian rnechanism is the unique cost sharing
mechanism which minimizes the weighted range of the cost shares among those

mechanisms satisfying cost monotonicity and the core property.

Theorem 7.5.6 (Koster et al. (1998a)) Let w be a positive homogeneous weight

system. Therc the w-constrained egalitarian mechanism is the unique cost sharing

mechan~isrn which minimitir.,

rnax ~'(c) ~ i E N
w~(c)

among those mechanisms satisfying cost monotonicity and the core property.
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Samenvatting

In menige praktische situatie dient zich de vraag aan hoe de opbrengsten en kosten

die voortvloeien uit een gezamenlijk ondernomen project onder de participanten

verdeeld moet worden. Het centrale thema in dit proefschrift is de relatie tussen

de inbreng of positie van de individuele deelnemers en de wenselijkheid en recht-

vaardigheid van een gekozen allocatie.

Het idee van een adequate allocatie is sterk afhankelijk van de context waarin

deze gebruikt wordt. Naast de ethische lading die een rechtvaardige oplossing van

een kostenverdeelprobleem met zich meedraagt, laten de verschillende partijen in

het besluitvormingsproces zich leiden door verschillende motivaties; accountants,

economen, managers, regulateurs en anderen plaatsen ieder dezelfde institutionele

entiteit in een ander daglicht. Dit maakt dat niet zozeer de verkozen oplossing van

belang is, maar de onderliggende principes die deze vertegenwoordigt.

Ruwweg zijn drie typen van allocatieve principes te onderscheiden. Een allo-

catief principe is hetzij een eis op allocaties voor eenvoudige kostenverdeelproble-

men, hetzij een variationele eigenschap die zich concentreert op de karakteristieken

van een oplossing als een of ineerdere parameters van het probleem verandert, of

een invariantie eigenschap die zekere instanties van kostenverdeelproblemen equi-

valent verklaart en vereist dat deze bij dezelfde allocatie hoort.



De gevolgde methodiek bestudeert combinaties van allocatieve principes, en
geeft een indicatie van de daaruit voortvloeiende keuzeruimte voor de partijen in
het besluitvormingsproces. Een oplossing laat zich afdwingen als deze de unieke is
die de selectie criteria overleeft. De oplossing wordt dan gekarakteriseerd door de
bewuste combinatie van eigenschappen. Er wordt gesproken van een axiomatise-

ring als de verschillende eigenschappen logisch onafhankelijk zijn.

Het proefschrift bestaat uit twee delen, die zich grofweg laten onderscheiden door

de aard van de technologie die ten grondslag ligt aan een kostenverdeelprobleem.

Deel I concentreert zich op continue kostenverdeelproblemen waarbij technologieën

met perfect deelbare goederen een rol spelen. Deel II beschouwt discrete kosten-

verdeelproblemen, waarbij technologieën voor ondeelbare goederen centraal staan.

Voorafgaand wordt in Hoofdstuk 1 het onderwerp in ruime zin ingeleid en ieder van

de hoofdstukken kort beschreven. In Hoofdstuk 2 worden noodzakelijke notaties

ingevoerd.

In Hoofdstuk 3 van Deel I staan kostenverdeelproblemen centraal die correspon-

deren met situaties waar een bepaalde groep agenten gelijke toegang hebben tot een

technologie voor de produktie van één bepaald perfect deelbaar goed. Gegeven het

profiel van individuele vragen voor produktie, wordt de geaggregeerde vraag gepro-

duceerd en moeten de bijbehorende kosten verdeeld worden. De relevante technolo-

gieën worden namelijk gekarakteriseerd door een kostenfunctie, een voorschrift dat

ieder produktieniveau relateert aan de bijbehorende kosten. Met kosten wordt hier

bedoeld het minimum aan vereiste (monetaire) inspanningen die geleverd moeten

worden om een zeker produktieniveau te halen. Verder zijn in deze monografie

alleen die technologieën relevant die geen opstartkosten vereisen en waarbij kosten

en produktieniveaus positief gecorreleerd zijn. Een kostenfunctie, een profiel van

vragen tezamen met de wijze waarop de vragen geaggregeerd worden legt een

kostenverdeelproóleem vast. Een kostenverdeelmechanisme wordt geïntroduceerd

als een voorschrift dat voor een klasse van verschillende kostenverdeelproblemen

een bepaalde kostenallocatie vastlegt. In Hoofdstuk 3.1 komen de meest funda-

mentele eigenschappen aan bod, zoals anonimiteit. Een kostenverdeelmechanisme

is anoniem als de naam van een participant niet van invloed is op de oplossingen

die het mechanisme bepaalt. Een zwakkere eigenschap is de eigenschap die op ba-
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sis van de relevante parameters, gelijke betalingen voorstaat voor gelijke agenten.
Verder wordt een verband gelegd met ezternalíteiten in termen van de gemiddelde
kostenfunctie.

De klassieke en traditionele benadering van kostenverdeelproblemen wordt ver-
woord door het proportionele mechanisme, die proportionaliteit van de individuele
contributies betracht met betrekking tot de individuele vragen. Een verruiming
van het proportionaliteitsbegrip mondt in Hoofdstuk 3.2 uit in een familie van
proportionele kostenverdeelmechanismen.

Hoofdstuk 3.3 introduceert het seriële kostenverdeehnechanisme van Moulin en
Shenker (1992). Dit mechanisme wordt gepropageerd voor de klassen van kosten-
verdeelproblemen met concave of convexe kostenfuncties. Het succes van het seriële
mechanisme is te danken aan de manier waarop aanwezige externaliteiten door-
werken in de allocaties van de verschillende agenten. In aanwezigheid van negatieve
externaliteiten worden de `grote' agenten extra belast, terwijl de `kleinere' agen-
ten minder profiteren in het geval van positieve externaliteiten. Een belangrijke
eigenschap in deze is de invariantie van een individuele kostenallocatie ten aanzien
van agenten met grotere vragen. Samen met gelijke behandeling van gelijken geeft
deze eigenschap een axiomatisering van het seriële kostenverdeelmechanisme. Op
een intuïtieve manier is het seriële idee uit te breiden voor verschillende types van
vraagaggregatie. Hoofdstuk 3.3 besluit met de uitbreiding van twee bestaande
axiomatiseringen van het seriële kostenverdeelmechanisme tot deze algemenere
klassen van problemen

Hoofdstuk 3.4 bekijkt een klasse van kostenverdeelmechanismen die zich laten
vertalen in termen van de marginale kostenfunctie. Zowel het (klassieke) propor-
tionele als het seriële kostenverdeelmechanisme maken deel uit van deze klasse. De
gegeven representatie laat zien dat, ondanks het feit dat verschillende mechanismen
in hun kale definitie slechts gebruikmaken van de informatie omtrent een eindig aan-
tal produktieniveaus, deze formulering feitelijk tot stand komt na evaluatie van de
volledige (rijke) structuur van de kostenfunctie. De ingevoerde terminologie maakt
een natuurlijke vorm van consistentie mogelijk, en omzeilt daarmee de problemen
van Hoofdstuk 3.3.

De klasse van bankroetproblemerz is op een natuurlijke manier in te bedden in
de klasse van kostenverdeelproblemen. Dit maakt het mogelijk concepten voor
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bankroetproblemen te relateren aan verschillende kostenverdeelmechanismen. De

verschillende relaties worden besproken in Hoofdstuk 3.6. Hoofdstuk 3.7 bestudeert

kostenverdeelproblemen vanuit het perspectief van de codperatieve speltheorie.

Deze benadering is geschikt voor situaties waar de agenten niet alleen in staat

zijn bindende afspraken over een verdeling van de kosten te maken, maar hieraan

ook hun medewerking verlenen. De focus ligt hierbij op de karakteristieke fvnc-

tie die ieder mogelijk samenwerkingsverband ofwel coalitie van agenten associeert

met een getal dat de kosten voor de vereiste service taxeert. Doorgaans wordt in

de bestaande literatuur hiertoe iedere coalitie getaxeerd op de bijbehorende hy-

pothetische service kosten in afwezigheid van de andere agenten. Dit leidt tot de

definitie van het codperatieve stand alone kostenspel. Echter, geïnspireerd door

de co6peratieve benadering van bankroetspelen zoals besproken in Hoofdstuk 3.6,

wordt in Hoofdstuk 3.7 het corresponderende pessimistische en het optimistische

kostenspel gedefinieerd. Deze spelen geven zowel een bovengrens als een onder-

grens aan voor de kosten gemaakt door een coalitie, in volle aanwezigheid van

andere agenten. Vanuit het perspectief van de codperatieve speltheorie heeft het

pessimistische kostenspel mooie eigenschappen. Zo is dit kostenspel concaaf, het-

geen impliceert dat er core elementen zijn. Core elementen zijn die kostenallocaties

die met het idee van collectieve stabiliteit overeenstemmen; geen van de mogelijke

coalities van agenten wordt geprovoceerd doordat de som van de voorgestelde in-

dividuele allocaties meer is dan de gezamenlijke getaxeerde kosten. Ondanks de

transparantie van de voorgestelde codperatieve spelen, is het berekenen ervan niet

eenvoudig. Hoofdstuk 3.7 besluit met een praktische analytische techniek om de

pessimistische waarden van de verschillende coalities te berekenen. De optimis-

tische waarden liggen hierdoor vast omdat het optimistische spel de duale is van

het pessimistische.

Hoofdstuk 4 behandelt heterogene kostenverdeelproblemen, waarbij de technologie

geschikt is voor de produktie van meervoudige produkten. Er wordt een onder-

scheid gemaakt tussen twee modellen, gebaseerd op de vraagkarakteristieken van

de agenten. In het eerste model zijn de vragen niet gemengd, hetgeen betekent

dat iedere agent geassocieerd wordt met een bepaald goed omdat hij de enige is

die daarvoor interesse toont. Gemengde heterogene problemen staan toe dat de
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agenten een vraag hebben naar verschillende goederen. Het concept van een kosten-
verdeelmechanisme voor homogene problemen als in Hoofdstuk 3 laat zich in beide
gevallen op een natuurlijke manier generaliseren. Bijzondere heterogene kosten-
verdeelproblemen zijn die instanties die op een natuurlijke manier equivalent zijn
met een homogeen kostenverdeelprobleem, omdat dé eenheden van de verschillende
goederen symmetrisch in de definitie van de kostenfunctie terugkomen. Ideeën
voor kostenverdeelproblemen uit Hoofdstuk 3 vormen daarmee de basis voor de
studie naar kostenverdeelmechanismen voor heterogene problemen, als mechanis-
men op homogene klassen van kostenverdeelproblemen de allocaties voorschrijven
voor heterogeen equivalente kostenverdeelproblemen. Een aldus verkregen kosten-
verdeelmechanisme op een klasse van heterogene kostenverdeelproblemen heet een
vitbreiding van het onderliggende homogene mechanisme. Hoofdstuk 4 bespreekt
natuurlijke uitbreidingen van een aantal kandidaten uit de familie van proportionele
kostenverdeelmechanismen en met name seriële uitbreidingen. Speciaal gaat de
aandacht hierbij naar de ordinale mechanismen. Een kostenverdeelmechanisme is
ordinaal als de kostenallocaties invariant zijn ~met betrekking tot conventies die
bepalen hoe hoeveelheden van de verschillende goederen gemeten worden. Ordi-
naliteit is een gewenste eigenschap voor zuiver heterogene kostenverdeelproblemen
omdat vergelijking van eenheden van verschillende goederen zinloos is. Ordinaliteit
is als eigenschap sterker dan de klassieke schaad invariantie, die invariantie bepleit
ten aanzien van lineaire schaal transformaties die neerkomen op het kiezen van
andere eenheden om hoeveelheden van de verschillende goederen in uit te drukken.
Het Aumann-Shapley mechanisme is een bekend voorbeeld van een niet ordinaal
maar wel schaal invariant kostenverdeelmechanisme. Kolpin (1997) laat zien dat er
geen seriële uitbreiding bestaat die zowel schaal invariant als additief is. Hier staat
additiviteit voor een eigenschap dat decompositie van een kostenverdeelprobleem
met betrekking tot de kostenfunctie toestaat. In het licht van seriële uitbreidingen
verdient ordinaliteit de volle aandacht gezien het feit dat de intrinsieke waarde
van additiviteit zich beperkt tot de mathematische waarde in axiomatisaties. Een
fundamenteel probleem om te komen tot een eenduidige seriële uitbreiding is het
ontbreken van een natuurlijke uitbreiding van de natuurlijke volledige ordening op
de reëel rechte naar hoger dimensionale vectorruimten. Hoofdstuk 4.2 bestudeert
een klasse van seriële uitbreidingen voor gemengde heterogene problemen waarbij
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de ruimte van alle vraagprofielen volledig geordend worden door quasi-ordeningen.

De verkregen klasse van seriële uitbreidingen wordt gekarakteriseerd door de eigen-

schappen gelijke behandeling van quasi-ordening equivalenten en het radiale seriële

principe. Hier is de laatste eigenschap een afzwakking van het seriële principe

zoals geïnitieerd is in Sprumont (1998), de eigenschap dat een verhoging van de

vraag van een agent niet effectueert in een verandering van de kostenallocatie voor

een oorspronkelijk minder betalende agent. Een speciale kandidaat in de boven-

staande klasse, het radiale seriële rnechanisme, wordt gekarakteriseerd in combi-

natie met een aantal natuurlijke eigenschappen, waaronder een zwakke vorm van

ordinaliteit. Deze karakterisering geeft ook onmiddellijk aanleiding tot een onmo-

gelijkheidsstelling waar het seriële principe en ordinaliteit aan ten grondslag liggen.

Hoofdstuk 4.3 is gewijd aan het Moulin-Shenker mechanisme voor niet-gemeng-

de heterogene kostenverdeelproblemen. Het Moulin-Shenker mechanisme is een

speciale kandidaat in de klasse van zogenaamde pad gege.nereerde kostenverdeelme-

chanismen (Sprumont (1998)). Het ordinale Moulin-Shenker mechanisme wordt

gekarakteriseerd met behulp van schaal invariantie waarbij differentieerbaarheid

als technische stabiliteitseigenschap uit de karakterisering van Sprumont (1998)

omzeild wordt. Echter; het seriële principe maakt plaats voor het sterkere zelf-

consistentie.

In Hoofdstuk 4.4 is de aandacht gericht op een uitbreiding van het Moulin-

Shenker mechanisme naar gemengde heterogene kostenverdeelproblemen. Het ra-

diale Moulin-Shenker mechanisme wordt gekarakteriseerd door een zwakke diffe-

rentieerbaarheids eigenschap en het radiale seriële principe. Als gevolg geldt de

incompatibiliteit van de eigenschappen differentieerbaarheid en het seriële principe

voor de klasse van gemengde heterogene kostenverdeelproblemen.

Hoofdstuk 4.5 generaliseert de pessimistische en optimistische codperatieve spe-

len voor homogene kostenverdeelproblemen naar heterogene gevallen. Het resul-

terende pessimistische kostenspel voor heterogene kostenverdeelproblemen is weder-

om gebalanceerd. Voor kostenverdeelproblemen met concave of convexe kosten-

functies is het pessimistische kostenspel concaaf. In die gevallen bestaat ook een

eenvoudige uitdrukking voor de bijbehorende pessimistische karakteristieke functie.

Deel II is gericht op relaties tussen kostenverdeelproblemen en netwerkstructuren.
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Hoofdstuk 5 bestudeert het probleem van private voorziening van een collectie
van publieke projecten aan een eindig aantal agenten. Hier gaat het om puvr
publieke projecten, wat wil zeggen dat wanneer een project eenmaal gerealiseerd

is, het iedere agent vrijstaat er naar behoefte gebruik van te maken. Te denken
valt aan infrastructuur en delen van een communicatie- of beveiligingsnetwerk.

Voor iedere agent is gegeven dat realisatie van een bepaalde deelklasse van deze

projecten noodzakelijk is om hem een winst te bezorgen. Centraal staan twee ver-

schillende beslissingsprocessen, die verschillen in de mate van samenwerking tussen

de verschillende agenten. In aanwezigheid van de mogelijkheid om een eventuele

overeenkomst contractueel af te dwingen, leidt de codperatieve benadering tot het

codperatieve realisatie spel. Het spel wordt bepaald door iedere coalitie van spelers

te associëren met de maximale netto opbrengsten die gerealiseerd kunnen worden

door het realiseren van de juiste combinatie van projecten. In de niet-codperatieve

benadering, in afwezigheid van de rnogelijkheid om bindende afspraken te maken,

bepaalt een toegevoegd realisatie schema een strategisch contribvtie spel. De spe-

lers worden geacht een contributie te leveren onafhankelijk van de andere spelers,

en gegeven het profiel van individuele bijdragen bepaalt het realisatie schema de

te realiseren projecten, en daarmee ook de individuele opbrengsten. Meer spe-

cifiek introduceert Hoofdstuk 5.2 een bepaald realisatie schema dat gebaseerd is

op wiskundige technieken van stroomnetwerken. Met dit realisatie schema wordt

het contributiespel een codrdinatiespel waarin iedere speler dezelfde utilitaire wel-

vaartsfurectie maximaliseert. De utilitaire welvaartsfrmctie is een ordireale pote~a-

tiaal voor het contributiespel zoals bewezen wordt in Hoofdstuk 5.3. Hoofdstuk

5.4 laat zien dat. de strategie profielen die de utilitaire welvaartsfunctie maximalis-

eren, corresponderen met sterke Nash evenwichten van het contributie spel. Uit

Hoofdstuk 5.5 blijkt dat deze sterke Nash evenwichten in feite de core van het

realisatiespel opvullen. Dit geeft aan dat individuele inspanningen, mits adequaat

gestructureerd door het realisatieschema, op een lijn liggen met de inspanningen

van het collectief van agenten.
Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft een uitbreiding van de Dutta-Ray oplossing voor codpe-

ratieve spelen. De Dutta-Ray oplossing is ontwikkeld voor omgevingen, waar ieder

individu in de samenleving gelooft in egalitairisme als sociale waarde, en waar pri-
vate preferenties egoïsme dicteren. De onderliggende egalitaire ideeën stemmen
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overeen met de Lorenz ordening als maat voor economische ongelijkheid. Ten

opzichte van de Lorenz ordening heeft iedere speler gelijk gewicht. Of een speler
nu een organisatie is die staat voor drie personen of voor duizenden, in het ideale

geval zal een egalitaire oplossing in beide gevallen dezelfde allocatie voorschrijven.

Ebert (1997) karakteriseert een gewogen uitbreiding van de Lorenz ordening die

geschikt is voor asymmetrische situaties, waarbij de mate van asymmetrie tussen

de spelers weergegeven wordt door een profiel van gewichten. Dit hoofdstuk gaat

een stap verder, door de introductie van een volledig asymmetrische hiërarchische

Lorenz ordening. Bewezen wordt dat de hoofdstelling in Dutta en Ray (1989) op-

gaat voor de klasse van hiërarchische Lorenz ordeningen: gegeven een codperatief

spel is er hooguit één egalitaire oplossing. Voor convexe spelen volgt een existen-

tie bewijs. Verder is in dat geval de klasse van alle gewogen egalitaire oplossingen

gelijk aan de core van het spel. De gewogen egalitaire oplossing wordt toegepast op

de codperatieve pessimistische kostenspelen. Met de individuele vragen als gewicht

resulteert de gewogen egalitaire oplossing in het proportionele kostenverdeelmech-

anisme.

Hoofdstuk 7 beschouwt kostenverdeelproblemen die gemodelleerd kunnen wor-

den als een vaste boomprobleem. Een vaste boomprobleem is de mathematische

beschrijving van de volgende situatie. Er is een vast en eindig aantal agenten die

door een vast boomnetwerk verbonden zijn met een speciale locatie die de wor-

tel genoemd wordt. Doel is de kosten van deze boomstructuur te verdelen onder

zijn bewoners. Deze beschrijving is ruim genoeg om allerlei praktische kosten-

verdeelproblemen te kunnen beschrijven. Beschouw bijvoorbeeld het alloceren van

de kosten van een irrigatienetwerk of elektriciteitsnet. Op een natuurlijke manier

geeft ieder vaste boomprobleem aanleiding tot een coëperatief kostenspel, het vaste

boomspel. Iedere coalitie van agenten wordt hier geassocieerd met de minimale

kosten van de door deze coalitie benodigde kanten om met de wortel verbonden te

raken. In Hoofdstuk 7.1 gaat de aandacht uit naar het karakteriseren van de klasse

van vaste boomspelen. Vaste boomspelen hebben een overzichtelijke structuur; ze

zijn concaaf en hebben zodoende een grote core. In Hoofdstuk 7.2 wordt de core van

een vaste boomspel niet alleen op drie manieren gekarakteriseerd, maar ook verkend

op geometrische eigenschappen. Aansluitend wordt in Hoofdstuk 7.3 op construc-

tieve wijze bewezen dat ieder core element van een vaste boomspel verkregen wordt
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als gewogen Shapley waarde. Hoofdstuk 6 bespreekt een exponentieel algoritme

om gewogen egalitaire oplossingen te berekenen. Echter de speciale structuur van

vaste boomspelen maakt het mogelijk om de benodigde berekeningen te voltooien

in polynomiale tijd. De gewogen egalitaire oplossing wordt verkregen als down-

home allocatie. In dit opzicht is de gewogen egalitaire oplossing de duale van de
gewogen Shapley waarde, die een home-down allocatie is. In Hoofdstuk 7.5 wordt

voor niet-hiërarchische gewichtssystemen de gewogen egalitaire oplossing voor vaste

boomspelen gekarakteriseerd. De gewogen egalitaire oplossing kenmerkt zich als de

unieke core oplossing die monotoon is in de kosten, en daarbij het grootste verschil

in kostenallocatie zo klein mogelijk houdt.
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